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About This Handbook
This handbook is intended to complement the instructor-led presentation of this
course, and serve as a source of reference. It is not suitable for self-study.

Typographic Conventions
American English is the standard used in this handbook. The following typographic
conventions are also used.

Type Style Description

Example text Words or characters that appear on the screen. These
include field names, screen titles, pushbuttons as well as
menu names, paths, and options.

Also used for cross-references to other documentation
both internal (in this documentation) and external (in
other locations, such as SAPNet).

Example text Emphasized words or phrases in body text, titles of
graphics, and tables

EXAMPLE TEXT Names of elements in the system. These include report
names, program names, transaction codes, table names,
and individual key words of a programming language,
when surrounded by body text, for example SELECT
and INCLUDE.

Example text Screen output. This includes file and directory names
and their paths, messages, names of variables and
parameters, and passages of the source text of a program.

Example text Exact user entry. These are words and characters that
you enter in the system exactly as they appear in the
documentation.

<Example text> Variable user entry. Pointed brackets indicate that you
replace these words and characters with appropriate
entries.
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Icons in Body Text
The following icons are used in this handbook.

Icon Meaning

For more information, tips, or background

Note or further explanation of previous point

Exception or caution

Procedures

Indicates that the item is displayed in the instructor�s
presentation.
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Course Overview
This training course, lasting three weeks, provides a comprehensive and detailed
introduction to the basics of ABAP/ABAP object-oriented programming and the
ABAP Workbench tools. This course also prepares you for certification as a
Development Consultant SAP NetWeaver - ABAP Workbench 2004.

Target Audience
This course is intended for the following audiences:

� Development consultants and developers who are responsible for adapting and
developing ABAP/ABAP Objects programs

Course Prerequisites
Required Knowledge

� Solid EDP basic knowledge
� Good programming experience in a different programming language

Course Duration Details
Unit 1:
ABAP Dictionary
Overview of the Functions of the ABAP Dictionary 60 Minutes

Unit 2: Tables in ABAP Dictionary
Tables in the ABAP Dictionary 60 Minutes
Exercise 1: Tables in the ABAP Dictionary 15 Minutes
Special SAP Tables 30 Minutes

Unit 3: Performance When Accessing Tables
Performance During Table Access 120 Minutes
Exercise 2: Performance Aspects in Table Access 15 Minutes

Unit 4: Input Checks
Consistency Through Input Checks 120 Minutes
Exercise 3: Consistency Through Input Checks 30 Minutes

Unit 5: Dependencies with ABAP Dictionary Objects
Object Dependencies 60 Minutes
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Exercise 4: Dependencies of ABAP Dictionary
Objects 30 Minutes

Unit 6: Changing Tables
Changes to Tables 100 Minutes
Exercise 5: Changes to database tables 30 Minutes
Exercise 6: Database Utility (SE14) Dealing with
Problems (optional) 45 Minutes

Unit 7: Views and Maintenance Dialogs
Views 120 Minutes
Exercise 7: Views 30 Minutes
Maintenance Views 100 Minutes
Exercise 8: Maintenance Views 60 Minutes

Unit 8: Search Help
Search Helps 120 Minutes
Exercise 9: Search Helps 60 Minutes

Unit 9: ABAP Runtime
ABAP Runtime 30 Minutes
Exercise 10: Creating a Package 10 Minutes
Exercise 11: Creating an Executable Program 20 Minutes

Unit 10: ABAP Types and Data Objects
Data Types and Data Objects 40 Minutes
Exercise 12: Using Numeric Data Types 15 Minutes
Using Structures 20 Minutes
Exercise 13: Basic ABAP Statements and String
Processing 60 Minutes

Using Internal Tables 120 Minutes
Exercise 14: Table Kinds 30 Minutes

Unit 11: Analysis Tools for Programs
Assertions and Breakpoints 40 Minutes
Exercise 15: Assertions and Breakpoints 20 Minutes
The Code Inspector 30 Minutes
Exercise 16: The Code Inspector 15 Minutes
Runtime Analysis 60 Minutes
Exercise 17: Using the Runtime Analysis 30 Minutes

Unit 12: ABAP Open SQL
Architecture of the SAP Web Application Server 40 Minutes
SQL Trace 40 Minutes
Indexes � Basics 40 Minutes
Exercise 18: Creating and Using Indexes 20 Minutes
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ABAP Open SQL: Optimizing Statements 40 Minutes
Exercise 19: Optimizing SQL Statements:
Accessing Multiple Tables 40 Minutes

Table Buffering 30 Minutes
Exercise 20: Table Buffering 30 Minutes

Unit 13: Dynamic Programming
Dynamic Programming with Field Symbols and
References 120 Minutes
Exercise 21: Type Casting for Structures 30 Minutes
Exercise 22: Generating Data Objects at Runtime 30 Minutes

Course Goals
This course will prepare you to:

� Work with the ABAP Workbench tools
� Write your own simple ABAP programs
� Program object-oriented ABAP Objects

Course Objectives
After completing this course, you will be able to:

� Describe the data structure of SAP systems
� Use the ABAP Workbench tools
� Create lists using classic reports
� Create and call function groups and function modules
� Work with the ABAP Dictionary
� Program in a performance-sensitive manner
� Describe the concepts behind object-oriented programming
� Create lists using ALV Grid Control

SAP Software Component Information
The information in this course pertains to the following SAP Software Components
and releases:

� SAP Web AS 6.20

2005/Q4 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. ix
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Unit 1
1 ABAP Dictionary

For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
The unit overview lists the individual lessons that make up this unit.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Name the function of the ABAP Dictionary in the R/3 system
� Describe the possible ways of defining data objects and data types
� Describe the services provided by the ABAP Dictionary
� Explain how the ABAP Dictionary is linked to the development and runtime

environments

Unit Contents
Lesson: Overview of the Functions of the ABAP Dictionary .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2

2005/Q4 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 1
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Lesson:
2

Overview of the Functions of the ABAP Dictionary
Lesson Duration: 60 Minutes

Lesson Overview
In this lesson, you will gain an overview of the funtional scope of the ABAP Dictionary

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Name the function of the ABAP Dictionary in the R/3 system
� Describe the possible ways of defining data objects and data types
� Describe the services provided by the ABAP Dictionary
� Explain how the ABAP Dictionary is linked to the development and runtime

environments

Provide an initial insight into the technical possibilities of the ABAP Dictionary
without, however, going into the individual aspects in too much detail.

Business Example
You should explain the main possibilities offered by the ABAP Dictionary to a
colleague

2 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 2005/Q4
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Overview of the functions

Figure 1: Function of the ABAP Dictionary

Expalin briefly the three functions introduced on the slide. The points will be
discussed in greater detail on the following slides.

The ABAP Dictionary permits central management of all the type definitions used
in the R/3 System.

In the ABAP Dictionary, you can create user-defined types (data elements, structures,
and table types) for use in ABAP programs or in interfaces of function modules, object
methods, etc. Database objects such as tables, indexes and views can also be defined
in the ABAP Dictionary and created with this definition in the database.

The ABAP Dictionary also provides a number of services that support program
development. For example, setting and releasing locks, defining an input help (F4
help), and attaching a field help (F1 help) to a screen field are supported.

2005/Q4 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 3
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Figure 2: Database objects in the ABAP Dictionary

Explain the object types DB Table and DB View Explain that a table or view in the
ABAP Dictionary is defined independent of the database. The object can then be
created automatically in the database. It is in this step that the definition of the object in
the ABAP Dictionary is transferred to the definition of the database system being used.

Tables and database views can be defined in the ABAP Dictionary.

These objects are created in the underlying database with this definition. Changes in
the definition of a table or database view are also automatically made in the database.

Indexes can be defined in the ABAP Dictionary to speed up access to data in a table.
These indexes are also created in the database.

4 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 2005/Q4
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Figure 3: Type Definitions in the ABAP Dictionary

Explain, that you can create globally addressable types in the ABAP Dictionary. They
can be used in programs or function modules. Explain the various type categories
using the examples on the slide (data element, structure, table type). Explain how
these basic types can be combined. This enables one to define complex types.

Three different type categories exist in the ABAP Dictionary:

� Data elements:Describe an elementary type by defining the data type, length,
and possibly decimal places.

� Structures: Consist of components that can have any type.
� Table types: Describe the structure of an internal table.

Any complex user-defined type can be built from these basic types.

Example: The data of an employee is stored in a structure EMPLOYEE with the
component�s NAME, ADDRESS and TELEPHONE. Component NAME is also
a structure with component�s FIRST NAME and LAST NAME. Both of these
components are elementary, for example, their type is defined by a data element. The
type of component ADDRESS is also defined by a structure whose components are
also structures. A table type is used to define component TELEPHONE (because an
employee can have more than one telephone number).

Types are used for example in ABAP programs or to define the types of interface
parameters of function modules.

2005/Q4 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 5
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Figure 4: Services of the ABAP Dictionary

Briefly mention F1 and F4 Help. The participants should already know about them.
Refer to the others mentioned on the slide.

The ABAP Dictionary supports program development with a number of services:

� Input helps (F4 helps) for screen fields can be defined with search helps.
� Screen fields can easily be assigned a field help (F1 help) by creating

documentation for the data element.
� An input check that ensures that the values entered are consistent can easily be

defined for screen fields using foreign keys.
� The ABAP Dictionary provides support when you set and release locks. To do

so, you must create lock objects in the ABAP Dictionary. Function modules for
setting and releaing locks are automatically generated from these lock objects;
these can then be linked into the application program.

� The performance when accessing this data can be improved for database objects
(tables, views) with buffering settings.

� By logging, you can switch on the automatic recording of changes to the table
entries.

6 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 2005/Q4
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Figure 5: Linking to the development and runtime environment

Explain the relationship between the ABAP Dictionary and the tools of the
development and runtime environment. Explain the relationship using the Screen
Painter and ABAP Interpreter.

Screen Painter: The screen painter is used when creating the interface. Fields from
structures or tables defined in the dictionary can be positioned directly on the screen
using the command Get from Dictionary. As a result, the type definition, input checks,
or help for the field are automatically carried over to the screen.

ABAP Interpreter: The type definitions of all global types from the ABAP Dictionary
used in the program are retrieved from the Dictionary when generating a report. You
must clarify that the ABAP Dictionary is the main source for data definitions in the
R/3 system. All other components actively retrieve the data definitions they require
from the ABAP Dictionary.

The ABAP Dictionary is actively integrated in the development and runtime
environments. Each change takes immediate effect in the relevant ABAP programs
and screens.

2005/Q4 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 7
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Examples:

� When a program or screen is generated, the ABAP interpreter and the screen
interpreter access the type definitions stored in the ABAP Dictionary.

� The ABAP tools and the Screen Painter use the information stored in the ABAP
Dictionary to support you during program development. An example of this is
the Get from Dictionary function in the Screen Painter, with which you can place
fields of a table or structure defined in the ABAP Dictionary in a screen.

� The database interface uses the information about tables or database views stored
in the ABAP Dictionary to access the data of these objects.

8 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 2005/Q4
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Facilitated Discussion
Here you have the opportunity to discuss unanswered questions.

Discussion Questions
Use the following questions to engage the participants in the discussion. Feel free to
use your own additional questions.

See list of learning goals

2005/Q4 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 9
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Name the function of the ABAP Dictionary in the R/3 system
� Describe the possible ways of defining data objects and data types
� Describe the services provided by the ABAP Dictionary
� Explain how the ABAP Dictionary is linked to the development and runtime

environments
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Name the function of the ABAP Dictionary in the R/3 system
� Describe the possible ways of defining data objects and data types
� Describe the services provided by the ABAP Dictionary
� Explain how the ABAP Dictionary is linked to the development and runtime

environments

2005/Q4 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 11
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Unit 2
9 Tables in ABAP Dictionary

For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
The unit overview lists the individual lessons that make up this unit.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Create Tables
� Use the two-level domain concept
� Define the technical settings of a table
� Create and use include structures
� Describe table types in the SAP system apart from the transparent tables
� Distinguish pool and cluster tables from one another
� Describe the advantages and disadvantages of pool and cluster tables.

Unit Contents
Lesson: Tables in the ABAP Dictionary .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

Exercise 1: Tables in the ABAP Dictionary.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
Lesson: Special SAP Tables ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41

2005/Q4 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 13
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Lesson:
10

Tables in the ABAP Dictionary
Lesson Duration: 60 Minutes

Lesson Overview

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Create Tables
� Use the two-level domain concept
� Define the technical settings of a table
� Create and use include structures

In this lesson, the two-step domain concept that was already addressed in BC400 is
repeated. In addition, the basic dependencies of the ABAP Dictionaries between
domain, data element and table are explained. Furthermore, their mapping on the
underlying database is presented (databases generally only know tables. Data elements
are unknown to databases. The term domain does exist on several database systems,
but is used differently in the ABAP Dictionary).

The technical settings and their effects in RDBMS are also discussed. The participants
should gain an insight into the definition of tables, structures, data elements and
domains.

Business Example
You should map information units, so-called entities in the database for your company.

14 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 2005/Q4
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Tables

Figure 6: Tables and Fields

The primary key is a combination of columns (column = field) that uniquely identifies
a row (corresponding to an entry).

The structure of the objects of application development are mapped in tables on the
underlying relational database.

The attributes of these objects correspond to fields of the table.

A table consists of columns (fields) and rows (entries). It has a name and different
general attributes, such as delivery class and maintenance authorization.

A field has a unique name and attributes; for example, it can be a key field.

A table has one or more key fields, called the primary key.

The values of these key fields uniquely identify a table entry.

You must specify a reference table for fields containing a currency (data type CURR)
or quantity (data type QUAN). It must contain a field (reference field) with the format
for currency keys (data type CUKY) or the format for units (data type UNIT). The
field is only assigned to the reference field at program runtime.

2005/Q4 © 2005 SAP AG. All rights reserved. 15
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Figure 7: Basic Objects of the ABAP Dictionary

The basic objects for defining data in the ABAP Dictionary are tables, data elements
and domains. The domain is used for the technical definition of a table field (for
example, field type and length) and the data element is used for the semantic definition
(for example short description).

A domain describes the value range of a field by its data type and length. The value
range can be limited by specifying fixed values.

A data element describes the meaning of a domain in a certain business context.
The data element contains primarily the field help (F1 documentation) and the field
labels in the screen.

A field is not an independent object, but it is table-dependent. The field can only be
maintained within a table.

You can enter the data type and number of places directly for a field. No data element
is required in this case. Instead, the data type and number of places is defined by
specifying a direct type.

The data type attributes of a data element can also be defined by specifying a built-in
type, where the data type and number of places is entered directly.
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Figure 8: Two-Level Domain Concept: Example

The instructor first explains the object table and term table key. The instructor then
discusses the field definition (data element, domain). Only the domain can be defined
alone without using other objects. The instructor shows a demo to make things clearer.

Important points:

� Calling a transaction
� Calling F1 and F4 help with technical field information
� Presenting the format check with an incorrect entry and using the F4 help
� Calling the table definition used in the transaction
� Explaining tables, data element and domain definition using the sample

transaction (for example short name of the data element is a component of the F1
help of the field on the screen)

� During the demo, the trainer asks the participants: Does it make sense to use
the same domain to define different data elements? The trainer discusses the
responses with the participants

The flight schedule is stored in table SPFLI. Table fields AIRPFROM (departure
airport) and AIRPTO (arrival airport) have the same domain S_AIRPID. Both fields
use the same domain because both fields contain airport IDs and therefore have the
same technical attributes. They have a different semantic meaning, however, and
use different data elements to document this. Field AIRPFROM uses data element
S_FROMAIRP and field AIRPTO uses data element S_TOAIRP.
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Figure 9: Transparent Tables and Structures

Overview of the relationships between the tables in the ABAP Dictionary and the
corresponding tables in the database system

Transparent Tables and Structures

WebAs : Database (1:1)

Data can be permanently saved in transparent tables. Structures are defined and
activated like tables. However, database tables are not generated from structures.

Structure use:

� Type definition in programs
� Include Structures

The instructor explains the relationships to the database objects and shows a demo.
The following points are important:

� Call the DB utility (menu option: Utilities)
� Call the database object check in the DB utility
� Explain the table fields of the DB object
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Compare to the structure.

Demo 1: Creating a Table

Idea:

In this demo you create table ZCARGO for entering all cargo orders.

Table Structure ZCARGO (Template: SCARGO)

Field name Key Data element Type,
Length Meaning

CLIENT X S_CLIENT Client
CARRID X S_CARR_ID Airline
CONNID X S_CONN_ID Connection
FLDATE X S_DATE Date of flight
CARGO_ID X

ZCARGO_ID
CHAR,
10

Cargo number

CARGO_DESC X SCARGO_DESC Cargo
description

CUST_NO SCUS-
TOMER_NUM

Customer
number

CUST_NAME S_CUSTNAME Customer name
CARGOTYPE

ZCARGO_TYPE
CHAR, 1 Cargo type

VALUE SCARGO_VALUE Cargo value
CURRENCY CURCY Currency

Note:

Data elements in bold print must be created using a suitable domain. Explain in
detail the reference field and reference value for the VALUE field. Data element
ZCARGO_ID must be documented. After you create the table, maintain a few data
records using SE16. Display the F1 help for field VALUE.

Tip:
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One of the data records you maintain should contradict the checks defined in the demo
on foreign keys. This enables you to show that creating a foreign key does not result
in a cleanup of incorrect data records.

A transparent table is automatically created on the database when it is activated in the
ABAP Dictionary. At this time, the database-independent description of the table in
the ABAP Dictionary is translated into the language of the database system used.

The database table has the same name as the table in the ABAP Dictionary. The
fields also have the same name in both the database and the ABAP Dictionary. The
data types in the ABAP Dictionary are converted to the corresponding data types
of the database system.

The order of the fields in the ABAP Dictionary can differ from the order of the fields
on the database. This permits you to insert new fields without having to convert
the table. When you add a new field, adjust the order of the fields by changing the
database catalog (ALTER TABLE). The new field is added to the database table.

ABAP programs can access a transparent table in two ways. One way is to access
the data contained in the table with OPEN SQL (or EXEC SQL). With the other
method, the table defines a structured type that is accessed when variables (or more
complex types) are defined.

You can also create a structured type in the ABAP Dictionary for which there is no
corresponding object in the database. Such types are called structures. Structures can
also be used to define the types of variables.

Figure 10: Include Structures
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The instructor explains how to create substructures in the ABAP Dictionary. You
create substructures as structures with transaction SE11 and then include them in
tables as desired.

Additionally, the instructor should mention that insertion of substructures into SAP
tables is considered a modification. This can be avoided by using an APPEND

Structures can be included in tables or other structures to avoid redundant structure
definitions.

A table may only be included as an entire table.

A chain of includes may only contain one database table. The table in which you
are including belongs to the include chain. This means that you may not include a
transparent table in a transparent table.

Includes may contain further includes.

Foreign key definitions are generally imparted from the include to the including table.
The attributes of the foreign key definition are passed from the include to the including
table so that the foreign key depends on the definition in the include.

The table is automatically created in the database system when it is activated.
Certain information is required at this time so that the table can be administered
correctly from the point of view of the ABAP Dictionary. This information is called
technical settings. From the previous topics, the participant knows the tables and table
field definition and the mapping to the database system. Only the administrative
information needed for creating the table is missing.

Demo 2: Inserting Includes

Idea:

The cargo weight must be administered in table ZCARGO. Add fields WEIGHT and
UNIT to the table. Because this field combination is required in other tables, use
the Include ZWEIGHT.

Table Structure ZWEIGHT (Template: SCARGO_WEIGHT)
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Field name Data element Type, Length Meaning
WEIGHT S_WEIGHT QUAN, 10, 2 Weight
UNIT S_WEIGHTUNIT UNIT, 3 Unit

Note:

Explain reference field and reference table. Briefly show the functions for Includes in
SE11 (expand, collapse).

You might want to indicate that the database fields can be appended using ALTER
TABLE (as preparation for Unit 6). Once activated, show the database structure for
table ZCARGO and talk about the activation log. Explain that the database does not
differentiate whether the field comes from an include or the table.

Tip:

DO not maintain a foreign key to table T006 (contains all unit) for the UNIT field.
Otherwise, Demo 15 will not work.

Figure 11: Technical settings
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The instructor explains the technical settings.

� Data class (select tablespace or database space)
� Size category (determine size of next extent)
� Buffering (faster access using the main memory of the application server)
� Logging the information (should all the data changes for this table be logged)

The technical settings are transferred to the database system using the DB utility and
can be managed in the storage parameters.

You must maintain the technical settings when you define a transparent table in the
ABAP Dictionary.

The technical settings are used to individually optimize the storage requirements and
accessing behavior of database tables.

The technical settings can be used to define how the table should be handled when it is
created on the database, whether the table should be buffered and whether changes to
entries should be logged.

The table is automatically created on the database when it is activated in the ABAP
Dictionary. The information required here about the storage area to be selected
(tablespace) and the expected table size is determined from the settings for the data
class and size category.

The settings for buffering define whether and how the table should be buffered.

You can define whether changes to the table entries should be logged.
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Figure 12: Fragmenting the tables in the database

Particularly tables that include transaction data can have large gaps in ther allocated
memory space due to the fast growth or frequent changing of the datasets (inserting
and deleting of data records). This fragmenting of the data on the hard drive of the
database server always leads to repeated performance problems, which can not be
removed by simple measures such as creating an index.

Fragmented indexes can be defragmented by simply deleting them and then entering
them again. Here, the database calculates the content and the structure of the index
again and creates the necessary memory space in one piece in the storage medium,
where possible. While the index is being newly structured, the database tables can
still be used.

Caution: If the index originates from a large table ( < 100.000 data records ),
the creation process may take several minutes or even hours (for tables in the
BW environment). Furthermore, while recreating the index, this cannot be
used for database access, which would lead to an additional load (Full Table
Scan) on the database when data records are read from the respective tables.

Fragmented tables must be converted (see Changes to database tables), in order to
reduce the fragmentation. The SAP system creates a new table for this. The data are
transferred to this table. The old table is then deleted and the new table replaces it. If
this table should unexpectedly grow very quickly, this table should be checked once
again before converting the technical settings and adjusted if neccessary.
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Caution: During the converison process, the content of the table cannot be
read or changed. The conversion process of a table must be executed in a
productive environment with the greatest of care, as, depending on the size of
the table, the conversion process can last for several minutes or hours.

= > Such conversion processes (for tables or indexes) should therefore
take place in times with the least load.

In order to avoid such fragmentations as much as possible from the start, you select
the tables according to size and data type in the technical settings.

Figure 13: Data class

The data class logically defines the physical area of the database (for ORACLE
the tablespace) in which your table should be stored. If you choose the data class
correctly, the table will automatically be created in the correct area on the database
when it is activated in the ABAP Dictionary.

The most important data classes are master data, transaction data, organizational
data and system data.

Master data is data that is only seldomly modified. An example of master data is the
data of an address file, for example the name, address and telephone number.

Transaction data is data that is frequently modified. An example is the material stock
of a warehouse, which can change after each purchase order.
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Organizational data is data that is defined during customizing when the system is
installed and that is only seldomly modified thereafter. The country keys are an
example.

System data is data that the SAP System itself needs. The program sources are an
example.

Further data classes, called customer data classes (USER, USER1), are provided for
customers. These should be used for customer developments. Special storage areas
must be allocated in the database.

Figure 14: Size Category

The size category describes the expected storage requirements for the table on the
database.

An initial extent is reserved when a table is created on the database. The size of the
initial extent is identical for all size categories. If the table needs more space for data
at a later time, extents are added. These additional extents have a fixed size that is
determined by the size category specified in the ABAP Dictionary.

You can choose a size category from 0 to 4. Every category is assigned a fixed extent
size, which depends on the database system used.

Correctly assigning a size category ensures that you do not create a large number of
small extents. It also prevents storage space from being wasted when creating extents
that are too large.
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Figure 15: Logging

You can use logging to record and store modifications to the entries of a table.

To activate logging, the corresponding field must be selected in the technical settings.
Logging, however, only takes place if the SAP System was started with a profile
containing parameter rec/client. Only selecting the flag in the ABAP Dictionary is
not sufficient to trigger logging.

Parameter �rec/client� can have the following settings:
rec/client =ALL All the clients should be logged.
rec/client = 000[...] Only the specified clients should be logged.
rec/client = OFF Logging is deactivated in this system.

The data modifications are logged independently of the update. You can display the
logs with the Transaction Table History (SCU3).
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Logging creates a bottleneck in the system:

� Additional write access for each modification to tables being logged.
� This can result in lock situations although the users are accessing different

application tables!

� All the business-oriented data is administered in the form of tables whose
definition is stored in the ABAP Dictionary.

� A two-level domain concept is used for defining the tables. The semantic
definition is implemented with data elements and the technical definition with
domains.

� The fields of include structures can be included in tables.
� The technical settings of a table define how the table should be stored in the

database (tablespace, extent size) and whether changes to the data records
should be logged.
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21 Exercise 1: Tables in the ABAP Dictionary
Exercise Duration: 15 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Create tables and use the two-level domain concept
� Define the technical settings sensibly
� Document fields
� Create and use include structures

Business Example
In these exercises, the tables of the flight model will be enhanced with employee
management. This employee management enables the airlines to enter and evaluate
data about their employees (for example, name, personnel number, salary, department,
etc.) and about assignments within the organization (airline departments).

In this exercise, two tables will be created for the employee data and the airline
departments.

The data for the employees is maintained in the ZEMPLOY## table. The names and
addresses of the employees and their salaries are stored in the ZEMPLOY## table.
The ZDEPMENT## table contains the departments of the airline. Each department
can be reached with a telephone and fax number. These tables will be enhanced
step-by-step in the following exercises.
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Task 1:

To avoid conflicts, the instructor should make sure that all groups specify their group
number when defining names for ABAP Dictionary objects (this is often forgotten for
data elements and domains). All groups should also complete the exercises, since the
unit exercises build on previous exercises. Good supervision of the exercises is of
great importance. Each group should then execute BC430_CHECK.

Create the two transparent tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT##. Define their key
fields. Define the technical settings when you activate the tables.

Note: Data is maintained for three airlines. An airline has 20,000 employees
and between 10 and 30 departments. Do not buffer or log the data. Buffering
will be discussed in the exercises for the next unit.

1. Create table ZEMPLOY##.

Via the path Tools→ ABAP Workbench→ Development→ ABAP Dictionary,
you come to the overview screen of the ABAP Dictionary.

Table ZEMPLOY##
Field Data

element
Domain Data type,

Length
Meaning

CLIENT S_CLIENT CLIENT Client
CARRIER S_CARR_ID S_CARR_ID Carrier
EMP_NUM own own NUMC, 10 Personnel

number
FIRST_NAMES_FNAME S_FNAME First name
LAST_NAME S_LNAME S_LNAME Last name
DEPART-
MENT

own own CHAR, 4 Department
code

AREA own own CHAR, 1 Area
SALARY own own CURR, 10 / 2

decimal places
Salary

CUR-
RENCY

S_CUR-
RCODE

S_CURR Currency

Continued on next page
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2. Create table ZDEPMENT##.

Via the path Tools→ ABAP Workbench→ Development→ ABAP Dictionary,
you come to the overview screen of the ABAP Dictionary.

Table ZDEPMENT##
Field Data

element
Type, Length Domain Meaning

CLIENT S_CLIENT CLIENT Client
CARRIER S_CARR_ID S_CARR_IDCarrier
DEPART-
MENT

own CHAR, 4 own Department
code

TELNR own CHAR, 30 S_PHONE Telephone
FAXNR own CHAR, 30 S_PHONE Fax

3. Document fields Personnel number and Department code.

Task 2:
Make sure that the same fields are available in both tables for recording the changes
by adding these fields to both tables with a substructure ZCHANGE##.

Note: Changes to tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT## are critical and
therefore must be recorded. The maintenance transaction must note who last
changed a table entry. This can be done by appending fields for the personnel
number of the last person to change the entry and the date of the last entry to
tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT##.

In a real application, the above enhancement would always cause the standard
table maintenance for the two tables to be deactivated. Your own maintenance
transactions would instead be created for the table in which the fields for
change logging would be filled internally by the program and not directly
by the user.

Creation of such transactions goes beyond the scope of this course. In this
course, we therefore assume that all users themselves (correctly) fill these
fields in the standard table maintenance routine.

1. Create the structure ZCHANGE##. Create a new data element for field
Lastchangedby, but use an existing domain. Use S_CHDATE as data element
for the date of the last change.

Continued on next page
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2. Insert ZCHANGE## as Include on the tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT##.

3. Find out what actions have been carried out on the database.

4. Start Program BC430_CHECK in Transaction SE38.

Note: Program BC430_CHECK checks whether your solutions are
correct and fills the new tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT## with
sample data needed for later exercises.
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Solution 1: Tables in the ABAP Dictionary
Task 1:

To avoid conflicts, the instructor should make sure that all groups specify their group
number when defining names for ABAP Dictionary objects (this is often forgotten for
data elements and domains). All groups should also complete the exercises, since the
unit exercises build on previous exercises. Good supervision of the exercises is of
great importance. Each group should then execute BC430_CHECK.

Create the two transparent tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT##. Define their key
fields. Define the technical settings when you activate the tables.

Note: Data is maintained for three airlines. An airline has 20,000 employees
and between 10 and 30 departments. Do not buffer or log the data. Buffering
will be discussed in the exercises for the next unit.

1. Create table ZEMPLOY##.

Via the path Tools→ ABAP Workbench→ Development→ ABAP Dictionary,
you come to the overview screen of the ABAP Dictionary.

Table ZEMPLOY##
Field Data

element
Domain Data type,

Length
Meaning

CLIENT S_CLIENT CLIENT Client
CARRIER S_CARR_ID S_CARR_ID Carrier
EMP_NUM own own NUMC, 10 Personnel

number
FIRST_NAMES_FNAME S_FNAME First name
LAST_NAME S_LNAME S_LNAME Last name
DEPART-
MENT

own own CHAR, 4 Department
code

Continued on next page
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Field Data
element

Domain Data type,
Length

Meaning

AREA own own CHAR, 1 Area
SALARY own own CURR, 10 / 2

decimal places
Salary

CUR-
RENCY

S_CUR-
RCODE

S_CURR Currency

a) Mark Database table and enter table name ZEMPLOY## in the
corresponding input field. Choose Create. Enter a short text in the
maintenance screen for the table.

b) Choose delivery class A and mark Table maintenance allowed.

c) Now choose tab page Fields to go to the maintenance screen for the field
definitions. Enter the field names (they need not lie in the customer
namespace).

d) For the fields Client, Carrier, First name, Surname and Currency, you use
the given data element by entering the name of the data element in the
Field type column. Save your entries.

e) Create your own data elements for fields Personnel number, Department
code, Area, and Salary. In the Field type column, enter a name
(Z<object>##) for the data element. Select the name of the data
element. The data element definition appears.

f) Enter a short text (component of the F1 help). Now choose tab page Field
label and store the texts for the field labels there.

g) You also have to assign the data element a technical description (domain).
Select tab page Definition and enter a name (Z<object>##) for your
domain there. If the domain is predefined, activate the data element and
return (using F3) to the maintenance screen for the table fields. Otherwise
select the domain name. The domain definition appears.

h) There, you define the short description, the data type (NUMC, CHAR or
CURR) and the field length. Activate the domain.

i) Go back one screen (using F) to the data element definition and activate
your data element.

j) Navigate back one more screen to the field definition. Start again with e)
until all the table fields are defined. Save your table.

Continued on next page
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k) Define the reference table and reference field for the salary field. Select on
the field name and enter the following in the next dialog box:

Field Value
Reference table ZEMPLOY##

Reference field Currency

l) Define the key fields for the ZEMPLOY## table by ticking the Key column
behind the field name. The fields Client, Carrier, and Personnel number
uniquely identify an entry. They must, therefore, be marked as key fields.

Note: The key fields Client, Carrier and Personnel numbermust
stand in this order at the beginning of the field list.

m) Activate the ZEMPLOY## table. The maintenance screen for the technical
settings appears automatically.

Note: Since the contents of table ZEMPLOY## do not change
frequently, you must choose data class APPLO (master data). The
expected number of records in the ZEMPLOY## table is 60,000,
therefore you must choose the size category 2. The table should
be neither buffered nor logged.

Table ZEMPLOY##
Data class APPL0 (master data)

Size Category 2

Buffering Not allowed
Logging No logging

Save the technical settings. Go back to the maintenance screen of the
table (F3). The table is activated.

2. Create table ZDEPMENT##.

Via the path Tools→ ABAP Workbench→ Development→ ABAP Dictionary,
you come to the overview screen of the ABAP Dictionary.

Continued on next page
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Table ZDEPMENT##
Field Data

element
Type, Length Domain Meaning

CLIENT S_CLIENT CLIENT Client
CARRIER S_CARR_ID S_CARR_IDCarrier
DEPART-
MENT

own CHAR, 4 own Department
code

TELNR own CHAR, 30 S_PHONE Telephone
FAXNR own CHAR, 30 S_PHONE Fax

a) Mark Database table and enter table name ZDEPMENT## in the
corresponding input field. Choose Create. Enter a short text in the
maintenance screen for the table.

b) Choose delivery class A and mark Table maintenance allowed.

c) Now choose tab page Fields to go to the maintenance screen for the field
definitions. Enter the field names (they need not lie in the customer
namespace).

d) For the fields Client and Carrier, you use the given data by entering the
name of the data element in theField type column. Save your entries.

e) For the fields Department code, Telphone number and Fax number, you
should create your own data elements. In the Field type column, enter a
name (Z<object>##) for the data element. Select the name of the data
element. The data element definition appears.

f) Enter a short text (component of the F1 help). Now choose tab page Field
label and store the texts for the field labels there.

g) You also have to assign the data element a technical description (domain).
Select tab page Definition and enter a name (Z<object>##) for your
domain there. Otherwise select the domain name. The domain definition
appears.

Note: If the domain is predefined, activate the data element and
return (using F3) to the maintenance screen for the table fields.

h) Define the short description, the data type (CHAR), and the field length
(30) there. Activate the domain.

Continued on next page
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i) Go back one screen (using F) to the data element definition and activate
your data element.

j) Save your table.

k) Define the key fields for the ZDEPMENT## table by ticking the Key
column behind the field name. The fields Client, Carrier, and Department
code uniquely identify an entry. They must, therefore, be marked as key
fields.

l) Activate your table and define the technical settings:

Since the contents of table ZDEPMENT## do not change frequently, you
must choose data class APPL0 (master data). The expected number of
records in the ZDEPMENT## table is 90, therefore you must choose the
size category 0. The table should be neither buffered nor logged.

Table ZDEPMENT##
Field Value

Data class APPL0 (master data)

Size Category 2

Buffering Not allowed
Logging No logging

3. Document fields Personnel number and Department code.

a) Select to go to the data element in the data element definition. Switch to
Change mode with Display <=> Change. Choose Goto→ Documentation.

b) Enter a text for the fields and save your entries.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
Make sure that the same fields are available in both tables for recording the changes
by adding these fields to both tables with a substructure ZCHANGE##.

Note: Changes to tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT## are critical and
therefore must be recorded. The maintenance transaction must note who last
changed a table entry. This can be done by appending fields for the personnel
number of the last person to change the entry and the date of the last entry to
tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT##.

In a real application, the above enhancement would always cause the standard
table maintenance for the two tables to be deactivated. Your own maintenance
transactions would instead be created for the table in which the fields for
change logging would be filled internally by the program and not directly
by the user.

Creation of such transactions goes beyond the scope of this course. In this
course, we therefore assume that all users themselves (correctly) fill these
fields in the standard table maintenance routine.

1. Create the structure ZCHANGE##. Create a new data element for field
Lastchangedby, but use an existing domain. Use S_CHDATE as data element
for the date of the last change.

a) In the initial screen of the ABAP Dictionary, mark Data type and enter
ZCHANGE## in the corresponding field. Choose Create.

b) Mark Structure in the next dialog box.

c) Enter the field names in column Component and the corresponding data
elements in column Component type. Create your own data element for
the first field. Use the domain you created for the personnel number in the
ZEMPLOY## table.

d) Create one field for the personnel number and another one for the date of
change. Use the data element S_CHDATE for the second field.

e) Activate structure ZCHANGE##.

Continued on next page
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2. Insert ZCHANGE## as Include on the tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT##.

a) Go to the maintenance screen for table ZEMPLOY##.

b) Choose New rows and position the cursor on the first new field.

c) Choose Edit→ Include→ Insert.

d) In the next dialog box, enter the name ZCHANGE## and choose Continue.

e) Activate the ZEMPLOY## table. Make the same entries in order to insert
the substructure ZCHANGE## in ZDEPMENT## table.

3. Find out what actions have been carried out on the database.

a) You can display the actions that were performed in the database with
Utilities→ Activation log.

4. Start Program BC430_CHECK in Transaction SE38.

Note: Program BC430_CHECK checks whether your solutions are
correct and fills the new tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT## with
sample data needed for later exercises.

a) Start the transaction SE38 via the entry field. Start program
BC430_CHECK.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Create Tables
� Use the two-level domain concept
� Define the technical settings of a table
� Create and use include structures
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Lesson:
32

Special SAP Tables
Lesson Duration: 30 Minutes

Lesson Overview
You will learn about pool and cluster tables

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Describe table types in the SAP system apart from the transparent tables
� Distinguish pool and cluster tables from one another
� Describe the advantages and disadvantages of pool and cluster tables.

In this lesson, show the table types pool and cluster tables using the example of the
BSEG and AA005 tables and their use in a report. Using the ST05 (Performance
Trace), show that you can access other tables in the database than those in the ABAP
Report in the FROM clauses (Native SQL).

Business Example
In the performance checks of some applications, you have come across select
statements, which apparently access other tables in the database than referred to in
the respective ABAP coding.
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Pool and cluster tables

Figure 16: Overview of the DB table types

In addition to transparent tables, where the definition in the ABAP Dictionary and in
the database are identical, there are pool and cluster tables in the R/3 system.

Pool and cluster tables are characterized by the fact that several tables logically
defined in the ABAP Dictionary are combined in a physical database table (table
pool or cluster).
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Figure 17: Cluster tables

The idea of cluster tables is that you store functionally dependent data which is divided
among different tables in one database table. Accordingly, the intersection of the key
fields of the cluster tables is formed by the key of the table cluster (cluster key).

The data dependent on one cluster key are stored in the VARDATA field of the table
cluster. If the VARDATA field does not have the capacity to take on all dependent
data, the database interface creates an overflow record. The uniqueness within the
table cluster is guaranteed by the PAGNO field.

The content of the VARDATA field is compressed by the databse interface.
Accordingly, the VARDATA field contains a description for decompressing its data.
The TIMESTAMP and PAGELG fields contain administrative information.
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Figure 18: Pool tables

The basic idea of a table pool, as opposed to table clusters, is the storage of data
records from the tables defined in the ABAP Dictionary that are not dependent on one
another. You would like to combine small R/3 tables to a database table.

In the example above, you can recognize that the intersection of the key fields of
TABA and TABB is empty. Despite this, the data records from TABA and TABB are
stored in the TABAB table pool.

The key for a data record of the TABAB table pool consists of both the fields
TABNAME and VARKEY. The TABNAME field assumes the name of the pool table.
The VARKEY field consists of the concatenation of the key fields of the pool table.
This arises in the necessity that the key fields of a pool table must be of the type C.

In the VARDATA field, the non-key fields of the pool tables are stored in an
unstructured way, in compressed form by the database interface. The DATALN field
contains the length of the VARDATA field.
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Figure 19: Describe the advantages and disadvantages of pool and cluster
tables

The decisive advantage of pool and cluster tables is that the data can be stored in
compressed form in the database. This reduces the memory space required as well as
the network load.

The combination of tables into table pools to table clusters means less tables and
the compressing means less fields in the database. The result is that fewer different
SQL statements are carried out.

Pool and cluster tables are not stored as separate tables in the database. In this way,
the administration becomes simpler. With cluster tables, functionally dependent data
are read together, which results in fewer database accesses.

The decisive disadvantage lies in the restricted database functionality. It is not
possible for non-key fields to create an index. There are neither primary indices nor
indices on a subset of the key fields. The use of database views or ABAP JOINs is
also ruled out, as are Table Appends. You can access the data in pool or cluster tabels
only via OPEN SQL (no Native SQL).

For pool tables, only the WHERE conditions for key fields and for pool tables, only
the WHERE conditions for the fields of the cluster key (subset of the key fields) are
transferred to the database. ORDER BY (or GROUP BY) clauses are not transferred
for non-key fields. You need longer keys than semantically necessary for pool tables.
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Facilitated Discussion
Here you have the opportunity to discuss unanswered questions.

Discussion Questions
Use the following questions to engage the participants in the discussion. Feel free to
use your own additional questions.

See list of learning goals
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Describe table types in the SAP system apart from the transparent tables
� Distinguish pool and cluster tables from one another
� Describe the advantages and disadvantages of pool and cluster tables.
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Create Tables
� Use the two-level domain concept
� Define the technical settings of a table
� Create and use include structures
� Describe table types in the SAP system apart from the transparent tables
� Distinguish pool and cluster tables from one another
� Describe the advantages and disadvantages of pool and cluster tables.
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For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
This unit provides an insight to system performance when you access tables. This
topic is covered in more detail in unit �ABAP Open SQL�.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Judge when table accesses can be speeded up by using indexes
� Create indexes in the ABAP Dictionary
� Explain the different buffering types
� Judge when it makes sense to buffer a table and which buffering type you should

choose
� Buffer a table using the technical settings

Unit Contents
Lesson: Performance During Table Access .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Exercise 2: Performance Aspects in Table Access ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
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Lesson:
40

Performance During Table Access
Lesson Duration: 120 Minutes

Lesson Overview

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Judge when table accesses can be speeded up by using indexes
� Create indexes in the ABAP Dictionary
� Explain the different buffering types
� Judge when it makes sense to buffer a table and which buffering type you should

choose
� Buffer a table using the technical settings

The participants should become familiar with the two most important methods for
increasing access speed to table contents. After studying this unit, the participants
should be able to judge when creating indexes or buffering a table would increase
performance. The two methods for increasing performance are contradictory; one must
decide to use one or the other. The trainer should explain when to use which method.

Participants should be able to create indexes in the ABAP Dictionary and learn when
it makes sense to create an index. They should also learn the difference between
the primary index and a secondary index. The primary index (consisting of the key
fields) is automatically created in the database when the table is activated. The use
of indexes can be checked with the SQL trace (ST05). Indexes are created in the
database from the dictionary definition.

Business Example
Some transactions contain select statements in their applications, which cause very
long runtimes. You should now improve the performance without changing the
program.
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Improved Performance through Access per Index

Figure 20: Structure of an Index

An index to a table is a separate object in the database.

Index entries can be sorted by field.

Performance enhancements result from this sorting. Therefore, the sequence of index
fields is critical. Sorting in the index is only useful when accessing data up to the
first non-specified field.

Explain the binary search method in detail using the slide. Mention, however, that
the structure of an index or access using an index can be implemented differently
depending on the database system being used.

The index is used by the database software (mention the Optimizer). You do not have
to define the index to be used in the SELECT statement.

An index slows down insertion of new data records and modification of existing
data records, since index sorting must be adjusted. Therefore do not create too many
indexes on tables whose contents are frequently changed.

Creation of secondary indexes is not a modification of SAP tables.
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Secondary indexes can be created for only selected database systems, if desired.

An index can be used to speed up the selection of data records from a table.

An index can be considered to be a copy of a database table reduced to certain fields.
The data is stored in sorted form in this copy. This sorting permits fast access to the
records of the table (for example using a binary search). Not all of the fields of the
table are contained in the index. The index also contains a pointer from the index entry
to the corresponding table entry to permit all the field contents to be read.

� When creating indexes, please note:

� An index can only be used up to the last specified field in the selection!
The fields that are specified in the WHERE clause for a large number of
selections should be in the first position.

� Only those fields whose values significantly restrict the amount of data
are meaningful in an index.

� When you change a data record of a table, you must adjust the index
sorting. Tables whose contents are frequently changed should not have too
many indexes.

� Make sure that the indexes on a table are as disjunct as possible.

Figure 21: Access with Indexes
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Demo 3: Indexes

Idea:

Frequently, you will want to determine all of a customer�s cargo orders. To ensure
fast data access, an index is created on the client (CLIENT) and customer number
(CUST_NO) fields.

Note:

Explain what a unique index is. Using this example, explain why it is not a unique
index. Explain that the settings for creating the index in the database depend on the
behavior of the optimizer for the different databases.

The database optimizer decides which index on the table should be used by the
database to access data records.

You must distinguish between the primary index and secondary indexes of a table.
The primary index contains the key fields of the table. The primary index is
automatically created in the database when the table is activated. If a large table is
frequently accessed such that it is not possible to apply primary index sorting, you
should create secondary indexes for the table.

Indexes of a table have a three-place index ID. 0 is reserved for the primary index.
Customers can create their own indexes on SAP tables; their IDs must begin with Y
or Z.

If the index fields have key function, for example, they already uniquely identify each
record of the table, an index can be called a unique index. This ensures that there are
no duplicate index fields in the database.

When you define a secondary index in the ABAP Dictionary, you can specify whether
it should be created on the database when it is activated. Some indexes only result in a
gain in performance for certain database systems. You can therefore specify a list of
database systems when you define an index. The index is then only created on the
specified database systems when activated.
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Improving the Performance through Table Buffering

The participants learn that table buffering can result in a considerable gain in
performance when accessing data. They should also learn that the buffers reside
locally on the application servers.

Explain that the buffers reside locally on the application servers. Explain the data
access represented on the slide. Explain that access to data in the buffer is much faster
than reading data from the database. Highlight that R/3 table buffers (in the application
server) are limited by the database buffering mechanism (in the database server).

Mention that indexes and buffering are contradictory measures for increasing
performance. If a table is buffered, the existing indexes are not used during access
since the data is read directly from the buffer.

Explain how buffers receive data. During initial access, data of a buffered table is read
from the database. During subsequent access to the data, it can be read from the buffer.

Figure 22: Data Access using the Buffer

Table buffering increases the performance when the records of the table are read.
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The records of a buffered table are read directly from the local buffer of the application
server on which the accessing transaction is running when the table is accessed. This
eliminates time-consuming database accesses. The access improves by a factor of
10 to 100. The increase in speed depends on the structure of the table and on the
exact system configuration. Buffering, therefore, can greatly increase the system
performance.

If the storage requirements in the buffer increase due to further data, the data that has
not been accessed for the longest time is displaced. This displacement takes place
asynchronously at certain times which are defined dynamically based on the buffer
accesses. Data is only displaced if the free space in the buffer is less than a predefined
value or the quality of the access is not satisfactory at this time.

Entering $TAB in the command field resets the table buffers on the corresponding
application server. Only use this command if there are inconsistencies in the buffer.
In large systems, it can take several hours to fill the buffers. The performance is
considerably reduced during this time.

The buffering type determines which records of the table are loaded into the buffer of
the application server when a record of the table is accessed. There are the following
buffering types:

� Full buffering: When a record of the table is accessed, all the records of the
table are loaded into the buffer.

� Generic buffering: When a record of the table is accessed, all the records
whose left-justified part of the key is the same are loaded into the buffer.

� Single-record buffering: Only the record that was accessed is loaded into
the buffer.

Using examples, explain which data are written in the puffer when accessing a data
record in a buffered table. First of all explain briefly the three buffering types, so
that the difference between these is clear. The explain under what conditions what
buffering type is implemented. Explain that it only makes sense to load records into the
buffer if you think that these records will be accessed in the near future. Full buffering:
is recommended for small tables, which are frequently read but rarely written in.
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Using examples on the slides, explain which data are written in the puffer when
accessing a data record in a buffered table. First, briefly explain the three buffering
types so that their differences are clear.

Then explain what buffering type to use under which circumstances. Explain that it
only makes sense to load records into the buffer if you think that these records will be
accessed in the near future. Full buffering: is recommended for

� small tables, which are frequently read but rarely written in.

Demo 4: Buffering

Call the technical settings for table ZCARGO and explain the buffer settings. Do not
buffer the table to avoid scheduling too many cargo requests for an airplane. This also
means avoiding scheduling a large cargo request during synchronization, since the
database is inconsistent.

In this case, another user could schedule another large request, thereby exceeding
the load capacity of the airplane.

Figure 23: Full Buffering
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With full buffering, the table is either completely or not at all in the buffer. When a
record of the table is accessed, all the records of the table are loaded into the buffer.

When you decide whether a table should be fully buffered, you must take the table
size, the number of read accesses and the number of write accesses into consideration.
The smaller the table is, the more frequently it is read and the less frequently it is
written, the better it is to fully buffer the table.

Full buffering is also advisable for tables that have frequent accesses to records that do
not exist. Since all the records of the table reside in the buffer, it is already clear in
the buffer whether or not a record exists.

The data records are stored in the buffer sorted by table key. When you access the
data with SELECT, only fields up to the last specified key field can be used for the
access. The left-justified part of the key should therefore be as large as possible for
such accesses. For example, if the first key field is not defined, the entire table is
scanned in the buffer. Under these circumstances, a direct access to the database could
be more efficient if there is a suitable secondary index there.

Figure 24: Generic Buffering
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Generic buffering: recommended for

� tables where records corresponding to a set of values in the generic key will be
reaccessed in the near future.

� Client-specific, fully buffered tables are automatically buffered generically by
the client number.

� Language-dependent tables should be buffered generically, because application
servers generally work with only one language.

With generic buffering, all the records whose generic key fields agree with this record
are loaded into the buffer when one record of the table is accessed. The generic key
is a left-justified part of the primary key of the table that must be defined when the
buffering type is selected. The generic key should be selected so that the generic areas
are not too small, which would result in too many generic areas. If there are only a
few records for each generic area, full buffering is usually preferable for the table.
If you choose too large a generic key, too much data will be invalidated if there are
changes to table entries, which would have a negative effect on the performance.

A table should be generically buffered if only certain generic areas of the table are
usually needed for processing.

Client-dependent, fully buffered tables are automatically generically buffered. The
client field is the generic key. It is assumed that not all of the clients are being
processed at the same time on one application server. Language-dependent tables are
a further example of generic buffering. The generic key includes all the key fields
up to and including the language field.

The generic areas are managed in the buffer as independent objects. The generic areas
are managed analogously to fully buffered tables. You should therefore also read the
information about full buffering.
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Figure 25: Single-Record Buffering

Single-record buffering: recommended for

� large tables with repeated access to the individual entries
� Explain that only records that are accessed with SELECT SINGLE are read from

the buffer when using single-record buffering.

Only those records that are actually accessed are loaded into the buffer. Single-record
buffering saves storage space in the buffer compared to generic and full buffering.
The overhead for buffer administration, however, is higher than for generic or full
buffering. Considerably more database accesses are necessary to load the records
than for the other buffering types.

Single-record buffering is recommended particularly for large tables in which only
a few records are accessed repeatedly with SELECT SINGLE. All the accesses to
the table that do not use SELECT SINGLE bypass the buffer and directly access
the database.

If you access a record that was not yet buffered using SELECT SINGLE, there is a
database access to load the record. If the table does not contain a record with the
specified key, this record is recorded in the buffer as non-existent. This prevents a
further database access if you make another access with the same key.
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You only need one database access to load a table with full buffering, but you need
several database accesses with single-record buffering. Full buffering is therefore
generally preferable for small tables that are frequently accessed.

Figure 26: Table buffering

Mention that there are no indexes in the buffer. Fully buffered tables and generically
buffered areas of a table are stored in the buffer sorted by key field. There is a full
table scan in the buffer for accesses where this sorting cannot be used. This can be
less efficient than a database access for very large tables if the database table has
suitable indexes.

� SELECT ...... BYPASSING BUFFER.
� SELECT FOR UPDATE
� SELECT with aggregate functions (COUNT, MIN, MAX, SUM, AVG)
� SELECT DISTINCT
� SELECT ...... WHERE ... IS .... NULL
� ORDER BY (except for Primary Key)
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The R/3 System manages and synchronizes the buffers on the individual application
servers. If an application program accesses data of a table, the database interfaces
determines whether this data lies in the buffer of the application server. If this is the
case, the data is read directly from the buffer. If the data is not in the buffer of the
application server, it is read directly from the database and loaded into the buffer. The
buffer can therefore satisfy the next access to this data.

Upon completion of this topic, participants should be comfortable with the process of
synchronizing local buffers. It should be clear to participants that it does not make
sense to buffer tables whose contents change frequently.

Content in a buffered table is modified in the example. You have to synchronize the
buffer at certain intervals in order to make the changes on all application servers.

Go through the slides step by step.

Hint: The fact that the synchronization mechanism can cause temporary
inconsistencies normally provokes questions.

Using the slides, show that temporary inconsistencies can occur when you
read data from a table because of the buffer synchronization mechanism.
Explain that this is considered an acceptable trade-off to achieve increased
run-time performance.

Explain that these temporary inconsistencies are generally not a significant
problem since you decide whether each individual table should be buffered. If
you always need the current data for a table, do not buffer the table.

Point out that it makes no sense to buffer a table whose contents are modified
frequently since the buffered data is constantly invalidated.

Demo 5: Examples of Buffered Tables

Use these tables to discuss the different buffering settings: Buffering activated,
single-record buffering.

Table DD07T (fixed values for domains): Buffering activated, generic buffering with
key fields Domain name and Language.

Table T002 (language key): Buffering activated, full buffering. This demo is not
required for the flow of the course and can be omitted.
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Figure 27: Buffer Synchronization 1

Since the buffers reside locally on the application servers, they must be synchronized
after data has been modified in a buffered table. Synchronization takes place at fixed
time intervals that can be set in the system profile. The corresponding parameter is
�rdisp/bufreftime� and defines the length of the interval in seconds. The value must
lie between 60 and 3600. We recommend a value between 60 and 240.

The following example shows how the local buffers of the system are synchronized.
A system with two application servers is assumed.

Starting situation: Neither server has yet accessed records of the table SCARR to
be fully buffered. The table therefore does not yet reside in the local buffers of the
two servers.

� Timepoint 1: Server 1 reads records from table SCARR on the database.
� Timepoint 2: Table SCARR is fully loaded into the local buffer of Server 1.

The local buffer of this server is now used for access from Server 1 to the data
of the SCARR table.
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Figure 28: Buffer Synchronization 2

� Timepoint 3: A user on Server 2 accesses records of the table. Since the table
does not yet reside in the local buffer of Server 2, the records are read directly
from the database.

� Timepoint 4: The SCARR table is loaded into the local buffer of Server 2.
Server 2 therefore also uses its local buffer to access its data when it next reads
the SCARR table.
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Figure 29: Buffer Synchronization 3

� Timepoint 5: A user on Server 1 deletes records from the SCARR table and
updates the database.

� Timepoint 6: Server 1 writes an entry in the synchronization table.
� Timepoint 7: Server 1 updates its local buffer.
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Figure 30: Buffer Synchronization 4

� Timepoint 8: A user on Server 2 accesses the deleted records. Since the
SCARR table resides in its local buffer, the access uses this local buffer.

� Server 2 therefore finds the records although they no longer exist in the
database table.

� If the same access were made from an application program to Server 1,
this program would recognize that the records no longer exist. At this
time the behavior of an application program depends on the server on
which it is running.
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Figure 31: Buffer Synchronization 5

� Timepoint 9: The moment of synchronization has arrived. Both servers look
in the synchronization table to see if another server has modified one of the
tables in its local buffer in the meantime.

� Timepoint 10: Server 2 finds that the SCARR table has been modified by
Server 1 in the meantime. Server 2 therefore invalidates the table in its local
buffer. The next access from Server 2 to data of the SCARR table therefore uses
the database. Server 1 must not invalidate the table in its buffer, as it is the only
changer of the SCARR table itself. Server 1 therefore uses its local buffer again
the next time to access records of SCARR table.
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Figure 32: Buffer Synchronization 6

� Timepoint 11: Server 2 again accesses records of SCARR table. Since SCARR
is invalidated in the local buffer of Server 2, the access uses the database.

� Timepoint 12: The table is reloaded into the local buffer of Server 2. The
information via the SCARR table is now consistent again on the servers and
the database.

Advantages and disadvantages of this method of buffer synchronization:

� Advantage: The load on the network is kept to a minimum. If the buffers were to
be synchronized immediately after each modification, each server would have
to inform all other servers about each modification to a buffered table via the
network. This would have a negative effect on the performance.

� Disadvantage: The local buffers of the application servers can contain obsolete
data between the moments of synchronization.

This means that:

� Only those tables that are written very infrequently (read mostly) or for which
such temporary inconsistencies are of no importance may be buffered.

� Tables whose entries change frequently should not be buffered. Otherwise there
would be a constant invalidation and reload, which would have a negative effect
on the performance.
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An index helps you to speed up read accesses to a table. An index can be considered a
sorted copy of the table that is reduced to the index fields.

The table buffers reside locally on the application servers.

Buffering can substantially increase the performance when the records of the table are
accessed. Choosing the correct buffering type is important.

The table buffers are adjusted to changes to the table entries at fixed intervals.

The more frequently a table is read and the less frequently the table contents are
changed, the better it is to buffer the table.

Figure 33: Decision Tree for Buffering

The decision-making tree for puffering tables should be used for support on your
internal system. The above-mentioned knowledge is illustrated here in the form of a
diagram.
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55 Exercise 2: Performance Aspects in Table
Access
Exercise Duration: 15 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Create indexes
� Maintain the buffering attributes of a table

Business Example
In their daily work, airline employees need fast access to the data in the employee
administration tables. In this exercise, access to the data in these tables should be
speeded up.

The combination of first and last names is often used to access the personnel data of
an employee. The last name is more often known (specified in the access) than the
first name. An index must be created for this.

To set up a flight crew, you have to assign employees (pilots and stewards) to flights.
Create a table in which the employees involved and their functions can be entered
for each flight.

Task 1:
Create an index, which supports the access to the combination of first names and
surnames. Make sure that the index is created in the database.

The personnel data of the employees is managed in Table ZEMPLOY##. Create
an index for this table.

1. Create an index for the ZEMPLOY## table. It has to contain fields Client,
Lastname and Firstname. Place these fields in this order.

Note: The index is certainly not a unique index since there can be
employees with the same first and last names. There is also no reason to
create the index only on certain database systems.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
Copy the SFLCREW table onto the ZFLCREW## table. Activate the ZFLCREW##
table.

1. Copy the SFLCREW table onto the ZFLCREW## table. Replace the existing
data element for the employee number with your own data element.

Task 3:
Maintain the settings for buffering the ZDEPMENT## and ZFLCREW# tables.

Reconsider these settings you made for buffering tables ZDEPMENT## and
ZFLCREW##. Keep the following information for using these tables in mind.

The airlines have between 10 and 30 departments. Only a few airlines (maximum 3)
are administered in the tables. The data about the crews of completed flights are rolled
out to an archive file every three months. Table ZFLCREW## therefore has relatively
few entries (at most 5,000 per airline).

Tables ZDEPMENT## and ZFLCREW## are accessed very frequently. Data records
are read repeatedly from these tables.

Administrative employees of only one airline work on one application server. The
data about the flight crew is only of interest within the airline. Since the airlines
share some services, administrative employees of an airline, often have to access
departmental data of other airlines.

1. Maintain the settings for buffering the ZDEPMENT## tables in the Technical
settings.

Note: Since the contents of table ZDEPMENT## are rarely changed but
frequently read, it is advisable to buffer the table.

2. Maintain the settings for buffering the ZFLCREW## tables in the Technical
settings.

Note: The data of table ZFLCREW## are often read repeatedly.
Accesses that change the contents are rare. You should therefore buffer
the table.

Usually only the data of one airline is needed on an application server. You
should therefore buffer the table generically with the generic key Client and
Airline.

3. Start Program BC430_CHECK in Transaction SE38.

Continued on next page
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This BC430_CHECK checks whether your solutions are correct and fills the new
table ZFLCREW## with sample data needed for later exercises.

Caution: If you do the supplementary exercise, only start this program
after completing the supplementary exercise.

Task 4:
Create an index via the areas. Make sure that your index is only created on the
database systems ADABAS and SQL Server

Note: Using an index on the areas might result in a gain in performance
when accessing the employee data, for example if all pilots are frequently
selected. In performance measurements on different database systems it was
found there is only a gain in performance for the ADABAS and SQL Server
database systems.

1. Display your created index.

2. Create the new index only on the database systems Adabas and SQL Server.
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Solution 2: Performance Aspects in Table
Access
Task 1:
Create an index, which supports the access to the combination of first names and
surnames. Make sure that the index is created in the database.

The personnel data of the employees is managed in Table ZEMPLOY##. Create
an index for this table.

1. Create an index for the ZEMPLOY## table. It has to contain fields Client,
Lastname and Firstname. Place these fields in this order.

Note: The index is certainly not a unique index since there can be
employees with the same first and last names. There is also no reason to
create the index only on certain database systems.

a) In display mode, go to the maintenance screen of table ZEMPLOY##
and choose Indexes.

b) In the next dialog box, confirm that you want to create an index.

c) In the following dialog box, enter a three-place index ID and choose
Continue.

d) Enter a short text in the maintenance screen of the index.

e) Choose Table fields. A list of all the fields in the table appears.

f) Mark the fields Client, Surname and First name, and select Copy. The
fields are copied from the dialog box to the index in that order.

Note: If field Firstname is before field Lastname, you have to
change the order of the fields. Do this by placing the cursor on the
line with field Firstname and choosing Cut. Now place the cursor
on the first free line after field Lastname and choose Paste.

g) You should therefore leave the standard settings Non-unique index and
Index on all database systems.

h) Activate the index. The index is automatically created on the database.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
Copy the SFLCREW table onto the ZFLCREW## table. Activate the ZFLCREW##
table.

1. Copy the SFLCREW table onto the ZFLCREW## table. Replace the existing
data element for the employee number with your own data element.

a) In the initial screen of the the ABAP Dictionary, enter SFLCREW in the
Database table. Select Copy.

b) In the next dialog box, enter the name ZFLCREW## in the to table field
and choose Continue.

c) In change mode, go to the table maintenance screen and replace data
element SEMP_NUM with the data element you created for the employee
number.

d) Activate the table.

Continued on next page
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Task 3:
Maintain the settings for buffering the ZDEPMENT## and ZFLCREW# tables.

Reconsider these settings you made for buffering tables ZDEPMENT## and
ZFLCREW##. Keep the following information for using these tables in mind.

The airlines have between 10 and 30 departments. Only a few airlines (maximum 3)
are administered in the tables. The data about the crews of completed flights are rolled
out to an archive file every three months. Table ZFLCREW## therefore has relatively
few entries (at most 5,000 per airline).

Tables ZDEPMENT## and ZFLCREW## are accessed very frequently. Data records
are read repeatedly from these tables.

Administrative employees of only one airline work on one application server. The
data about the flight crew is only of interest within the airline. Since the airlines
share some services, administrative employees of an airline, often have to access
departmental data of other airlines.

1. Maintain the settings for buffering the ZDEPMENT## tables in the Technical
settings.

Note: Since the contents of table ZDEPMENT## are rarely changed but
frequently read, it is advisable to buffer the table.

a) In display mode, go to the maintenance of the ZDEPMENT## table and
choose Technical settings. The desired maintenance screen appears and
you can switch to change mode here.

b) Select Buffering switched on. As no restrictions with regard to access exist
and the table is small, select Fully buffered.

c) Activate the technical settings of table ZDEPMENT##.

2. Maintain the settings for buffering the ZFLCREW## tables in the Technical
settings.

Note: The data of table ZFLCREW## are often read repeatedly.
Accesses that change the contents are rare. You should therefore buffer
the table.

Continued on next page
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Usually only the data of one airline is needed on an application server. You
should therefore buffer the table generically with the generic key Client and
Airline.

a) In display mode, go to the maintenance of the ZFLCREW## table and
choose Technical settings. The desired maintenance screen appears and
you can switch to change mode here.

b) Select Buffering switched on. Select Generic buffering and choose 2 as
the number of generic key fields.

c) Activate the technical settings of table ZFLCREW##.

3. Start Program BC430_CHECK in Transaction SE38.

This BC430_CHECK checks whether your solutions are correct and fills the new
table ZFLCREW## with sample data needed for later exercises.

Caution: If you do the supplementary exercise, only start this program
after completing the supplementary exercise.

a)

Task 4:
Create an index via the areas. Make sure that your index is only created on the
database systems ADABAS and SQL Server

Note: Using an index on the areas might result in a gain in performance
when accessing the employee data, for example if all pilots are frequently
selected. In performance measurements on different database systems it was
found there is only a gain in performance for the ADABAS and SQL Server
database systems.

1. Display your created index.

a) Select Create on this dialog window. Include the fields Client, Airline,
and Area in the index.

Note: This is not a unique index either.

The index is only created in the database if your training system is running
on one of the selected database systems.

Continued on next page
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2. Create the new index only on the database systems Adabas and SQL Server.

a) Choose For selected database systems.

b) Then select the arrow symbol in this line. Select Selection list. Using the
F4 help, select the identifiers for the database systems ADA for Adabas
and MSS for SQL Server in the list.

c) Choose Continue.

d) Activate the index.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Judge when table accesses can be speeded up by using indexes
� Create indexes in the ABAP Dictionary
� Explain the different buffering types
� Judge when it makes sense to buffer a table and which buffering type you should

choose
� Buffer a table using the technical settings
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Judge when table accesses can be speeded up by using indexes
� Create indexes in the ABAP Dictionary
� Explain the different buffering types
� Judge when it makes sense to buffer a table and which buffering type you should

choose
� Buffer a table using the technical settings
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65 Input Checks

For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
This unit teaches you how to define input checks in ABAP Dictionary.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Create and use fixed values
� Define what a foreign key is
� Apply the conditions for the field assignment of the foreign key
� Know the difference between the value table and the check table
� Create foreign key

Unit Contents
Lesson: Consistency Through Input Checks.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80

Exercise 3: Consistency Through Input Checks ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97
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Lesson:
66

Consistency Through Input Checks
Lesson Duration: 120 Minutes

Lesson Overview

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Create and use fixed values
� Define what a foreign key is
� Apply the conditions for the field assignment of the foreign key
� Know the difference between the value table and the check table
� Create foreign key

The participants learn the functions for ensuring data integrity in the ABAP
Dictionary. The basic question is how to use the value set of a table to check the input
of a certain table field on the screen. The foreign key concept is generally considered
to be complicated. Make sure that the participants understand what you are saying by
asking questions:

� What is the difference between a value table and a check table?
� Does a value table have to be entered to define a foreign key?
� Is the check field a field of the foreign key table or a field of the check table?

Business Example
When entering values in your application, further checks on the screens should already
occur without additional ABAP coding.
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Input check via the technical domains

Figure 34: Fixed values

The instructor explains that an input check can be done using fixed values. Fixed
values are stored in the domain. Fixed values can be entered individually or as an
interval. ·Fixed values create F4 help.

The domain describes the value range of a field by specifying its data type and field
length. If only a limited set of values is allowed, they can be defined as fixed values.

Specifying fixed values causes the value range of the domain to be restricted by these
values. Fixed values are immediately used as check values in screen entries. There is
also F4 help.

Fixed values can either be listed individually or defined as an interval.
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Figure 35: Value table

A field�s value range can be defined using a value table. Validation does not occur
until a foreign key is defined. The value table then becomes a check table. This type
of input check is dynamic because the table is used to validate all new field content.
The value table is a good reason to explain the foreign key concept.

The value range of a field can also be defined by specifying a value table in the domain.

In contrast to fixed values, however, simply specifying a value table does not cause
the input to be checked. There is no F4 help either.

If you enter a value table, the system can make a proposal for the foreign key
definition.

Learn the definition of a foreign key by assigning the foreign key fields to the key
fields of the check table.
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Demo: Fixed values

Idea:

Only certain fixed values make sense for the cargo type. Define this group of values
using fixed values for domain ZCARGO_TYPE. Examples:

G Hazardous materials

M Bulk products

S General cargo

C Container misc.

Note

After creating the fixed values using SE16, show the effect of this action.

A value table only becomes a check table when a foreign key is defined. If you
refer to a domain with a value table in a field, but no foreign key was defined at
field level, there is no check.

Figure 36: Inserting a Data Record
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The instructor explains the example. A flight is to be booked at American Airlines
counter 8. Question to participants: is this possible?

A customer wants to book a flight with American Airlines (AA). This flight with
flight number 0017 is to be on November 22, 1997. The booking should be made
at counter 8.

Table SBOOK contains all the flight bookings of the airlines.

Table SCOUNTER contains all the valid counters of the airlines.

If an entry is made in field COUNTER of table SBOOK, you must make sure that
only valid counters can be entered This means that the counters must be stored in
table SCOUNTER.

Question: Are you allowed to insert the above data record in table SBOOK?

Figure 37: Violation of the Foreign Key Check

The flight cannot be booked because American Airlines (AA) does not have a counter
8.
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No data record is selected in table SCOUNTER for the entries in the example. The
entry for table SBOOK is rejected.

In the ABAP Dictionary, sucsh relationships between two tables are called foreign
keys and they must be defined explicitly for the fields.

Foreign keys are used to ensure that the data is consistent. Data that has been entered
is checked against existing data to ensure that it is consistent.

Figure 38: Foreign key fields / Check fields

The instructor explains the importance of domain equality for the assigned fields in
the foreign key definition. The system only forces domain equality for the check field.
In general, however, there should be domain equality for all fields in the foreign
key definition in order to keep the maintenance cost for modifications as low as
possible. The slide shows that the data element for the foreign key definition is of no
importance. Domain equality is required when the check field is assigned to a key
field of the check table (no comparison of apples and oranges).
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Demo 7: Foreign Key

Idea

You define input checks to ensure data consistency for table ZCARGO. The following
checks are recommended:

� Check if a correct ID was entered in CARRID from SCARR (carriers).
� Check if the flight exists, i.e. if there is a suitable record in table SPFLI (flight

schedule) for the value combination in CARRID and CONNID.
� Check if the flight will take place on this day, i.e. if there is a suitable record

in table SLFIGHT (flights) for the three values in CARRID, CONNID and
FLDATE.

� Check if there is a customer with this number in table SBUSPART (business
partner).

� · Check if the currency key is correct, i.e. if a currency key from table TCURC
was entered.

Field name Check table
CLIENT T000
CARRID SCARR
CONNID SPFLI
FLDATE SFLIGHT
CARGO_ID
CARGO_DESC
CUST_NO SCUSTOM
CUST_NAME
CARGOTYPE
VALUE
CURRENCY TCURC
WEIGHT
UNIT

Note

You can omit the foreign key for T000 and TCURC; otherwise, you will have to
create too many foreign keys.
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Replace data element SCUSTOMER_NUM with S_CUSTOMER for the foreign
key for field CUST_NO. Use this to show what the domain equality condition means.
Try to create the foreign key prior to exchanging the domains and then explain the
error message.

You should also explain that the check table is not necessarily equal to the value
table. The value table in this case is SBUSPART. However, if one assumes that only
customers of the airline can also send cargo, SCUSTOM is the only realistic check
table. This means the system recommendation for the check table has to be ignored.

Create the message ZZBC430, No. 001 in T100 for foreign key SFLIGHT. Message
text: The flight will not take place on the given date! Also create a long text for
the message. Tip: You can also use the existing message BC430, no. 100, with the
same text.

In SE16, show the effect of the foreign key during data entry. Trigger the error
message. Using the data from Demo 1, show that the creation of a foreign key does
not trigger an cleanup of the data. Explain that the foreign key is only an input check
on the screen. Show the F$ help and where it comes from

EXAMPLE:

In this example, the foreign key table is table SBOOK. The purpose of the foreign
key is to ensure that only valid counters of carriers can be assigned to a booking. The
check table SCOUNTER contains exactly this information. Each counter is identified
with three key fields in this table: MANDT, CARRID, and COUNTNUM.

In order to define the foreign key, these three fields are assigned to the fields of the
foreign key table (foreign key fields) with which the input to be checked is entered on
the screen. In table SBOOK, these are the fields: MANDT, CARRID, COUNTER.
The entry is accepted if it represents a valid counter; otherwise the system will reject it.

The foreign key is defined for field SBOOK-COUNTER (check field), which means
that the entry in this field is checked. The COUNTER field is therefore called the
check field for this foreign key.

A foreign key is defined for field COUNTER, table SBOOK, resulting in the
following field assignment:

Check table Foreign key table
SCOUNTER-CLIENT SBOOK-CLIENT
SCOUNTER-CARRID SBOOK-CARRID
SCOUNTER-COUNTNUM SBOOK-COUNTER
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Figure 39: Data Consistency through Foreign Keys

Entering a value table in the domain does not result in a check. This entry is used by
the system to create an automatic proposal for the foreign key definition. The foreign
key is only checked against the check table of the foreign key when it is activated. The
system proposes the value table from the domain as the check table, but the user can
overwrite it. A value table need not be entered in the domain to define a foreign key.

A combination of fields in a table is called a foreign key if this field combination is
the primary key of another table.

A foreign key links two tables.

The check table is the table whose key fields are checked. This table is also called
the referenced table.

An entry is to be written in the foreign key table. This entry must be consistent with
the key fields of the check table.

The field of the foreign key table to be checked is called the check field.

Foreign keys can only be used in screens. Data records can be written to the table
without being checked using an ABAP program.
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Example: A new entry is to be written in table SPFLI (flight schedule). There is a
check whether the airline carrier entered is stored in table SCARR (carrier) for field
SPFLI-CARRID. The record is only copied to table SPFLI (foreign key table) if
this is the case. A foreign key is defined for field SPFLI-CARRID (check field), for
example, the checks are on this field. The corresponding check table is table SCARR
with the primary key fields CLIENT and CARRID.

Figure 40: Foreign Key Definitions in the Check Field

In the ABAP Dictionary, the same domain is required for the check field and
referenced key field of the check table so that you do not compare fields with different
data types and field lengths. Domain equality is essential. Different data elements
can be used, but they must refer to the same domain.

The requirement for domain equality is only valid for the check field. For all other
foreign key fields, it is sufficient if the data type and the field length are equal. You
nevertheless should strive for domain equality. In this case, the foreign key will
remain consistent if the field length is changed because the corresponding fields are
both changed. If the domains are different, the foreign key will be inconsistent if,
for example, the field length is changed.

If the domain of the check field has a value table, you can have the system make a
proposal with the value table as check table. In this case, a proposal is created for
the field assignment in the foreign key.
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CAUTION! The constellation that a domain that itself has table SAIRPORT as
value table is used following field SAIRPORT-ID is correct! However, a foreign
key is never defined on this field (avoiding a loop).

Figure 41: Check Table not Equal to Value Table

If a value table is entered in the domain, the system can automatically make a proposal
for selecting the check table and for assigning the field in the foreign key definition.
This proposal must be checked. The field assignment as well as the proposal for the
check table must be checked. If there is more than one field with the same domain (or
same data type and field length) in the foreign key table that could be used for the
assignment to a key field of the check table, the system chooses the first suitable field.
This field need not necessarily be the right one.

If the reusability of the domains is also inserted at unsuitable places, the proposal may
be unsuitable for the check table. In the above case, a primary key field exists in
several tables that is based on the same domain as the check field. The system proposal
is then the value table of the domain. In order to avoid this problem from the beginning

In the above example for the foreign key definition for field SBOOK-AGENCYNUM,
the system proposal is as follows based on the value table in the domain:

Check table: SBUSPART
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Field assignment:
Check table Foreign key table
SBUSPART-CLIENT SBOOK-CLIENT
SBUSPART-BUSPARTNUM SBOOK-AGENCYNUM

This proposal doesn�t do what you want:

The SBUSPART table contains all the business partners of airline carriers. However,
only agencies are allowed for field SBOOK-AGENCYNUM. Table SBUSPART
therefore contains invalid data for this field. The system proposal is therefore
incorrect! The right check table is table STRAVELAG. It is a subset of table
SBUSPART due to its foreign key definition on field AGENCYNUM.

You must overwrite the system proposal with table STRAVELAG. If you do
not know the correct check table, the system can help you by listing all the
tables in question. This includes all the tables that have a key field with domain
S_ BUSPARNUM.

Figure 42: Semantic Attributes
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Semantic attributes. All specifications for cardinality are for documentation purposes
only. The only exception, creating help views and maintenance views, only takes
foreign keys with cardinality 1:1 or 1:C into consideration. If there is a relationship to
a text table, the cardinality 1:CN is allowed. This limitation applies only if the base
table is a check table for the assigned table. Most participants find cardinality difficult
to understand. Therefore discuss a number of examples of foreign keys in the flight
model. IMPORTANT: Always define the cardinality from the point of view of the
check table. The participants should see cardinality as a representation of the real
world. Considering the relationship between check table objects and objects of the
foreign key table allows most participants to draw the correct conclusions. Foreign
key field category. Here, all details only serve the purposes of documentation, with
one exception - the definition of a text table.

The participants have no problems with these settings because the key fields of the
foreign key table are already defined

The cardinality describes the foreign key relationship with regard to how many records
of the check table are assigned to records of the foreign key table. The cardinality is
always defined from the point of view of the check table.

The type of the foreign key field defines whether or not the foreign key field identifies
a table entry. This means that the foreign key fields are either key fields or they are
not key fields or they are a special case, namely the key fields of a text table.

There are the following kinds of foreign key fields:

� Not specified: No information about the kind of foreign key field can be given.
� No key fields / candidates: The foreign key fields are neither primary key

fields of the foreign key table nor do they uniquely identify a record of the
foreign key table (key candidates). The foreign key fields therefore do not
(partially) identify the foreign key table.

� Key fields / candidates: The foreign key fields are either primary key fields
of the foreign key table or they uniquely identify a record of the foreign key
table (key candidates). The foreign key fields therefore (partially) identify the
foreign key table.

� Key fields of a text table: The foreign key table is a text table of the check
table, for example, the key of the foreign key table only differs from the key of
the check table in an additional language key field. This is a special case of
the category Key fields / candidates.
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Figure 43: Text table

Demo: Text foreign key

Idea

If the cargo consists of hazardous materials, it must have a hazardous materials
number. Extend table ZCARGO by a field for this hazardous materials number.
The hazardous materials numbers are managed in Table DANGER_NO. This table
is already in the system.

Table Structure DANGER_NO

Field name Key Data element Meaning
CLIENT X S_CLIENT Client
DANGER_NO X SDANGER_NO Hazardous

materials number
DANGER_KAT SDANGER_KAT Hazard category

You need explanatory text to be able to interpret the hazardous materials number. To
be able to create this text in more than one language, you need a text table for table
DANGER_NO. Text table DANGER_NOT is already in the system.
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Table Structure DANGER_NOT

Field name Key Data element Meaning
CLIENT X S_CLIENT Client
DANGER_NO X SDANGER_NO Hazardous

materials number
LANGU X LANGU Language key
TEXT SDAN-

GER_TEXT
Explanatory text

Note:

Show the foreign key between DANGER_NOT and DANGER_NO. Explain the
meaning of text table key fields.

Insert a new field DANGER_NO in table ZCARGO and maintain the foreign key for
DANGER_NO: Show that the table can be edited with SE11.

Mention that new fields are always added to the end of the table in the database, even
if they were inserted elsewhere in SE11.

In SE16, show that the texts from DANGER_NOT are added to the values displayed
fromDANGER_NO in the logon language.

Alternative demo:

If you want to show how to create text tables in more detail, copy table DANGER_NO
to a separate table called ZDANGER_NO.

Copy the data using report BC430_DATA_COPY. Then create a text table called
ZDANGER_NOT and copy its content using BC430_DATA_COPY. Maintain the text
foreign key between ZDANGER_NOT and ZDANGER_NO and show its effect.

Table SMEAL contains the meals served to the passengers during a flight. The meal
names are maintained in table SMEALT.

Table SMEALT is the text table for table SMEAL since the key of SMEALT consists of
the key of SMEAL and an additional language key field (field with data type LANG).

Table SMEALT can contain explanatory text in several languages for each key entry
of SMEAL.

To link the key entries with the text, the text table SMEALT must be linked with
table SMEAL using a foreign key. Key fields of a text table must be chosen for the
type of the foreign key fields.
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The foreign key relationship is defined from SMEALT to SMEAL.

Only one text table can be linked with a table.
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77 Exercise 3: Consistency Through Input
Checks
Exercise Duration: 30 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Create fixed values
� Set value tables to the correct context
� Define foreign keys
� Use the above mechanism to ensure that the data is consistent

Business Example
When you enter or change the employee master data, only consistent data, valid airline
carriers, departments, areas should be allowed.

The employees of the airlines are divided into administration personnel (A), flight
personnel (F) and service personnel (S). They are assigned to activity areas A, F
or S accordingly.

Task 1:
Divide the employees of the airlines into administration personnel (A), flight
personnel (F) and service personnel (S). Make sure that only valid activity areas
can be entered in table ZEMPLOY##.

1. Call the domain maintenance screen for field ZEMPLOY## Area.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
Define suitable foreign keys for the tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT## and
ZFLCREW##.

Use the tables of the flight model, tables T000 (client) and SCURX (currency code) as
well as your tables to define the foreign keys.

To maintain the individual foreign keys, call the maintenance routine for the particular
tables. Select the Fields tab page.

Define a foreign key check for each of the following fields:

Table Field
ZEMPLOY## Client

Carrier
Department code
Currency

ZDEPMENT## Client
Carrier

ZFLCREW## Employee number

1. Create foreign key ZEMPLOY##-Client as follows:

2. Create foreign key ZEMPLOY##-Carrier.

Note: Since you are using domain S_CARR_ID for the Carrier field
in ZEMPLOY##, you can use value table SCARR for the foreign key
definition.

3. Create the foreign key ZEMPLOY##-Department code as follows:

Enter the value table ZDEPMENT## in the domain for the Department code
field and activate the domain.

Note: To get a proposal for the foreign key definition, you must change
the domain for the Department code field in ZEMPLOY##. This is
not absolutely necessary for later foreign key definitions, but makes
the definition easier.

Continued on next page
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4. Create the foreign key ZEMPLOY##-Currency as follows:

Note: Since you are using domain S_CURR for field
ZEMPLOY##-Currency, you can use value table SCURX for the foreign
key definition.

5. Create the foreign key ZDEPMENT##-Client as follows: See foreign key
ZEMPLOY##-Client.

6. Create the foreign key ZDEPMENT##-Carrier as follows: See foreign key
ZEMPLOY##-Carrier.

7. Create foreign key ZFLCREW##-Employee number.

8. Maintain the data for table ZEMPLOY## and test the effect of your foreign
key relationships.

Task 3:
Some employees of airline carriers work in travel agencies in order to sell flights for
their companies there. Enhance table ZEMPLOY## with a field that documents the
travel agency where each employee works.

Enhance table ZEMPLOY## accordingly and define the foreign key relationship.

Hint: The table of all travel agencies is called STRAVELAG.

1. Create a new field Agency in your table ZEMPLOY##.

Continued on next page
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Task 4:
Enhance the ZDEPMENT## table by one field.

Each department of an airline has a head of department. The assignment between the
department and the head of the department should be mapped in the flight model.

1. Enhance table ZDEPMENT## with the Dephead field.

Note: In our model, the personnel number identifies a person.
Therefore, the new field to be added to table ZDEPMENT## must
contain personnel numbers. The field should also refer to the domain for
personnel numbers.

Since the person to be managed in this case has a special role, you
should create a new data element and not use the one already created
for the personnel number.

Define a suitable foreign key for this field.

Note: Use the two-step domain concept.

Task 5:
Create a text table.

1. Create a text table ZDEPMENTT## for the ZDEPMENT## table.

Note: This makes the department code understandable for employees of
the carrier in all countries.

For the field definition, use the data elements (Data type LONG) and S_TEXT
(Data type CHAR, 40)

2. Define the foreign key of the DepCode field in the ZDEPMENTT## table.

Note: The foreign keys for the Client and Carrier fields in the
ZDEPMENTT## table were already correctly defined by copying.

3. Define the foreign key of the Language field in the ZDEPMENTT## table.

Note: Since you are using domain SPRAS for field
ZDEPMENTT##-Language, you can use value table T002 for the
foreign key definition.
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Solution 3: Consistency Through Input
Checks
Task 1:
Divide the employees of the airlines into administration personnel (A), flight
personnel (F) and service personnel (S). Make sure that only valid activity areas
can be entered in table ZEMPLOY##.

1. Call the domain maintenance screen for field ZEMPLOY## Area.

a) Navigate from the table maintenance screen to the corresponding data
element and from here to the domain.

b) Choose the Value range tab page and enter the following fixed values:

Fixed value Short description
A Administration personnel
F Flight personnel
S Service personnel

c) Activate your domain.

Task 2:
Define suitable foreign keys for the tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT## and
ZFLCREW##.

Use the tables of the flight model, tables T000 (client) and SCURX (currency code) as
well as your tables to define the foreign keys.

To maintain the individual foreign keys, call the maintenance routine for the particular
tables. Select the Fields tab page.

Define a foreign key check for each of the following fields:

Table Field
ZEMPLOY## Client

Carrier
Department code
Currency

Continued on next page
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Table Field
ZDEPMENT## Client

Carrier
ZFLCREW## Employee number

1. Create foreign key ZEMPLOY##-Client as follows:

a) Place the cursor on the Client field in ZEMPLOY##. Choose Goto→
Foreign key.

Since you are using domain CLIENT for the Client field in ZEMPLOY##,
the system proposes value table T000 as check table.

b) Have the system make a proposal for the foreign key definition. Check the
proposal. The following fields must be assigned:

Check table T000
CkTabFld For. key table For. key fld
CLIENT ZEMPLOY## Client

c) Enter a short text and define the semantic attributes as follows:

Field Value
Type of foreign key fields Key fields / candidates

Cardinality 1:CN

d) Save your foreign key.

Continued on next page
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2. Create foreign key ZEMPLOY##-Carrier.

Note: Since you are using domain S_CARR_ID for the Carrier field
in ZEMPLOY##, you can use value table SCARR for the foreign key
definition.

a) Place the cursor on the Carrier field. Choose Goto→ Foreign key.

b) Have the system make a proposal for the foreign key definition. Check the
proposal. The following fields must be assigned:

Check table SCARR
CkTabFld For. key table For. key fld
CLIENT ZEMPLOY## Client
CARRID ZEMPLOY## Carrier

c) Enter a short text and define the semantic attributes as follows:

Field Value
Type of foreign key fields key fields / candidates

Cardinality 1:CN

d) Save your foreign key.

3. Create the foreign key ZEMPLOY##-Department code as follows:

Continued on next page
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Enter the value table ZDEPMENT## in the domain for the Department code
field and activate the domain.

Note: To get a proposal for the foreign key definition, you must change
the domain for the Department code field in ZEMPLOY##. This is
not absolutely necessary for later foreign key definitions, but makes
the definition easier.

a) First of all, place the cursor on the Department code field in ZEMPLOY##.
Choose Goto→ Foreign key.

Note: Since you are using the domain of
ZDEPMENT##-Department code field for the
ZEMPLOY##-Department code field, you can use value table
ZDEPMENT## for the foreign key definition.

b) Have the system make a proposal for the foreign key definition. Check the
proposal. The following fields must be assigned:

Check table ZDEPMENT##
CkTabFld For. key table For. key fld

CLIENT ZEMPLOY## Client
CARRID ZEMPLOY## Carrier
DEPARTMENT ZEMPLOY## Department code

c) Enter a short text and define the semantic attributes as follows:

Field Value
Type of foreign key fields non-key-fields /

candidates

Cardinality 1:CN

d) Save your foreign key.

Continued on next page
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4. Create the foreign key ZEMPLOY##-Currency as follows:

Note: Since you are using domain S_CURR for field
ZEMPLOY##-Currency, you can use value table SCURX for the foreign
key definition.

a) Place the cursor on field ZEMPLOY##-Currency. Choose Goto→ Foreign
key.

b) Have the system make a proposal for the foreign key definition. Check the
proposal. The following fields must be assigned:

Check table SCURX
CkTabFld For. key table For. key fld
CURRKEY ZEMPLOY## Currency

c) Enter a short text and define the semantic attributes as follows:

Field Value
Type of foreign key fields non-key-fields /

candidates

Cardinality 1:CN

d) Save your foreign key.

5. Create the foreign key ZDEPMENT##-Client as follows: See foreign key
ZEMPLOY##-Client.

a)

6. Create the foreign key ZDEPMENT##-Carrier as follows: See foreign key
ZEMPLOY##-Carrier.

a)

Continued on next page
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7. Create foreign key ZFLCREW##-Employee number.

a) Place the cursor on the Employee number field in ZFLCREW##. Choose
Goto→ Foreign key.

Note: The check table is the ZEMPLOY## table. If you have
stored this as value table in the domain for the employee number,
a corresponding proposal is created. If not, you have to enter it
yourself.

b) Copy the system proposal for the field assignment.

c) Enter a short text and define the semantic attributes as follows:

Field Value
Type of foreign key fields key fields / candidates

Cardinality 1:CN

d) Save your foreign key.

8. Maintain the data for table ZEMPLOY## and test the effect of your foreign
key relationships.

a) In the maintenance screen of the ZEMPLOY## table, select Utilities→
Table Content→ Create entries.

b) Enter data and check whether your foreign key functions correctly using
the F4 help.

Task 3:
Some employees of airline carriers work in travel agencies in order to sell flights for
their companies there. Enhance table ZEMPLOY## with a field that documents the
travel agency where each employee works.

Enhance table ZEMPLOY## accordingly and define the foreign key relationship.

Hint: The table of all travel agencies is called STRAVELAG.

1. Create a new field Agency in your table ZEMPLOY##.

Continued on next page
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a) Navigate to the field maintenance screen for table ZEMPLOY##. Insert a
new field Agency in the field list (select New rows).

Note: In the maintenance screen for table STRAVELAG you can
see that the suitable data element is called S_AGNCYNUM.

b) Assign the data element S_AGNCYNUM to your new field
ZEMPLOY##-Agency.

c) Position the cursor on the field Agency and have the system make a
proposal for the foreign key definition.

d) Control the proposal: The check table is SBUSPART. This check table
is not correct since it contains all the business partners of carriers and
not just agencies.

e) The correct check table is STRAVELAG, which it contains the agencies the
carriers work with.

f) You can improve understanding by looking at the definition of table
STRAVELAG in a second session. Field AGENCYNUM has a foreign
key with check table SBUSPART. This means that table STRAVELAG
is a subset of table SBUSPART. In the foreign key definition for
ZEMPLOY##-Agency, overwrite entry SBUSBART in the input field
Check table with STRAVELAG.

g) Select Copy. The system recognizes the change in the check table and
suggests that it create a proposal. Accept this offer and select the proposal.
The following fields must be assigned:

Check table STRAVELAG
CkTabFld For. key table For. key fld
CLIENT ZEMPLOY## Client
AGENCYNUM ZEMPLOY## Agency

h) Enter a short text and define the semantic attributes as follows:

Field Value
Type of foreign key fields non-key-fields /

candidates

Cardinality 1:CN

Continued on next page
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i) Select Copy.

j) Activate the table.

k) In the maintenance screen of the ZEMPLOY## table, select Utilities→
Table Content→ Create entries. Verify your foreign key using the F4 help.

Task 4:
Enhance the ZDEPMENT## table by one field.

Each department of an airline has a head of department. The assignment between the
department and the head of the department should be mapped in the flight model.

1. Enhance table ZDEPMENT## with the Dephead field.

Note: In our model, the personnel number identifies a person.
Therefore, the new field to be added to table ZDEPMENT## must
contain personnel numbers. The field should also refer to the domain for
personnel numbers.

Since the person to be managed in this case has a special role, you
should create a new data element and not use the one already created
for the personnel number.

Continued on next page
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Define a suitable foreign key for this field.

Note: Use the two-step domain concept.

a) Go to change mode in the maintenance screen for table ZDEPMENT##.
Select the Fields tab page.

b) Choose New rows.

c) Enter the new field DepHead directly following the existing fields by
entering a suitable field name in the first column and entering a name for
the data element to be created in column Field type.

d) Save the table definition.

e) Select the name of the new data element to be created. Confirm that you
want to create a data element.

f) Enter a short text for the data element. Enter the domain name that you
already created for the personnel number in field Domain.

g) Select page Field label and enter the corresponding text there.

h) Activate the data element. Go back to the maintenance screen for table
ZDEPMENT## by choosing Back.

i) Create the foreign key for the new field in the usual manner. The check
table is table ZEMPLOY##.

Note: If you stored this table as a value table for the domain for
the personnel number, the system will make this proposal. If not,
you have to enter it yourself.

j) You copy the system proposal in the field allocation of the foreign key.

k) Enter a short text and define the semantic attributes as follows:

Field Value
Type of foreign key fields non-key-fields /

candidates

Cardinality 1:CN

l) Activate the table.

Continued on next page
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Task 5:
Create a text table.

1. Create a text table ZDEPMENTT## for the ZDEPMENT## table.

Note: This makes the department code understandable for employees of
the carrier in all countries.

For the field definition, use the data elements (Data type LONG) and S_TEXT
(Data type CHAR, 40)

a) Copy table ZDEPMENT## to table ZDEPMENTT##.

b) Navigate to the field maintenance screen for table ZDEPMENTT##. Delete
all the fields that are not key fields. Create the following new fields:

Field Data
element

Data type, Length Meaning

LAN-
GUAGE

LANGU LANG Language

DESCR S_TEXT CHAR, 40 Description

Note: The ZDEPMENT## field Language must be a key field.

Continued on next page
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2. Define the foreign key of the DepCode field in the ZDEPMENTT## table.

Note: The foreign keys for the Client and Carrier fields in the
ZDEPMENTT## table were already correctly defined by copying.

a) First of all, place the cursor on the Department code field in ZEMPLOY##.
Choose Goto→ Foreign key.

Note: Since you are using the domain of field
ZDEPMENT##-Department code for field
ZDEPMENTT##-Department code, you can use value
table ZDEPMENT## for the foreign key definition.

b) Have the system make a proposal for the foreign key definition. Check the
proposal. The following fields must be assigned:

Check table ZDEPMENT##
CkTabFld For. key table For. key fld
CLIENT ZDEPMENT## Client
CARRID ZDEPMENT## Carrier
DEPARTMENT ZDEPMENT## Department code

c) Enter a short text and define the semantic attributes as follows:

Field Value
Type of foreign key fields key fields of a text table

Cardinality 1:CN

d) Save your foreign key.

Continued on next page
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3. Define the foreign key of the Language field in the ZDEPMENTT## table.

Note: Since you are using domain SPRAS for field
ZDEPMENTT##-Language, you can use value table T002 for the
foreign key definition.

a) Place the cursor on field ZDEPMENTT##-Language. Choose Goto→
Foreign key.

b) Have the system make a proposal for the foreign key definition. Check the
proposal. The following fields must be assigned:

Check table T002
CkTabFld For. key table For. key fld
LANGU ZDEPMENTT## Language

c) Enter a short text and define the semantic attributes as follows:

Field Value
Type of foreign key fields key fields / candidates

Cardinality 1:CN

d) Save your foreign key.

e) Activate the table.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Create and use fixed values
� Define what a foreign key is
� Apply the conditions for the field assignment of the foreign key
� Know the difference between the value table and the check table
� Create foreign key
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Create and use fixed values
� Define what a foreign key is
� Apply the conditions for the field assignment of the foreign key
� Know the difference between the value table and the check table
� Create foreign key
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95 Dependencies with ABAP Dictionary

Objects

For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
This unit focuses on the dependencies between ABAP dictionary objects how the
changes made to one object influence dependent objects.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Explain how the Repository Information System and the Where-used list for
ABAP Dictionary objects function

� Describe the mechanism for handling dependent objects in the ABAP Dictionary
� Differentiate between the active and inactive version of an ABAP Dictionary

object.

Unit Contents
Lesson: Object Dependencies .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
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Lesson:
96

Object Dependencies
Lesson Duration: 60 Minutes

Lesson Overview

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Explain how the Repository Information System and the Where-used list for
ABAP Dictionary objects function

� Describe the mechanism for handling dependent objects in the ABAP Dictionary
� Differentiate between the active and inactive version of an ABAP Dictionary

object.

This chapter deals with both active and inactive administration of the ABAP
Dictionary. Use of the where-used list is based on the discussion of handling
dependent objects. The unit then transitions to the information system. Most
participants should remember these topics from BC400.

Business Example
There are often certain dependencies between dictionary objects that become effective
through changes to objects. For example, if you change a technical domain, then one
or more database tables may have to be converted (can be very time-consuming).
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Activation and Where-Used List

Figure 44: Active and Inactive Versions

During development, you sometimes need to change an (active) object already used
by the system. Such changes are supported in the ABAP Dictionary by separating
the active and inactive versions.

The active version of an ABAP Dictionary object is the version that the components
of the runtime environment (for example ABAP processor, database interface) access.
This version is not initially changed.

An inactive version is created when an active object is changed. The inactive version
can be saved without checking. It has no effect on the runtime system.

At the end of the development process, the inactive version can be made the active
version. This is done by activation. The inactive version of the object is first checked
for consistency. If it is consistent, the inactive version replaces the active one. From
now on, the runtime system uses the new active version.

The above example shows how the object status changes. An active structure contains
three fields. A field is added to this structure in the ABAP Dictionary. After this
action, there is an active version with three fields and an inactive version with four
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fields. During activation, the active version is overwritten with the inactive version.
The inactive version thus becomes the active version. After this action there is only
the active version with four fields.

Figure 45: Runtime Objects

On the slide, the instructor explains the process for changing ABAP Dictionary
Objects that are already active. The instructor also notes the central role played by
the activation procedure.

The runtime object is really just a technical detail, but it has a major impact on the
procedure used in the ABAP Dictionary. Once again, the importance of the activation
procedure is stressed.

The need to look at dependent objects is based on the runtime object. Changes to
the database are covered in the next unit.

Key here is that the activation of dependent objects is always based on the active
version.
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The information about a structure (or table) is distributed in the ABAP Dictionary in
domains, data elements, and the structure definition. The runtime object (nametab)
combines this information into a structure in a form that is optimized for access from
ABAP programs. The runtime object is created when the structure is activated.

The runtime objects of the structures are buffered so that the ABAP runtime system
can quickly access this information.

The runtime object contains information about the overall structure (for example,
number of fields) and the individual structure fields (field name, position of the field
in the structure, data type, length, number of decimal places, reference field, reference
table, check table, conversion routine, etc.).

The runtime object of a table contains further information needed by the database
interface for accessing the table data (client dependence, buffering, key fields, etc.).

Runtime objects are created for all ABAP Dictionary objects that can be used as
types in ABAP programs. These are data elements, table types, and views, as well
as structures and tables.

Figure 46: Where-used list
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If an object that is already active is modified, this can affect other objects that use
it (directly or indirectly). These objects using another object are called dependent
objects. On the one hand, it might be necessary to adjust the runtime objects of these
dependent objects to the changes. On the other hand, a change might sometimes
make a dependent object inconsistent.

For this reason, the dependent objects are determined and activated (if necessary)
when an active object is activated. The active versions of the dependent objects are
activated again. In particular, new and inactive versions of objects using the changed
object are not changed.

Example: When you change a domain, for example its data type, all the data
elements, structures and tables referring to this domain must be activated again. This
activation is automatically triggered when the domain is activated. This ensures that
all affected runtime objects are adjusted to the changed type information.

If an ABAP Dictionary object has a table as dependent object, its database object as
well as its runtime object might have to be adjusted when the dependent object is
activated. The method used here will be discussed in the next unit.

Changing an ABAP Dictionary object might also affect its dependent objects. Before
making a critical change (such as changing the data type or deleting a field), you
should define the set of objects affected in order to estimate the implications of the
planned action.

There is a where-used list for each ABAP Dictionary object with which you can find
all the objects that refer to this object. You can call the Where-used list from the
maintenance transaction of the object.

You can find direct and indirect usages of an ABAP Dictionary object with the
where-used list. You also have to define which usage object types should be included
in the search (for example, all structures and tables using a data element). You can also
search for usages that are not ABAP Dictionary objects (for example, all programs
using a table). The search can also be limited by development class or user namespace.

If an object is probably used by several objects, you should perform the search in the
background.
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Figure 47: The Repository Information System ABAP Dictionary

Reason for the where-used list: helps to determine how critical a change will be.
Explain the function. Other search functions in the information system.

Demo: Show the where-used list and information system by searching for an object
you created earlier in the course.

The Repository Inoformation System ABAP Dictionary is part of the general
Repository Information System. It helps you search for ABAP Dictionary objects
and their users.

The where-used list for Repository objects can be called from the information system.
The information system also enables you to search for objects by their attributes.

In addition to the object-specific search criteria (e.g. buffering type for tables), you
can search for all objects by development class, short description or author and date
of last change.

The object lists created by the Repository Information System are entirely integrated
in the ABAP Workbench. They permit you to navigate directly to the maintenance
transactions of the objects found.
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103 Exercise 4: Dependencies of ABAP
Dictionary Objects
Exercise Duration: 30 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Enhance tables and structures with fields
� Use the R/3 Repository Information System and the Where-used list for ABAP

Dictionary objects

Business Example
Information about the head of the department should be stored in the employee
management system. The change log should also be made more detailed.

The change log for tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT## is not precise enough. In
addition to the person who made the last change and the date of this change, you also
want to record the time of the last change.

Task:
Enhance both tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT## by one field.

Note: The fields for the change log can be found in the include structure
ZCHANGE##. The new field should therefore be inserted in this structure.
The field is automatically inserted in tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT##
using the include mechanism.

1. Have a suitable field for the change log inserted in both tables ZEMPLOY## and
ZDEPMENT## as easily as possible. Use data element S_TIME.

Note: The fields for the change log can be found in the include structure
ZCHANGE##. The new field should therefore be inserted in this
structure. The field is automatically inserted in tables ZEMPLOY## and
ZDEPMENT## using the include mechanism.

2. Make sure that the field is inserted in the tables ZEMPLOY## and
ZDEPMENT##. Check the activation log of the tables and structures involved.

3. Create a list of the following ABAP Dictionary objects:

Continued on next page
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All domains with fixed values whose names begin with Z

All table fields that use data element S_FNAME

All tables of the flight model (development package SAPBC_DATAMODEL)
that have delivery class A

Note: All the exercises can be solved with the Repository Information
System.

4. Determine all the programs that use the table SFLIGHT.

5. What are the data elements created by your neighbors called?

Hint: You can define your neighbor's data elements with either a pattern
search for the name (if your neighbors adhered to the given naming
convention) or with Last changed by.

6. Start Program BC430_CHECK in Transaction SE38. It checks whether your
solutions are correct.
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Solution 4: Dependencies of ABAP
Dictionary Objects
Task:
Enhance both tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT## by one field.

Note: The fields for the change log can be found in the include structure
ZCHANGE##. The new field should therefore be inserted in this structure.
The field is automatically inserted in tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT##
using the include mechanism.

1. Have a suitable field for the change log inserted in both tables ZEMPLOY## and
ZDEPMENT## as easily as possible. Use data element S_TIME.

Note: The fields for the change log can be found in the include structure
ZCHANGE##. The new field should therefore be inserted in this
structure. The field is automatically inserted in tables ZEMPLOY## and
ZDEPMENT## using the include mechanism.

a) In the initial screen of the ABAP Dictionary, mark Data type and enter
ZCHANGE## in the corresponding field. Choose Change.

b) Select the tab page Components. Enter the name for the new field in the
first free row of the component list and enter S_TIME in the Component
type column.

c) Activate the structure.

2. Make sure that the field is inserted in the tables ZEMPLOY## and
ZDEPMENT##. Check the activation log of the tables and structures involved.

a) With Utilities→ Activation log you can find the activation log of the
structure. You can see here that tables ZEMPLOY## and ZDEPMENT##
are activated as dependent objects and were enhanced with the new field.

b) Go to display mode in the maintenance screen for table ZEMPLOY## (or
ZDEPMENT##). Choose Utilities→ Table contents→ Create entries. You
can see here that the table was really enhanced with the corresponding field.

3. Create a list of the following ABAP Dictionary objects:

All domains with fixed values whose names begin with Z

All table fields that use data element S_FNAME

Continued on next page
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All tables of the flight model (development package SAPBC_DATAMODEL)
that have delivery class A

Note: All the exercises can be solved with the Repository Information
System.

a) In the initial screen of the ABAP dictionary, select Environment→
Repository Information System. Expand the nodes for the ABAP
Dictionary.

b) Expand the node Basic objects. Select Domains. In the selection screen,
enter Z* in the first field. Choose All selections. In the enhanced selection
screen, select Only domains with fixed values. You can create the desired
list with Execute.

c) Choose Back twice to return to the initial screen of the Repository
Information System. Expand the node Fields. Select Table fields. Choose
All selections and enter S_FNAME in the Data element field. You can
create the desired list with Execute.

d) Choose Back twice to return to the initial screen of the Repository
Information System. The nodes Basic objects are still expanded. Select
Database tables.

e) In the selection screen, enter the development class BC_DATAMODEL.
Select All selections and enter delivery class A. You can create the desired
list with Execute.

4. Determine all the programs that use the table SFLIGHT.

a) Go to the initial screen of the ABAP Dictionary. Choose Database table
and enter SFLIGHT in the corresponding field. Choose Where-used list.

b) The usage in programs is already indicated (alone) in the next dialog box.
You can create the desired list with Execute.

Continued on next page
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5. What are the data elements created by your neighbors called?

Hint: You can define your neighbor's data elements with either a pattern
search for the name (if your neighbors adhered to the given naming
convention) or with Last changed by.

a) You can create the desired list again in the Repository Information System
ABAP Dictionary. Expand the node Basic objects and select Data
elements. You can restrict the selection with the date of the last change (the
last change should be no earlier than the beginning of the course) at least in
the first case (naming convention).

b) Select All selections and search Last changed by.

Note: If you have two groups of neighbors, you have to use
Multiple selection.

6. Start Program BC430_CHECK in Transaction SE38. It checks whether your
solutions are correct.

a) Strat the transaction SE38 via the entry field. Start the program
BC430_CHECK.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Explain how the Repository Information System and the Where-used list for

ABAP Dictionary objects function
� Describe the mechanism for handling dependent objects in the ABAP Dictionary
� Differentiate between the active and inactive version of an ABAP Dictionary

object.
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Explain how the Repository Information System and the Where-used list for

ABAP Dictionary objects function
� Describe the mechanism for handling dependent objects in the ABAP Dictionary
� Differentiate between the active and inactive version of an ABAP Dictionary

object.
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Unit 6
111 Changing Tables

For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
This unit shows you what you should bear in mind when making changes to tables.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Make changes to tables
� Estimate the effect of these changes on the database
� Convert tables
� Continue terminated conversions
� Add customer fields to SAP standard tables by means of append structures

without modifications

Unit Contents
Lesson: Changes to Tables.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .132

Exercise 5: Changes to database tables .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .151
Exercise 6: Database Utility (SE14) Dealing with Problems (optional). .157
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Lesson:
112

Changes to Tables
Lesson Duration: 100 Minutes

Lesson Overview

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Make changes to tables
� Estimate the effect of these changes on the database
� Convert tables
� Continue terminated conversions
� Add customer fields to SAP standard tables by means of append structures

without modifications

After completing this unit, participants should be able to make changes to existing
objects in the ABAP Dictionary. They should learn to judge the effect of a change in
the ABAP Dictionary on corresponding database objects.

The participants learn that a change made to a table in the ABAP Dictionary must also
be made in the database. Existing data could be lost as a result of such a change (for
example when deleting a field).

Business Example
The data structures of an application must be adjusted to changed processes, exactly
like the programs. For this purpose, you should now change existing database tables
for your project.
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Database Changes to Transparent Tables

Figure 48: Changes to Tables

Correct access by ABAP programs to a database table is only possible if the runtime
object of the table is consistent with the structure of the table in the database. Each
time the table is changed in the ABAP Dictionary, you must check if the database
structure of the table must be adjusted to the changed ABAP Dictionary definition of
the table when it is activated (when the runtime object is rewritten).

The database structure does not have to be changed for certain changes to the ABAP
Dictionary. For example, you do not have to change the database structure when the
order of the fields in the ABAP Dictionary is changed (other than for key fields). In
this case the changed structure is simply activated in the ABAP Dictionary and the
database structure remains unchanged.
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Figure 49: How is the Structure Adjusted?

Explain again that a table always exists both in the dictionary and in the database.
These two versions of the table must be equivalent. When a table definition in the
ABAP Dictionary is changed, the table definition in the database must be changed
accordingly. Explain that the table in the database is updated automatically when the
modified version is activated.

Explain the three ways that the structure can be adjusted. Make sure the participants
understand that system automatically determines the method for adjusting the
structure; no user interaction is possible.

The choice of method depends on the database system used and whether the table
contains any data.

Indicate that these different methods require different amounts of time and resources.
Conversion is the most costly method of structure adjustment in terms of time and
resources. However, if indexes have to be rebuilt due to the structure modification, a
change with ALTER TABLE can also be very time-consuming (for large tables).

There are situations where a structure adjustment is not necessary (e.g. change in
the order of the fields).
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The database table can be adjusted to the changed definition in the ABAP Dictionary
in three different ways:

� By deleting the database table and creating it again. The table on the database is
deleted, the inactive table is activated in the ABAP Dictionary, and the table is
created again on the database. Data existing in the table is lost.

� By changing the database catalog (ALTER TABLE). The definition of the table
on the database is simply changed. Existing data is retained. However, indexes
on the table might have to be built again.

� By converting the table. This is the most time-consuming way to adjust a
structure.

If the table does not contain any data, it is deleted on the database and created again
with its new structure. If data exists in the table, there is an attempt to adjust the
structure with ALTER TABLE. If the database system used is not able to do so, the
structure is adjusted by converting the table.

Figure 50: Conversion Process 1
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The participants learn how a conversion executes and what to do when a conversion
terminates. To react correctly when an error occurs and prevent errors, it is particularly
important to understand the conversion phases.

Demo 9: Conversion

Idea

Unfortunately there is a design error when you create table ZCARGO. Field
CARGO_ID for the cargo number has type CHAR and not type NUMC.

Note

Go to the domain and change the data type to NUMC. Then activate the domain
and explain the activation log. Go to the table and convert it with the database
utility. Explain what happens during a conversion from CHAR to NUMC. The
MOVE-CORRESPONDING statement simply removes all the letters and other
characters from the field. Show and explain the conversion log.

The following example shows the steps carried out by the system during a conversion.

Starting situation: The table TAB was changed in the ABAP Dictionary. The length
of field 3 was hereby reduced from 60 to 30 places.

The ABAP Dictionary therefore has an active (field 3 has a length of 60 places) and
an inactive (field 3 still has 30 places) version of the table.

The active version of the table was created on the database, which means that field 3
currently has 60 places on the database. A secondary index with the ID A11, which
were also created in the database, is defined for the table in the ABAP Dictionary.

The table already contains data.
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Figure 51: Conversion Process 2

The new structure of the database table TAB is created under the name QCM8TAB.
The main problem during conversion is that the application programs can have access
to the database table TAB. In release 4.6C this is not possible because the database
table has the name QCM8TAB through the conversion process. In step 5, the database
table is renamed to the original name.

Step 1: The table is locked against further structure changes. If the conversion
terminates due to an error, the table remains locked. This lock mechanism prevents
further structure changes from being made before the conversion has been completed
correctly. Data could be lost in such a case. Furthermore, all views dependent on the
table are inactivated and therefore blocked.

Step 2: The table in the database is renamed. All the indexes on the table are deleted.
The name of the new (temporary) table is defined by the prefix QCM and the table
name. The name of the temporary table for table TAB is therefore QCMTAB.
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Figure 52: Conversion Process 3

Step 3: The inactive version of table TAB is activated in the ABAP Dictionary. The
table is created in the database with its new structure and with the name QCM8TAB.
The primary index on the table is also created in the database. The structure of
database table QCM8TAB is the same as the structure of the active table in the ABAP
Dictionary after this step. The database table, however, still does not contain any data.

The table therefore does not exist in the database with its original name during
conversion. Programs that access this table therefore cannot be executed. You should
therefore always make sure that no applications access the table to be converted
during conversion.
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Figure 53: Conversion Process 4

Step 4: The data is loaded back from table QCMTAB to table QCM8TAB (with
MOVE-CORRESPONDING). The data is in both tables after this step. When you
reduce the size of fields, for example, the extra places are truncated when you reload
the data.

Since the data is in both tables QCM8TAB and QCMTAB during the conversion,
there are greater storage requirements during conversion. You should therefore check
whether there is sufficient space available in the corresponding tablespace before
converting large tables.

There is a database commit after 16 MB when you copy the data from table QCMTAB
to table QCM8TAB. A conversion process therefore needs 16 MB resources in the
rollback segment. The existing database lock is released with the Commit and then
requested again before the next data area to be converted is edited.

When you reduce the size of keys, only one record can be reloaded if there are several
records whose key cannot be distinguished. It is not possible to say which record this
will be. In such a case you should clean up the data of the table before converting.
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Figure 54: Conversion Process 5

Step 5: Table QCMTAB is deleted.

Step 6: Table QCM8TAB is renamed to TAB. The secondary indexes defined in the
ABAP Dictionary for the table are created again. The views on the table deleted in the
first step of the conversion are also created again in the database.

Step 7: The lock set at the beginning of the conversion is deleted.

� If the conversion terminates, the table remains locked and a restart log is written.
� Caution: The table does not exist in the database with its original name during

conversion. Programs may not access the table during conversion. Conversions
should not run during production! You must at least deactivate all the
applications that use the tables to be converted.

� You must clean up terminated conversions. Programs that access the table
will otherwise not run correctly. In this case, you must find out why the
conversion terminated (for example, overflow of the corresponding tablespace)
and correct it. Then continue the terminated conversion.
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The instructor explains in detail the conversion process using the slides. Make
sure you stress that in Step 4 (copying back data), the space required for the
table in the database doubles. Mention that reloading uses ABAP command
MOVE-CORRESPONDING. Fields are not renamed.

Figure 55: Possible Problems during Conversions

Since the data exists in both the original table and temporary table during conversion,
the storage requirements increase during conversion. If the tablespace overflows
when you reload the data from the temporary table, the conversion will terminate. In
this case, you must extend the tablespace and start the conversion in the database
utility again.

If you shorten the key of a table (for example, when you remove or shorten the field
length of key fields), you cannot distinguish between the new keys of existing records
of the table. When you reload the data from the temporary table, only one of these
records can be loaded back into the table. It is not possible to say which record this
will be. If you want to copy certain records, you have to clean up the table before
the conversion.

During a conversion, the data is copied back to the database table from the temporary
table with the ABAP statement MOVE-CORRESPONDING. Therefore, only those
type changes that can be executed with MOVE-CORRESPONDING are allowed. All
other type changes cause the conversion to be terminated when the data is loaded
back into the original table. In this case, you have to recreate the old state prior to
conversion. Using database tools, you have to delete the table, rename the QCM table
to its old name, reconstruct the runtime object (in the database utility), set the table
structure in the Dictionary back to its old state, and then activate the table.
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Figure 56: Resuming Terminated Conversions

Explain the reasons a conversion terminates as listed on the slide. Stress that key
abbreviations can result is loss of data.

Explain what to do when a conversion terminates. Mention the object log. Explain
that some of the causes of termination do not result in an entry in the object log (for
example, when the server goes down or there is a dump). In these cases, the user must
look in the system log or ABAP short dump to search for the cause of the error.

Mention that a terminated conversion must be corrected as quickly as possible.
Application programs that access the table to be converted could otherwise react
incorrectly or produce inconsistent data. For example, if the data was not yet reloaded,
no entries will be found in the table in the database. A program can write a new
data record to this table although there is already a corresponding data record in the
QCM table with the same key.
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Demo 10: Terminated Conversions

Activate a conversion of table ZCARGO, by reducing the field length for the text for
cargo. To ensure that the conversion terminates, make the index created in demo 3 a
UNIQUE index and ensure that there are duplicate entries for the index fields in the
table. Start the conversion. It terminates in Step 6 (index creation).

Show the restart log and how you can find terminated conversions in SE14. Show the
object log and explain the reason for the error.

Correct the error by canceling the unique flag in the index maintenance (since the
table is locked in display mode in the table, go to the index and then to change mode).
Save and activate the index. Then return to the database utility and continue the
terminated conversion. This demo is optional and can be omitted.

If a conversion terminates, the lock entry for the table set in the first step is retained.
The table can no longer be edited with the maintenance tools of the ABAP Dictionary
(Transaction SE11).

A terminated conversion can be analyzed with the database utility (Transaction
SE14) and then resumed. The database utility provides an analysis tool with which
you can find the cause of the error and the current state of all the tables involved
in the conversion.

You can usually find the precise reason for termination in the object log. If the object
log does not provide any information about the cause of the error, you have to analyze
the syslog or the short dumps.

If there is a terminated conversion, two options are displayed as pushbuttons in the
database utility:

� After correcting the error, you can resume the conversion where it terminated
with the Continue adjustment option.

� There is also the Unlock table option. This option only deletes the existing lock
entry for the table . You should never choose Unlock table for a terminated
conversion if the data only exists in the temporary table, for example, if the
conversion terminated in steps 3 or 4.
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Enhancement of SAP Standard Tables

Figure 57: Append Structures 1

Append Structures 1

The following enhancements can be made to a table or structure TAB with an append
structure:

� Insert new fields in TAB,
� Define foreign keys for fields of TAB that already exist,
� Attach search helps to fields of TAB that already exist,

These enhancements are part of the append structure, i.e. they must always be changed
and transported with the append structure. When a table or structure is activated, all
the append structures of the table are searched and the fields of these append structures
are added to the table or structure. Foreign keys and search help attachments added
using the append structure are also added to the table. If an append structure is created
or changed, the table or structure assigned to it is also adjusted to these changes when
the append structure is activated.
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Append structures permit you to append fields to a SAP standard table and structures
without having to modify the table definition.

An append structure is a structure which is assigned to exactly one table. There can
be several append structures for a table.

When a table is activated, all the active append structures for the table are found and
their fields are appended to the table. If an append structure is created or changed,
the table to which it is assigned is also activated and the changes also take effect
there when it is activated.

Like all structures, an append structure defines a type that can be used in ABAP
programs.

With Release 4.6C you can define foreign keys for fields that already exist in the table
using an append structure. Search helps can also be attached to fields that already
exist in the table.

Hint: If you copy a table to which an append structure has been appended,
the fields of the append structure become normal fields of the target table.

Demo 11: Append Structures

Idea

Table ZCARGO is considered to be a SAP standard solution. A customer (airline)
now has additional requirements for managing the cargo. The customer can insure the
cargo against damage not covered by the carrier. Enter an insurance number for all
cargo managed in ZCARGO. Extend table ZCARGO with an append structure with
the insurance number as the only field.

Note

Include the field in the table with direct type entry. Explain the disadvantages of direct
type entry (no F1 help possible, no foreign key, no F4 help). Explain that fields with
direct type entry should not be used on screens. Show how to create the append.
Mention that the name of the append must always lie in the customer namespace and
that there is a special naming convention for fields in appends. Show the activation log
and explain that the table was automatically updated when the append was activated.
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Figure 58: Append Structures 2

Customers create append structures in their namespace. The append structures are
thus protected against overwriting during an upgrade.

The new versions of the standard tables are imported during the upgrade. When the
standard tables are activated, the fields contained in the active append structures are
appended to the new standard tables. When append structures are added to a table, you
do not have to manually adjust the customer modifications to the new SAP version of
the table (Transaction SPDD) during the upgrade.

Since the order of the fields in the ABAP Dictionary since Release 3.0 can differ
from the order on the database, a conversion is not necessary when you add an
append structure or insert fields in an existing append structure. The structure is
adjusted when the database catalog is adjusted (ALTER TABLE). When activating
in the ABAP Dictionary, the definition of the table is changed and the new field is
appended to the database table.
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Figure 59: Append Structures 3

Explain the advantages of extending a table with an append structure as opposed to
directly extending the table. Show how the new SAP version is merged with the
customer fields in the append structure during an upgrade. An APPEND structure is
assigned to exactly one table.

Explain that new customer fields should only be appended to standard SAP tables with
an append structure and not by directly extending the table.

Mention the namespace for customer fields. Names must begin with YY or ZZ or with
a reserved name space (/reserved name/).
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The new version of the SAP standard table is activated and the new field is appended
to the database table.

Hint: Please note the following points about append structures:

� No append structures may be created for pooled and cluster tables.
� If a long field (data type LCHR or LRAW) occurs in a table, it cannot

be extended with appends structures. This is because such long fields
must always be in the last position of the field list (e.g. they must be
the last field of the table).

� If you as a customer add an append structure to an SAP table, the fields
in this append structure should be in the customer namespace for fields,
that is they should begin with YY or ZZ. This prevents name collisions
with new fields inserted in the standard table by SAP.

� If you as a partner have your own reserved namespace for your
developments, the fields you select in append structures should always
lie in this namespace.

Figure 60: Enhancement of tables
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Structures and tables that have been defined by SAP in the ABAP Dictionary can be
subsequently enhanced by the customer in the following way:

Customizing Includes
With this variant, certain places within a structure or tables for enhancements
are already reserved. However, the associated Includes are first of all created
by the customer.

Appends
With this variant, any fields without previous reservation are appended to the
end of structures or tables.

Caution: Problems due to structure enhancements

Not only the enhanced structures and tables are affectted by enhancements
of this kind, but also all dependent structures that the enhancement takes
on as Include or substructure. For example, enhancements using appends,
which only have an effect at the end of the initial structure, can, for dependent
structures, also lead to adjustments within these structures.

In programs without active Unicode checking, structure enhancements
can lead to syntax and runtime errors, especially in type checks and in
connection with deep structures. In programs with active Unicode checking,
assignments, operand checks and accesses with offset and length are also
affected. Problematic here are changes if, for example, numerical or deep
components are inserted into a purely character-like structure and this leads
to the structure losing its character-like character. Enhancements are also
therefore problematic, because the fragment view is changed and checks in
assignments and comparisons which are based on this are influenced.

So that the effects pf structure enhancements are recognizable at all, structures and
tables in the ABAB dictionary are classified under Extras -> Enhancement category
according to the following procedure:

Level Category Meaning
1 Not classified The structure does not have an enhancement

category
2 Not enhanceable The structure cannot be enhanced
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Level Category Meaning
3 Enhanceable and

character-like
All structure components and their
enhancements must be character-like

4 Enhanceable and
character-like or
numerical

The structure and its enhancement cannot
contain any deep data types

5 Freely enhanceable The structure and its enhancements may
contain components whose data type is
optional

Here, the elementary types C, D, N and T are describes as character-like, the
elemenatry types F, I, P and X as numerical. The deep types STRING and XSTRING
are not supported.

With structures and tables with Includes or substructures, the enhancement categories
of the Includes and substructures cannot be larger than those of the initial structure.
For example, if the initial structure contains an Include of level 4, then levels 2 and 3
are not permitted for the initial structure.

Structure enhancements in Dictionary can also have an effect on internal structures
in ABAP programs if Dictionary structures in the source text are used as Include or
substructure. These dependencies are considered implicitly in the ABAP program
check. This does not include classified structures that contain enhanceable Includes or
substructures.
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127 Exercise 5: Changes to database tables
Exercise Duration: 30 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Make changes to existing objects
� Convert tables
� Enhance standard tables with append structures without modifying them

Business Example
The original design of employee management is no longer appropriate after some
organizational changes at the airlines.

The design of table ZFLCREW## is no longer appropriate. The field for the role of
the employee during the flight is too long.

Task 1:
Shorten one field in the ZFLCREW## table.

1. Reduce the field length to 15 places.

Note: Create a new data element ZROLE## and replace the existing data
element with the new one. When you define data element ZROLE##, do
not use a domain; instead, enter the data type and length directly when
you define the data element. Activate the table.

Go to change mode in the maintenance screen for table ZFLCREW##.

2. Goto the activation log. You are reminded that shortening the field requires
a conversion of table ZFLCREW##.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
The employees with management or maintenance functions have their workplace
at an airport. Record information about how to reach these employees in table
ZEMPLOY##: a telephone number for reaching maintenance employees at the airport
and an office location or where the administrative employees work.

1. Create an append structure for table ZEMPLOY## containing the following
information:

Field Data element
ZZAirport S_AIRPORT
ZZOffice number S_BUREAUNO
ZZTelephone S_TELNO

Note: The field names in an append structure must lie in the customer
namespace for fields. The field names therefore must begin with ZZ
or YY.

Task 3:
Create a suitable foreign key for the Airport field from the append structure.

1. Define the foreign key in the maintenance screen of the append structure.

Hint: The table of all airports is called SAIRPORT. For a complete
definition of the foreign key, you must also verify a field of the
appending table (ZEMPLOY##).

From the maintenance screen of the ZEMPLOY## table, select Goto→ Append
structure.

2. Start Program BC430_CHECK with Transaction SE38. The program checks
whether your solutions are correct.
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Solution 5: Changes to database tables
Task 1:
Shorten one field in the ZFLCREW## table.

1. Reduce the field length to 15 places.

Note: Create a new data element ZROLE## and replace the existing data
element with the new one. When you define data element ZROLE##, do
not use a domain; instead, enter the data type and length directly when
you define the data element. Activate the table.

Go to change mode in the maintenance screen for table ZFLCREW##.

a) Overwrite data element SEMP_ROLE in column Field type with the name
of your data element ZROLE##. Save the change.

b) Select the name ZROLE##. In the next dialog box, confirm that you want
to create the data element.

c) In the screen for data elements, enter a short description.

d) Select tab page Definition. Choose Built-in type. Enter CHAR in the Data
type field, 15 in the Length field, and 0 in the Decimal places field.

e) On tab page Field label, maintain the text for the data element.

f) Activate the data element.

2. Goto the activation log. You are reminded that shortening the field requires
a conversion of table ZFLCREW##.

a) Go back to the table maintenance screen.

b) Navigate to the database utility with Utilities→ Database utility.

c) Choose Activate and adjust database. Confirm the next security query. The
system converts the table.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
The employees with management or maintenance functions have their workplace
at an airport. Record information about how to reach these employees in table
ZEMPLOY##: a telephone number for reaching maintenance employees at the airport
and an office location or where the administrative employees work.

1. Create an append structure for table ZEMPLOY## containing the following
information:

Field Data element
ZZAirport S_AIRPORT
ZZOffice number S_BUREAUNO
ZZTelephone S_TELNO

Note: The field names in an append structure must lie in the customer
namespace for fields. The field names therefore must begin with ZZ
or YY.

a) Go to display mode in the maintenance screen for table ZEMPLOY##.

b) Choose Goto→ Append structure.

c) In the next dialog box, enter the required name for the append structure. It
must satisfy the usual naming conventions. Choose Continue.

d) The maintenance screen for the append structure is displayed. Maintenance
of the append structure is analogous to that for a structure.

e) Enter a short text and insert fields ZZAirport, ZZOffice, and ZZTelephone
with the specified data elements.

f) Activate the append structure. Display the activation log with Goto→
Activation log.

g) Table ZEMPLOY## automatically adjusted when you activate the append
structure. The new fields are appended to the existing fields on the database.

Continued on next page
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Task 3:
Create a suitable foreign key for the Airport field from the append structure.

1. Define the foreign key in the maintenance screen of the append structure.

Hint: The table of all airports is called SAIRPORT. For a complete
definition of the foreign key, you must also verify a field of the
appending table (ZEMPLOY##).

From the maintenance screen of the ZEMPLOY## table, select Goto→ Append
structure.

a) Place the cursor on Airport field. Choose the key icon. Copy the system
proposal.

b) The maintenance screen for the foreign key appears. The check table and
the field assignments are already filled due to the system proposal. Enter a
suitable short description.

Note: The foreign key cannot be fully specified using just the
append structure since the key of check table SAIRPORT contains
both a client field and an airport code, while the append structure
has no client field. Make sure that, when generating from the
proposal, the client field from the appending tables is actually used.

c) Choose Non-key-fields / candidates as the type of foreign key fields (since
the Airport field is not a key field of table ZEMPLOY##) and as cardinality
C (since not every employee is assigned to an airport) to CN (since several
employees can be assigned to the same airport).

d) Choose Copy and activate the append structure.

2. Start Program BC430_CHECK with Transaction SE38. The program checks
whether your solutions are correct.

a) Start the program BC430_CHECK via the transactionSE38.
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133 Exercise 6: Database Utility (SE14) Dealing
with Problems (optional)
Exercise Duration: 45 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� React to error when converting tables.

Business Example
By converting existing DB tables, data may become lost or other problems may occur.
In such cases, you should reverse the conversion.

System Data
System: to be dealt with by the instructor
Client: to be dealt with by the instructor
User ID: to be dealt with by the instructor
Password: to be dealt with by the instructor
Set up instructions:
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Task:
You should prevent data from getting lost due to an erroneous conversion.

Caution: In this conversion, data get lost because the department codes are
simply cut off. The temporary table for the conversion process only remains
in tact in the case of department tables and can be used for restoring the data.

In the case of employee tables, the values for the department codes are simply
cut off and the temporary tables do not remain in tact. In order to provide the
participants with the possibility of restoring their data, the participants must
copy the affected tables (employees and departments) beforehand and fill
these with data from the original tables. These table contents can be used by
the participants so that their data can be reproduced.

With this exercise, you should show the participants how easy data can get
lost during a conversion and discuss possible precautionary measures that can
be used (for example, where-used list before changing the domain, save tables
from the conversion in a temporary table, analyse exactly the utilized field
widths within the table data, etc.).

1. Avoid data losses.

Caution: Before proceeding, you have to copy the content of
the employees table and the departments table into respective
temporary tables.

2. Change the domain for the departments from length 4 to length 2 and activate
the domain.

3. Activate the dependent objects (tables), too.

4. Display the log.

Note: Although the only warnings are mentioned in the activation logon,
you will find red highlighted error messages in the log and the note that
the tables have to be converted.

5. First convert the table of the departments using transaction SE14.

6. Now convert the table of the employees and check the content of the table.

7. If the conversion should fail, try to reverse the conversion again.
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Solution 6: Database Utility (SE14) Dealing
with Problems (optional)
Task:
You should prevent data from getting lost due to an erroneous conversion.

Caution: In this conversion, data get lost because the department codes are
simply cut off. The temporary table for the conversion process only remains
in tact in the case of department tables and can be used for restoring the data.

In the case of employee tables, the values for the department codes are simply
cut off and the temporary tables do not remain in tact. In order to provide the
participants with the possibility of restoring their data, the participants must
copy the affected tables (employees and departments) beforehand and fill
these with data from the original tables. These table contents can be used by
the participants so that their data can be reproduced.

With this exercise, you should show the participants how easy data can get
lost during a conversion and discuss possible precautionary measures that can
be used (for example, where-used list before changing the domain, save tables
from the conversion in a temporary table, analyse exactly the utilized field
widths within the table data, etc.).

1. Avoid data losses.

Caution: Before proceeding, you have to copy the content of
the employees table and the departments table into respective
temporary tables.

a) Copy both tables for the employees and the departments via the SE11 or
the SE80.

b) Copy the content of the tables using an ABAP report (ABAP command
INSERT)

c) In addition, change the type definition for the table field of the department
in both tables and use the data type CHAR 4 as a built-in type. In this
way, the temporary tables become independent of the upcoming changes
to the domain.

Continued on next page
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2. Change the domain for the departments from length 4 to length 2 and activate
the domain.

a) Proceed as in the previous exercises.

3. Activate the dependent objects (tables), too.

a) Confirm the following dialog using the Next button.

.

4. Display the log.

Note: Although the only warnings are mentioned in the activation logon,
you will find red highlighted error messages in the log and the note that
the tables have to be converted.

a)

5. First convert the table of the departments using transaction SE14.

a) Enter the table name in the initial screen of the database utilities.

b) Activate the Edit button.

c) Start the conversion process with the Activate and adjust database button.

Note: The conversion process ends without an error message.
Despite this, you should take a closer look at the log and evaluate
the messages.

6. Now convert the table of the employees and check the content of the table.

a) Enter the table name (SE14) in the initial screen of the database utilities.

b) Activate the Edit button.

c) Start the conversion process with the Activate and adjust database button.

Caution: The conversion process ends without an error message.
Despite this, you should take a closer look at the log and evaluate
the messages.

7. If the conversion should fail, try to reverse the conversion again.

a) In the conversion log it has probably been noted that duplicates have
appeared in the primary key.

Result
With the instructor, discuss the possibilities of returning the data to their original state.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Make changes to tables
� Estimate the effect of these changes on the database
� Convert tables
� Continue terminated conversions
� Add customer fields to SAP standard tables by means of append structures

without modifications
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Make changes to tables
� Estimate the effect of these changes on the database
� Convert tables
� Continue terminated conversions
� Add customer fields to SAP standard tables by means of append structures

without modifications
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139 Views and Maintenance Dialogs

For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
This unit shows how you can define views and maintenance dialogs in the SAP system.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Judge how a view is created from tables with join, projection, and selection
� Create database views
� Set up a link between foreign keys and join conditions
� Use views in programs for data selection
� Judge when to use maintenance views
� Recognize the difference between an inner join and an outer join
� Create a maintenance view
� Create simple maintenance views
� Create complex maintenance views

Unit Contents
Lesson: Views... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .164
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Lesson:
140

Views
Lesson Duration: 120 Minutes

Lesson Overview

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Judge how a view is created from tables with join, projection, and selection
� Create database views
� Set up a link between foreign keys and join conditions
� Use views in programs for data selection
� Judge when to use maintenance views
� Recognize the difference between an inner join and an outer join

The participants learn how a view is built with relational operators, join, projection
and selection. The difference between inner and outer join is explained. The
participants can create a real database view in the ABAP Dictionary and learn what a
view is used for. They know that you can enter data records that are distributed on
several tables with a maintenance view.

The participants learn what a view is used for. The structure of a view using the
relational operators is explained with an example.

Business Example
In order to create a simplified ABAP codin in your applications, you should create
views as an overview or as a combination of tables.
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Restricted or enhanced views on database tables

Figure 61: Why do you need views?

Explain the meaning of views. In the relational data model, data relating to an object
is often distributed to multiple tables. Because a logical view of the object is often
required, the data in these tables is �linked� back together using views.

Data for an application object is often distributed on several database tables. Database
systems therefore provide you with a way of defining application-specific views on
data in several tables. These are called views.

Data from several tables can be combined in a meaningful way using a view (join).
You can also hide information that is of no interest to you (projection) or only display
those data records that satisfy certain conditions (selection).

The data of a view can be displayed exactly like the data of a table in the extended
table maintenance.

These slides explain step for step the procedure for creating a view with the help of
relational operators. The slides can be linked directly to the demo.
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Demo 12: Database Views

Create the view example shown on the slide. This demo links the formal
construction of the view with the SE11 interface. Tables TABA and TABB are called
ZBC430_TABA and ZBC430_TABB in the training system. Prior to the demo, add
data to the tables using report BC430_DEMO_FILL. Create the view in the training
example. After each step (tables and fields without join condition; join condition;
projection; selection condition), show which data can be selected with the view.

Demo 13: Database Views

Idea

Create a view on all the relevant data for the cargo. You need the following
information:

Flight and cargo data (data from table ZCARGO)

City of departure and city of arrival (from table SPFLI)

Customer data (from table SCUSTOM)

Create a database view ZCARGO_INFO. ZCARGO, SPFLI and SCUSTOM are
included in this view.

Note

You can copy the connection of ZCARGO to SPFLI and SCUSTOM from the existing
foreign keys. Enter the join condition directly for one of the links.

Join Conditions

� SPFLI-CLIENT = ZCARGO-CLIENT
� SPFLI-CARRID = ZCARGO-CARRID
� SPFLI-CONNID = ZCARGO-CONNID
� SCUSTOM-CLIENT = ZCARGO-CLIENT
� SCUSTOM-ID = ZCARGO-CUST_NO

Fields:

� ZCARGO: client, airline ID, connection, date of flight, cargo number, cargo
description, customer number

� SPFLI: city of departure, city of arrival
� SCUSTOM: Customer contact person
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Display the view data to show the effect of the link. The view should only show
flights with hazardous materials as cargo. Do this by setting the selection criteria
Hazardous materials number to a number other than 0. Display the view data again.

Figure 62: Structure of a View - Starting Situation

The structure of a view and selection of the data using this view will be shown with an
example.

Given two tables TABA and TABB. Table TABA contains two entries and table
TABB 4 entries.

The tables are first appended to one another. This results in the cross-product of the
two tables, in which each record of TABA is combined with each record of TABB.
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Figure 63: Structure of a View - Join Condition

Usually the entire cross-product is not a good selection. You should therefore limit the
cross-product with a join condition. The join condition describes how the records of
the two tables are related.

In our example, Field 3 of TABB identifies Field 1 of TABA. The join condition is
then:

TABA - Field 1 = TABB - Field 3

With this join condition, all the records whose entry in Field 1 is not identical to the
entry in Field 3 are removed from the cross product. The column for Field 3 in the
view is therefore unnecessary.
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Figure 64: Structure of a View - Field Selection (Projection)

Often some of the fields of the tables involved in a view are of no interest. You can
explicitly define the set of fields to be included in the view (projection).

In our example, Field 4 is of no interest and can therefore be hidden.
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Figure 65: Structure of a View - Selection Condition

The set of records that can be displayed with the view can be further restricted with a
selection condition.

In our example, only those records with value A in Field 4 should be displayed with
the view.

A selection condition therefore can also be formulated with a field that is not
contained in the view.

Using this example, explain again the purpose of a view (view of all data relevant
for booking the flight). Explain that the join conditions generally come from the
application logic and can be transferred directy from an existing foreign key.
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Figure 66: How are Tables (basis tables) linked to Views?

Example: Travel agencies sometimes have to check which customer is booked on
which flights. The corresponding data is distributed on several tables:

SCUSTOM: Customer data, such as the customer number, name and address

SBOOK: Booking data, such as the airline, flight number and passenger
(customer number)

SPFLI: Flight data, such as the city of departure and city of arrival

You have to create a view on tables SCUSTOM, SBOOK and SPFLI to obtain the
booking data.

In this case, the join conditions are:

� SBOOK-CLIENT = SCUSTOM-CLIENT
� SBOOK-CUSTOMID = SCUSTOM-ID
� SPFLI-CLIENT = SBOOK-CLIENT
� SPFLI-CARRID = SBOOK-CARRID
� SPFLI-CONNID = SBOOK-CONNID
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Figure 67: Structure of the View

You can get the bookings for a particular customer by selecting the corresponding
records for keys CLIENT and CUSTOMID in table SBOOK.

You can get the flight data from table SPFLI for each booking in table SBOOK by
selecting the corresponding record for the keys CLIENT, CARRID and CONNID
from table SPFLI.

You can display only the customer bookings that were not canceled using the view
with the following selection condition:

� SBOOK-CANCELED <> X

The join conditions can also be derived from the existing foreign key relationships.
Copying the join conditions from the existing foreign keys is supported in the
maintenance transaction.

The field names of the underlying table fields are normally used as field names in the
view. However, you can also choose a different field name. This is necessary for
instance if two fields with the same name are to be copied to the view from different
tables. In this case, you must choose a different name for one of the two fields in
the view.
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Figure 68: Data Selection with Views

Views are mainly needed when programming; nested SELECTS across several tables
can be prevented in this way. Views are also used in the search helps (Unit 8) for
data collection.

Explain how to obtain the same result as the example using an inner join in a program.
This provides better performance than a nested select, but is not as good as a SELECT
using a database view.

You can also formulate the join condition directly in OPEN SQL.

You would get the same result using an Inner Join:

SELECT C~CARRID C~CARRNAME P~CONNID P~CITYFROM P~CITYTO

F~FLDATE F~SEATSMAX F~SEATSOCC

INTO TABLE ITAB_FLIGHTS

FROM ( SCARR AS C INNER JOIN SPFLI AS P

ON C~CARRID = P~CARRID )

INNER JOIN SFLIGHT AS F

ON F~CARRID = P~CARRID
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AND F~CONNID = P~CONNID

WHERE CITYFROM IN SO_CITYF

AND CITYTO IN SO_CITYT

AND SEATSOCC < F~SEATSMAX

ORDER BY C~CARRID P~CONNID F~FLDATE.

A view has type character and can be accessed in programs like all other types and can
be used to define data objects.

Figure 69: Inner and Outer Join

The slide refers to the example at the beginning of the unit. Explain that the data
selected with an inner join can be a real subset of the data selected with an outer
join. The difference between the inner join and outer join will be used to explain the
help views as selection method in Unit 8.

� Inner join (implemented with a database view), record for which there is a
suitable entry in every table (join condition).

� Outer join (implemented with a maintenance view or help view)
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At this point, participants often ask why SAP does not support a database view with
an outer join. The reason is, the database systems used with SAP do not have a unified
standard for views with outer joins.

The set of data that can be selected with a view greatly depends on whether the view
implements an inner join or an outer join.

With an inner join, you only get those records which have an entry in all the tables
included in the view. With an outer join, on the other hand, those records that do not
have a corresponding entry in some of the tables included in the view are also selected.

The hit list found with an inner join can therefore be a subset of the hit list found
with an outer join.

Database views implement an inner join. You only get those records which have an
entry in all the tables included in the view.

Maintenance views implement an outer join.

Figure 70: Database Views
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The topic explains the structure of a database view. Database views are distinguished
from the other view types. The definition of a database view is created in the database
and the data is selected from the joined tables. There are two ways to create a database
view:

� With relationships (foreign key relationships must be defined for the joined
tables)

� Manually (the join conditions are entered manually)

Append views are used for enhancements of database views of the SAP standard.

With an append view, fields of the base tables of the view can be included in the
view without modifications. This is analogous to enhancing a table with an append
structure.

Append views are a new type of view that can only be used to enhance new fields to
existing database views. An append view is assigned to exactly one database view.
More than one append view can be created for a database view.

When a database view is activated, the system looks for all the append views for
this view and their fields are appended to the database view. When an append view
is created or changed, the assigned database view is automatically adjusted to this
change when the append view is activated.

Mention that a database view is defined in the ABAP Dictionary and is automatically
created in the database when it is activated.

Mention that database views can be buffered. Database view buffering is the same
as table buffering. The buffered data becomes invalid as soon as data in one of the
base tables is changed.

Explain that including a table results in new fields being included automatically in the
view. Individual fields can also be excluded.

A database view is defined in the ABAP Dictionary and automatically created on
the database during activation. Accesses to a database view are passed directly to
the database from the database interface. The database software performs the data
selection.

If the definition of a database view is changed in the ABAP Dictionary, the view
created on the database must be adjusted to this change. Since a view does not contain
any data, this adjustment is made by deleting the old view definition and creating the
view again in the ABAP Dictionary with its new definition.
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The maintenance status defines whether you can only read with the view or whether
you can also write with it. If a database view was defined with more than one table,
you can only read with this view.

The data read with a database view can be buffered. View data is buffered analogously
to tables. The technical settings of a database view control whether the view data may
be buffered and how this should be done. The same settings (buffering types) can be
used here as for table buffering. The buffered view data is invalidated when the data
in one of the base tables of the view changes.

Demo 14: Includes in Database Views

This demo explains the include technique. Change the view from Demo 11 (on tables
ZBC430_TABA and ZBC430_TABB). Delete all the fields and replace them with:
ZBC430_TABA * * ZBC430_TABB * - ZBC430_TABB FIELD3 - ZBC430_TABB
FIELD 4 Explain what these lines mean. Display the data and show that this definition
is analogous to the old one.

Demo 15: Maintenance Views

Create a maintenance view on SBUSPART and STRAVELAG. Generate the
maintenance interface using SE54 and then use SM30 to enter travel agency data for
the maintenance view. Show that the data entered has been transferred to both tables.
This demo is optional and can be omitted.

Figure 71: Dynamic attachment of table fields in database views
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You can include entire tables in database views. In this case all the fields of the
included table become fields of the view (whereby you can explicitly exclude certain
fields). If new fields are included in the table or existing fields are deleted, the view is
automatically adjusted to this change. A new or deleted field is therefore automatically
included in the view or deleted from it.

If an append structure is added to a table included in a view, the fields added with the
append structure are automatically included in the view.

To include a table in a view, you must enter the character �*� in the field View field in
the view maintenance, the name of the table to be included in the field Table and the
character �*� again in the field Field name.

If you do not want to insert a field of the included table in the view, you must enter a
�-� in the field View field, the name of the included table in the field Table and the
name of the field to be excluded in the field Field name.

As of Release 4.6C, fields of the base tables of a database view can be included in the
view without modifications using an append view. This is analogous to enhancing a
table with an append structure. An append view is assigned to exactly one database
view. More than one append view can be created for a database view.
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151 Exercise 7: Views
Exercise Duration: 30 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Create views
� Define join conditions
� Buffer database views

Business Example
The data existing for an employee is distributed on several tables (corresponding to the
relational data model). For some exercises, however, a complete view on this data is
needed. In this exercise, the corresponding views are implemented by creating views.

The flight personnel (all pilots and stewards) must be selected when a flight crew is
set up. Not all the data in table ZEMPLOY## may be displayed when this data is
accessed; for example, the employee setting up the teams may not see the salary
of the crew members. The telephone number of the employee�s department should
be output in case of questions.

Task:

1. Create a suitable database view ZEMPFLY## that satisfies the requirements.
The following information about an employee should be displayed:

Client

Airline

Personnel number

First name

Last name

Telephone number of the department

Continued on next page
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Department code

Note: The view should permit a view on data in tables ZEMPLOY## and
ZDEPMENT##. The view should display data about employees (from
table ZEMPLOY##) and departments (from table ZDEPMENT##).

2. Transfer the fields from the tables in the view.

3. Make sure that only flight personnel can be selected with the view. Define this
restriction via a selection condition.

You probably will have to (frequently) access the data using the view. The
selected data should therefore be buffered in order to increase performance.
Choose full buffering as buffering type.

4. Buffer the view.
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Solution 7: Views
Task:

1. Create a suitable database view ZEMPFLY## that satisfies the requirements.
The following information about an employee should be displayed:

Client

Airline

Personnel number

First name

Last name

Telephone number of the department

Department code

Note: The view should permit a view on data in tables ZEMPLOY## and
ZDEPMENT##. The view should display data about employees (from
table ZEMPLOY##) and departments (from table ZDEPMENT##).

a) In the initial screen of the ABAP Dictionary, mark object type View, enter
the object name ZEMPFLY## and choose Create.

b) A dialog box appears in which you should select the view type. Mark
Database view and choose Choose.

c) Enter a short text in the next screen.

d) First enter table ZEMPLOY## in field Tables.

e) Choose Relationships. All the foreign key relationships of table
ZEMPLOY## to other tables are listed. Mark the relationship to table
ZDEPMENT## and choose Copy.

The join conditions are copied from the foreign key.

f) In a different mode, display the foreign key between the two tables and
notice the relationship between the foreign key and the join conditions.

g)

Continued on next page
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2. Transfer the fields from the tables in the view.

a) Select View fields.

b) Choose Table fields. In the next dialog box, mark table ZEMPLOY## and
select Choose.

c) All the fields of table ZEMPLOY## are listed. Mark the fields Client,
Airline, Personnel number, First name and Last name. Select Copy. The
fields are now inserted in the view.

d) Again choose Table fields. In the dialog box, choose table ZDEPMENT##
and insert fields Department telephone and Department code in the view
as described above.

e) Choose Selection conditions.

f)

3. Make sure that only flight personnel can be selected with the view. Define this
restriction via a selection condition.

You probably will have to (frequently) access the data using the view. The
selected data should therefore be buffered in order to increase performance.
Choose full buffering as buffering type.

a) The restriction whether an employee belongs to the flight personnel is
contained in field Area in the ZEMPLOY## table. Enter this in columns
Table and Field name.

b) Flight personnel are identified by the value F in field Area. Therefore,
enter EQ in the column Operator and ’F’ in the column Compar. Value
(incl. inverted commas) ein.

c)

4. Buffer the view.

a) Choose Goto→ Technical settings. The maintenance screen for the
technical settings of the view appears. With the exception of some attributes
that are meaningless for views and which are therefore not displayed, the
screen is analogous to the corresponding maintenance screen for tables.

b) Mark Buffering switched on and Fully buffered.

c) Save the technical settings and return to the view maintenance screen.

d) Activate the view.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Judge how a view is created from tables with join, projection, and selection
� Create database views
� Set up a link between foreign keys and join conditions
� Use views in programs for data selection
� Judge when to use maintenance views
� Recognize the difference between an inner join and an outer join
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Lesson:
156

Maintenance Views
Lesson Duration: 100 Minutes

Lesson Overview
In this lesson, you will become familiar with the possibility of generating maintenance
views for customer or customizing tables.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Create a maintenance view
� Create simple maintenance views
� Create complex maintenance views

This lesson focuses on the transactions SE54, SM30 and SM34. You should be able to
move confidently in all three transactions and know their possibilities.

Business Example
You should create simple views for the new DB tables to generate test data quickly in
your project.
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Creating Maintenance Views

Figure 72: Collecting data with generated maintenance masks

Data that is distributed on more than one table often forms a logical unit, called an
application object, for the user. You should be able to display, change and create the
data of such an application object together. The user usually is not interested in the
technical implementation of the application object, such as the distribution of the
data on several tables.

You can maintain complex application objects in a simple way using a maintenance
view. The data is automatically distributed on the underlying database tables.

All the tables used in a maintenance view must be linked with a foreign key. This
means that the join conditions are always derived from the foreign key in the
maintenance view. You cannot enter the join conditions directly as in a database view.

A maintenance interface with which the data of the view can be displayed, changed
and created must be generated from the definition of a maintenance view in the
ABAP Dictionary.

When the maintenance interface is created, function modules that distribute the data
maintained with the view on the underlying tables are automatically generated.
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The maintenance interface is generated with the Transaction Generate Table
View (Transaction SE54) or from the view maintenance screen with Utilities→
Tab.maint.generator.

Figure 73: Maintenance view from a maintenance view

In a one-step maintenance view, the data of the table lines are represented as
TableControl. The key fields have a gray background and are not intended for
changes. The function fields have a white background and can be changed.

If you have created a two-step maintenance view, another screen can be opened by
double-clicking a table line in which the selected data record is presented in a clear
form.
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Figure 74: Define maintenance view 1

When creating a maintenance view, you should note the following:

In Views, select maintenance view as the view type.
All key fields of the primary table must be contained in the view definition.
The client field must be included for client-dependent tables/views. However,
the field is not yet shown in the maintenance view.
For text tables as secondary tables, the language cannot be copied, as it is filled
with the logon language automatically during maintenance.
The key fields must be defined before the function fields.
Function fields and key fields cannot be mixed.

Using the maintenance status option, you can define the maintenance status for the
entire table/view. You have the following possibilities:

read only
read, change, delete and insert (default setting)
read and change
read and change (time-dependent views)
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Figure 75: Define maintenance view 2

Enter an explanatory short text in the short description field. With the info system, for
example, you can later search for the view via this short text.

Copy tables

Specifiy the primary table of the view on the tab page Tables/Join Conditions under
Tables. Only those tables can be included in the maintenance view, which are
connected to the primary table (indirectly) via the foreign key.

If necessary, include other tables in the view. You can only include tables in a
maintenance view, which are connected to one another via foreign keys. Position
the cursor on the primary table choose Relationships. All existing foreign key
relationships of the primary table are displayed. Tick the desired foreign key and
choose Copy. The secondary table involved in such a foreign key is copied in the
view. The join conditions (foreign key relationship and join condition) derived from
the foreign keys are displayed.
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You can also include tables, which are connected to one of the previously copied
secondary tables via a foreign key. Position the cursor on the secondary table and
activate Relationships. Proceed as described above. There are certain restrictions in
maintenance and help views with regard to the foreign key, through which the tables
were copied in the view:

� When selecting the secondary tables of a maintenance view or help view, certain
restrictions arise. The secondary tables must stand in an N:1 dependency to
primary tables or to transitively previous secondary tables. This ensures that,
for a data record in the primary table, one dependent data record at the most
exists in every secondary table.

� An N:1 dependency exists when the secondary table is the check table in the
foreign key used. If the secondary table is the foreign key table, the foreign
key fields must be key fields of a text table or the foreign key must have the
cardinality N:1 or N:C.

The foreign keys for which these conditions have been injured are displayed at the end
of the list with unsuitable cardinality under the title Relationships.

Copying the view fields

On the View field tab page, select the fields that you want to copy into the view.

Activate Table fields. All tables contained in the view are displayed in a dialog box.
Select a table. The fields of the table are now displayed in a dialog box. You can
remove fields form here by highlighting these in the first column and choosing Copy.

All key fields of the primary table must be included in a maintenance view. In
addition, all key fields of seconbary tables that are not involved in the foreign key
(i.e. are not connected via a join condition to a key field already included in the view)
must be included in the view.

This ensures that the records inserted via a maintenance view can be written correctly
in the tables contained in the view.

Selection conditions

On the Selection conditions tab page, formulate (optional) restrictions to the data
records, which can be displayed via the view (see Maintain selection condition of the
view). The selection conditions define which data records can be selected via the view.

Maintenance status

On the Maintenance status tab page, define the maintenance status of the view. The
maintenance status determines how you can access the view data via the standard
view maintenance (SM30).

Activate
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A log is written during activation, which you can display via Utilities -> Activation
log. If errors or warnings occurred during the activation of the view, the activation
log is automatically displayed.

Generate maintenance interfaces.

Via Environment -> Tab.maint.generator, go to the transaction SE54. There you can
generate maintenance modules and maintenance interfaces from the view definition,
which copy the distribution of the data entered via the view onto the basis tables of
the view.

Figure 76: Define maintenance view

You reach the generation environment for maintenance views as follows:

� from the SE11 in the view for Tables/Views via the menu Utilities -> Table
maintenance generator

� via the transaction SE54:

1. Choose Development -> Other tools -> Table maint. view. You are now in
the initial screen of the maintenance transaction.

2. Enter the name of the table or the view
3. Select Generated objects
4. Choose Create/Change.
5. Confirm in the window after that, that the maintenance modules should

be created
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In the definition of the maintenance view, you must specify the following parameters:

Function group
Here, you define in which function group the tables/individual view maintenance
view components are generated. If necessary, the function group is created anew.

Authorization group
Here, you specify which users are authorized to maintain the tables/view contents

Maintenance type
Here, you define whether the dialog should be integrated in one or two steps.
One-step dialogs consist only of one overview screen which contains all fields.
With two-step dialogs, only the key fields and text fields with a length of more
than 20 characters are displayed in the overview screen. All fields are offered
in the detailed screen.

Maintenance screens
Here, you specify the internal number of every maintenance screen. You can
propose possible values using a search function.

Recording routine
Here, you specify whether and how tables/view contents maintained with a
dialog can be included in a transport.

After entering all values, the generation of the maintenance view is started. If this
process runs without error, the dialog can be used immediately to maintain the
tables/view contents. To do this, start transaction SM30 and enter the table or view in
the Table/View field for which you have generated the maintenance view. Activate
the Maintenance button.
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Figure 77: Advantages and disadvantages of a maintenance view

The maintenance view should not be used for the data maintenance in standard
operation, as there is a risk of data inconsistencies.

It is intended much more for entering medium-sized amounts of data in customer
tables or customizing tables, for which there can be no overlapping in the data entered.

The secondary tables must stand in an N:1 dependency to primary tables or to
transitively previous secondary tables (see above).
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Figure 78: View Clusters and Maintenance Views

If you have generated maintenance views for tables/views, you can combine these
to a view cluster.

As a view cluster, we understand a group of maintenance views, which have been
combined in one maintenance unit for business or technical reasons.

View clusters thus offer the option of maintaining data that belong together from the
point of view of content and which go beyond one table/one view.

While only 1:1 relationships can be processed in maintenance views (with the
exception of language-dependent texts), with view clusters, key enhancements and
relationships of the cardinality N:M can also be mapped. In addition, maintenance
views can be combined into a view cluster without key or subkey dependency.

The navigation within the view cluster is generally oriented towards the hierarchy of
the tables/views underlying the individual views. Master � Detail � Relationships, but
over several levels are especially suitable for a view cluster.

Normally, a view cluster consists of one or more root views and the maximum 14
maintenance views dependent on it or on them. These maintenance views can be both
one-step and two-step.
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First of all, via SE54, you must generate a maintenance view for every table/view
involved, in order to then combine these in SE54 in a view cluster.

You subsequently maintain the data with transaction SM34 and by specifying the
cluster name.

Figure 79: Advantages
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167 Exercise 8: Maintenance Views
Exercise Duration: 60 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Create simple and complex maintenance views.

Business Example
You should create simple views database tables to generate test data quickly in your
project.

Task 1:
Create a maintenance view with the name ZPARTNER##, with which you can easily
maintain new business partners.

Note: The business partners are entered in table SBUSPART. A business
partner can be either a flight customer or a travel agency. If it is a travel
agency, there will be a corresponding entry in table STRAVELAG.

The view should also permit you to maintain tables SBUSPART and
STRAVELAG at one time. Include all the necessary fields of the tables in
the view.

You want to maintain the data in tables SBUSPART and STRAVELAG
together in the maintenance view. If you wanted to enter a new partner
directly, you would first have to enter it in table SBUSPART. Only then could
you enter the corresponding data in table STRAVELAG (because of the
existing foreign key check between SBUSPART and STRAVELAG).

1. Generate the maintenance interface. Use the following parameters:

Function group ZZBC430##
Authorization group SUNI
Maintenance type one-step
Overview screen 100

2. Include the fields of both tables in the view.

Continued on next page
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3. Generate a maintenace interface for the view.

4. Then maintain the data of a new travel agency using the enhanced table
maintenance. Choose System→ Services→ Table maintenance→ Enhance.
Tab.maint..

Task 2:
Bundle maintenance view in a view cluster.

Note: You want to serve several maintenance views of dependent tables on
one single transaction screen. To do this, create a complex maintenance view
over several customer tables. In this exercise, use the table from the flight
data model again. You will copy these tables including their entire content
on the customer namespace.

1. First of all copy the tables SCARR, SPFLI and SFLIGHT into the customer
namespace with attached monitor number (ZCARR##, ZPFLI## und
ZFLIGHT##). Maintain the foreign keys appropriately in the new tables.

2. Copy the content of the original tables into the newly created tables using
a report.

3. Create a two-step maintenance view (screen numbers e.g. 100 and 110) for
every table copied.

4. Create a view cluster with the name ZPC_FLIGHT00.

5. Give a meaningful short description in the header entry.

6. Change to the object structure and enter the following new entries:

View/Tab. Short description Predeces-
sor

Dep Pos

ZCARR## Carriers ZCARR## R 1
ZPFLI## Flight connections ZCARR## S 2
ZFLIGHT## Flights of the connection ZPFLI## S 3

7. Generate the field dependencies for every entry in the list.

8. Activate the view cluster

9. Generate a new entry for an airline and create two flights each for these two new
flight connections. Output the new entries via a report in a list.
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Solution 8: Maintenance Views
Task 1:
Create a maintenance view with the name ZPARTNER##, with which you can easily
maintain new business partners.

Note: The business partners are entered in table SBUSPART. A business
partner can be either a flight customer or a travel agency. If it is a travel
agency, there will be a corresponding entry in table STRAVELAG.

The view should also permit you to maintain tables SBUSPART and
STRAVELAG at one time. Include all the necessary fields of the tables in
the view.

You want to maintain the data in tables SBUSPART and STRAVELAG
together in the maintenance view. If you wanted to enter a new partner
directly, you would first have to enter it in table SBUSPART. Only then could
you enter the corresponding data in table STRAVELAG (because of the
existing foreign key check between SBUSPART and STRAVELAG).

1. Generate the maintenance interface. Use the following parameters:

Continued on next page
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Function group ZZBC430##
Authorization group SUNI
Maintenance type one-step
Overview screen 100

a) Mark the object type View in the initial screen of the ABAP Dictionary.
Enter the object name ZPARTNER## and choose Create.

b) Select the view type in the dialog box. Mark Maintenance view and select
Choose.

c) Enter a short text in the next screen. When defining the maintenance view,
you first of all copy the SBUSPART table.

d) Enter the SBUSPART table in the Tables field. The key fields of this table
are automatically included in the view as fields.

e) Place the cursor in the Tables field on the SBUSPART entry. Choose
Relationships.

A dialog box appears listing all existing foreign key relationships of table
SBUSPART to other tables.

f) In the dialog box, mark the foreign key relationship for the STRAVELAG
table and choose Copy.

g) The join conditions are created from the foreign key. The join conditions
have the following form:

SBUSPART-MANDANT = STRAVELAG-CLIENT
SBUSPART-BUSPARTNUM = STRAVELAG-AGENCYNUM

2. Include the fields of both tables in the view.

a) Click on tab page View fields. Position the cursor on table SBUSPART and
choose Table fields. A list of all the fields of the table appears. Choose
Select all and then Copy.

b) Include all the fields of the STRAVELAG table with the exception of the
fields CLIENT and AGENCYNUM in the view in the same way. These
fields are linked to the corresponding fields of table SBUSPART with the
join conditions and therefore should not appear in the view.

c) Activate the view.

Continued on next page
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3. Generate a maintenace interface for the view.

a) Choose Utilities→ Table maintenance generator.

b) Enter authorization group SUNI and function group ZZBC430## in the
next screen.

c) Mark maintenance type one-step. Select number 0100 as maintenance
screen number of the overview screen.

d) Choose Create. The development class of the function group and the
generated maintenance objects are prompted. In both cases, choose Local
object.

4. Then maintain the data of a new travel agency using the enhanced table
maintenance. Choose System→ Services→ Table maintenance→ Enhance.
Tab.maint..

a) Enter the data of a new travel agency.

b) With the Data Browser (in the menu environment of the initial screen of
the ABAP Dictionary), verify that the data of the new travel agency was
written in tables SBUSPART and STRAVELAG.

Task 2:
Bundle maintenance view in a view cluster.

Note: You want to serve several maintenance views of dependent tables on
one single transaction screen. To do this, create a complex maintenance view
over several customer tables. In this exercise, use the table from the flight
data model again. You will copy these tables including their entire content
on the customer namespace.

1. First of all copy the tables SCARR, SPFLI and SFLIGHT into the customer
namespace with attached monitor number (ZCARR##, ZPFLI## und
ZFLIGHT##). Maintain the foreign keys appropriately in the new tables.

a) Copy and activate the tables using the SE11. Adjust the foreign key
relationships ZPFLI## (CARRID -> ZCARR##) and ZFLIGHT##
(CARRID -> ZCARR##, CONNID -> ZPFLI##)

2. Copy the content of the original tables into the newly created tables using
a report.

a) See source text of the model solution. You can also find and copy the
respective report in the system.

Continued on next page
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3. Create a two-step maintenance view (screen numbers e.g. 100 and 110) for
every table copied.

a) You have two possibilities to go into the suitable screen of the transaction
SE54:

1. In SE11, go to the corresponding table via menu path Utilities ->
Table maintenance generator into the generation environment.

2. Start transaction SE54 and enter the repsective table.

Select Generated object and press the Create/Change button.

b) In the next screen, enter the authorization group SUNI and, as function
group, the respective table names with the prefix ZFP_.

c) Mark the maintenance type two-step. Select the numbers 0100 and
0110 as maintenance screen numbers of the overview screen and of the
individual screen.

d) Choose Create. The development class of the function group and the
generated maintenance objects are prompted. In both cases, choose Local
object.

e) Proceed as with all copied tables.

4. Create a view cluster with the name ZPC_FLIGHT00.

a) Start the transaction SE54 and change from the initial screen via the button
Edit view cluster into the view for Editing/Creating a view cluster.

b) Enter the name of the cluster in the View cluster field.

c) Press the button Create/Change.

d) Ignore the message �No changes please (data belong to SAP)�. As long
as you stay in the customer namespace (Z* or Y*), this message is
meaningless. More exact information in SAP Note No.: 671067

5. Give a meaningful short description in the header entry.

a)

6. Change to the object structure and enter the following new entries:

Continued on next page
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View/Tab. Short description Predeces-
sor

Dep Pos

ZCARR## Carriers ZCARR## R 1
ZPFLI## Flight connections ZCARR## S 2
ZFLIGHT## Flights of the connection ZPFLI## S 3

a) In the navigation window, double-click Dialog structure on the node
Object structure

b) Press the button New entries.

c) Enter the values respectively in the table.

d) Select the ZCARR## table as the initial object via the START column.

7. Generate the field dependencies for every entry in the list.

a) Mark every line of the object structure and generate respectively the field
dependencies via the button Field dependency

8. Activate the view cluster

a) Double-click the dialog for the header entry and press the button Activate

9. Generate a new entry for an airline and create two flights each for these two new
flight connections. Output the new entries via a report in a list.

a) Call up the transaction SM34.

b) Enter the name of your view cluster in the input field and activate the
Maintain button.

c) Import the new entries, beginning with ZCARR.

Note: You can navigate on the left-hand side of the screen and
enter or change the data on the right-hand side.

d) The data are written on the database by using the Save button.

e) Write a report with the SE38 or the SE80 in ABAP, which issues the
entries for the new carrier.

Result
REPORT SAPBC430S_FILL_CLUSTER_TAB .

DATA wa_scarr TYPE scarr.

Continued on next page
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DATA wa_spfli TYPE spfli.

DATA wa_flight TYPE sflight.

DATA my_error TYPE i VALUE 0.

START-OF-SELECTION.

* Replace ## by Your user-number

DELETE FROM zcarr##.

DELETE FROM zpfli##.

DELETE FROM zflight##.

SELECT * FROM scarr INTO wa_scarr.

INSERT INTO zcarr## VALUES wa_scarr.

ENDSELECT.

IF sy-subrc = 0.

SELECT * FROM spfli INTO wa_spfli.

INSERT INTO zpfli## VALUES wa_spfli.

ENDSELECT.

IF sy-subrc = 0.

SELECT * FROM sflight INTO wa_flight.

INSERT INTO zflight## VALUES wa_flight.

ENDSELECT.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

my_error = 1.

ENDIF.

ELSE.

my_error = 2.

ENDIF.

ELSE.

my_error = 3.

ENDIF.

IF my_error = 0.

WRITE / ’Datatransport successfully finished’.

ELSE.

Continued on next page
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WRITE: / ’ERROR:’, my_error.

ENDIF.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Create a maintenance view
� Create simple maintenance views
� Create complex maintenance views
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Judge how a view is created from tables with join, projection, and selection
� Create database views
� Set up a link between foreign keys and join conditions
� Use views in programs for data selection
� Judge when to use maintenance views
� Recognize the difference between an inner join and an outer join
� Create a maintenance view
� Create simple maintenance views
� Create complex maintenance views
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Unit 8
179 Search Help

For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
This unit teaches you to defined and use SAP search helps.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Define an input help process with a search help
� Define a search help with several alternative search paths
� Use the different mechanisms for the search help attachment to assign a search

help to a screen field
� Determine whether a screen field has an input help and determine its form
� Enhance a collective search help using an append search help without

modifications
� Program a search help exit
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Lesson:
180

Search Helps
Lesson Duration: 120 Minutes

Lesson Overview

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Define an input help process with a search help
� Define a search help with several alternative search paths
� Use the different mechanisms for the search help attachment to assign a search

help to a screen field
� Determine whether a screen field has an input help and determine its form
� Enhance a collective search help using an append search help without

modifications
� Program a search help exit

The participants learn how to define a suitable input help for a given screen field. You
will take into consideration the different options and compare them. You will define
what mechanisms are effective for the input help for a given field. The participants
learn how to assign multiple search paths to a field and how one can change this
quantity without creating a software modification.

Business Example
You want to provide the users in your company with simple input helps on dialogs.

Input helps

The participants know the standard F4 function. They realize that the ABAP
Workbench mechanisms for defining an input help must be available and understand
that the definition of an input help can be divided into several components. ABAP
Dictionary Object Search help describes these parts.
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Figure 80: SAP R/3 Standard Function: Input Help

The input help (F4 help) is a standard function of the R/3 System that permits the user
to display a list of possible values for a screen field. A value can be directly copied to
an input field by list selection.

The fields having an input help are shown in the R/3 System by the input help key
to the right of the field. This key appears as soon as the cursor is positioned on the
corresponding screen field. The help can be started either by selecting on this screen
element or with function key F4.

If the number of possible entries for a field is very large, you can limit the set of
displayed values by entering further restrictions.

The display of the possible entries is enhanced with further useful information about
the displayed values. This feature is especially useful if the field requires the entry of
a formal key.

Since the input help is a standard function, it should look and behave the same
throughout the entire R/3 System. The development environment therefore provides
tools for assigning a standardized input help to a screen field.

The precise description of the input help for a field is usually defined by its semantics.
For this reason, the input help for a field is normally defined in the ABAP Dictionary.
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Figure 81: Requirements of the Input Help

A number of requirements must be met for the input help of a screen field (search
field):

� Information (about the context) known to the system must be taken into
consideration in the input help. This includes entries the user already made in the
current input template as well as information obtained in previous dialog steps.
Normally the input help uses the context to limit the set of possible values.

� The input help must determine the values that can be offered to the user for
selection. The data to be displayed as supplementary information in the list
of possible values must also be determined. When the possible values are
determined, the restrictions resulting from the context and from further search
conditions specified by the user must also be taken into consideration.

� The input help must hold a dialog with the user. This dialog always contains
the presentation of the possible values (with supplementary information) in
list form and the possibility to select a value from this list. A search template
in which the user can define conditions for the values to be displayed is also
sometimes required .

� If the user selects a value, the input help must return the value to the search
field. The input template often contains more fields (often only display fields)
containing further explanatory information about the search field. The input help
should also update the contents of these fields in this case.
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Explain that the F4 help increases R/3 System usability. The F4 help must behave the
same throughout the entire R/3 System, whereby you must also take the differences
between the individual fields into consideration (for example, displaying a few values
or selecting from mass data).

The ABAP Workbench supports the developer in defining standardized but
context-specific input help. Although the input help is an attribute of a screen field,
its definition should be derived from that in the Dictionary. At this point, refer to
the advantages of reusable input helps.

Explain the individual components of the definition of an input help using slides 8-4.
These components are dealt with in more detail at a later date.

The term input help refers to the general method in the R/3 System. The Search Help
Object in the ABAP Dictionary is a way to implement this method.

Figure 82: ABAP Dictionary Object Search Help

The ABAP Dictionary object search help is used to describe an input help. The
definition of a search help contains the information the system needs to satisfy the
described requirements.

The interface of the search help controls the data transfer from the input template to
the F4 help and back. The interface defines the context data to be used and the data to
be returned to the input template when a value is selected.
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The internal behavior of the search help describes the F4 process itself. This includes
the selection method with which the values to be displayed should be determined as
well as the dialog behavior describing the interaction with the user.

As with a function module, search helps distinguish between the interface with which
it exchanges data with other software components and the internal behavior (for
function modules, the latter is defined by the source text).

It only makes sense to define a search help if there is a mechanism available with
which the search help can be accessed from a screen. This mechanism, called the
search help attachment, will be described later.

Like the editor for function modules, the editor for search helps also enables you
to test an object. You can thus test the behavior of a search help without assigning
it to a screen field.

Point out that the data available for selection must be supplied from the database. An
existing table or view can be used as the selection method. If one is not available, a
suitable view must be created. Refer to the slide in the Appendix regarding views as
selection method.

Participants familiar with the matchcode concept from Release 3 may ask whether this
view can be generated automatically. This is no longer possible.

Introduction to the two important dialog windows of teh input help: Point out that
the hit list is always required, but you only have to restrict the values if you expect
a large number of hits.

Explain that IMPORT parameters of the input help make it possible to offer only the
data that appears to make sense based on the context and the entries already on the
screen. Point out that it does not make sense to use IMPORT parameters in all cases.
Not all parameters are meaningful as IMPORT parameters. For example, if there is
still a short text from previous processing on the screen, it should not be used as a
restriction for a new selection.

EXPORT parameters can be used to load additional information about the selected
value to the screen (for example, a short text). Under normal circumstances, all search
help parameters can be made into EXPORT parameters.

Demo: Create the search help. Run the search help in test mode. Show that the search
help does not work for field ZCARGO-WEIGHT and then move on to the next topic.
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Figure 83: Selection Method of a Search Help

The possible values displayed for a field by the input help are determined at runtime
by a selection from the database. When a search help is defined, you must define
the database object from which the data should be selected by specifying a table
or a view as selection method.

It makes sense to use a view as selectoin method if the data about the possible values
that is relevant for the input help is distributed on several tables. If this data is all
in one table or in the corresponding text table, you can use the table as a selection
method. The system automatically ensures that the text of the text table is used in the
user�s logon language.

If there is not yet a view that combines the data that is relevant for an input help, you
must first create it in the ABAP Dictionary.

Maintenance views may not be used as the selection method for search helps.
Normally a database view is used. However, you should note that database views (in
the R/3 System) are always created with an inner join. As a result, only those values
having an entry in each of the tables involved are offered in the input help. Sometimes
the values should be determined with an outer join. In this case you should choose a
help view as selection method. You can find more information about help views in
the appendix.
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If the selection method of a search help is client-dependent, the possible values are
only selected in the user�s logon client.

Figure 84: Description of the Dialog Behavior

The possible values are presented in the dialog box for displaying the hit list and
the user can select values from here. If the possible values are formal keys, further
information should also be displayed.

If the hit list is very large, the user should be able to define further restrictions for the
attributes of the entry. Restricting the set of data in this way both increases the clarity
of the list and reduces the system load. Additional conditions can be entered in a
further dialog window, the dialog box for restricting values.

The dialog type of a search help defines whether the dialog box for restricting values
should be displayed before determining the hit list.

You must define the characteristics to appear on either (or both) of the dialog boxes as
parameters in the search help. You can use all the fields of the selection method (with
the exception of the client field) and the non-key fields of your text table as parameters.

You define which parameter should appear in which dialog box (in what order) by
assigning the parameters positions in the two dialog boxes. You can thus use different
parameters (or different orders) in the two dialog boxes.
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Types must be defined for search help parameters with data elements. These define
the display in the two dialog boxes. If nothing else is defined, a parameter uses the
data element of the corresponding field of the selection method.

Figure 85: Interface of a Search Help

When you define a parameter of a search help, you must also define whether it should
be used to copy data to the input help (IMPORT parameter) or whether to return data
from the input help (EXPORT parameter).

The IMPORT and EXPORT parameters of a search help together make up your
interface. (This is also analogous to function modules.)

You can also define interface parameters that do not appear in either the dialog box
for displaying the hit list or the dialog box for restricting values. This is useful for
example when screen fields that do not appear on either of the two dialog boxes are
to be updated when you select a value.

The location from which the IMPORT parameters of a search help get their values and
the screen fields in which the contents of the EXPORT parameters of the search help
are returned are defined in the search help attachment.
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The search field is a special case. Its contents are only used in the input help if it is
a search string (that is, if it contains a * or a +) and the parameter linked with the
search field is an IMPORT parameter.

Parameters that only contain additional information about the search field should
not be defined as IMPORT parameters since the user must otherwise empty the
corresponding screen fields each time before he can define a new value with the
input help.

Figure 86: How do you Use Search Helps?

A search help describes the flow of an input help. The search help can only take effect
using a mechanism that assigns the search help to this field. This mechanism is called
the search help attachment to the field.

Attaching a search help to a field has an effect on the field�s behavior. It is therefore
considered to be part of the field definition.

The semantic and technical attributes of a screen field (type, length, F1 help, ...) are
not normally defined directly when the input template is defined. On the contrary,
only a reference to an ABAP Dictionary field (usually with the same name) is
specified in the Screen Painter. The screen field takes on the attributes of this field
from the ABAP Dictionary. The same principle is also used to define the input help
of a screen field. The search help is thus attached to the ABAP Dictionary search
field and not to the screen field.
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In the search help attachment, the interface parameters of the search help and the
screen fields providing data for the input help or getting data from the input help are
assigned to one another. The search field must be assigned to an EXPORT parameter
of the search help at this time. This parameter should also be an IMPORT parameter
so that the user can take advantage of search patterns that are already entered.

Fields that do not have a search help attachment can also have an input help since
further mechanisms (for example, domain fixed values) are also used for the F4 help.

Figure 87: Search Help Attachment in the ABAP Dictionary
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There are three mechanisms for attaching a search help to a field of the ABAP
Dictionary:

1. A search help can be attached directly to a field of a structure or table. The
definition of this attachment is analogous to that of a foreign key. You have to
define an assignment (between the interface parameters of the search help and
the fields of the structure) for which the system makes a proposal.

2. If a field has a check table, its contents are automatically offered as possible
values in the input help. The key fields of the check table are displayed. If a
check table has a text table, its first character-like non-key field is displayed.
If you are not satisfied with the described standard display of the data of the
check table, you can attach a search help to the check table. This search help is
used for all the fields that have this table as check table. You have to define an
assignment between the interface of the search help and the key of the check
table when you define the attachment.

3. The semantics of a field and its possible values are defined by its data element.
You can therefore attach a search help to a data element. The search help is then
available for all the fields that refer to this data element. In the attachment you
must define an EXPORT parameter of the search help for the data transfer.

Attaching a search help to a check table (or a data element) can result in a high
degree of reusability. However, there are restrictions on passing further values via
the interface of the search help.

The participants learn the different mechanisms with which the R/3 System can
provide an input help. In particular, they learn the different ways to attach a search
help to a field and to determine the origin of fields that already have an input help.
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Figure 88: Overview: Mechanisms for the Input Help

Explain that you work with search helps in two steps.

� Definition of the search help in SE11.
� Attach the search help to the data element, table or field

Explain that input fields should be defined in the Screen Painter based on the ABAP
Dictionary. By doing so, you can supply both the F1 and F4 help from the ABAP
Dictionary. If the F4 help is defined using a search help defined in the ABAP
Dictionary, the search help must be assigned to an ABAP Dictionary field.

If the search field is in the context of additional screen fields taken into account by F4
Help, define these fields with reference to other fields in the same ABAP Dictionary
structure. By attaching a search help to an ABAP Dictionary field corresponding to
the search field, the other structure fields can be assigned the interface parameters
of the search help.

Possibilities for attaching a search help to an ABAP Dictionary: The attachment to
the field (shown in the center) is the implementation of the concept described on the
previous slide. The two other methods (attaching to a data element or check table) are
less direct. Functions are more limited because you cannot use the full search help
interface (especially when attaching it to the data element). However, attachment to a
check table has proven to be highly reusable. Explain carefully that attachment to a
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check table can cause misunderstandings. Attaching a search help to a table does not
affect the F4 help of this table�s fields, rather this affects those fields which use this
table as a check table.

Summary of all mechanisms for the input help: The instructor should evaluate them
once again. The instructor should also comment, that is seldom makes sense to define
the input help via the screen field. The instructor should also explain that many input
helps look acceptable without defining a search help (domain fixed value, check table
with a text table). Define a search help and attach it in the appropriate manner only in
those cases where the standard mechanism is insufficient.

Demo 16: Elementary search help with attachment to a data element

Idea

You want to improve the F4 help for the SE16 maintenance screen of table ZCARGO.
You define an F4 help for the unit of weight field. Comment: Create an elementary
search help ZWEIGHT. Table T006 containing all possible units as selection method
is included in this search help.

Search help parameters:

� MSEHI: Unit key (import and export)
� MSEHT: Unit text (export)
� DIMID: Unit classification, MASS = unit of measure (export)

Parameter DIMID is given the default value �MASS�. The import parameter is
MSEHI. Only the values in MSEHI and MSEHT should be displayed in the hit list.
Show the search help for table ZCARGO in SE16.

Change the settings (Position of the hit list, selection popup, dialog box behavior) and
show its effects on the look and feel of the F4 Help.

Demo 17: Elementary search help with attachment to the check table

At the moment, the check table help for the hazardous materials number appears with
the suitable text for the hazardous materials number in the user�s logon language. You
want to improve this help. First, a search screen should appear instead of the list of
all hazardous materials numbers. Second, the hazardous materials category should
be displayed.
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Create an elementary search help ZDANGNO and enter table DANGER_NO as
selection method. The system sees that there is a text table for this table. The fields of
this text table are therefore also available in the search help.

Search help parameters:

� Hazardous materials number (import and export)
� Hazardous materials number text (export)
� Hazard category (export)

Attach the search help to check table DANGER_NO.

Demo 18: Elementary search help with attachment to a field

Idea

Define a search help for the customer number in table ZCARGO, permitting you to
find the customer number using existing customer bookings.

Note

Use elementary search ZCUSTBOOK with selection method SBOOKINGS (Database
view) using tables SBOOK and SCUSTOM. Include fields CUSTOMID, NAME,
BOOKID, STREET, CITY and COUNTRY as the parameters.

The import parameters are CUSTOMID and NAME. All parameters are export
parameters. In SE16 show the effect of the two import parameters and demonstrate
that export parameter NAME results in the customer name being filled immediately
when a customer number is chosen.

Demo 19: Collective search help with attachment to a field

Idea

Expand the existing search help for customer number ZCUSTBOOK because it is
sometimes difficult to access data using the search path defined for this search help.

Once searching by customer number is complete, offer a search path based on existing
flight reservations (by means of flight number, date, and reservation number. A
suitable search help SCUSTBOOK_FLIGHT is already in the system.

Note
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Copy search help ZCUSTBOOK to ZCUSTBOOK_ADR and activate the latter.
Change ZCUSTBOOK into a collective search help and include ZCUSTBOOK_ADR
in this collective search help.

For the table, in SE16 show that the help after field CUST_NO has not changed. Now
include search help SCUSTBOOK_FLIGHT in the collective search help and assign
the parameters. Look at SE16 again to see the effect on the CUST_NO field.

In order to offer a meaningful input help for as many screen fields as possible, the
R/3 System uses a number of mechanisms. If there is more than one such mechanism
available for a field, the one that is furthest left or at the top of the above hierarchy is
used.

In addition to the options described above for defining the input help of a field in
the ABAP Dictionary, you can also define it in the screen field. The disadvantage,
however, is that there is no automatic reuse.

With the screen event POV, you can program the input help of a field by yourself. You
can adjust the design of the help to the standard help using the function modules
F4IF_FIELD_VALUE_REQUEST or F4IF_INT_TABLE_VALUE_REQUEST.

However, you should check to see if the part of the input help that you programmed
yourself should be implemented as a search help exit instead (see Appendix).

You can also attach a search help to a screen field in the Screen Painter. There are
some functional restrictions on this kind of attachment as compared with attachment
in the Dictionary.

You should no longer use the input checks defined directly in the flow logic of the
screen, from which it is also possible to derive input helps.

The function Technical info is offered in the hit list in the menu of the right mouse
key. It can be used to find out which of the specified mechanisms is being used.
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Figure 89: Performance of the Input Help

Participants are made aware of performance problems that can occur with F4 Help.

Note that F4 help is a frequently used function which, in some circumstances, must
search through large amounts of data. Therefore, it is critical that participants think
about suitable measures to optimize access when creating a search help.

A large amount of data sometimes has to be searched in the selections for an input
help. This means that the user might have to wait a long time for the possible entries
to be displayed, and can also result in a significant increase in the load on the system.

When defining a search help, you should therefore check whether you should take
measures to optimize the accessing behavior for the selection method. This is
especially true if the selection uses a view and thus more than one physical table.

If the number of entries in the selection method is very large, you should restrict
the hit list with further conditions. This also increases the clarity of the hit list.
The additional conditions can directly result from the context, or can be entered in
the dialog box for restricting values by the user. The performance of the input help
can frequently be significantly improved by creating an index on the fields used to
formulate the restrictions.

If the number of entries in the selection method is relatively small, you should always
check whether the selection method can be buffered.
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The participants learn how to define input helps with several search paths using
collective search helps. They must understand the similarities and differences between
elementary and collective search helps.

Introduction ot the problems in the use of alternative search paths: Mention briefly the
old matchcode concept. The participants should understand that the previously defined
(elementary) search helps sometimes only represent one of many possible search
paths. The complete input help is defined by combining several such elementary
search helps. Since this has the same effect externally as elementary search helps
(interface, ways of attaching search helps), collective search helps are defined as a
second instance of the search help and not as a new object type.

Relationship between a collective search help and the elementary search helps
integrated into it: Draw special attention to the fact that a collective search help is
attached exactly like an elementary search help.

Figure 90: Alternative Search Paths

In the relational data model, entities are usually represented by formal keys. In real
life, however, these entities are often identified by one or more of their attributes.
For example, the key for a person is the personnel number. A person will generally
describe another with his name and possibly his address.

The attributes used to identify an entity can differ from one user to the next and from
situation to situation. A user wants to use these attributes in an input help to define a
value for a field that requires that a formal key be entered.

You therefore need search paths permitting access to the data using non-key fields.
Several different search paths should be possible for one field.
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A search path for a field can be implemented with a search help having the form
described above. To describe an input help with more than one alternative search path,
a set of search helps can be combined into a new object in the R/3 System. Since this
object is the description of the input help for a field, it is also called a search help.

In contrast to the elementary search helps described above, the search helps that
combine several search paths are called collective search helps.

Collective search helps are sometimes used to map the distribution of the possible
entries for a field into several (disjunct) datasets.

Figure 91: Collective Search Helps and Elementary Search Helps

Like an elementary search help, a collective search help has an interface of IMPORT
and EXPORT parameters with which it exchanges data. Using this interface, the
collective search help can be attached to fields, tables and data elements exactly like
an elementary search help.

Only one search help can be attached to a field, table or data element. Several search
paths are therefore attached with a collective search help.

You can omit the components for describing the dialog behavior and data selection
when you define a collective search help. The included search helps are listed
here. You must assign the parameters of the collective search help to the interface
parameters of the included search help for each inclusion.
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A search help can also be included in several collective search helps and at the same
time itself be attached to fields, tables and data elements. A collective search help
can also be included in another collective search help.

When you use a collective search help, you are offered the elementary search helps
contained in the collective search help as parallel tab pages. If you repeatedly use a
collective search help, the tab page that was last used is automatically active. This is
because most users always use the same search path.

Figure 92: Append Search helps

The Append Search Help concept is similar to the Append Structures concept already
presented. However, you can also hide in addition to appending. The elementary
search help appended to a collective search help is always at the end of the list.

Demo 20: Append search helps

Idea

Collective search help ZCUSTBOOK is considered an SAP standard search help. The
customer wants to expand this search help by adding one customer-specific search
path. In additional, elementary search help SCUSTBOOK_FLIGHT is of no use
to the customer and should be hidden.
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Note

Create Append search help ZCUSTBOOK_APP and include existing search help
SCUSTBOOK_TYPE. Then include search help SCUSTBOOK_FLIGHT and mark it
as hidden.

Explain the procedure for hiding a standard search help (create an append search help,
include the standard search help and mark it as hidden) because it is not intuitive.

The set of search paths that are meaningful for an object greatly depends on the
particular circumstances of the SAP customer. The customer often would like to
enhance the standard SAP collective search helps with his own elementary search
helps. Release 4.6 provides an append technique that permits the enhancement of
collective search helps without modifications.

An append search help is a collective search help that is assigned to another collective
search help (its appending object) and that enhances it with the search helps it includes.

The append search help uses the interface of its appending objects. The append search
help lies in the customer namespace. Normally the search helps included in the append
search help are also created by the customer and lie in the customer�s namespace.
However, the required elementary search help might already be provided by SAP, in
which case, the customer only has to add it to his own append search help.

Append search helps are used with SAP to improve component separation. Some SAP
collective search helps therefore already have one or more append search helps in the
standard search help. Customer enhancements should always be made by creating
a separate append search help.

SAP collective search helps often contain elementary search helps that are not
required by all customers. The search helps you do not need can be hidden using an
append search help. To do this, the corresponding search help must be included in
the append search help and the hidden flag must be set.
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Figure 93: View as Selection Method of a Search Help

If the selection method for a search help is a database view, the input help displays
only the records for which there are entries in all the tables involved in the view (inner
join). The set of possible entries is sometimes described by the entries in a primary
table for which additional optional information can be added from further secondary
tables. This view on the data can be implemented with a help view. The same outer
join logic is used for help views as for maintenance views.

A help view is defined analogously to a maintenance view. Help views can only
be used as selection methods in search helps. Since the R/3 System cannot pass
the selection directly to the database using a help view, it must generate its own
access routines. The database view should therefore be used as selection method
in preference to the help view.

Selection using a table and text table corresponds to selection using a virtual help
view. For this reason, a virtual help view should not be created in this case.

Exception: The table contains a field having the same name as a non-key field of
the text table. If this field of the text table is needed in the search help, you have to
create a help view on the two tables because the field in the search help cannot be
accessed directly.

It is customary to start the name of help views with the prefix H_. Views beginning
with the prefixes H_Y or H_Z therefore lie in the customer namespace.
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Figure 94: Further Options for Search Helps

A parameter can be pre-assigned a value by allocating a default value. The parameter
is always given this value unless it is an IMPORT parameter that is linked with a field
of the screen, its module pool or with a parameter of the including collective search
help.

The following can be default values: literals, system fields and GET parameters.

You can use a default value to formulate a simple selection condition for a field of the
selection method.

A single letter or a digit can be assigned as hot key to an elementary search help. If
this elementary search help is used in a screen field for the input help, and if this field
has the short cut =<hot key>.<SEL1>.<SEL2>, when the input help is called, this
elementary search help is processed. <SEL1>, <SEL2> is used as the field contents
for the dialog box for restricting values (with an * added at the end) and the hit list
is then displayed immediately.

Individual search help inclusions can be hidden in a collective search help. You can
thus deactivate individual search paths that are not wanted in a system. They should
normally be hidden in an append search help as this can be done without modification.

Parameters of an elementary search help can be marked as pure display fields in the
dialog box for restricting values. In general, IMPORT parameters that are assigned
unchangeable fields of the screen are displayed in this dialog box as unchangeable.
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Figure 95: Deviation from standard: search help exit

A search help is an object that describes an input help within the system-wide
standard. In some cases, the special semantics of a field require that you deviate from
this standard in some details. This can be implemented with a search help exit.

A search help exit is a function module having a standardized interface. The function
module F4IF_SHLP_EXIT_EXAMPLE can be used as template. If a search help has
such a search help exit, the search help exit is called prior to each single step of the
process. The administrative data of the help processor is passed via the interface. The
search help exit can manipulate this data.

The administration data also includes the information about the next step to be
executed. The search help exit can now execute either preparatory actions for this step
or the step itself (for example a data selection which cannot be implemented with a
SELECT on a table or view). In the second case the search help exit also changes the
information about the next step to be executed.

Some function modules that can be used as search help exits or that can be used to
manipulate the administration data in search help exits are already defined with the
prefix F4UT_. Search help exits should only be used for exceptions.

Using search help exits encourages non-standard solutions and make it more difficult
to maintain the input help.
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Figure 96: Alternative Displays of the Input Help

The R/3 System recognizes three presentation forms for the input help:

� List box
� Control (amodal)
� R/3 dialog (modal)

The list box does not provide for any further selection conditions and no further
columns are displayed in the hit list. However, the list box is the user-friendly input
help for clear one-column lists. The application developer decides whether to offer a
field as list box and stores this information in the Screen Painter for the corresponding
field. When the user calls the list box, the data to be displayed is obtained with
the input help mechanism stored in the ABAP Dictionary or Screen Painter for the
field. You can obtain more information on using the list box in the course BC410
Programming User Dialogs.

Alternatively, you can display fields that are not offered as a list box with a modeless
control or with a modal dialog implemented with R/3 screen technology. With Help
→ Settings, each user can define the variant they prefer. This presentation form is
then used for all input helps for this user. The system administrator can define the
default value.
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The control is particularly useful if more than one field is to be filled sequentially
with the same input help (for example in a table control). The Hold list function
starts the control from the modal help.
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199 Exercise 9: Search Helps
Exercise Duration: 60 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Implement input helps with elementary search helps
� Define input helps with more than one search path using collective search helps
� Add or remove search paths for collective search helps without modifications

Business Example
Many management tasks require that you search for employee data. The appropriate
search options for this should be provided.

Task:
You should create a simple search help for an input field.

1. Go to the display screen for the ZDEPMENT## table and call Utilities-> Table
contents->Create entries.

An input template appears in which you can create new entries for table
ZDEPMENT## (for example, new departments). The head of the new
department should also be defined here. Make this entry in the Department head
field. Maintenance of this field should be supported with an input help that
displays the (personnel number of the) employee. Verify that the field already
has an input help. Find out which input help mechanism is used here.

The objective is to make the input help for check table ZEMPLOY## more
user-friendly. You will check your success later by calling the input help
again. To do this, create an elementary search help ZEMPLOY##_ESH1. The
following attributes should appear in the specified order in the hit list:

Airline

First name

Last name

Personnel number

Continued on next page
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Because of the large number of employees, you should restrict the displayed
values by specifying the first and/or last names of the person wanted before
displaying the hit list. Keep in mind that the last name is used more frequently as
a restriction than the first name.

If an airline was already specified before the input help was called, only its
employees are offered. Otherwise an input field on the input template for the
airline will be filled when you select the employee. Make sure that the search
help defined for the check table help of table ZEMPLOY## is used Check your
success as described above.

2. The search help you just created can only improve the check table help of table
ZEMPLOY## (and thus the input help of field ZDEPMENT##-Department
head) if it was attached to table ZEMPLOY##.

3. You might want to offer further search paths for finding employees. To do this,
take the following steps:

Copy search help SAREA to your new search help ZEMPLOY##_AREA.
Change the parameters, selection method table, and data elements in your copy
so that it references the names used in your table instead of the original table.

Check and activate the search help. Copy search help SDEPT to your new search
help ZEMPLOY##_DEPT. Change it accordingly and activate it (as above).
Copy search help ZEMPLOY##_DEPT to ZEMPLOY##_CSH and convert the
new copy to a collective search help. Include search helps ZEMPLOY##_ESH1,
ZEMPLOY##_AREA, and ZEMPLOY##_DEPT as components of the new
collective search help.

Change the search help defined for the check table help for table ZEMPLOY##
and check your success.

4. Your business requirements have changed and it impacts the process of searching
for employees. The search path with which employees can be found by their
department is not currently required.

Change the input help used for field ZDEPMENT##-Department head
accordingly without actually modifying search help ZEMPLOY##_CSH
(or a table that is involved). Do this by creating an append search
help for ZEMPLOY##_CSH. The append should include search help
ZEMPLOY##_DEPT as a hidden search help. Check your success.
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Solution 9: Search Helps
Task:
You should create a simple search help for an input field.

1. Go to the display screen for the ZDEPMENT## table and call Utilities-> Table
contents->Create entries.

An input template appears in which you can create new entries for table
ZDEPMENT## (for example, new departments). The head of the new
department should also be defined here. Make this entry in the Department head
field. Maintenance of this field should be supported with an input help that
displays the (personnel number of the) employee. Verify that the field already
has an input help. Find out which input help mechanism is used here.

The objective is to make the input help for check table ZEMPLOY## more
user-friendly. You will check your success later by calling the input help
again. To do this, create an elementary search help ZEMPLOY##_ESH1. The
following attributes should appear in the specified order in the hit list:

Airline

First name

Last name

Personnel number

Because of the large number of employees, you should restrict the displayed
values by specifying the first and/or last names of the person wanted before
displaying the hit list. Keep in mind that the last name is used more frequently as
a restriction than the first name.

Continued on next page
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If an airline was already specified before the input help was called, only its
employees are offered. Otherwise an input field on the input template for the
airline will be filled when you select the employee. Make sure that the search
help defined for the check table help of table ZEMPLOY## is used Check your
success as described above.

a) Choose Search help in the initial screen of the ABAP Dictionary and enter
ZEMPLOY##_ESH1 in the corresponding field.

b) Choose Create. In the next dialog box, confirm that you want to create
an elementary search help.

c) Enter a short text for your search help.

d) The search help should support the search for employees. These are
managed in table ZEMPLOY##. You therefore have to select this table (or
a view on this table) as selection method. The table is sufficient for this
exercise. Enter it in the Selection method field.

e) To obtain the required behavior, choose dialog type Dialog with value
restriction.

f) Choose the search help parameters using the F4 help. You should retain the
hit list with the possible search help parameters by selecting Keep, since
you do not have to call the help again in this case. Select fields Airline,
First name, Last name, and Personnel number as parameters.

g) Mark all parameters as EXPORT parameters (column EXP). Mark the
attribute to be searched for (for example Personnel number) and the
hierarchically higher airline as IMPORT parameters (Column IMP). This
ensures that a corresponding entry in the input template is taken into
consideration (as described in the exercise).

h) You can define the hit list by assigning the corresponding position numbers
(for example 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in the column LPos.

i) You can define the dialog box for restricting values by assigning position
numbers in the column SPos. You should therefore enter positive numbers
in these columns for parameters First name and Last name, where the value
of Last name should be smaller than that of First name.

j) Activate your search help. The search help is not yet effective for field
ZDEPMENT##-Department head. However, you can try out the search
help immediately with the Test function.

Continued on next page
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2. The search help you just created can only improve the check table help of table
ZEMPLOY## (and thus the input help of field ZDEPMENT##-Department
head) if it was attached to table ZEMPLOY##.

a) Go to change mode in the maintenance screen for this table. Choose
Goto->Search help->For table. In the next dialog box, enter the name of
search help ZEMPLOY##_ESH1. Choose Continue.

b) The proposal created by the system for assigning the search help parameters
to the key fields of the table is probably correct. Check this and copy
the definition.

c) Activate table ZEMPLOY##.

d) Call the Create entries function for table ZDEPMENT## again. The input
help of field Department head should now behave as desired.

3. You might want to offer further search paths for finding employees. To do this,
take the following steps:

Copy search help SAREA to your new search help ZEMPLOY##_AREA.
Change the parameters, selection method table, and data elements in your copy
so that it references the names used in your table instead of the original table.

Check and activate the search help. Copy search help SDEPT to your new search
help ZEMPLOY##_DEPT. Change it accordingly and activate it (as above).
Copy search help ZEMPLOY##_DEPT to ZEMPLOY##_CSH and convert the
new copy to a collective search help. Include search helps ZEMPLOY##_ESH1,
ZEMPLOY##_AREA, and ZEMPLOY##_DEPT as components of the new
collective search help.

Continued on next page
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Change the search help defined for the check table help for table ZEMPLOY##
and check your success.

a) On the initial screen of the Dictionary, enter SAREA in the search help
name field and hit the copy button. Change the to search help name to
ZEMPLOY##_AREA and choose Continue. Choose change for the new
search help.

b) Change the selection method table to ZEMPLOY##. Change parameter
names to match the fields of the table by selecting the parameter and
input help. This also corrects the data element reference. Correct other
specifications as needed, syntax check the definition, and activate the
search help

c) Repeat steps a) and b) to create the search help ZEMPLOY##_DEPT
using the SDEPT template.

d) Copy search help ZEMPLOY##_DEPT to ZEMPLOY##_CSH. On the
maintain search help screen, choose Edit ® Change search help type and
confirm the change.

e) Insert an import parameter for the area. This must referr to the data
element, which you used for the ZEMPLOY##-Area

f) Select tab page Included search helps. Enter search help
ZEMPLOY##_ESH1.

g) Position the cursor on the search help just entered. Choose Parameter
assignment. Have the system make a proposal for the assignment.

h) The proposal is probably correct. To be on the safe side, check and then
copy the proposal.

i) Repeat steps 4 � 6 for included search helps ZEMPLOY##_AREA and
ZEMPLOY##_DEPT.

j) Activate search help ZEMPLOY##_CSH.

k) Go to the table maintenance screen for table ZEMPLOY## to change
the search help for the table. Choose Goto->Search help->For table and
change the search help name to ZEMPLOY##_CSH. Have the system
make a proposal, check it, and copy it. Activate table ZEMPLOY##.

l) By calling the input help for field ZDEPMENT##-Department head, you
can see that the input help is still functioning and that a collective search
help is now in effect.

Continued on next page
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4. Your business requirements have changed and it impacts the process of searching
for employees. The search path with which employees can be found by their
department is not currently required.

Change the input help used for field ZDEPMENT##-Department head
accordingly without actually modifying search help ZEMPLOY##_CSH
(or a table that is involved). Do this by creating an append search
help for ZEMPLOY##_CSH. The append should include search help
ZEMPLOY##_DEPT as a hidden search help. Check your success.

a) Since you want to make the changes without modifying existing objects,
you have to create an append search help for collective search help
ZEMPLOY##_CSH.

b) In display mode, go to the maintenance screen for search help
ZEMPLOY##_CSH. Choose Goto->Append search helps.

c) A name for the append search help is proposed in the next dialog box.
You can copy this name.

d) Enter a short description for the append search help.

e) Select tab page Included search helps.

f) Enter ZEMPLOY##_DEPT in the list of included search helps. Mark
the Hidden column for the entry.

g) Position the cursor on the name of search help ZEMPLOY##_DEPT.
Choose Parameter assignment. In the next dialog box, confirm that you
want to create a proposal for the parameter assignment.

h) The parameter assignment proposed by the system is probably correct.
Check this and copy the assignment.

i) Activate your append search help.

j) You can check your success by calling the input help for field
ZDEPMENT##-Department head.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Define an input help process with a search help
� Define a search help with several alternative search paths
� Use the different mechanisms for the search help attachment to assign a search

help to a screen field
� Determine whether a screen field has an input help and determine its form
� Enhance a collective search help using an append search help without

modifications
� Program a search help exit
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Define an input help process with a search help
� Define a search help with several alternative search paths
� Use the different mechanisms for the search help attachment to assign a search

help to a screen field
� Determine whether a screen field has an input help and determine its form
� Enhance a collective search help using an append search help without

modifications
� Program a search help exit
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For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
This unit shows you how a program is processed by ABAP runtime. A distinction
between the individual program types has to be made. In this unit, we will focus
solely on calling individual programs. Complex scenarios in which various programs
comprise an application, are discussed in unit �Program Calls and Data Storage
Management�.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Specify the components of an ABAP program
� Describe how an ABAP program is organized
� Explain the technical aspects of program execution

Unit Contents
Lesson: ABAP Runtime ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .244

Exercise 10: Creating a Package .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .259
Exercise 11: Creating an Executable Program ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .263
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Lesson:
210

ABAP Runtime
Lesson Duration: 30 Minutes

Lesson Overview
In this lesson, you will learn about the structure and flow of ABAP programs in a
systematic form and complete in the greatest possible extent.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Specify the components of an ABAP program
� Describe how an ABAP program is organized
� Explain the technical aspects of program execution

The participants should already know about the individual aspects (aside from the odd
ABAP event). Therefore, your emphasis should lie on making a complete, coherent
presentation.

Business Example
You are a software developer who is responsible for a major ABAP development
project. You are supposed to develop ABAP applications yourself. In order to develop
reliable, robust ABAP programs, you have to understand how an ABAP program is
executed.
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Structure of an ABAP Program

Figure 97: Components of an ABAP Program

An ABAP program is more than just source text. The following components belong
to an ABAP program:

Source text
Contains the ABAP statements.

Program attributes
Contains (among other things) technical settings for program execution.

Screens
Screens consist of the actual screen contents and the associated flow logic.
Selection screens and lists are special kinds of screens, whose layout and flow
logic are designed exclusively using ABAP statements.

User interface
The user interface consists of all the individual user interface elements; It is
made up of titles and GUI statuses. In turn, GUI status is a collection of
function key settings and menus.

Text elements
Text elements are language-specific. They include selection texts, list headers,
and text symbols. All short texts and long texts can be translated.
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Documentation
The documentation is also language-specific. You should always formulate
documentation from the user�s perspective. If you want to document the
programming techniques you have used, use comments in the program code
instead.

Variants
Variants store predefined input fields on program selection screens.

Figure 98: Structure of the ABAP Source Text

The ABAP programming language is event-driven, and therefore is suited to
processing user dialogs. The source code of an ABAP program consists of two parts:

� Global declarations: These include the statements for global data types and
data objects, selection screens, and local program classes and interfaces.

� Processing blocks: A processing block is an indivisible program unit that must
be programmed contiguously. There are two types of processing blocks:

� Event blocks: An event block is introduced by an event keyword and
ended implicitly by keywords that introduce the next processing block.

� Dialog modules and procedures: These objects are introduced and
concluded using the relevant keywords. The collection of all processing
blocks is known as the processing logic.
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During generation, these objects are compiled in corresponding runtime objects,
creating the LOAD. The load version of the program is interpreted at runtime.

Program Organization
In the simplest cases, all the source code is entered in one single program. You should
use include programs in order to make your program easier to understand and make it
possible to maintain and transport source text components separately.

Figure 99: Program Organization

When you create a program from the Object Navigator, the system proposes a TOP
include for the program. This option is particularly useful when you create module
pools.

� When you create a processing block, the system always asks for the include
program in which it should insert the relevant ABAP code. If the include
program does not exist, the system creates it and inserts an INCLUDE statement
for it in the main program.

� If you name your module pool according to the naming convention
SAPM{Y|Z}<rem_name> and then create a new processing block, the system
proposes the name of the new include using the following convention:

� M{Y|Z}<rem_name><abbrev><num>
� When you create additional processing blocks, the system automatically

proposes the appropriate include program.
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In this way, the system helps you to create programs whose structures are easy to
understand. It is much easier for you to find your way around other developers�
programs if they comply with these naming conventions.

Concept of Inactive Sources
In principle, development objects are stored in the Repository in the form in which they
are developed. These are the only versions that can be displayed in theWorkbench.

Figure 100: Developed Version

When you generate a development, a runtime version � or LOAD � is generated
(compiled). This LOAD version can then be interpreted at runtime.
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Figure 101: Generated Version

The LOAD is generated automatically if none exists yet or if the LOAD in the
database is obsolete. You can also start generation explicitly.

If you change a development object and then save it, the system creates an inactive
version beside the active version.
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Figure 102: Active and Inactive Versions

If necessary, you can switch between displaying each of these two versions. However,
you can only edit the inactive version. The syntax check is carried out on the version
being developed, not the generated version. This means that it can be performed on
the inactive version. When running the source code for executable programs that are
started from the Editor, the system goes back to the inactive version. A generated
version is created temporarily. In all other cases, the system always accesses
the active version when the program is generated. This allows you to continue
developing without changing the current system status. Development objects are
visible throughout the system only after they have been activated. The introduction of
inactive sources offers developers a local, separate view of the Repository and builds
the foundations for a local runtime system. You can test changes to development
objects in such a system without causing any problems in the environment.
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Figure 103: Activating a Program

All inactive objects that are assigned to your user ID are listed in your worklist. The
following steps occur when you activate an object (or several objects):

1. The object is saved � that is, a new inactive version is created.
2. The system performs a syntax check.
3. The system then overwrites the current active version. The previously inactive

version is now the active version. There is no longer an inactive version.
4. The system creates a new runtime version. The LOAD is updated.

Execution of an ABAP Program
The runtime system calls the individual processing blocks of an ABAP program in
a predetermined sequence, regardless of the position in which they occur in the
program. The statements within a processing block are executed sequentially.

Event block
If the system program or a user triggers an event for which the corresponding
event block has been written in the processing logic, that event block is
processed. The program flow is controlled either by the system or the user.
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Modularization unit
When the system encounters a modularization unit call within a processing
block, it calls the corresponding processing block. In this case, the program
flow is controlled by the programmer.

Figure 104: General ABAP Program Execution

Assigning transaction codes

To allow a module pool program to be executed, you must assign a transaction
code to it. You can (but do not have to) assign a transaction code to an executable
(type 1) program.
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Figure 105: Executing a Dialog Transaction

Module pool programs are designed to provide a flexible layout for user dialogs, using
screens. To make a module pool executable, you have to assign a dialog transaction to
it. The following steps occur when you run a dialog transaction:

� In the first step, the LOAD-OF-PROGRAM event is triggered. Once this event
block has been executed, the ABAP processor passes control to the screen
processor.

� The screen processor processes the initial screen specified in the transaction
definition. (The initial screen can be a selection screen, regardless of the program
type). The PROCESS BEFORE OUTPUT event is triggered. Control is then
passed to the ABAP processor, which processes the first PBO module.

� The ABAP processor executes the processing block and returns control to the
screen processor. Once all PBO modules have been processed, the contents of
any ABAP fields with identically-named corresponding fields on the screen are
transported to the relevant screen fields. Then the screen is displayed (screen
contents, active title, active status).

� Once the user has triggered a dialog function (such as ENTER), the contents of
the screen fields are transported back to the corresponding identically-named
fields in the ABAP program, and the processing blocks that belong to the
PROCESS AFTER INPUT event are processed. The system then continues by
processing the next screen.

The CALL SELECTION-SCREEN statement can be used to call additional selection
screens.
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The LEAVE TO LIST-PROCESSING statement makes additional list processing
events available.

Figure 106: Running an Executable Program

Executable programs have two main characteristics: firstly, that events are carried
out in a fixed sequence, and secondly, that you can create a standard selection screen
and several lists very simply. You can also start executable (type 1) programs without
using a transaction code, or run them in the background. You can, but need not, assign
a report transaction to an executable program. The following steps occur when you
run an executable program (also known as a report transaction):

� The LOAD-OF-PROGRAM event is triggered.
� The INITIALIZATION event is triggered.
� It calls the standard selection screen, if it has been declared.
� The START-OF-SELECTION event is triggered. (This is the default event

block. If you omit this event keyword, any statement that is not assigned to
another processing block is treated as though it belonged to this block.)

� If a logical database is connected, GET node and/or GET node LATE
events are triggered.

� The END-OF-SELECTION event is triggered.

The CALL SELECTION-SCREEN statement can call additional selection screens.
You can also include screen processing (as in module pools) by using the CALL
SCREEN statement.
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Figure 107: Selection Screen Events

Two events belong to each selection screen:

� The AT SELECTION-SCREEN OUTPUT event is triggered before the
selection screen is displayed.

� The system triggers the AT SELECTION-SCREEN event after the user has
triggered a dialog function (such as Enter).
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Figure 108: List Processing Events

If statements such as WRITE,, SKIP, or ULINE are used to fill the list buffer
of the basic list, two additional events are triggered: TOP-OF-PAGE at the start
of a new page and (sometimes) END-OF-PAGE at the end of a page. Once the
END-OF-SELECTION event block is processed, interactive list processing starts:
The formatted basic list is displayed. The user can now trigger further events:

� Function code PICK triggers event AT LINE-SELECTION. (In standard list
statuses, this function code is assigned to the <PF2> key, which has a fixed
relationship with the action of double-clicking the left mouse button.)

� If statements such as WRITE SKIP, or ULINE are used to fill the list buffer
of the detail list (up to 20 detail lists are possible), two additional events are
triggered: TOP-OF-PAGE DURING LINE-SELECTION at the start of a new
page and (sometimes) END-OF-PAGE at the end of a page. Interactive list
processing then starts again: The formatted detail list is displayed, and so on.

� If the system does not �catch� a function code, the AT USER-COMMAND event
is triggered.
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Figure 109: Non-Executable Programs

The following types of programs cannot be executed directly. Instead, they are used
as �containers� for modularization units that you call from other programs. When a
modularization unit is first called, the entire program is loaded. Further information
about this is provided later in the course.

Function group / function pool
Contains function modules, along with any local program declarations and
screens (also see the units �Function Groups� and �Function Modules�).

Global interface / interface pool
Contains a global interface and any local program declarations.

Global class / class pool
Contains a global class and any local program declarations.

Subroutine pool
Contains subroutines and any local program declarations. (Obsolete: subroutine
pools have been replaced by function groups.)

Include programs cannot be directly executed; they can only be included as part of
another program. They can contain any ABAP statements, which are executed as if
they were in the main program. This is why the relevant include programs are loaded
together with the main programs.
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225 Exercise 10: Creating a Package
Exercise Duration: 10 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Create a package
� Assign the Repository object to a Workbench request

Business Example
You have a major development project that is logically self-contained. To structure
these developments, create a package that contains all your developments.

System Data
System: Will be assigned
Client: Will be assigned
User ID: Will be assigned
Password: Will be assigned
Set up instructions: No special settings required in the standard training system

Task:
Create a package in the ABAP Workbench.

1. Create a package with name ZBC402_##

Hint: ## always stands for your group number.

Continued on next page
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2. What is the difference between an application component and a software
component?

3. What is the transport layer good for?
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Solution 10: Creating a Package
Task:
Create a package in the ABAP Workbench.

1. Create a package with name ZBC402_##

Hint: ## always stands for your group number.

a) Start the Object Navigator.

b) Choose menu path Workbench �> Edit Object. Choose tab page
Development Coordination.

c) Enter a name for the package and choose Create.

d) Enter a short text.

e) Save your entries.

2. What is the difference between an application component and a software
component?

Answer: The application component is an additional classification criterion for
your applications and usually consists of several packages. The application
component is used, for example, as a search criterion to find development objects
in the Repository Information System.
In turn, a software component contains several application components and is
the highest classification criterion in the SAP system. The Basis system, for
example, consists of the SAP_BASIS and SAP_ABA software components.
Your (customer) developments all have to be assigned to software component
HOME.

3. What is the transport layer good for?

Answer: The transport layer determines where your development objects are
transported after the Workbench request is released. The system landscape has to
be configured accordingly in the Transport Management System.
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227 Exercise 11: Creating an Executable
Program
Exercise Duration: 20 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Create an executable program

Business Example
You are responsible for the analyses in a development project. You want to create
a list of bookings.

System Data
System: Will be assigned
Client: Will be assigned
User ID: Will be assigned
Password: Will be assigned
Set up instructions: No special settings required in the standard training system

Task:
Create a program that outputs all the bookings for a specific person. The user should
be able to enter a customer name in an input template. You want the corresponding
bookings to appear in an output template (list).

1. Create a program with type Executable Program in the Object Navigator.

Name of program: ZBC402_##_BOOKINGS

2. Define a selection screen:

Define an elementary input field for the customer number.

Enable the user to enter a date interval for the posting date.

3. Read the data from database table SBOOK. Define a suitable data object to save
the data temporarily.

4. Output the following data in a simple list:

CARRID, CONNID, FLDATE, BOOKID, CUSTOMID, LUGGWEIGHT,
WUNIT
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Solution 11: Creating an Executable
Program
Task:
Create a program that outputs all the bookings for a specific person. The user should
be able to enter a customer name in an input template. You want the corresponding
bookings to appear in an output template (list).

1. Create a program with type Executable Program in the Object Navigator.

Name of program: ZBC402_##_BOOKINGS

a) Carry out this step as usual.

2. Define a selection screen:

Define an elementary input field for the customer number.

Enable the user to enter a date interval for the posting date.

a) See proposed solution.

3. Read the data from database table SBOOK. Define a suitable data object to save
the data temporarily.

a) See proposed solution.

4. Output the following data in a simple list:

CARRID, CONNID, FLDATE, BOOKID, CUSTOMID, LUGGWEIGHT,
WUNIT

a) See proposed solution.

Result
Proposed solution

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Report SAPBC402_RUNS_BOOKINGS

*&

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*&

*&

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

REPORT sapbc402_runs_bookings.

Continued on next page
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*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

TYPES:

ty_t_sbook TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF sbook

WITH NON-UNIQUE DEFAULT KEY.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

DATA:

gt_sbook TYPE ty_t_sbook,

wa_sbook LIKE LINE OF gt_sbook.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

PARAMETERS:

pa_cust TYPE sbook-customid.

SELECT-OPTIONS:

so_odate FOR wa_sbook-order_date.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

START-OF-SELECTION.

SELECT *

FROM sbook

INTO TABLE gt_sbook

WHERE customid = pa_cust

AND order_date IN so_odate.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

MESSAGE s038(bc402).

* Zu dieser Selektion existieren keine Daten (Bitte Neueingabe)

ENDIF.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

END-OF-SELECTION.

LOOP AT gt_sbook INTO wa_sbook.

WRITE: /

wa_sbook-carrid,

wa_sbook-connid,

wa_sbook-fldate,

wa_sbook-bookid,

wa_sbook-customid,

wa_sbook-luggweight,

wa_sbook-wunit.

Continued on next page
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ENDLOOP.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Specify the components of an ABAP program
� Describe how an ABAP program is organized
� Explain the technical aspects of program execution
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Specify the components of an ABAP program
� Describe how an ABAP program is organized
� Explain the technical aspects of program execution
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For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
ABAP types and data objects have already been covered in unit �Basic ABAP
Language Elements�. We are now going to focus on this topic in more detail. On the
one hand, this helps you select data types that are suited to your needs and create the
appropriate data objects in your application. On the other hand, this system type
will also be dealt with in dynamic programing, thus easing your work with dynamic
programs.

This unit also focuses on how to deal with structures and internal tables.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� List the predefined ABAP types and generic types
� Classify the visibility and validity of data objects
� Understand and execute the operations on data objects, dependent on their data

type
� Define program-local structure types and structures
� Differentiate and use nested, flat, and deep structures.
� Use named includes
� Implement Unicode-compatible value assignments between structures
� Categorize operations on internal tables
� Identify the different table kinds and use them as appropriate for different

situations
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Lesson:
235

Data Types and Data Objects
Lesson Duration: 40 Minutes

Lesson Overview
In this lesson, we will systematically discuss the possible data types in ABAP and
the data objects derived from them. In addition to reinforcing the information you
learned during the introductory course, we want to achieve a complete description of
the possible data types.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� List the predefined ABAP types and generic types
� Classify the visibility and validity of data objects
� Understand and execute the operations on data objects, dependent on their data

type

Because the course participants are experienced ABAP programmers, they will
already know a great deal about data types and data objects. Of course, this raises the
question as to why this subject is covered again here. The answer to this is twofold:

First of all, only a few (if any) of the participants will actually have complete
knowledge � that is, everyone will encounter aspects that are completely new, or at
least not entirely clear beforehand. (This is particularly true of the new features added
since SAP Web AS 6.10, such as Unicode, generic data types, and so on.)

Secondly, most of the participants will have learned their skills piece by piece, which
means most of them will not have a contiguous picture.

Emphasize the fact that this lesson focuses on the big picture, and that its aim is to fill
any gaps in their knowledge and skills. In addition, and in particular, this unit will
go into the special possibilities and hazards that were not covered in the introductory
courses.

These important items have been flagged with �Note� or �Caution�.

Business Example
Mr. Jones is a software developer at a major corporation that develops proprietary
business applications in ABAP. He is supposed to develop a new application. To
do so, he has to know (among other things) which data types he can use. One of
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his colleagues mentioned that global data types have many advantages over locally
defined data types. Accordingly, Mr. Jones begins to create the global data types
that he will use later in his application.

Overview of Data Objects and Data Types
We differentiate between data objects and data types in ABAP. Data types are
mere descriptions that are not linked with an address in the memory. Data objects
are instances of data types and occupy memory. They store the specific data that a
program uses at runtime.

Figure 110: Definition of Data Objects

Data objects are defined in a program using the DATA statement. After the name of
the data object, a fully-specified type is assigned to it using the TYPE addition. The
type is linked to the data object statically. It cannot be changed at runtime.

Other syntax variants are available (for legacy reasons). Note however, that some of
these legacy variants are no longer supported within classes. For further information,
refer to the keyword documentation for the DATA statement.

Predefined data types, global data types, and local data types are available to declare
data objects.
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Predefined ABAP types
Predefined data types are provided by the ABAP runtime environment. We
differentiate between incomplete types (c, n, p, and x) and complete types (i, f, d,
t, string, and xstring), depending on whether an additional length specification is
required when the corresponding data objects are declared.

Global data types
Global data types are defined in the Dictionary. They refer to predefined
Dictionary types, which largely correspond to the predefined ABAP types.

Local data types
Local data types are defined using the TYPES statement within the ABAP
program. They can refer to predefined ABAP types or global data types from the
Dictionary.

With regard to the structure of data objects, we again differentiate between

� Elementary fields
� Structures
� Internal tables

Structures and internal tables can be mutually nested to nearly any depth. A structure
can contain other structures as its components, for example, or even an entire internal
table. Such objects are called nested structures. If a structure contains an internal
table or other component with a variable length (components with type string and
xstring), it is called a deep structure. In contrast, flat structures only contain
fixed-length components.

In the sections below, we will discuss the data objects of an ABAP program, paying
particular attention to the following aspects:

� Which basic types are available, and which types can you construct to define
data objects?

� What visibility areas do data objects have?
� What is the validity of data objects?
� What operations can you perform on data objects, dependent on their type?
� What do you have to watch out for during automatic type conversion?
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Predefined ABAP Types, Generic Types, and Literals

The emphasis of this section is to provide a full overview of the predefined ABAP
types and the generic types.

Predefined ABAP types

Figure 111: Predefined ABAP Types

The above diagram shows all elementary predefined data types provided by the
ABAP runtime environment. The complete types (i, f, d, t, string, and xstring) can
be used to type a data object directly. The incomplete types (p, n, c, and x) must be
supplemented with a length specification to create a complete type. You specify the
length in the DATA or TYPES statement, usually in brackets after the name of the data
object or local data type � for example:

TYPE <type_name>(<length>) TYPE <ABAP_type>.
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DATA <obj_name>(<length>) TYPE <ABAP_type>.

Hint: In SAP Web AS 6.10 and later, you can also specify the length after
the LENGTH addition � for example

TYPE <type_name> TYPE <ABAP_type> LENGTH <length>.

DATA <obj_name> TYPE <ABAP_type> LENGTH <length>.

You can use the DECIMALS addition to define the number of decimal places for
type p (packed number).

The numeric data types (i, f, and p) differ primarily in their value ranges and in the
arithmetic used for calculations. This will be described in more detail in a later section.

The major differences between the character data types (n, c, d, and t) are the
characters that can be used to form the strings of these types and how they are
formatted in the screen output. In addition, data objects with type d and t are given
special handling in arithmetic operations. We will discuss the details further below.

A primary attribute of the string data type is that the data objects with this type have
variable lengths. The runtime system adjusts this length to the respective contents
dynamically at runtime.

Each predefined data type has a characteristic initial value. This type-specific initial
value plays in important role in instantiating the data objects and executing the
CLEAR statement. All numeric data types have 0 as their initial value. The character
data types n, d, and t have a sequence of character 0 as their initial values, while
type c has a sequence of �spaces�. The variable-length data types have a length of
zero in their initial state.
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Generic Types

Figure 112: Generic ABAP Types

In addition to the predefined ABAP types named above, the runtime environment
also provides predefined generic types. Generic types do not completely define the
attributes of a data object, and in contrast to the ABAP types, cannot be used to declare
data objects. They are used exclusively to type formal parameters and field symbols.

Each generic type is compatible with several predefined ABAP types. When a
procedure is called, the system checks whether the type of the actual parameter
is compatible with the generic type of the formal parameter. The same check is
performed when a data object is assigned to a field symbol (with the ASSIGN
statement).
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Program an example of a subroutine that divides two numbers and returns the result.
Point out that using the numeric type makes it possible to call the subroutine with
differently typed actual parameters, while at the same time ensuring that the arithmetic
operations do not cause runtime errors.

Hint: The generic types clike, csequence, numeric, simple, and xsequence are
available in SAP Web AS 6.10 and later.

Literals

Figure 113: Literals

Literals are data objects that are defined in the source text of a program and whose
values are uniquely defined. The ABAP runtime environment differentiates between
three types of literals:

Numeric literals
You define a numeric literal as a sequence of digits in the program text, with or
without +/- signs. A numeric literal has type i if its value lies within the value
range of this type (-2^31+1 to 2^31-1); otherwise it has type p.
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Text field literal
You define a text field literal as a character string that you enclose in single
quotes (’) in the program text. It can be from 1 to 255 characters long. Any
spaces at the end of the literal are ignored. Text field literals have type c.

String literal
You define a string literal as a character string that you enclose in back quotes
(‘) in the program text. String literals have type string. Their length is limited to
255 characters; they can also have 0 length.
In contrast to text field literals, spaces at the end of a text field literal are not
suppressed.
String literals are available in SAP Web AS 6.10 and later.

Hint: To display a single quote within a text field literal, you have to enter
it twice. The same applies to entering a back quote in a string literal. No
restrictions apply, however, to single quotes in a string literal or back quotes
in a text field literal.

Visibility and Validity of Data Objects

While most ABAP developers will be familiar with encapsulating local data objects
in subroutines, some of them do not realize that modules do not represent a limit to
visibility.
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Visibility in Conventional ABAP

Figure 114: Visibility of Data Objects

The extent to which data objects are visible depends on the context. The following
rules apply to data objects that are defined using the DATA statement:

If the DATA statement appears between FORM and ENDFORM, it defines a local data
object of a subroutine.

If the DATA statement appears between FUNCTION and ENDFUNCTION, it defines a
local data object of a function module.

In all other positions, the DATA statement defines a global data object, which is visible
in the entire program.

If a global data object and a local data object have the same name, only the local
data object is visible within the modularization unit. In technical terms, it obscures
the identically named global data object.

Caution: Data objects in modules and event blocks are always global.

If the DATA statement appears between MODULE and ENDMODULE, the
defined object is still a global data object that is visible in the entire program.
Likewise, data objects that you declare in an ABAP event block are visible
globally.
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To avoid misunderstandings, we recommend declaring such data at the start
of the program and avoiding DATA statements completely in modules and
event blocks.

The TABLES statement always creates data objects that are visible
program-wide.

Data objects that are created with the TABLES statement are always visible
in the entire program, even if the statement appears within a subroutine or
a function module. (The objects can even be visible in other programs, for
example when calling an external subroutine.)

Visibility of ABAP Objects
If you use objects (that is, instances of ABAP Objects classes) in your application,
you have other options for specifying the visibility of your data objects.

Figure 115: Visibility Areas in Objects

Data objects that are created in the declaration part of a class are called attributes.
The following visibility areas exist for attributes:

Private and protected attributes
These attributes are only visible within the object. All the methods of the object
can read and change the data. External access to these attributes is only possible
when a suitably defined method is used.
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Public attributes
Public attributes are also visible and accessible outside the object.

Protected attributes
Protected attributes are visible within the object and its subobjects.

If the DATA statement appears within METHOD..ENDMETHOD, it defines a local
data object in that method.

Lifetime of Data Objects

Figure 116: Lifetime of Data Objects

The lifetime of a data object is usually linked with its visibility.

Global data objects remain valid as long as the corresponding program is in the
memory.

The lifetime of object attributes begins when the object is instantiated at runtime and
ends when the last reference to the object has been deleted.
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The lifetime of a local data object is usually identical to the lifetime of the
surrounding modularization unit, which means the contents of the data object are lost
between two calls of the same modularization unit.

Hint: If you use the STATICS statement instead of DATA when you declare
local data objects, their lifetime is extended to the overall program lifetime.
Therefore, such data objects have the same lifetime as global data objects, but
their visibility is still limited to the respective modularization unit.

You can use the STATICS statement in function modules, subroutines, and
static methods.

Figure 117: Runtime Behavior: Initial Value and Start Value

Each data object is filled with either a start value or the initial value at the start of
its lifetime. Specifically, this is the case when the program is loaded in memory for
global data objects, and when the object is instantiated for object attributes.

Local data objects are overwritten with their start value or initial value each time they
are called by the surrounding modularization unit (unless they were declared with the
STATICS statement).

You can define a start value with the optional VALUE addition for the DATA statement.
If you do not use this addition, the initial value for the respective data type is used.
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Figure 118: Runtime Behavior: Fields with Dynamic Length

When entering the validity area, there is no need for the system to reserve memory
for elementary, variable-length data objects: strings (string types) or byte sequences
(xstring). The necessary memory is allocated only when a value has been assigned to
the variable.

Using Numeric Data Objects
There are three numeric data types in ABAP, which differ in their inner representation
of values and their maximum value range. Therefore, which data type you choose for
a data object depends on its required value range. In addition, each of the three data
types is linked with its own arithmetic, which is used for calculations involving data
objects of the respective type. We differentiate between the following:

Type i � integer arithmetic
Type p � fixed point arithmetic
Type f � floating point arithmetic

We will examine the three numeric data types and their corresponding arithmetic
methods in more detail below. We initially assume that �pure� arithmetic expressions
are involved � that is, expressions in which all the involved data objects have the same
type. We will then examine mixed arithmetic expressions and learn how the runtime
environment determines which arithmetic to use.
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Integers and Integer Arithmetic

Figure 119: Integers and Integer Arithmetic

Integers with type i are represented internally as binary numbers with a length of 4
bytes. They therefore have a value range of -1031+1 to 1031-1.

Calculations with integer arithmetic are faster than calculations with fixed point or
floating point arithmetic, because they are executed using the processor�s arithmetic
command set directly.

Non-integer results are rounded to the next whole number.

Caution: In contrast to many other programming languages, the result of
integer arithmetic in ABAP is rounded up or down to the nearest integer.

Example:

DATA int TYPE i.

int = 4 / 10. "Result: 0
int = 5 / 10. "Result: 1

Moreover � again in contrast to many other programming languages � all
interim results are also rounded.
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Example:

DATA int TYPE i.

int = 10 * ( 4 / 10 ). "Result: 0
int = ( 10 * 4 ) / 10 . "Result: 4

If an interim result lies outside the value range of data type i, a runtime error
occurs.

Floating Point Numbers and Floating Point Arithmetic
Floating point numbers are represented by binary precision floating point numbers.
Floating point numbers are normalized, and both the exponent and the mantissa are
stored in binary form. This representation complies with the IEEE norm for double
precision floating point numbers (IEEE-754).

Figure 120: Floating Point Arithmetic

Caution: The floating point operations of the relevant processors are used
for calculations in floating point arithmetic. Because algorithms are executed
with binary numbers, inaccuracies can occur. These extent and effect of these
inaccuracies are difficult to estimate.
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Example:

Suppose you want to calculate 7.27% of 73050 and display the result accurate to
two decimal places. The answer should be 5310.74 (73050 * 0.0727 = 5310.735).
However, the program returns the following:

DATA: float TYPE f,
pack TYPE p DECIMALS 2.

float = 73050 * ’0.0727’. "Result: 5.3107349999999997E+03
pack = float.
WRITE pack. "Result: 5310.73

Due to these effects, floating point arithmetic is unsuitable for business calculations,
because these calculations usually have to be exact "to the penny" and comply
with legal rounding regulations. You should, therefore, use floating-point numbers
for approximations only. When you compare floating point numbers, always use
intervals, and always round at the end of your calculations.

The main advantage of floating point numbers is their large range of values, from
2.2250738585072014E-308 to 1.7976931348623157E+308, including both positive
and negative numbers and zero. In addition, you must use floating point numbers for
special aggregation functions of the SELECT statement.

Packed Numbers and Fixed Point Arithmetic

Figure 121: Packed Numbers and Fixed Point Arithmetic
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Packed numbers were introduced in ABAP to expand the value range to decimal
numbers, yet avoid the rounding problems associated with floating point numbers.

When you define packed numbers, you can determine the length of the number,
which you specify in bytes. The connection between the value range and the length
is determined from the internal representation of packed numbers: Each decimal
digit is represented by a half-byte, while the last half-byte is reserved for the plus or
minus sign. Accordingly, the number of decimal digits is derived from the number of
bytes according to the following rule: ndigits = 2 nbytes -1. The DECIMALS addition
determines how many of these decimal digits are handled as decimal places. The
maximum number of decimal places is 15, however. Moreover, the number must
contain at least one digit to the left of the decimal point.

Decimal point-aligned fixed point arithmetic is used for calculations. Packed
numbers are thus well-suited to business calculations where the correct rounding for
the specified number of decimal places is very important. The algorithm for this
arithmetic is similar to using a pencil and paper. Interim results initially use packed
numbers with 31 decimal places. Should an overflow occur, the entire expression is
calculated again with an internal accuracy of 63 decimal places. If another overflow
occurs, an exception is raised (and can be handled).

Hint: You can switch off fixed point arithmetic in the program attributes. If
you do, the DECIMALS addition for defining a packed number affects only
the output of the number. Internally, all numbers are interpreted as integers,
regardless of the position of the decimal point. The fixed point arithmetic
option is always selected by default. You should always accept this value and
use packed numbers for business calculations.

Mixed Arithmetic Expressions
An arithmetic expression can contain a mix of all the numeric data types. If an
arithmetic expression contains at least one data object with a numeric type, it can
also contain character-type data objects, provided their contents can be interpreted
as numbers. The values contained in these character-type objects are converted
to numeric type objects.

The arithmetic to use is determined based on the data types before the calculation is
performed. Because different types of arithmetic have different degrees of internal
accuracy, the same arithmetic expression can lead to different results, depending on
which data types are involved. The examples in the following graphic illustrate this.
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Figure 122: Results of Arithmetic for Mixed Expressions

The data types of all operands, along with the data type of the result field, are
taken into account when determining the arithmetic. Once the arithmetic has been
determined, all operands are converted to the numeric type that corresponds to the
chosen arithmetic. The system performs the calculation using these converted values
and ultimately converts the result to the desired result type.

Hint: Bear in mind that conversions affect performance. To avoid them, try
to make sure that all operands and the result field have the same numeric type.
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Figure 123: Arithmetic Used for Mixed Expressions

The following rules apply to determining the arithmetic:

� Integer arithmetic is used only if all the involved operands and the result
have data type i.

� Floating point arithmetic is used if at least one operand or the result field
has data type f.

� Fixed point arithmetic is used in all other cases � that is, when at least one
operand or the result has type p, but none of them are type f.

Caution: When trigonometry functions and other scientific functions,
logarithms and exponential functions (including the ** operator) are used,
floating point arithmetic is always used for calculation.

Example:

DATA int TYPE i.
int = ( 1 / 4 ) * ( 2 * 2 ).

"Result: 0
int = ( 1 / 4 ) * ( 2 ** 2 ).

"Result: 1

Caution: You should also exercise caution when using numeric literals with
large amounts. They only have data type i if they do not exceed the value
range of data type i.
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Example:

DATA int TYPE i.
int = 1000000000 / 300000000 * 3.

"Result: 9
int = 10000000000 / 3000000000 * 3.

"Result: 10

We suggest performing the exercise regarding the use of numeric data types here.

Using Character-Like and Byte-Like Data Objects
The definition of which data objects are character-like objects depends on how
the characters are represented internally. Accordingly, we will first discuss the
representation of characters before we turn to character-like data objects and their
processing.

Unicode and the Internal Representation of Characters

Figure 124: Unicode Character Set Table
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Characters are represented internally as bit sequences. Up to Release 4.6C, each
character in an SAP system corresponded to one byte, which meant 256 characters
could be represented simultaneously. Different code pages are used for the assignment
between bit sequence and character in different cultural groups.

In SAP Web AS 6.10 and later, the Unicode standard is supported, which makes it
possible to represent each character internally by 2 bytes in appropriately configured
systems. The assignment between character and bit sequence is defined by a Unicode
character set (currently ISO/IEC 10646) in this case. Because 2 bytes per character
theoretically make 65536 unique characters possible, it is no longer necessary to
switch between code pages.

The changed representation of characters also affects the processing of strings.
Some operations that were possible in non-Unicode systems lead to incorrect (or
ambiguous) results in Unicode systems. As a result, the syntax check in the ABAP
Workbench has been extended in SAP Web AS 6.10 and later with rules that prevent
non-Unicode-compatible operations.

The Unicode check can be activated or deactivated individually for each program
(Unicode Check Active checkbox in the program attributes). If you do not set this
checkbox for a program, you cannot run that program in a Unicode system. If the
Unicode check is active in a program, you can still run it in non-Unicode systems.

Hint: Note that the Unicode Check Active checkbox merely activates an
additional check. It has no influence on the interpretation of ABAP statements
or the available syntax.

The checkbox is set by default for new programs. We recommend activating
the Unicode check even if your system doesn�t use Unicode (yet). This will
not only save you from having to convert your programs later, but also help
you avoid insecure techniques and obsolete statements.

You can use transaction UCCHECK to find programs for which the Unicode
flag has not been set. In addition, you can also set this flag for several
programs at the same time and run the check.

Byte-Like and Character-Like Data Objects
All elementary data objects with a byte-like data type (x, xstring) are byte-like data
objects.

All elementary data objects with a character-like data type (c, n, d, t, string) are
character-like data objects.
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In non-Unicode systems, byte-like data objects, as well as all flat structures, can be
handled as character-like data objects. In Unicode systems, in contrast, you have to
differentiate clearly between byte-like and character-like data objects. Moreover, you
can only handle flat structures as character-like data objects if they consist entirely
of character-like components.

Character and Byte Processing
The following graphic contains an overview of the ABAP statements for processing
character-like data objects:

Figure 125: Overview of Possible ABAP Commands for String Processing

In each of these statements, the operands are treated like type c fields, regardless of
their actual field type. They are not converted. All of the statements, apart from
TRANSLATE and CONDENSE, set system field sy-subrc. SEARCH also sets system
field sy-fdpos, which contains the offset for the found string.

Hint: We recommend using the FIND statement instead of SEARCH
whenever possible, as it has better performance. Note that FIND does not
set system field sy-fpos. The position of the found location is returned in a
parameter of the command.
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Figure 126: String/Byte Sequence Processing

With the exception of CONDENSE and OVERLAY , you can also use these statements
to process byte-like data objects. Under Unicode, you have to use the IN BYTE
MODE addition to ensure that each byte is examined individually, and not in pairs.
The corresponding IN CHARACTER MODE addition is optional for processing
character-like data objects.

Figure 127: Lengths and Comparisons

To determine the occupied length of a string, use the standard function STRLEN( ).
The corresponding function, XSTRLEN( ), is available for byte-like data objects.

The following operators are available to compare the content of character-like data
objects: CO, CN, CA, NA, CS, NS, CP, and NP. With the introduction of Unicode,
corresponding operators with prefix BYTE- are available for byte-like data objects.

You can access a fragment of a character-like or byte-like data object directly by
specifying the appropriate offset and length.
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Figure 128: Access with Offset and Length Information for Elementary Data
Objects

The specifications for length and offset are interpreted as numbers of bytes for
byte-like data objects, and as numbers of characters for character-like objects (that
is, one or two bytes, depending on the system setting).

In flat structures, offset access is possible even if they are not completely character-like
(that is, only the first field(s) are character-like), provided the access does not go
beyond the character-like area.

Figure 129: Access with Offset and Length Specifications for Structures

Caution: If possible, avoid using this method to access structure contents.
In general, using components and string operations will make your program
much more reliable and easier to read.
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Using Date and Time Fields

Figure 130: Date Fields

ABAP uses separate data types for dates and times. They are basically character-like
data types that consist of 8 and 6 numeric characters, respectively. However, these
data types also have a number of special attributes:

� The user-specific format is taken into account for input and output
� If a data object with type Date is used in arithmetic expressions or assigned to a

numeric data object, its contents are converted to the number of days since
January 1, 0001.

� If a data object with type Time is used in arithmetic expressions or assigned
to a numeric data object, its contents are converted to the number of seconds
since midnight.

Caution: You have to specify start values for date or time fields (in the
VALUE addition of the DATA statement, for example) as text literals, because
numeric literals have type Integer, which means they would be interpreted
as the number of days since January 1, 0001 or the number of seconds since
12:00:00 a.m..

Value Assignment and Type Conversion
If different types of ABAP data objects are used in an operation, the types are
converted automatically.
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Figure 131: Value Assignments

You can copy the value in one field to a compatibly typed data object in two different
ways:

MOVE source TO target. and equivalent target = source.

You can use the WRITE source TO target statement to copy the value of a data
object to a character-like target field in formatted form. This would place the content
of data object source in target field target just like it would appear if output in a
list with WRITE. The same formatting rules apply to assignment with WRITE ...
TO and the WRITE statement. To find out which additions you can use, refer to the
keyword documentation for the WRITE statement.

One common use is the formatted assignment of a date field to a character-like data
object. In an example, assume that source is a date field with content �20001112�
and date format MM/DD/YYYY is selected in the user settings. After the formatted
assignment, the content of target is �11/12/2000�.

Hint: Note that the target field has to be long enough to add the separators (in
the above example, target has to have a length of at least 10).

Data objects with incompatible types have to be converted to the data type of the
target object during value assignment. There are conversion rules for most data
types. In this case, the type is converted automatically prior to value assignment;
otherwise a (catchable) runtime error occurs. For further information, refer to the
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keyword documentation for the MOVE statement. Values in logical expressions must
also be converted whenever the components involved have different types. For
detailed information on the rules governing logical expressions, refer to the keyword
documentation for the IF statement.

Figure 132: Automatic Type Conversion during Value Assignment

Automatic type conversion is very user-friendly and adds to the program�s robustness.
Bear in mind, however, that every conversion increases runtime. Avoid unnecessary
conversions by ensuring that fields with the same meaning are given the same type.
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261 Exercise 12: Using Numeric Data Types
Exercise Duration: 15 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Create data objects with numeric data types
� Perform calculations with numeric data types

Business Example
As part of a new application you are developing, you have to ensure that the numeric
data types are used correctly. To do so, you develop test programs.

Create three programs to test the effects of the following operations on the three
numeric data types (one data type for each program): addition (+), subtraction (-),
division (/), multiplication (*), integer division (DIV), modulus (remainder of integer
division) (MOD), and powers (**).

System Data
System: Will be assigned
Client: Will be assigned
User ID: Will be assigned
Password: Will be assigned
Set up instructions:

1. No special settings required in the standard training system
Data
Data Type Data Value
Program names ZBC402_##_DATA_EX1

ZBC402_##_DATA_EX2
ZBC402_##_DATA_EX3

Model solutions SAPBC402_DTSS_CALC_I
SAPBC402_DTSS_CALC_P
SAPBC402_DTSS_CALC_F
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Task 1:
Create a program with the name ZBC402_##_DATA_EX1. This program will test
the effect of the above arithmetic operations for integer variables. Your program
should have a selection screen that allows the user to enter two values. The system
should then perform the calculations on both values and display the results in a list.
Create a separate line in the list for each calculation. In each case, display the two
values, the operator used, and the result.

When creating your list, use the following example as a guide:

List Output

Calculating with Integers

Operand 1 = 2

Operand 2 = 1

2 + 1 = 3

2 - 1 = 1

2 * 1 = 2

2 / 1 = 2

2 DIV 1 = 2

2 MOD 1 = 0

2 ** 1 = 2

1. Use the Object Navigator to create a program with the following data:

Program name ZBC402_##_DATA_EX1
Type Executable program
Application Y customer headquarters
Package ZBC402_##

2. Declare two parameters and a results field (as a normal variable) for the two
operands. All data objects should have data type i (suggested names for the data
objects: pa_val1, pa_val2, gv_result)

3. Perform the calculations in the START-OF-SELECTION event block. Display
the result of each calculation in the list.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
Create a program with the name ZBC402_##_DATA_EX2. This program will test
the effect of the above arithmetic operations for packed numbers. Follow the
instructions below:

1. Copy your program ZBC402_##_DATA_EX1 (or use the model solution from
the previous exercise, SAPBC402_DTSS_CALC_I) and give it the name
ZBC402_##_DATA_EX2.

2. Change your program so that it performs the calculations on data objects with
type p. Test your program.

3. Now use packed numbers with decimal places after a comma. Test your program
again. What do you observe?

4. Remove the Fixed Point Arithmetic attribute in the program attributes. Test
your program. What do you observe?

5. Set the Fixed Point Arithmetic attribute again. Observe what happens when you
change the data type of one of the data objects involved.

Task 3:
Create a program with the name ZBC402_##_DATA_EX3. This program will test
the effect of the above arithmetic operations for floating point numbers. Follow the
instructions below:

1. Copy your program ZBC402_##_DATA_EX2 (or use the model solution from
the previous exercise, SAPBC402_DTSS_CALC_P) and give it the name
ZBC402_##_DATA_EX3.

2. Change your program so that it performs the calculations with floating point
arithmetic.

3. What do you observe concerning the two parameters?
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Solution 12: Using Numeric Data Types
Task 1:
Create a program with the name ZBC402_##_DATA_EX1. This program will test
the effect of the above arithmetic operations for integer variables. Your program
should have a selection screen that allows the user to enter two values. The system
should then perform the calculations on both values and display the results in a list.
Create a separate line in the list for each calculation. In each case, display the two
values, the operator used, and the result.

When creating your list, use the following example as a guide:

List Output

Calculating with Integers

Operand 1 = 2

Operand 2 = 1

2 + 1 = 3

2 - 1 = 1

2 * 1 = 2

2 / 1 = 2

2 DIV 1 = 2

2 MOD 1 = 0

2 ** 1 = 2

1. Use the Object Navigator to create a program with the following data:

Program name ZBC402_##_DATA_EX1
Type Executable program
Application Y customer headquarters
Package ZBC402_##

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution

2. Declare two parameters and a results field (as a normal variable) for the two
operands. All data objects should have data type i (suggested names for the data
objects: pa_val1, pa_val2, gv_result)

a) See source text

Continued on next page
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3. Perform the calculations in the START-OF-SELECTION event block. Display
the result of each calculation in the list.

a) See source text

Task 2:
Create a program with the name ZBC402_##_DATA_EX2. This program will test
the effect of the above arithmetic operations for packed numbers. Follow the
instructions below:

1. Copy your program ZBC402_##_DATA_EX1 (or use the model solution from
the previous exercise, SAPBC402_DTSS_CALC_I) and give it the name
ZBC402_##_DATA_EX2.

a) Open the context menu for the object and copy it to the Object Navigator.

2. Change your program so that it performs the calculations on data objects with
type p. Test your program.

a) See source text of the model solution

Test the program in the editor with Program �> Test.

3. Now use packed numbers with decimal places after a comma. Test your program
again. What do you observe?

a) See source text of the model solution

4. Remove the Fixed Point Arithmetic attribute in the program attributes. Test
your program. What do you observe?

a) The results are not correct, because the position of the decimal point was
only considered in the input and output, but not during calculation.

5. Set the Fixed Point Arithmetic attribute again. Observe what happens when you
change the data type of one of the data objects involved.

a) Which type of arithmetic used, and therefore the result as well, depend on
the data types.

Continued on next page
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Task 3:
Create a program with the name ZBC402_##_DATA_EX3. This program will test
the effect of the above arithmetic operations for floating point numbers. Follow the
instructions below:

1. Copy your program ZBC402_##_DATA_EX2 (or use the model solution from
the previous exercise, SAPBC402_DTSS_CALC_P) and give it the name
ZBC402_##_DATA_EX3.

a) Open the context menu for the object and copy it to the Object Navigator.

2. Change your program so that it performs the calculations with floating point
arithmetic.

a) See source text

3. What do you observe concerning the two parameters?

a) Input parameters with type f are not allowed.

Result

Calculating with Integers

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Report SAPBC402_DTSS_CALC_I *

*& *

*& solution for exercise *

*& calculate with data objects with type i *

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

REPORT sapbc402_dtss_calc_i.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

DATA:

gv_result TYPE i. " result variable

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

PARAMETERS:

pa_val1 TYPE i DEFAULT 5, " input variable 1

pa_val2 TYPE i DEFAULT 3. " input variable 2

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

Continued on next page
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START-OF-SELECTION.

WRITE: / text-001. " <-- ’calculate with integer data’

SKIP 1.

WRITE: / text-002, pa_val1,

/ text-003, pa_val2.

* (002) EN: ’operand 1 = ’

* (003) EN: ’operand 2 = ’

SKIP 2.

* addition: a + b

gv_result = pa_val1 + pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ + ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* subtraction: a - b

gv_result = pa_val1 - pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ - ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* division: a / b

gv_result = pa_val1 / pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ / ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* multiplication: a * b

gv_result = pa_val1 * pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ * ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* div

gv_result = pa_val1 DIV pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’div’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* mod

gv_result = pa_val1 MOD pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’mod’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* power

gv_result = pa_val1 ** pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’** ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

Continued on next page
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SKIP 1.

Calculating with Packed Numbers

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Report SAPBC402_DTSS_CALC_P *

*& *

*& solution for exercise 2: *

*& calculate with data objects with type p *

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

REPORT sapbc402_dtss_calc_p.

PARAMETERS:

pa_val1 TYPE p DECIMALS 2 DEFAULT 5, " input variable 1

pa_val2 TYPE p DECIMALS 3 DEFAULT 3. " input variable 2

DATA:

gv_result TYPE p DECIMALS 4. " result variable

START-OF-SELECTION.

WRITE: / text-001.

* (001) EN: ’calculate with packed data’

SKIP 1.

WRITE: / text-002, pa_val1,

/ text-003, pa_val2.

* (002) EN: ’operand 1 = ’

* (003) EN: ’operand 2 = ’

SKIP 2.

* addition: a + b

gv_result = pa_val1 + pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ + ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* subtraction: a - b

gv_result = pa_val1 - pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ - ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* division: a / b

Continued on next page
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gv_result = pa_val1 / pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ / ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* multiplication: a * b

gv_result = pa_val1 * pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ * ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* div

gv_result = pa_val1 DIV pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’div’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* mod

gv_result = pa_val1 MOD pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’mod’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* power

gv_result = pa_val1 ** pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’** ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

Calculating with Floating Point numbers

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Report SAPBC402_DTSS_CALC_F *

*& *

*& solution for exercise 3: *

*& calculate with data objects with type f *

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

REPORT sapbc402_dtss_calc_f.

PARAMETERS:

pa_val1 TYPE i DEFAULT 5, " input variable 1

pa_val2 TYPE i DEFAULT 3. " input variable 2

DATA:

gv_result TYPE f. " result variable

Continued on next page
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START-OF-SELECTION.

WRITE: / text-001.

* (001) EN: ’calculate with floating point data’

SKIP 1.

WRITE: / text-002, pa_val1,

/ text-003, pa_val2.

* (002) EN: ’operand 1 = ’

* (003) EN: ’operand 2 = ’

SKIP 2.

* addition: a + b

gv_result = pa_val1 + pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ + ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* subtraction: a - b

gv_result = pa_val1 - pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ - ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* division: a / b

gv_result = pa_val1 / pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ / ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* multiplication: a * b

gv_result = pa_val1 * pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ * ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

ULINE.

* div

gv_result = pa_val1 DIV pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ div ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.

* mod

gv_result = pa_val1 MOD pa_val2.

WRITE: / pa_val1, ’ mod ’, pa_val2, ’ = ’, gv_result.

SKIP 1.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� List the predefined ABAP types and generic types
� Classify the visibility and validity of data objects
� Understand and execute the operations on data objects, dependent on their data

type
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Lesson:
272

Using Structures
Lesson Duration: 20 Minutes

Lesson Overview
In this lesson, you will learn more about using structures � particularly nested or
deep structures. We will also discuss the importance of the Unicode check when
working with structures.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Define program-local structure types and structures
� Differentiate and use nested, flat, and deep structures.
� Use named includes
� Implement Unicode-compatible value assignments between structures

This lesson deals primarily with the more complex structures. It is important that the
participants can tell the difference between nested structures and deep structures.
In particular, you should emphasize the more stringent rules that apply to using
non-compatible type structures under Unicode.

Business Example
Mr. Jones is a software developer at a major corporation that develops proprietary
business applications in ABAP. He has to deal with complex data constructs in a new
application, and uses complex structure types and structures in his application as
a result.
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Definition of Structures

Figure 133: Definition of Structures

Like elementary data objects, there are two ways to declare structures: Either first
use the TYPES statement to explicitly define a structure type to which the DATA
statement refers, or construct the data type implicitly in the DATA statement.

When you define the structure type, you list the definitions of the components
between BEGIN OF <structure_name> and END OF <structure_name>;
<structure_name> is the name of either the structure type or the structure itself.

You address components of structures using <structure_name>-<comp_name>.

Hint: While it is possible to use hyphens in names of data objects outside of
ABAP Objects, we strongly recommended against doing so, to improve the
readability of your programs.

Nested and Deep Structures
You can define nested structures of any depth by assigning a structure type to a
component within a structure type. You address the components in the substructure
using an appropriate concatenation of the component names (for example,
<structure_name>-<substruct_name>-<comp_name>).
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Figure 134: Definition of Nested Structures

A deep structure is a structure in which at least one component has a dynamic type,
which can be an elementary data object with variable length (type string or xstring), a
reference to another data object, or an internal table. If a structure does not contain
any components of these types, it is called a flat structure.

Hint: The differentiation between deep and flat structures is independent of
whether a structure is nested or not. A structure can be nested, yet still flat.
The only condition is that none of the nesting levels contains one of the types
described above.

There are constraints on how deep structures can be used. For instance, you cannot
use a deep structure as a whole in the INTO clause of a SELECT statement (instead,
each component must be listed separately). For more information, refer to SAP Note
176336.

Named Includes
Nested structures cannot be used in some cases � for example, to display data in
the SAP List Viewer or in the table control. In situations like these, you may still
want to group parts of the structure and address it as a whole. You can use named
includes to do so.
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Figure 135: Use of Named Includes

As an alternative to the INCLUDE TYPE statement, which expects a structure type
to follow, you can also use the INCLUDE STRUCTURE statement, in which you can
refer to a structure (data object).

You can address the substructure as a whole with the include name,
<structure_name>-<include_name> . There are two ways to
address the individual components of the substructure: Either directly
(<structure_name>-<comp_name>) or by specifying the include name
(<structure_name>-<include_name>-<comp_name>). Although the
object is accessed as if it were a nested structure in the second case, it is not
technically nested.

If naming conflicts occur - for example, if you want to include the same substructure
twice - you can append a suffix to the component names using RENAMING. For further
information, refer to the keyword documentation for the INCLUDE TYPE statement.
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Value Assignment for Structures

Figure 136: Value Assignment Using Compatibly Typed Structures

If you want to assign the contents of structures to other structures, they should be
of the same type wherever possible, so the system does not have to convert values
automatically before assigning them. The same applies to substructures. If the
components of two structures are type compatible, but their component names are
different, these two structures are still compatibly typed as a whole.

If the Unicode check is inactive, value assignment between any incompatible
structures is possible, as long as both structures are flat (that is, do not contain any
variable-length components. Value assignment between incompatible structures
is highly restricted under Unicode. For further information, refer to the online
documentation.

Caution: Because assignment between incompatibly-typed structures is
extremely error-prone, we advise against doing so even if the Unicode check
permits assignment in an individual case. The only exception is assignments
between flat, purely character-type structures.

The contents of a deep structure can generally only be assigned to a compatibly-typed
structure.
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Figure 137: Assigning Values to Identically Named Structure Components

You can use the MOVE-CORRESPONDING statement to copy the contents of a source
structure to the target structure by component. The system then copies each source
field to the target field with the same name. The conversion rules for elementary
data objects then apply.

Hint: Note that the system only searches for identically-named components,
but does not check whether these identically-named components are also
compatibly typed. This can be useful, but there are dangers involved.
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279 Exercise 13: Basic ABAP Statements and
String Processing
Exercise Duration: 60 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Define local program structure types
� Define elementary and complex data objects
� Split strings
� Use conversion rules
� Display the contents of data objects in lists

Business Example
In a sequential file records are available as long character strings. You want to extract
these records and process them further in an appropriate format.

For simplicity�s sake, the data in our exercise is provided by a function module to
be called by the application you are developing. In practice, this module actually
could read this data from a sequential file, which in turn might be generated by an
external system.

We will limit the further processing of our data to outputting it in a list. In practice,
you would probably write the data to the SAP system database.

In this exercise, we want to implement the first step for string processing. You will
write a program that accepts the string, splits it into its components, and outputs
them in structured form.

System Data
System: Will be assigned
Client: Will be assigned
User ID: Will be assigned
Password: Will be assigned
Set up instructions: No special settings required in the standard training system
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Task 1:
Copy the reference program.

1. Copy template SAPBC402_DTST_TEMPLATE

Program name ZBC402_##_DATA_SET

Task 2:
Read the string containing the data you will be extracting into a data object in your
program. Use the function module BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING. Follow the
instructions below:

1. Familiarize yourself with the interface of function module
BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING. This function module uses interface
parameters to generate a string from the data in a database table. You can use the
interface to affect the function module�s behaviour:

Interface Parameters of the Function Module
The number of table entries to be read to
make up the string

im_number

The name of the table to read im_table_name

The separator for each individual field in
the record

im_separator

Whether duplicate records are allowed im_unique

Hint: Do not change the import parameters of the function module; use
the default values for all the import parameters.

The function module uses the (#) separator to separate the fields of a
record. Each record itself is then separated by a double separator.

2. Define a data object (suggested name: gv_datastring; data type string) in which
your program receives the string from the function module.

3. Call function module BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING in processing block
START-OF-SELECTION. Use the default value for each IMPORT parameter.
If the function module raises an exception, your program should return
termination message 038 from message class BC402.

Continued on next page
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Task 3:
In the first step, divide the string into its (field) components. Use a structure consisting
of character fields. Each field of the structure must be the same length as the
corresponding component in the structure.

1. Familiarize yourself with the string structure. Use the Debugger to do this or
display your string in a list (WRITE ...), or do both.

Hint: The string contains a record with flight data.

2. Define (a) a structure type (suggested name: ty_s_flight_c) and (b) a structure
(suggested name: gs_flight_c) based on ty_s_flight_c. The structure type should
contain the following components:

Components of the Structure
Component name Type Length
mandt c 3
carrid c 3
connid n 4
fldate n 8
price c 20
currency c 5
planetype c 10
seatsmax n 10
seatsocc n 10
paymentsum c 22
seatsmax_b n 10
seatsocc_b n 10
seatsmax_f n 10
seatsocc_f n 10

Why does the price component have to have type c?

Continued on next page
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3. When you analyzed the string, you should have observed that the record that is
to be filtered from the string is enclosed by separators. You need an auxiliary
variable to split the string for the record (without the enclosing separators).

Define it now (suggested name: gv_set_string) with data type string.

4. First, get rid of the two separators from the string. Then copy the data record
(from the first component to the double separator) to your auxiliary variable
gv_set_string. Then split the contents of this auxiliary variable, using the
separator, and store it in your structure gs_flight_c..

Hint: Use the string operations SHIFT, SEARCH, and SPLIT. Find
out more about the exact syntax of these statements in the relevant
keyword documentation (select the keyword and choose F1). Bear in
mind that you can also access components in a string using offset/length
addressing in the MOVE statement. Use the system field sy-fdpos
to do this.

5. Output the fields of your structure, gs_sflight_c, in a list.

Task 4:
In the list output you created above, you should have observed that the program
displayed some of the fields without formatting, for example, the PRICE field. You
will change this in the next step.

To do this, convert the data you have extracted by copying it to data objects with
suitable types. Again, create the target fields as components of a structure. Ignore the
client and payment sum in the following section of the exercise. Follow the detailed
instructions below:

Hint: The type of a target field determines its display format. If you assign a
source field to a target field of a different type, the runtime system converts it.

1. Define a structure type (suggested name: ty_s_flight) and a structure (suggested
name: gs_flight) based on ty_s_flight.

The structure type should consist of the following components:

Continued on next page
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Components of the Structure Type
Component name Type Length Decimal places
carrid c 3
connid n 4
fldate d predefined
price p 9 2
currency c 5
planetype c 10
seatsmax i predefined
seatsocc i predefined

2. Copy the identically-named components of the character structure gs_flight_c to
the fields of structure gs_flight. Note the conversion rule used by the system for
the price component.

3. Output the contents of structure gs_flight in a list. Use the appropriate formatting
options for the WRITE statement for the fldate and price components.

4. Optional: If you did not use the template, you should create a list header now
(menu path: System �> List �> List Header). Use the list design from the model
solution SAPBC402_DTSS_DATA_SET as a guide.
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Solution 13: Basic ABAP Statements and
String Processing
Task 1:
Copy the reference program.

1. Copy template SAPBC402_DTST_TEMPLATE

Program name ZBC402_##_DATA_SET

a) Copy the program in the Object Navigator as usual.

Task 2:
Read the string containing the data you will be extracting into a data object in your
program. Use the function module BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING. Follow the
instructions below:

1. Familiarize yourself with the interface of function module
BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING. This function module uses interface
parameters to generate a string from the data in a database table. You can use the
interface to affect the function module�s behaviour:

Interface Parameters of the Function Module
The number of table entries to be read to
make up the string

im_number

The name of the table to read im_table_name

The separator for each individual field in
the record

im_separator

Whether duplicate records are allowed im_unique

Hint: Do not change the import parameters of the function module; use
the default values for all the import parameters.

The function module uses the (#) separator to separate the fields of a
record. Each record itself is then separated by a double separator.

a) Test the function module in the test environment.

Continued on next page
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2. Define a data object (suggested name: gv_datastring; data type string) in which
your program receives the string from the function module.

a) See source text

3. Call function module BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING in processing block
START-OF-SELECTION. Use the default value for each IMPORT parameter.
If the function module raises an exception, your program should return
termination message 038 from message class BC402.

a) See source text

Task 3:
In the first step, divide the string into its (field) components. Use a structure consisting
of character fields. Each field of the structure must be the same length as the
corresponding component in the structure.

1. Familiarize yourself with the string structure. Use the Debugger to do this or
display your string in a list (WRITE ...), or do both.

Hint: The string contains a record with flight data.

a) Start the Debugger from the context menu of the program, in the object list.

2. Define (a) a structure type (suggested name: ty_s_flight_c) and (b) a structure
(suggested name: gs_flight_c) based on ty_s_flight_c. The structure type should
contain the following components:

Components of the Structure
Component name Type Length
mandt c 3
carrid c 3
connid n 4
fldate n 8
price c 20
currency c 5
planetype c 10
seatsmax n 10

Continued on next page
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seatsocc n 10
paymentsum c 22
seatsmax_b n 10
seatsocc_b n 10
seatsmax_f n 10
seatsocc_f n 10

Why does the price component have to have type c?

a) See source text

3. When you analyzed the string, you should have observed that the record that is
to be filtered from the string is enclosed by separators. You need an auxiliary
variable to split the string for the record (without the enclosing separators).

Define it now (suggested name: gv_set_string) with data type string.

a) See source text

4. First, get rid of the two separators from the string. Then copy the data record
(from the first component to the double separator) to your auxiliary variable
gv_set_string. Then split the contents of this auxiliary variable, using the
separator, and store it in your structure gs_flight_c..

Hint: Use the string operations SHIFT, SEARCH, and SPLIT. Find
out more about the exact syntax of these statements in the relevant
keyword documentation (select the keyword and choose F1). Bear in
mind that you can also access components in a string using offset/length
addressing in the MOVE statement. Use the system field sy-fdpos
to do this.

a) See source text

5. Output the fields of your structure, gs_sflight_c, in a list.

a) See source text

Continued on next page
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Task 4:
In the list output you created above, you should have observed that the program
displayed some of the fields without formatting, for example, the PRICE field. You
will change this in the next step.

To do this, convert the data you have extracted by copying it to data objects with
suitable types. Again, create the target fields as components of a structure. Ignore the
client and payment sum in the following section of the exercise. Follow the detailed
instructions below:

Hint: The type of a target field determines its display format. If you assign a
source field to a target field of a different type, the runtime system converts it.

1. Define a structure type (suggested name: ty_s_flight) and a structure (suggested
name: gs_flight) based on ty_s_flight.

The structure type should consist of the following components:

Components of the Structure Type
Component name Type Length Decimal places
carrid c 3
connid n 4
fldate d predefined
price p 9 2
currency c 5
planetype c 10
seatsmax i predefined
seatsocc i predefined

a) See source text

2. Copy the identically-named components of the character structure gs_flight_c to
the fields of structure gs_flight. Note the conversion rule used by the system for
the price component.

a) See source text

Continued on next page
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3. Output the contents of structure gs_flight in a list. Use the appropriate formatting
options for the WRITE statement for the fldate and price components.

a) See source text

4. Optional: If you did not use the template, you should create a list header now
(menu path: System �> List �> List Header). Use the list design from the model
solution SAPBC402_DTSS_DATA_SET as a guide.

a) See model solution

Result

Solution: String Processing

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Report SAPBC402_DTSS_DATA_SET *

*& *

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& solution of exercise 1: ABAP Statements and String processing *

*& *

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

REPORT sapbc402_dtss_data_set.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

TYPES:

BEGIN OF ty_s_flight_c,

mandt(3) TYPE c,

carrid(3) TYPE c,

connid(4) TYPE n,

fldate(8) TYPE n,

price(20) TYPE c,

currency(5) TYPE c,

planetype(10) TYPE c,

seatsmax(10) TYPE n,

seatsocc(10) TYPE n,

paymentsum(22) TYPE c,

seatsmax_b(10) TYPE n,

seatsocc_b(10) TYPE n,

seatsmax_f(10) TYPE n,

seatsocc_f(10) TYPE n,

Continued on next page
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END OF ty_s_flight_c,

BEGIN OF ty_s_flight,

carrid(3) TYPE c,

connid(4) TYPE n,

fldate TYPE d,

price(9) TYPE p DECIMALS 2,

currency(5) TYPE c,

planetype(10) TYPE c,

seatsmax TYPE i,

seatsocc TYPE i,

END OF ty_s_flight.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

DATA:

gv_datastring TYPE string,

gv_set_string TYPE string,

gs_flight_c TYPE ty_s_flight_c,

gs_flight TYPE ty_s_flight.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

START-OF-SELECTION.

CALL FUNCTION ’BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING’

* EXPORTING

* im_number = ’1’

* im_table_name = ’SFLIGHT’

* im_separator = ’#’

* im_unique = ’X’

IMPORTING

ex_string = gv_datastring

EXCEPTIONS

no_data = 1

OTHERS = 2.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

MESSAGE a038(bc402).

ENDIF.

* test:

* WRITE datastring.

***

Continued on next page
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SHIFT gv_datastring BY 2 PLACES.

SEARCH gv_datastring FOR ’##’.

IF sy-subrc = 0.

gv_set_string = gv_datastring(sy-fdpos).

ENDIF.

* test:

* WRITE: / set_string.

***

SPLIT gv_set_string AT ’#’ INTO

gs_flight_c-mandt

gs_flight_c-carrid

gs_flight_c-connid

gs_flight_c-fldate

gs_flight_c-price

gs_flight_c-currency

gs_flight_c-planetype

gs_flight_c-seatsmax

gs_flight_c-seatsocc

gs_flight_c-paymentsum.

* test:

* WRITE: /

* gs_flight_c-mandt,

* gs_flight_c-carrid,

* gs_flight_c-connid,

* gs_flight_c-fldate,

* gs_flight_c-price,

* gs_flight_c-currency,

* gs_flight_c-planetype,

* gs_flight_c-seatsmax,

* gs_flight_c-seatsocc,

* gs_flight_c-paymentsum.

***

MOVE-CORRESPONDING gs_flight_c TO gs_flight.

WRITE: /

gs_flight-carrid,

gs_flight-connid,

gs_flight-fldate DD/MM/YYYY,

Continued on next page
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gs_flight-price CURRENCY gs_flight-currency,

gs_flight-currency,

gs_flight-planetype,

gs_flight-seatsmax,

gs_flight-seatsocc.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Define program-local structure types and structures
� Differentiate and use nested, flat, and deep structures.
� Use named includes
� Implement Unicode-compatible value assignments between structures
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Lesson:
293

Using Internal Tables
Lesson Duration: 120 Minutes

Lesson Overview
In the previous lesson, we learned the syntax for defining internal tables. We will now
learn how to process them. We will be examining the runtime aspects in particular.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Categorize operations on internal tables
� Identify the different table kinds and use them as appropriate for different

situations

This section of the Internal Tables unit is by far the more important one. The
information from the start of the last lesson can be applied here.

Business Example
An international corporation is developing a new ABAP add-on product. Mr. Jones
is responsible for developing an ABAP application. He knows that data in this
business application is processed primarily by using internal tables. He also knows
that different kinds of internal tables are available for different potential uses, and
that using the correct table type can have a favorable effect on the runtime. He can
significantly improve the runtime of the application by using operations specifically
on internal tables.

Internal Table Operations
The next section contains a detailed list of the syntax available for managing records
in internal tables. In the list, we will differentiate between key accesses and index
accesses for each statement.

To keep the syntax pattern simple, we will first assume that the internal table involved
does not have a header line, and that a line-compatible work area is used for the data
exchange. Access using field symbols will be covered separately, later on.
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Adding Lines by Key Access

Figure 138: Insert by Key Access

The statements for inserting lines described below can be applied to all three table
kinds. The technical implementation of the statements varies slightly according to
the table kind:

Standard table
The record is appended to the table � that is, the statement has the exact same
effect as the APPEND statement.

Sorted table
If the key is unique, the line is inserted in ascending sort order, in accordance
with the key definition. If the key is non-unique, the entry is inserted before the
first (if any) entry with the same key.

Hashed table
The record is inserted and an entry is made in the hash index.

If a unique key is used and the table already contains the record, it is not inserted.
Instead, the return code (SY-SUBRC) is set to 4.

After a successful insert in an index table, system field SY-TABIX is set to the insert
position.

You can only use the COLLECT statement with internal tables whose non-key fields
are all numeric (type I, P, or F). The statement adds the work area to an internal entry
with the same type or, if there is none, adds a new entry to the table. It searches for the
entry according to the table kind and defined key. If it finds an entry in the table, it
adds all numeric fields that are not part of the key to the existing fields of this entry. If
not, the contents of the work area are added as a new table entry.
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If necessary, you can analyze program SAPBC402_TABD_COLLECT in detail and
then run it.

Adding Lines by Index Access

Figure 139: Append, Insert by Index Access

If you specify an index when inserting that exceeds the current line number by more
than one, the record is not inserted. Instead, the return code (SY-SUBRC) is set to 4.

Within a loop, the INSERT statement adds the data record before the current record in
the table.

Hint: If you want to insert a set of lines from an internal table into another
index table, you should use the INSERT LINES OF variant instead.

Caution: When you use sorted tables, you are responsible for ensuring that
the statements listed above do not disrupt the sort sequence. For this reason,
we recommend using index access only for standard tables.

The following statement is a simple way to create a ranked list:
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APPEND wa INTO rank_itab SORTED BY f.

In this statement, the record in work area wa is appended to ranked list rank_itab
in descending order. The ranked list may not be longer than the specified initial size
(INITIAL SIZE), and the work area must satisfy sort criterion f.

Caution: This may cause another record to be removed from the ranked list.
Therefore, in contrast to the other cases, the INITIAL SIZE addition fixes
the length of the internal table here.

Changing Content by Key Access

Figure 140: Change and Deletion by Key Access

If you use the FROM wa variants for the key accesses described here, the key fields
must be filled in the work area.

If no line is found for the key specification or logical condition, nothing is changed or
deleted. Instead, the return code (SY-SUBRC) is set to 4.

The TRANSPORTING addition enables you to restrict the data transport to selected
fields.
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You can program almost any logical expression after WHERE. The only restriction
is that the first field in each comparison must be a component of the line structure
(see the corresponding Open SQL statements). You can also pass component names
dynamically.

The following statement is a simple way to delete duplicates:

DELETE ADJACENT DUPLICATES FROM itab
[ COMPARING {f_1 .. f_n} | ALL FIELDS } ] .

When this statement encounters adjacent lines with identical key fields, it deletes
all of them but one. You can use the COMPARING addition to cancel the exclusive
comparison of the key fields. If you also use SORT to sort by the requested fields
beforehand, this guarantees that the table will only contain unique records, as
intended.

Changing Content by Index Access

Figure 141: Change and Deletion with Index Access

The statements listed here can be used freely with both standard and sorted tables.
They cannot be used with hashed tables, however.

If you specify an index when changing or deleting that exceeds the current line, the
record is not changed or deleted. Instead, the return code (SY-SUBRC) is set to 4.

When you change a single line, you can specify the fields that you want to change
using the TRANSPORTING addition.
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Within a loop, the MODIFY statement changes the current data record.

Hint: If you want to delete several lines of an index table, we recommend
using the variants
DELETE itab FROM .. TO .. or
WHERE .. instead of a loop.

Deleting an Internal Table
If you want to delete the entire contents of an internal table, use one of the following
statements:

REFRESH

Removes all records, but reserves the previously used working memory for new
inserts, provided the system does not need it for other purposes.

CLEAR

As long as internal tables with header lines are not used (more about this later),
the CLEAR statement is equivalent to the REFRESH statement.

FREE

Removes all records and releases the previously used working memory. If
records are added again later, new memory is allocated by the system.

Sorting Internal Tables

Figure 142: Sorting Standard Tables and Hashed Tables

In its default form, the SORT statement sorts items in ascending order. Therefore, the
ASCENDING addition is optional. To sort in descending order, use the DESCENDING
addition. You can use it � along with the AS TEXT addition � independently for each
sort criterion (c1 to cn).

The STABLE addition creates a �stable� sort sequence � that is, the relative sequence
of records whose sort key does not differ remains unchanged by the sort operation.
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If you use the AS TEXT addition, the alphabetical sort sequence is selected for the
specific cultural group � for example, the sorting is not case-sensitive.

Be sure to emphasize these last two additions. They are both usually relevant for
the participants.

Reading a Single Record by Key Access

Figure 143: Read by Key Access

To read individual data records using the first variant, all fields of work area WA_1
that are key fields of table ITAB must be filled. The same data object can also be
used for WA_1 and WA_2.

If you use the WITH TABLE KEY addition in the second variant, you must also
specify the key fully. Otherwise, the system searches according to the sequence of
fields that you have specified, using a binary search where possible.

Hint: You can also use the BINARY SEARCH addition to implement a
binary search of standard tables.

Caution: In this case, you must sort the table by the corresponding fields
first. Otherwise, the record may not be found, even if it is contained in the
internal table.

If duplicates exist for your search criterion, the first found record is returned (which is
not necessarily the first record in the current sort sequence!).

After a successful search, the total number of table lines is saved in system field
SY-TFILL and the line length in system field SY-TLENG.
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After a successful search in an index table, system field SY-TABIX is set to the
position of the found item.

The COMPARING addition lets you compare the field contents of the found record
with those in the work area for equality.

Caution: If the search is successful but the field contents differ, the return
code (SY-SUBRC) is set to 2.

The TRANSPORTING addition enables you to restrict the data transport to selected
fields.

Instead of the target clause
INTO wa [ COMPARING ] [ TRANSPORTING ], you can also use
TRANSPORTING NO FIELDS. In this case, no data is transported at all. As such,
this variant can be useful for existence checks.

Alternatively, you can use ASSIGNING <fs_line> or REFERENCE INTO
ref_line for data access using field symbols and references, respectively. These
options will be discussed in more detail later below.

Reading a Single Record by Index Access

Figure 144: Read Single Record by Index Access

The statement listed here can be used freely with both standard and sorted tables. It
cannot be used with hashed tables, however. The specified additions and their return
codes have the same effects as described above.

If you specify an index when changing or deleting that exceeds the maximum line, no
record is read. Instead, the return code (SY-SUBRC) is set to 4.
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Loop Processing by Key Access

Figure 145: Loop Processing by Key Access

In a LOOP structure, the statements within the loop are applied to each data record in
turn. The INTO addition copies entries one at a time into the work area.

The system places the index of the current loop pass in the system field SY-TABIX.
After the loop is exited, SY-TABIX has the same value as before the loop was entered.

Caution: Inserting and deleting lines within a loop affects the subsequent
loop passes.

Following the WHERE statement, you can specify nearly any logical condition for the
selected sets, as described above. If none of the records satisfy this condition, nothing
is read. Instead, the return code (SY-SUBRC) is set to 4.

Instead of the target clause INTO wa, you can also use TRANSPORTING NO
FIELDS. In this case, no data is transported at all. As such, this variant can be useful
for existence checks and counts.

Alternatively, you can use ASSIGNING <fs_line> or REFERENCE INTO
ref_line for data access using field symbols and references, respectively. These
options will be discussed in more detail later below.

Hint: You can use the AT NEW ... ENDAT statement to implement control
level processing within loops over internal tables. For more information, refer
to the SAP Library or the ABAP keyword documentation for keyword AT.
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Loop Processing by Index Access

Figure 146: Loop Processing by Index Access

The statement listed here can be used freely with both standard and sorted tables. It
cannot be used with hashed tables, however. You can use any combination of FROM
(for the start index), TO (for the stop index), and the WHERE clause to flexibly limit
the selected set.

If you specify an index after FROM that exceeds the maximum line, the record is not
read. Instead, the return code (SY-SUBRC) is set to 4.

The specified additions for the keyword and return codes have the same effects
as described above.

Internal Tables with a Header Line

Figure 147: Comparison: Internal Tables With/Without Header Line
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You can define internal tables either with (addition WITH HEADER LINE) or
without header line. An internal table with header line consists of a work area (header
line) and the actual table body. You address both objects using the same name.

The way in which the system interprets the name depends on the context. For
example, the name stands for the header line in MOVE and CLEAR, but for the body in
SEARCH and REFRESH. To avoid confusion, we recommend using internal tables
without header lines. This is particularly important when you use nested tables.

However, internal tables with header line do offer a shorter syntax in several statements
(APPEND, INSERT, MODIFY, COLLECT, DELETE, READ, and LOOP AT).

Within object-oriented contexts, however you can only use internal table without
a header line.

You can always address the body of an internal table itab explicitly by using the
following syntax: itab[]. This syntax is always valid, whether the internal table
has a header line or not.

Example of Using Internal Tables with Header
Line

DATA itab1 TYPE TABLE OF i WITH HEADER LINE.

DATA itab2 LIKE itab1.

itab1 = itab2. " <- just the header line contents!

itab1[] = itab2[]. " <- just the table contents

CLEAR itab1. " <- just the header line contents!

CLEAR itab1[]. " <- just the table contents
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Summary

Figure 148: Basic Table Operations: Summary

Index access (APPEND, INSERT ... INDEX, LOOP AT ... FROM ... TO,
and so on) is possible for standard and sorted tables. You need to exercise caution
with INSERT and APPEND to sorted tables, however: If the sort sequence is violated
here, a runtime error will occur.

You can use the SORT statement to sort standard tables and hashed tables. Sorted
tables, in contrast, always remain sorted by their key; alternative sort sequences are
not possible.

You can use key access for any table kind, but its effect differs depending on which
type is involved. An INSERT with key has the same affect on standard tables as an
APPEND: The line is appended to the end of the table. In a sorted table, in contrast,
the record is inserted in accordance with the sort sequence. For a hashed table, the line
is appended, and the hash index is also updated internally.

As a rule, index access to an internal table is quickest. However, it sometimes makes
more sense to access data using key values. A unique key is only possible with sorted
and hashed tables. If you use key access exclusively, your program source code will
be independent of the table type, which will enable generic type specification and
simplify maintenance.
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At this point, we recommend conducting the exercise for defining and using a sorted
table with a unique key.

Using Field Symbols and References for and in Internal
Tables

This lesson does not contain a specific exercise for using field symbols. Nested
internal tables are used in the �Function Groups and Function Modules� unit of this
course. The participants will learn how to use field symbols there.

The pointer concept in ABAP has been enhanced continuously over several release
cycles. In the terminology, we now differentiate between field symbols, references,
and dereferenced references.

A reference is the address of a (data) object in the memory. Therefore, it is said to
�point� at the data object. These references are stored in reference variables.

In ABAP, references can only be copied, deleted, or dereferenced. In the latter case,
the system is informed that the program does not want to address the reference itself,
but instead the object to which the reference �points�. A specific dereferencing
operator exists for this purpose: ref->*.

Technically, field symbols are nothing other than reference variables that have already
been dereferenced. They exist alongside the reference variables (which were just
explained above) to ensure compatibility between releases, and employ different
syntax than reference variables.

When combined with internal tables, they open interesting new access options, which
we will now examine below.
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Figure 149: Using Field Symbols and References for Line Access

You can use one of the statements described above to �point� both field symbols and
references to individual lines in an internal table. This makes it possible to use these
field symbols or the dereferencing operator to access these records. Alternatively, you
can also use references to the records directly � for example, copy them to other
reference variables.

Hint: Field symbols and references continue to point to the assigned row even
after the internal table is re-sorted!

Unless there are compelling reasons to the contrary, you should always type the
field symbols and references using types that are compatible with the line type of
the internal table. Generic types are also possible within the context of dynamic
programming. Note, however, that you cannot use the CASTING addition here.
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Figure 150: Referencing during Read and Loop Processing

When you read a table line using READ TABLE or a series of table lines using LOOP
AT, you can assign the lines of the internal table to a field symbol using the addition
ASSIGNING <field_symbol>. The field symbol <field_symbol> then
points to the line that you assigned, allowing you to access it directly. Consequently,
the system does not have to copy the entry from the internal table to the work area
and back again.

However, there are also certain restrictions when you use this technique:

� You can only change the contents of key fields if the table is a standard table.
� You cannot reassign field symbols within the loop. The ASSIGN do TO

<fs_line> and UNASSIGN <fs_line> statements here will cause runtime
errors.

� The SUM statement is not allowed for control level processing.

Note: The SUM statement adds up all the numeric fields in the work area.

The same applies to the variant with REFERENCE INTO ref_name, which you
can use to �point� a reference to the lines.

This technique is particularly useful for accessing multiple table lines or nested tables
within a loop. Copying values to and from the work area in this kind of operation
is particularly runtime-intensive. These access techniques are also very useful for
dynamic programming.
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Figure 151: References to Inserted or Changed Single Lines

If you use one of the above three statements to exchange data with the internal
table through a work area, you can also use the optional additions ASSIGNING
<field_symbol> or REFERENCE INTO ref_name to �point� a field symbol
or reference to the processed line.

Even if the participants find the method of referencing a reference to be too exotic, it
is still essential that you discuss the table pattern and copying references in detail, as
this method represents a typical standard use of internal one-column tables.

Observations Regarding Runtime Requirements
You can achieve a major portion of the time savings simply by selecting the proper
table kind. To emphasize this aspect better, this section begins with an extremely
simplified description of hash management as it has been integrated in the runtime
system.
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Figure 152: Data Management with Hashed Tables

Access to a hashed table is implemented using a hash algorithm. Simplified, this
means that the data records are distributed randomly but evenly over a particular
memory area. The addresses are saved in a separate table, the hashed table. To
do this, a hash function uses the key data to calculate an address where the hashed
table entry can be found.

The function is not injective, that is, there can be two data records stored at a single
address. This is implemented internally as a chained list. Therefore, the system may
have to perform a sequential search within this type of area. However, the chained list
can only contain a maximum of two entries. If the same hash table address results
for a third new key, the system uses a changed hash function and rebuilds the entire
management area. The graphic illustrates the simplest case, in which only one record
is stored at each address.

If a single record read access is made with a fully specified key, the hash function
can instantly determine the address of the entry in the hashed table from the key, and
from there the address of the actual record.

Using a hash technique means that the access time no longer depends on the total
number of entries in the table. On the contrary, it is always very fast. Hash tables are
therefore particularly useful for large tables with which you use predominantly
read access.

Data records are not inserted into the table in a sorted order. Like with standard tables,
you can also use the SORT statement to implement a specific sort sequence. Sorting
the table can be useful if you later want to use a loop to access the table.

The above rules for using hashed tables are illustrated in the next diagram. Note,
however, that it includes all table types and all possible cases of single record read
access.
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Figure 153: Fully vs. Partially Qualified Key for Single Record Access

Whenever you want to read individual table lines by declaring a complete key, use
the READ TABLE ... WITH TABLE KEY statement (fastest single record access
by key). The runtime system supports this syntax variant especially for sorted and
hashed tables.

Note: The binary search algorithm is a standard information processing
procedure, and therefore should be familiar. It is described in most widespread
reference works, as well as in the Internet.

When a standard table is involved, the runtime system performs a sequential search.

The same applies if you have copied the values from all key fields of the entry to be
read into work area wa and then use READ TABLE itab FROM wa.

The READ TABLE ... WITH KEY syntax variant (read an entry according to
any condition) is executed by the runtime system for all table kinds via a sequential
search, unless one of the following cases applies:

If a sorted table is involved and the first n key fields (n is less than or equal to the
total number of key fields) are valuated gap-free with ’=’, a binary search will be
performed even if the search clause does not include the TABLE addition. Similarly,
the hash algorithm is used for hashed tables. This is only possible for completely
specified keys, however, due to the technical reasons described previously.
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If necessary, you can analyze program SAPBC402_TABD_COMPARE_READ_KEY
in detail and then run it.

Hint: When standard tables are involved, you can use the optional addition
BINARY SEARCH to force a binary search in this case as well.

Caution: If you do so, however, be sure to use a SORT to ensure that the
records are sorted according to the criteria that correspond to your search
clause. Otherwise, the record you are looking for may not be found, even if
it is contained in the internal table.

Figure 154: Mass Processing and Table Kinds

The runtime system generally processes LOOP statements with a WHERE clause by
performing a table scan � that is, by determining whether the condition in the WHERE
clause is true for each line in the table. This is also called a �table scan�. Sorted
tables are the only exception to this rule. In this case, the runtime system implements
runtime optimization through a binary search under the following condition:

In the WHERE clause, the first n key fields are specified ’=’ (no gaps), where n is less
than or equal to the number of all key fields. As a result, the loop is performed only on
the lines that fulfill the condition in the WHERE clause.
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Figure 155: Accessing Nested Tables with Field Symbols

Instead of a READ TABLE ... INTO statement, you can also use READ TABLE
... ASSIGNING or READ TABLE ... REFERENCE INTO. The latter will
give better runtime performance for pure read access with line widths of 1000 bytes
or more.

When you use field symbols or references, you have direct access to the referenced
line of the internal table. Therefore, you can modify the table contents directly, without
using the MODIFY statement. As a result, using field symbols or references will give
better runtime performance for change access with line widths of 100 bytes or more.

The same can be said of LOOP ... INTO in comparison to LOOP ...
ASSIGNING and LOOP ... REFERENCE INTO.

We highly recommend using field symbols or references with nested internal tables,
in particular: Because the entire inner internal table is copied when work areas are
used � as long as the TRANSPORTING addition is not used to prevent it � the runtime
savings will be proportional to the length of the inner internal table.

If necessary, you can analyze programs SAPBC402_TABD_COMPARE_READ,
SAPBC402_TABD_COMPARE_LOOP and/or SAPBC402_TABD_TABLE_PROPS
in detail and then run them.
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Figure 156: Partially Sequential Loop of Standard Tables

Summary
When you program a loop of a standard table according to a specific field criterion,
the runtime system will always perform a table scan.

The algorithm shown here can be used to program the runtime behavior of sorted
tables:

1. Sort the internal table according to the required search criterion in your loop.
2. Then determine the line number of the first line that satisfies the search criterion,

using a single record read access with the BINARY SEARCH addition.

Because the record itself is usually not relevant yet, we recommend using the
TRANSPORTING NO FIELDS addition.

3. Now program an index-controlled loop, beginning with the start line you just
determined.

If the desired control level is left, program the loop body to terminate the loop.

Caution: If a combination of start line and the original search criterion

(FROM startline WHERE cityfrom = ’FRANKFURT’)

is specified, the system would still process the �rest� of the internal
table, beginning with the start line.
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You can also use the following as an alternative termination criterion:

READ TABLE ... INTO ...

WITH KEY cityfrom = ’NEW YORK’

TRANSPORTING NO FIELDS

BINARY SEARCH.

endline = sy-tabix - 1.

So the loop could be controlled completely by the index:

LOOP AT ... INTO ...

FROM startline TO endline.

...

ENDLOOP.

Because the SORT and READ-TABLE statements require additional runtime, this
procedure is only �worthwhile� if the loop is executed for the same criterion several
times in sequence. The runtime savings would be nearly proportional to the length of
the internal table in this case.

Recommendations for Using the Three Table Kinds
As we mentioned in the last section, choosing the right table type can have an
enormous effect on your program�s runtime requirements. This cannot be the only
selection criterion, however. Firstly, you can often cut down runtime requirements
by using certain programming techniques (such as the BINARY SEARCH addition);
secondly, you will often be faced with other requirements or requests to choose a
specific table kind. The attributes of all three table types are summarized below, to
help you choose the best table kind for your applications.
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Standard table
We recommend using standard tables if you plan to access your data through an
index � that is, when the sequence of the records is important and when sorting
and uniqueness are not essential. Sorting and binary search are also available
when using a standard table, but you have to program these functions by hand.
Managing rankings is a typical example application.
Moreover, you will often have to use this table type in order to ensure
compatibility.

If necessary, you can analyze program SAPBC402_TABD_STANDARD in
detail and then run it.

Sorted table
When you choose to use a sorted table, it will normally be because you want to
define a unique key. If you decide you need to sort the table or access it using
a binary search, you can always program these functions by hand, like with
standard tables. While hashed tables also provide unique keys, new records are
always added to sorted tables in the appropriate sort sequence. Moreover, the
initial dataset is set up more quickly.
Overall, if a table contains relatively few entries but has to deal with many
changing accesses, a sorted table can deliver better performance than a hashed
table.
A typical area of use here is the preparation and execution of mass database
changes. The most efficient way of doing this is to create a local copy of the
dataset in the program, make the changes to the copy, and then write all of its
data back to the database table. When you are dealing with large amounts of
data, this method both saves runtime and reduces the load on the database server.
Since the internal table represents a database table in this case, you should use
a unique key to ensure the records are unique as well. Automatic sorting can
also bring further advantages.

If necessary, you can analyze program SAPBC402_TABD_SORTED in detail
and then run it.
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Hashed table
The hash algorithm calculates the address of an entry directly, based on the key.
This means that, with larger tables, the access time is reduced significantly
compared to a binary search.
In a loop, however, a hashed table always has to be searched completely (table
scan). Because the records are usually distributed without any sorting, a sorted
table might deliver better performance after all if you loop over the first part of
the key, or it could even make sense to sort the hashed table.
Therefore, using this table type only makes sense when you have to store large
amounts of data locally for mostly read access. At the same time, the key of
the hashed table has to be designed to enable unique access with the full key.
Accordingly, hashed tables are generally used for the following situations: To
buffer or compose large quantities of data from several different database tables
where Dictionary views or nested SELECT statements are not possible. (Open
SQL joins bypass the table buffer of the database interface anyway.)

If necessary, you can analyze program SAPBC402_TABD_HASHED in detail
and then run it.

Examples of Use
In conclusion we will examine a fully coded syntax example that demonstrates the
use of nested internal tables and access by field symbol:

In this example, the user should be able to enter a departure city, for which all possible
flights and connecting flights are then listed.
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Figure 157: Example Definition of Nested Tables for an Applied Example

We declare an inner table (COFL_LIST) and an outer table (TRAVEL_LIST) with
corresponding work areas. A further internal table (CONN_LIST) buffers all of the
flight connections and sorts them appropriately.

Note: In order to allow simple loop access using field symbols, the buffer
table and the inner internal table should have the same type. Furthermore,
we want to sort the flights by various criteria later on. Consequently, we are
using standard tables, not sorted tables.
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Figure 158: Example of Loop Processing with Field Symbols when Inserting
New Data

We also need to declare three field symbols with the line types of the internal tables.

First, the flights starting in the city entered in PA_START are assigned to field symbol
<FS_CONN>. We are only interested in the arrival city of each flight. This is the
first entry in a line of the outer table, TRAVEL_LIST. Before this can be entered
properly sorted, the inner table, WA_TRAVEL-COFL_LIST, must be filled with the
names of the cities that can be reached from it. To do this, the program looks for the
corresponding flight connections in an inner loop and appends them to the inner
internal table. The table is then sorted by fields CITYTO and CARRID.
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Figure 159: Example of Loop Processing with Field Symbols in Output

The output is performed in another nested loop of the outer and inner table.

In the control level processing used here, only new arrival cities are written to the list.

If necessary you can analyze function module BC402_FMDD_CONNECTION_LIST
and run it. Function modules are covered in more detail in the corresponding unit.

Alternatively, you can also analyze program SAPBC402_TABD_NESTED in detail
and run it.

At this point, we recommend performing the (optional) exercise on further data
processing with internal tables, to round out the unit.

This exercise was planned at the end of this lesson for methodological reasons,
and emphasizes loop processing, transferring data to a modularization unit, and the
associated requirements for selecting the data type.
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319 Exercise 14: Table Kinds
Exercise Duration: 30 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Select proper table kind for internal tables
� Process data using internal tables

Business Example
The string from the previous exercise in this lesson will now contain repeated records.

Enhance your program such that the records are held in internal tables in sorted form.
You want to move the duplicate records to a separate internal table.

System Data
System: Will be assigned
Client: Will be assigned
User ID: Will be assigned
Password: Will be assigned
Set up instructions: No special settings required in the standard training system

Task 1:
Copy the template. Make sure the string contains non-unique records.

1. Copy template: SAPBC402_TABS_SPLIT_ITAB or ZBC402_##_SPLIT_ITAB

Program name: ZBC402_##_TABKIND

(## stands for your two-digit group number.)

2. Activate your copy

Familiarize yourself with the existing functional scope of the program.

3. Use function module BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING to generate a string
with non-unique records. Set parameter IM_UNIQUE to constant SPACE.

Note: This will give you more records than originally specified.

4. Test the program.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
Use an internal table to buffer the structured records and adjust the list output
accordingly.

1. Define an internal table that is capable of recording the flight data sorted by
airline, flight number, and flight date (IT_FLIGHTS).

2. Append the separated records (the contents of structure WA_FLIGHT) to this
internal table (do not output them).

Hint: You can still use the output statements later.

Use the support of the return code (SY-SUBRC) in the INSERT statement to
find out whether a record appears in duplicate. To do so, you have to define the
key of your internal table appropriately.

3. Define another internal table to hold the duplicate records (suggested name:
IT_DOUBLES). Append the duplicate records to this internal table.

4. Output the contents of both internal tables in the list.
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Solution 14: Table Kinds
Task 1:
Copy the template. Make sure the string contains non-unique records.

1. Copy template: SAPBC402_TABS_SPLIT_ITAB or ZBC402_##_SPLIT_ITAB

Program name: ZBC402_##_TABKIND

(## stands for your two-digit group number.)

a) Carry out this step as usual.

Model solution: SAPBC402_TABS_TABKIND

2. Activate your copy

Familiarize yourself with the existing functional scope of the program.

a) Carry out this step as usual.

3. Use function module BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING to generate a string
with non-unique records. Set parameter IM_UNIQUE to constant SPACE.

Note: This will give you more records than originally specified.

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution

4. Test the program.

a) Carry out this step as usual.

Task 2:
Use an internal table to buffer the structured records and adjust the list output
accordingly.

1. Define an internal table that is capable of recording the flight data sorted by
airline, flight number, and flight date (IT_FLIGHTS).

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution

2. Append the separated records (the contents of structure WA_FLIGHT) to this
internal table (do not output them).

Hint: You can still use the output statements later.

Continued on next page
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Use the support of the return code (SY-SUBRC) in the INSERT statement to
find out whether a record appears in duplicate. To do so, you have to define the
key of your internal table appropriately.

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution

3. Define another internal table to hold the duplicate records (suggested name:
IT_DOUBLES). Append the duplicate records to this internal table.

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution

4. Output the contents of both internal tables in the list.

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution

Result
Source text excerpt:

SAPBC402_TABS_TABKIND

REPORT sapbc402_tabs_tabkind.

TYPES:

BEGIN OF st_flight_c,

mandt(3) TYPE c,

carrid(3) TYPE c,

connid(4) TYPE n,

fldate(8) TYPE n,

price(20) TYPE c,

currency(5) TYPE c,

planetype(10) TYPE c,

seatsmax(10) TYPE n,

seatsocc(10) TYPE n,

paymentsum(22) TYPE c,

seatsmax_b(10) TYPE n,

seatsocc_b(10) TYPE n,

seatsmax_f(10) TYPE n,

seatsocc_f(10) TYPE n,

END OF st_flight_c,

BEGIN OF st_flight,

carrid(3) TYPE c,

Continued on next page
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connid(4) TYPE n,

fldate TYPE d,

price(9) TYPE p DECIMALS 2,

currency(5) TYPE c,

planetype(10) TYPE c,

seatsmax TYPE i,

seatsocc TYPE i,

END OF st_flight.

CONSTANTS c_number TYPE i VALUE 30.

DATA:

datastring TYPE string,

set_string TYPE string,

wa_flight_c TYPE st_flight_c,

wa_flight TYPE st_flight.

DATA:

it_sets TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF string

WITH NON-UNIQUE DEFAULT KEY

INITIAL SIZE c_number,

it_flights TYPE SORTED TABLE OF st_flight

WITH UNIQUE KEY carrid connid fldate

INITIAL SIZE c_number,

it_doubles TYPE SORTED TABLE OF st_flight

WITH NON-UNIQUE KEY carrid connid fldate

INITIAL SIZE c_number.

START-OF-SELECTION.

CALL FUNCTION ’BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING’

EXPORTING

im_number = c_number

* IM_TABLE_NAME = ’SFLIGHT’

* IM_SEPARATOR = ’#’

Continued on next page
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im_unique = space

IMPORTING

ex_string = datastring

EXCEPTIONS

no_data = 1

OTHERS = 2.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

MESSAGE a038(bc401).

ENDIF.

SHIFT datastring BY 2 PLACES IN CHARACTER MODE.

FIND ’##’ IN datastring.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

MESSAGE a702(bc401).

ENDIF.

SPLIT datastring AT ’##’ INTO TABLE it_sets.

LOOP AT it_sets INTO set_string.

SPLIT set_string AT ’#’ INTO

wa_flight_c-mandt

wa_flight_c-carrid

wa_flight_c-connid

wa_flight_c-fldate

wa_flight_c-price

wa_flight_c-currency

wa_flight_c-planetype

wa_flight_c-seatsmax

wa_flight_c-seatsocc

wa_flight_c-paymentsum.

MOVE-CORRESPONDING wa_flight_c TO wa_flight.

INSERT wa_flight INTO TABLE it_flights.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

INSERT wa_flight INTO TABLE it_doubles.

ENDIF.

ENDLOOP.

Continued on next page
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* output:

*********

LOOP AT it_flights INTO wa_flight.

WRITE: /

wa_flight-carrid,

wa_flight-connid,

wa_flight-fldate DD/MM/YYYY,

wa_flight-price CURRENCY wa_flight-currency,

wa_flight-currency,

wa_flight-planetype,

wa_flight-seatsmax,

wa_flight-seatsocc.

ENDLOOP.

SKIP.

WRITE: / ’doppelte Datensätze:’(dob) COLOR COL_HEADING.

LOOP AT it_doubles INTO wa_flight.

WRITE: /

wa_flight-carrid,

wa_flight-connid,

wa_flight-fldate DD/MM/YYYY,

wa_flight-price CURRENCY wa_flight-currency,

wa_flight-currency,

wa_flight-planetype,

wa_flight-seatsmax,

wa_flight-seatsocc.

ENDLOOP.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Categorize operations on internal tables
� Identify the different table kinds and use them as appropriate for different

situations
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� List the predefined ABAP types and generic types
� Classify the visibility and validity of data objects
� Understand and execute the operations on data objects, dependent on their data

type
� Define program-local structure types and structures
� Differentiate and use nested, flat, and deep structures.
� Use named includes
� Implement Unicode-compatible value assignments between structures
� Categorize operations on internal tables
� Identify the different table kinds and use them as appropriate for different

situations
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329 Analysis Tools for Programs

In this unit, please do not perform any exercises as you may not have sufficient
time towards the end of the week. Participants can, however, perform all exercises
in their own time.

Unit Overview
This unit introduces that most important analysis tools, after the debugger, used by
ABAP developers. The debugger has already been covered in unit �Basics ABAP
Language Elements�.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Plan correctness of your ABAP programs
� Illustrate how to improve the maintainability of ABAP coding
� Analyze programs using the Code Inspector
� Describe the most important properties of the Code Inspector
� Define inspections
� Use the runtime analysis to measure the runtime and improve the performance of

ABAP programs

Unit Contents
Lesson: Assertions and Breakpoints .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .370

Exercise 15: Assertions and Breakpoints ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .379
Lesson: The Code Inspector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .386

Exercise 16: The Code Inspector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .393
Lesson: Runtime Analysis ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .398

Exercise 17: Using the Runtime Analysis ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .405
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Lesson:
330

Assertions and Breakpoints
Lesson Duration: 40 Minutes

Lesson Overview
In SAP Web AS 6.40 and later, the (unconditional) breakpoints have been supplemented
with conditional assertions, which you will learn about in this lesson. You will also
learn how to group breakpoints and assertions, to activate and deactivate them together.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Plan correctness of your ABAP programs
� Illustrate how to improve the maintainability of ABAP coding

The testing of programs is an elementary requirement. Breakpoints can be used to
test programs for correctness. When a breakpoint is encountered, program execution
pauses, and the Debugger is started. You should briefly review the different types of
breakpoints here (including user-specific breakpoints).

Assertions as plausibility checks (positions in a program where a certain condition
must be met) are new. Discuss the benefits of this statement.

Activatable breakpoints and assertions are another new feature. Introduce transaction
SAAB in this context and discuss the benefits of this technique for quality assurance.

Business Example
Your company is implementing a major ABAP development project. You are a
member of the project team and are responsible for developing a reliable ABAP
application. To ensure your ABAP application responds correctly, you use assertions
and breakpoints to test it, giving your application the maximum possible stability.

Checkpoints
Checkpoints define places in a program where the program state can be tested during
execution.

You are surely familiar with the BREAK-POINT statement, which represents an
unconditional checkpoint, as the program flow is unconditionally interrupted at this
point in the program and the Debugger is entered.
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Assertions are another form of checkpoint, which you can use to implement
conditional checkpoints in your programs in SAP Web AS 6.20 and later. An assertion
checks whether a defined condition is fulfilled. If not, the system reacts accordingly.

Checkpoints are either conditional or unconditional. Conditional checkpoints are
implemented as assertions (in Release 6.20 and later), while unconditional checkpoints
are implemented as breakpoints. Both assertions and breakpoints can be activated
and deactivated from outside the program (in Release 6.20 and later; see below) by
assigning them to a checkpoint group.

The ASSERT and BREAK-POINT statements for defining checkpoints do not have
any effect on the program operation; they are used exclusively for test purposes.

Breakpoints
In addition to executing an ABAP program directly in the Debugger, you can also
set one or more breakpoints in the program to launch the Debugger automatically.
Breakpoints are places in the program that instruct the ABAP runtime processor to
interrupt program execution at a specific place in the source text. The Debugger is not
activated until one of these positions is reached. If you want to set a static breakpoint,
use ABAP keyword BREAK-POINT. Set the breakpoint in the line where you want
to interrupt the program.

Figure 160: Breakpoint Statement: Syntax and Benefits

When you start the program, the ABAP processor interrupts it when it reaches the
breakpoint. To make it easier to identify the breakpoints, you can number them �
for example, BREAK-POINT 1 and BREAK-POINT 2. Static breakpoints without
specification of a user name are always user independent: The program is always
interrupted as soon as the runtime processor reaches the line containing the breakpoint,
regardless of which user executes the program. You can also set user-specific static
breakpoints. To do so, use statement
BREAK <user name>
.
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It is essential that you remove static breakpoints from a program before you transport
it to a production system. The extended program check is helpful here: It displays an
error message if the program in question contains static breakpoints.

In SAP Web AS 6.10 and later, you can install activatable breakpoints in your programs,
which increases maintainability. The ramifications of this are described further below.

Caution: If you do not remove static breakpoints from your program, they
may be transported to a production system, which can have a major (negative)
impact on working in that system.

Assertions
You can implement breakpoints and assertions in complex programs, in order to debug
and analyze them. We discussed breakpoints in the previous section, and will now
examine assertions in more detail.

Assertions serve to verify certain assumptions about the program state at a specific
place in the program, and ensure that these assumptions are fulfilled. A new ABAP
statement, ASSERT, was introduced for this purpose.

Figure 161: Defining Assertions

If the logical expression is not fulfilled, the assertion is violated and a runtime error
is raised. In contrast to an IF query, this statement is shorter, its purpose is directly
recognizable, and it is activatable (see below).
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Figure 162: Benefit of Assertions: Deviations from the Expected Program
Response Are Detected at an Early Juncture

In rough terms, assertions help you check whether a program flow is progressing
within the intended boundaries. The program will react if its results (or interim results)
lie outside of a range of expected values. This you achieve by using assertions.
We therefore have another tool for checking the program response, as the example
below illustrates.

Example: Method Call

CLASS cl DEFINITION.

...

CLASS-METHODS find_item IMPORTING item_key TYPE ty_key

RETURNING value(item) TYPE ty_item.

...

ENDCLASS.

CLASS cl IMPLEMENTATION.

...

METHOD find_item.

READ TABLE item_table INTO item

WITH KEY table_key = item_key.

ENDMETHOD.

...

ENDCLASS.

...

my_item = cl=>find_item( item_key = my_key ).
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The above method call returns a table line for a specified key. The method itself can
use an assertion to check whether a key was actually passed on:

Method Call: Verifying Assertion 1

...

METHOD find_item.

ASSERT item_key >= 1 AND

item_key <= LINES( item_table ).

READ TABLE item_table INTO item

WITH KEY table_key = item_key.

ASSERT item is not initial.

ENDMETHOD.

...

my_item = cl=>find_item( item_key = my_key ).

Before the method ends, the system checks whether or not an entry was actually
found in the internal table.

As you can see, assertions are very useful in subroutines: When a subroutine starts,
it can check whether certain conditions are met. If not, a runtime error is raised. If
the condition is met, processing continues. Another check can be carried out before
exiting the subroutine. This enables the subroutine itself to check whether it was
called properly and whether it returns a plausible result. It can also trigger appropriate
reactions itself.

Note: If the subroutine reacts to an incorrect result with an exception, the
subsequent program flow depends on whether or not the calling program
handles that exception. Therefore, assertions let you form more or less
self-contained units.

Exceptions and �assertions� therefore play complementary roles: Exceptions
handle unexpected conditions, while assertions are suitable for handling incorrect
application states.

What should you do if a check using assertions is too performance-intensive? In
this case, it makes sense to run the assertion in the development and test systems,
but skip it in the production system � after all, it has already been tested enough by
this point. Activatable assertions and breakpoints are available for this purpose, as
discussed in the next section.
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Activatable Checkpoints and Checkpoint Groups
You can design assertions and breakpoints that are not unconditional; instead, the
ABAP runtime system only analyzes them under certain circumstances. To do so, you
can assign a BREAK-POINT or ASSERT statement to a checkpoint group.

Figure 163: Classification of Checkpoints

You use the BREAK-POINT ID <group> ... or ASSERT ID <group>
statement to assign a checkpoint group that contains the information "Active" or
"Inactive".

Checkpoint Groups
Checkpoint groups represent a new type of Repository object. You can create them
in the Object Navigator (be sure to observe the naming conventions). Alternatively,
you can also create checkpoint groups directly in transaction SAAB. To do so, start
transaction code SAAB. The initial screen appears.

Figure 164: Initial Screen of Transaction SAAB to Maintain Checkpoint Groups
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Enter a name for the checkpoint group and choose Create ( ). Enter a short text and
save the checkpoint group. You can then maintain the settings for activating and
deactivating checkpoints in the next screen.

Figure 165: Maintenance Screen of Transaction SAAB

As you can see, you can activate and deactivate breakpoints here. When the system
encounters an active breakpoint during program execution, program execution is
interrupted and the Debugger is called automatically.

The states of assertions are summarized in the chart below. The individual values
have the following meanings:

Inactive Assertion is ignored/not processed.
Break The system starts the Debugger if the logical expression

is false.
Log If the expression is false, a log entry is written.
Abort A runtime error is raised.
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Figure 166: Different Activation Modes for Activatable Breakpoints and
Assertions
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339 Exercise 15: Assertions and Breakpoints
Exercise Duration: 20 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Define assertions in an application
� Define and analyze activatable assertions and breakpoints

Business Example
You want to install specific tests in your application, which splits a data string into
appropriately-typed components.

System Data
System: Will be assigned
Client: Will be assigned
User ID: Will be assigned
Password: Will be assigned
Set up instructions: No special settings required in the standard training system

Task 1:
Install assertions in your application to make it more reliable. This will help you
detect error states sooner.

1. Enhance your program ZBC402_##_CHECKPOINTS. Alternatively, you can
also copy program SAPBC402_GTYS_GLOBAL_TYPES.

## stands for your (two-digit) group number.

2. Add three assertions to your application. Follow the instructions below:

After the function module call, make sure the returned data string is not initial.

After the data string is moved two places to the left, make sure the first character
is not �#�.

After the identically-named fields in the flight structure are filled, make sure the
flight date lies in the future.

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
Create a checkpoint group.

1. Create a checkpoint group with name Z##BC402_CHK and enter a meaningful
short text.

2. Configure the settings such that

Nothing happens when an activatable breakpoint is reached

Processing is interrupted when an activatable assertion is reached (if the program
runs in the background, only a log entry should be written).

3. Modify the assertions in the above program such that they can be activated
through your checkpoint group.

4. Run the program and check the system reaction.

5. Change the settings of the checkpoint group such that the assertions are now
logged. Start the program again and check the activation log.
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Solution 15: Assertions and Breakpoints
Task 1:
Install assertions in your application to make it more reliable. This will help you
detect error states sooner.

1. Enhance your program ZBC402_##_CHECKPOINTS. Alternatively, you can
also copy program SAPBC402_GTYS_GLOBAL_TYPES.

## stands for your (two-digit) group number.

a) Proceed as usual.

2. Add three assertions to your application. Follow the instructions below:

After the function module call, make sure the returned data string is not initial.

After the data string is moved two places to the left, make sure the first character
is not �#�.

After the identically-named fields in the flight structure are filled, make sure the
flight date lies in the future.

a) See source text excerpt.

Task 2:
Create a checkpoint group.

1. Create a checkpoint group with name Z##BC402_CHK and enter a meaningful
short text.

a) Create the checkpoint group in the Object Navigator, for example, with
Edit Object. Then choose the More tab page and enter a name for the
checkpoint group.

Choose Create and enter a meaningful short text in the next screen.

2. Configure the settings such that

Nothing happens when an activatable breakpoint is reached

Processing is interrupted when an activatable assertion is reached (if the program
runs in the background, only a log entry should be written).

a) Configure these settings in the maintenance screen.

Continued on next page
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3. Modify the assertions in the above program such that they can be activated
through your checkpoint group.

a) See source text excerpt.

4. Run the program and check the system reaction.

a) Run the program.

5. Change the settings of the checkpoint group such that the assertions are now
logged. Start the program again and check the activation log.

a) Configure the settings accordingly and run the program.

Result
Source text excerpt: SAPBC402_ABRES_DATA_SET

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Report SAPBC402_ABRES_DATA_SET *

*& *

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& solution of exercise: Assertions and Breakpoints *

*& *

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

REPORT sapbc402_abres_data_set.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

TYPES:

BEGIN OF ty_s_flight_c,

mandt(3) TYPE c,

carrid(3) TYPE c,

connid(4) TYPE n,

fldate(8) TYPE n,

price(20) TYPE c,

currency(5) TYPE c,

planetype(10) TYPE c,

seatsmax(10) TYPE n,

seatsocc(10) TYPE n,

paymentsum(22) TYPE c,

seatsmax_b(10) TYPE n,

seatsocc_b(10) TYPE n,

seatsmax_f(10) TYPE n,

seatsocc_f(10) TYPE n,

Continued on next page
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END OF ty_s_flight_c.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

DATA:

gv_datastring TYPE string,

gv_set_string TYPE string,

gs_flight_c TYPE ty_s_flight_c,

gs_flight TYPE bc402_s_flight.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

START-OF-SELECTION.

CALL FUNCTION ’BC402_CREATE_SEP_STRING’

IMPORTING

ex_string = gv_datastring

EXCEPTIONS

no_data = 1

OTHERS = 2.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

MESSAGE a038(bc402).

ENDIF.

ASSERT ID bc402_abres

CONDITION gv_datastring IS NOT INITIAL.

SHIFT gv_datastring BY 2 PLACES.

ASSERT ID bc402_abres

CONDITION gv_datastring(1) <> ’#’.

SEARCH gv_datastring FOR ’##’.

IF sy-subrc = 0.

gv_set_string = gv_datastring(sy-fdpos).

ENDIF.

SPLIT gv_set_string AT ’#’ INTO

gs_flight_c-mandt

gs_flight_c-carrid

gs_flight_c-connid

gs_flight_c-fldate

gs_flight_c-price

gs_flight_c-currency

Continued on next page
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gs_flight_c-planetype

gs_flight_c-seatsmax

gs_flight_c-seatsocc

gs_flight_c-paymentsum.

MOVE-CORRESPONDING gs_flight_c TO gs_flight.

ASSERT ID bc402_abres

CONDITION gs_flight-fldate > sy-datum.

WRITE: /

gs_flight-carrid,

gs_flight-connid,

gs_flight-fldate DD/MM/YYYY,

gs_flight-price CURRENCY gs_flight-currency,

gs_flight-currency,

gs_flight-planetype,

gs_flight-seatsmax,

gs_flight-seatsocc.

Facilitated Discussion
Find out when assertions should be used and when breakpoints should be used.

Discussion Questions
Use the following questions to engage the participants in the discussion. Feel free to
use your own additional questions.

When should breakpoints be used?

When should you use activatable assertions and breakpoints?
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Plan correctness of your ABAP programs
� Illustrate how to improve the maintainability of ABAP coding
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Lesson:
346

The Code Inspector
Lesson Duration: 30 Minutes

Lesson Overview
In this lesson, you will learn about the Code Inspector, which you can use to perform
comprehensive static program checks in SAP Web AS 6.20 and later. You will
perform both standard inspections and inspections you define yourself.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Analyze programs using the Code Inspector
� Describe the most important properties of the Code Inspector
� Define inspections

In this lesson, you will introduce the Code Inspector, another analysis tool. In
this context, also discuss the extended syntax check, which the Code Inspector
supplements organically.

You can start code inspections from within the editor. In addition, you can also call
transaction code SCI directly to define your own (mass) inspections. The participants
will define their own inspections in the exercise.

Demonstration: Take a demonstration program and start an inspection directly from
the ABAP Editor with menu path Program �> Check �> Code Inspector. Overwrite
the default variant.

Start transaction code SCI and define the object set, a check variant, and an inspection.
Carry out the inspection.

Business Example
Your company is implementing a major ABAP development project. You are a
member of the project team and are responsible for the stability of many applications,
as well as the use of critical statements. The Code Inspector is a tool that lets
you examine the source code for critical statements. You use the Code Inspector
to guarantee that the programs have been developed compliant with your internal
guidelines.
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Introduction
The Code Inspector lets you check your programs (or sets of programs) for
performance, security, and typical semantic errors. Several of the check criteria are
listed for each of these aspects below, to explain them in more detail:

Performance
How are indexes used during database access?
Have any SELECT statements been embedded in loops?

Security
Are other clients accessed within the program?
Are dynamic elements used in the SELECT statement?

Typical semantic errors
Is the sy-subrc checked after each AUTHORITY CHECK statement?
Is a client actually specified in the CLIENT SPECIFIED statement?
Are several type E (error) messages sent consecutively?

Calling the Code Inspector
There are several different ways of starting the Code Inspector.

Figure 167: Direct Call of the Code Inspector from the ABAP Editor
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The graphic shows one possibility. Choose menu path Program �> Check �> Code
Inspector to call the Code Inspector and start a standard inspection. You get the same
result when you start the Code Inspector from the context menu in the object list.

Figure 168: Inspection Results

The result of an inspection is a list of errors and warning messages. Pressing the
button next to a message displays a detailed description of the error, along with

suggested improvements. Double-clicking on the error text displays the corresponding
program statement.

In this type of standard check, the Code Inspector uses a default check variant in
which the checks to be performed are predefined. This default check variant contains:

� Extended syntax check
� Check of critical statements (such as C calls or Native SQL)
� Selected performance checks

You can overwrite this default check variant by creating a new check variant with the
name DEFAULT. Please note, however, that this new check variant will override the
standard variant for your user (in all clients).
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If you delete your default check variant, the standard variant is used automatically
for future checks. For this reason, you should always define your own check variants
instead of overwriting the default variant. We will examine this option in the next
section.

Defining Inspections
To define custom checks, start the Code Inspector with transaction code SCI or menu
path Tools �> ABAP Workbench �> Test �> Code Inspector. The initial screen
contains three areas:

� Inspection
� Object Set
� Check Variant

Figure 169: Defining Complex Inspections in Transaction SCI

Check variant
Defines which checks will be performed

Object set
Defines which (Repository) objects will be checked
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Inspection
Name of the actual check. If you want to save the inspection (persistent), enter a
name; if you do not enter a name for the inspection, the results are not saved

Therefore, before you can start an inspection, you have to define an object set and a
check variant.

Hint: You can define check variants, object sets, and inspections as either
public or private. Use the pushbutton next to each input field to toggle
between these two categories. Note that private objects are for your personal
use only, whereas public objects are available to all users in the system.

Accordingly, the most important item when using the Code Inspector is the check
variant. A check variant consists of one or more check categories, which in turn
consist of one or more single checks (inspections). These single checks can be
parameterized, for example, with a keyword or an indicator for a specific partial
aspect of the check. In most cases, single checks only investigate a specific object
type � such as the "Check of Table Attributes", which only examines DDIC tables.

Figure 170: Creating a Check Variant
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The single checks are assigned to various check categories. The most important check
categories are described below:

� General Checks contains data formatting, such as the list of table names from
SELECT statements

� Performance Checks contains checks of performance and resource usage,
such as

� Analysis of the WHERE condition for SELECT / UPDATE and DELETE
� SELECT statements that bypass the table buffer
� Low-performance accesses of internal tables

� Security Checks contains checks of critical statements, cross-client queries, and
insufficient authority checks

� Syntax Check/Generation contains the ABAP syntax check, an extended
program check, and generation

� Programming Conventions contains checks of naming conventions
� Search Functions contains searches for tokens (words) and statements in ABAP

coding
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353 Exercise 16: The Code Inspector
Exercise Duration: 15 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Conduct an inspection using the Code Inspector
� Create and conduct your own inspections

Business Example
You are developing a major application in ABAP. To track down critical factors in
your program beyond the conventional syntax check, you use the Code Inspector.

System Data
System: Will be assigned
Client: Will be assigned
User ID: Will be assigned
Password: Will be assigned
Set up instructions: No special settings required in the standard training system

Task 1:
Check a program using the Code Inspector and the default variant.

1. Create a copy of program SAPBC402_CISD_SIMPLE_LIST and call it
ZBC402_##_CISD_CORRECT.

Activate your copy and familiarize yourself with how it works.

Continued on next page
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2. Test the program using the Code Inspector and the default variant.
Which errors occur?
Analyze the errors and try to correct them where possible.

Task 2:
Conduct a full inspection with the Code Inspector. To do so, create user-specific
check variants and object sets.

1. Create a user-specific check variant with name Z##BC402_VARI. You want
the variant to perform the following checks:

Performance checks:

Analysis of the WHERE condition

Statements that bypass the table buffer

Nested Select statements

All security checks

The standard extended syntax check

Naming conventions (think of suitable naming conventions or use the default
values proposed by the system)

2. Create a user-specific object set with name Z##BC402_OBJ. This object set
should contain all the objects in your package.

3. Create a local inspection with name Z##BC402_INSPECT.

Define the inspection such that your object set is checked and your check variant
is used.

4. Conduct the inspection and analyze the results.
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Solution 16: The Code Inspector
Task 1:
Check a program using the Code Inspector and the default variant.

1. Create a copy of program SAPBC402_CISD_SIMPLE_LIST and call it
ZBC402_##_CISD_CORRECT.

Activate your copy and familiarize yourself with how it works.

a) Carry out this step as usual.

You will find the program in package BC402.

2. Test the program using the Code Inspector and the default variant.

Which errors occur?

Analyze the errors and try to correct them where possible.

Answer:

Task 2:
Conduct a full inspection with the Code Inspector. To do so, create user-specific
check variants and object sets.

1. Create a user-specific check variant with name Z##BC402_VARI. You want
the variant to perform the following checks:

Performance checks:

Analysis of the WHERE condition

Statements that bypass the table buffer

Nested Select statements

All security checks

The standard extended syntax check

Continued on next page
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Naming conventions (think of suitable naming conventions or use the default
values proposed by the system)

a) Start transaction code SCI.

b) Enter name Z##BC402_VARI for the check variant and choose Create
( ).

c) Select the appropriate tests and save the check variant.

2. Create a user-specific object set with name Z##BC402_OBJ. This object set
should contain all the objects in your package.

a) Enter name Z##BC402_OBJ for the object set and choose Create ( ).

3. Create a local inspection with name Z##BC402_INSPECT.

Define the inspection such that your object set is checked and your check variant
is used.

a) Enter name Z##BC402_INSPECT for the inspection and choose Create
( ).

Enter the object set and check variant in the corresponding fields.

4. Conduct the inspection and analyze the results.

a) Conduct the inspection. Analyze the results on the screen that appears.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Analyze programs using the Code Inspector
� Describe the most important properties of the Code Inspector
� Define inspections
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Lesson:
358

Runtime Analysis
Lesson Duration: 60 Minutes

Lesson Overview
In this lesson, you will learn about the functions and possible uses of the runtime
analysis, a program analysis tool.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Use the runtime analysis to measure the runtime and improve the performance of
ABAP programs

In this lesson, you will teach the participants how to use the runtime analysis, as
well as convey its benefits. Be sure to stress the fact that the measurement results
are highly dependent on the current system/network load, as well as on the current
table buffer and dataset, and therefore have to be qualified accordingly. Moreover,
the measurements should always use a custom measurement variant with attribute
�Aggregation = None�, as this enables logical, detailed grouping of the measurement
results.

You can use report SAPBC402_RTAD_RUNTIME to demonstrate the runtime
analysis. This program always selects all the fields of the desired records, although
only a few of them are needed. You should not reveal this fact to the participants right
away, however, because they will discover it themselves in the subsequent exercise,
with the Hints & Tips button. Therefore, be sure to mention this interesting, useful
button at the end of the demonstration.

Business Example
An international corporation that uses SAP is developing a large add-on application in
ABAP. Mr. Jones is responsible for this application, and tests have revealed that its
performance is rather mediocre so far. He therefore decides to use the runtime analysis
tool to measure the performance of his application, to locate the program activities
that are responsible for the poor performance and replace them with better-performing
activities wherever possible.
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Using the Runtime Analysis
The runtime analysis tool makes it possible to take detailed measurements of the
runtime requirements of your programs. This lets you locate the source code blocks in
your program that are responsible for poor performance and �tune� them accordingly.

Hint: Please note, however, that measurement results also depend on the
current system and network load, as well as the active table buffer(s) and
dataset. Because the runtime analysis is usually carried out in development
and test systems, you have to qualify the results accordingly.

The diagram below shows how to reach the measurement environment:

Figure 171: Navigating to the Measurement Environment
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Figure 172: Measurement Environment: Defining a Variant for the Runtime
Analysis

In the initial screen of the runtime analysis (measurement environment), you
should first enter a short text for your performance measurement. You can then select
certain measurements later and compare them with one another.

In addition, you can define detailed measurement criteria as a variant (measurement
variant) and carry out the measurement as stipulated in your variant.

If you do not specify an explicit variant for a measurement, the system uses the
standard variant, named DEFAULT. It is predefined as the default value in the
measurement environment; you can click the corresponding button (eyeglasses icon)
to display it.

However, we recommend creating your own variant with attribute �Aggregation =
None� and using it to carry out your measurements, as it provides detailed grouping
of the measurement results. You can also specify individual measurement criteria in
your variant that restrict the measurement to the relevant program actions, and avoid
unnecessary measurement results.
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Figure 173: Measurement Environment: Conducting a Runtime Analysis

In addition to programs, the runtime analysis tool also lets you measure the runtime
of transactions and function modules. Select the desired object type and enter the
name of the measurement object. Also specify the name of the measurement variant
to use (if any).

Press the Execute button to start the runtime analysis. The generated measurement
results are saved in a measurement-specific file, which you can analyze from within
the measurement environment.
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Figure 174: Measurement Environment: Evaluating a Runtime Analysis

After you have completed the runtime analysis, press the Analyze button to display the
measurement results. The runtime activities are initially divided into three areas:

ABAP
All ABAP statements (except database accesses)

Database
All database accesses

System
Program load processes (including generation, if necessary) and other system
activities

If you used a variant with attribute �Aggregation = None� for the measurement, the hit
list functions shown in the above diagram will be available for even more detailed
analysis.

The Group Hit List button lets you display the measurement results divided by the
following categories: subroutine calls, function module calls, module calls, and
method calls, along with operations on internal tables and database tables. To display
a detailed breakdown of the information, double-click on a measurement result.

The Internal Table Hit List and DB Table Hit List buttons display measurements of
the corresponding table operations. Again, you can double-click individual items
to display detailed information.
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Certain measurements in the results display are specified in gross and net figures. The
gross figure is the total runtime for the respective action, while the net figure only
contains the share of the gross time that is not identified separately as a sub-action
runtime.

Special pushbuttons are provided for sorting the measurement results (with regard to
runtime requirements) in ascending or descending order. As a result, you can display
the most processing-intensive activities in your program at the start of the results list.

To display the ABAP statement for an activity, position the cursor on that activity and
press the Display Source Code button.

Hint: In the initial screen of the runtime analysis, you can press the Tips &
Tricks button to display a demonstration environment that contains useful
performance tips and illustrates the benefits of different source codes by
comparing their runtimes.

These tips can help you replace the statements that the runtime analysis has
identified as performance intensive with other statements that give better
performance.

Detailed information about the runtime analysis is available in the online
documentation:

ABAP Editor �> Info button �> ABAP Overview �> ABAP Tools �> ABAP Analysis
Tools
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363 Exercise 17: Using the Runtime Analysis
Exercise Duration: 30 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Use the runtime analysis to measure the runtime and improve the performance of

ABAP programs

Business Example
You want to analyze the runtime of an existing program and improve it if possible.

System Data
System: Will be assigned
Client: Will be assigned
User ID: Will be assigned
Password: Will be assigned
Set up instructions:

1. No special settings required in the standard training system

Task 1:
Carry out a runtime analysis and analyze the results

1. Analyze the runtime of program SAPBC402_RTAD_RUNTIME. First
familiarize yourself with the program source code.

2. Define your own measurement variant. You want it to:

- Take read and change operations on internal tables into account

- Have the setting �No Aggregation�

You can give your variant any name you want.

3. Start the runtime analysis for program SAPBC402_RTAD_RUNTIME, using
the variant you defined.

4. Analyze your measurement results.

Which program activity was the most processing intensive?

Continued on next page
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Task 2:
Improve the performance of the program

1. Press the �Tips & Tricks� button in the measurement environment to display tips
for improving performance.

Which tip can you use to reduce the runtime requirements of the analyzed
program?

2. Use the tip you found to develop a better-performing version of the analyzed
program.

(Program name: ZBC402_##_RTA_EX1)
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Solution 17: Using the Runtime Analysis
Task 1:
Carry out a runtime analysis and analyze the results

1. Analyze the runtime of program SAPBC402_RTAD_RUNTIME. First
familiarize yourself with the program source code.

a) Carry out this step as usual.

2. Define your own measurement variant. You want it to:

- Take read and change operations on internal tables into account

- Have the setting �No Aggregation�

You can give your variant any name you want.

a) Perform this step as described in the course materials.

3. Start the runtime analysis for program SAPBC402_RTAD_RUNTIME, using
the variant you defined.

a) Perform this step as described in the course materials.

4. Analyze your measurement results.

Which program activity was the most processing intensive?

a) Perform this step as described in the course materials.

The database access was the most processing-intensive activity in the
program.

Task 2:
Improve the performance of the program

1. Press the �Tips & Tricks� button in the measurement environment to display tips
for improving performance.

Which tip can you use to reduce the runtime requirements of the analyzed
program?

a) The useful tip appears under SQL Interface and reads: Select with select list

2. Use the tip you found to develop a better-performing version of the analyzed
program.

Continued on next page
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(Program name: ZBC402_##_RTA_EX1)

a) See the source code of the model solution, SAPBC402_RTAS_RUNTIME.

Result
Model solution SAPBC402_RTAS_RUNTIME :

REPORT sapbc402_rtas_runtime.
PARAMETERS pa_carr TYPE sbook-carrid.
DATA: it_sbook TYPE TABLE OF sbook,

wa_sbook TYPE sbook.

SELECT carrid connid fldate bookid order_date FROM sbook
INTO CORRESPONDING FIELDS OF TABLE it_sbook
WHERE carrid = pa_carr.

SORT it_sbook BY order_date.

LOOP AT it_sbook INTO wa_sbook.
WRITE: / ...

ENDLOOP.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Use the runtime analysis to measure the runtime and improve the performance of

ABAP programs
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Plan correctness of your ABAP programs
� Illustrate how to improve the maintainability of ABAP coding
� Analyze programs using the Code Inspector
� Describe the most important properties of the Code Inspector
� Define inspections
� Use the runtime analysis to measure the runtime and improve the performance

of ABAP programs
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For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
Communication with the database is crucial for the functions as well as for the
performance of ABAP applications. We will now look at communication in more
detail. In doing so, we will first look at the architecture between the application server
and the database server, so that we can better identify runtime-critical points.

We will also cover the ABAP open SQL statements and have a look at the performance
implications of these statements.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Explain the importance of the SAP database interface
� Specify the relevant system components related to SAP Open SQL
� Explain the following terms: database interface, SAP buffer, database buffer,

and cursor cache
� Use the SQL trace to analyze database accesses from programs
� Estimate the performance of programs and then optimize it
� Describe the purpose of using indexes
� Create indexes
� Verify index use by the optimizer
� Use important SQL statements efficiently
� Optimize application logic to achieve the best possible performance
� Access buffered tables
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� Describe which accesses bypass the table buffer
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Lesson:
371

Architecture of the SAP Web Application Server
Lesson Duration: 40 Minutes

Lesson Overview
This lesson will give you an overview of the architecture of the SAP Web Application
Server and the ABAP runtime environment, with special emphasis on the SAP
database interface.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Explain the importance of the SAP database interface
� Specify the relevant system components related to SAP Open SQL
� Explain the following terms: database interface, SAP buffer, database buffer,

and cursor cache

You should emphasize illustrating the 32K packages, which are the central objective
of performance observations. We suggest demonstrating an SQL trace in the system,
suitable for this slide.

Example:

SELECT * FROM VBAK. ... ENDSELECT.

This �bad� statement will cause an extremely large number of data packages, or
FETCHes, in the trace.
Next, you simply select three columns.

SELECT VBELN ERDAT KUNNR FROM VVBAK. ... ENDSELECT.

This �good� statement will boost performance tremendously, because the
number of data packages shrinks significantly. Many of the participants will be
seeing the actual effects of their statements on the DB for the very first time.
Show them the SQL trace!

Note: Make sure you capture the participants� attention for all of the
following observations. During the demonstration, for example, you could
ask the participants whether they have a problem with the �bad� SELECT
statement before you continue.
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Business Example
Mr. Jones, a software developer at a major corporation that uses SAP, is supposed to
develop a new business application to analyze mass data. He knows that the reading
of data is a runtime-critical operation. Mr. Jones asks Mr. Tench, the system architect,
to tell him how ABAP Open SQL works. After receiving this explanation, Mr. Jones
knows how the data retrieval process works and which options for optimizing data
retrieval and data modification are available.

Architecture of the ABAP Runtime Environment

Figure 175: Architecture of the SAP Web AS (ABAP)

The SAP system is implemented as a multitier client/server architecture (presentation
layer, application layer, and database layer). The presentation and application layers
of the SAP system are scalable, which means additional frontends and application
servers can be added to deal with hardware bottlenecks. In contrast, the database layer
� the central data repository � is not scalable. Accordingly, there are two main goals to
the ABAP performance analysis: Reducing the program runtime on the application
server (CPU load) and reducing the database load. Reducing the database load is
particularly important, because the database server is a central resource. If data is
available in the database buffers on the SAP application servers, retrieval takes around
0.1 ms/record. When the records are read from the database data buffer, approx. 1
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ms/record is needed. If the data has to be read from disk, approx. 10 ms/record are
required. A work process allocates around 5 MB of memory, the SAP table buffer
around 120 MB (40 MB for the single record buffer, 80 MB for generic table buffers)
of memory, and the database data buffer around 500 MB of memory (these are the
minimum requirements of a production SAP system). The database can reach sizes
of several terabytes on the hard disks. Data is transferred between a frontend and an
application server in blocks of 2-3K each, while the blocks transferred between an
application server and the database server are usually 32K in size.

Database Interfaces and Database Architecture
The �brain� of a relational database is the database management system (DBMS),
which controls the organization, storage, retrieval, security, and integrity of the data in
a database. At runtime, this DBMS consists of one or more database instances, which
provide the database work processes for handling requests from the SAP application
servers (DB WP in the sketch below; also called �shadow� processes). In this process,
each work process on the DBMS side is allocated exactly one work process on the
application server side. The actual data lies in the file system of the operating system.
When requests are received from database service processes, the data is placed in the
DBMS work processes from the file system. Because the operation can take long
time, a database cache (DB buffer in the sketch) is available for storing frequently
used data. The data in this buffer can usually be accessed much faster than it can be
retrieved from the file system.
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Figure 176: Database Architecture and Data Transport

The SAP database interface (DBSS) creates the connection between the ABAP
runtime system and the database. The statements from ABAP Open SQL and native
SQL (SQL of the underlying database) use the database interface to access the
database. Accordingly, the database interface is divided into an ABAP Open SQL
interface and a native SQL interface. It is responsible for transporting data between
application server and database server, automatic client handling, and SAP buffering.

Hint: Data is usually exchanged between database and application server
using blocks 32K in size. This data exchange must be implemented with
the aim of achieving the best possible performance for the overall system.
Specifically, this means:

� Requiring as few packages as possible � minimizing the number of
packages

� Bundling data � maximizing the package utilization

In addition to the database work processes, there are also other database services
for various purposes (starting communications, changing database tables, locking
mechanism, archiving, and so on). Aside from the database buffer, the database
allocates another shared memory area, the DB cursor cache (database access paths),
which contains redo log (and other) information. The database files are stored on hard
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disks and are usually managed by a file system. The performance of a database server
can be measured in physical I/O (reading from and writing to database files), memory
use, CPU use, and network communication (negligible for a central instance). The
SAP provides various measurement tools for this purpose (SAP system analysis with
transaction code RZ20). The performance of an optimally configured SAP system is
determined largely by the physical I/O operations.

Figure 177: Architecture: Performance Rules

The technical foundations of an SAP system (mentioned previously) and the deployed
DBMS result in the major aspects of good system performance shown in the slide.
These aspects will be reinforced by examples and coding demonstrations later in
this unit.
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Figure 178: Architecture: The SELECT Command

SQL is set-oriented. An SQL statement specifies a set of data required by an
application:

FROM clause
The FROM clause specifies the tables to read. This represents the maximum set
of data that has to be searched.

Search range
The search range consists of the data entries that have to be searched in order to
satisfy the query. This range is not specified explicitly in the query, but instead
determined by the optimizer during analysis of the SQL statement. This analysis
is based on the indexes that exist for the read tables.

WHERE clause
The WHERE clause specifies the records to read. It consists of a combination of
conditions that these records have to meet. The conditions which do not help
to determine the search range in the first place are used to restrict the result set
further.
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SELECT clause
The SELECT clause specifies the fields to read (projection). Of the records that
fulfill the conditions of the WHERE clause, only the fields specified here are
transferred to the application process over the network.

If the search result is small, the search result and search area will, ideally, be identical.
For large search results (more than 20% of the table), using an index is only an extra
burden. The database decides for each SQL statement individually what strategy to
use for accessing the records. The access can take place with (index access) or without
(full table scan) the support of database indexes.

Hint: Many of the terms used here stem from Oracle terminology; many other
databases supported by the SAP system also use similar vocabulary. The
architectures and techniques (optimizer, and so on) used by the databases are
usually comparable as well.
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Facilitated Discussion
You can take this opportunity to discuss any open questions.

Discussion Questions
Use the following questions to engage the participants in the discussion. Feel free to
use your own additional questions.

See list of objectives
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Explain the importance of the SAP database interface
� Specify the relevant system components related to SAP Open SQL
� Explain the following terms: database interface, SAP buffer, database buffer,

and cursor cache
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Lesson:
379

SQL Trace
Lesson Duration: 40 Minutes

Lesson Overview
The SQL trace allows you to precisely analyze and track the database accesses that
the database interface in the SAP system initiates. This makes the trace an effective
tool for performance analysis.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Use the SQL trace to analyze database accesses from programs
� Estimate the performance of programs and then optimize it

This brief introduction to the trace can also be entirely theoretical, based on the slides,
provided you use the many examples in the subsequent SQL unit to reinforce it.

Business Example
An international corporation that uses SAP is developing a major add-on application.
Mr. Jones is responsible for developing an ABAP application. He knows that the
database accesses are an important factor in the runtime of a program. He uses the
SQL trace to analyze his programs� database accesses and identifies potential for
optimization. This results in significantly improved runtime performance for his
programs.

Starting the SQL Trace
To start the SQL performance trace, enter transaction code ST05 or choose menu path
System �> Utilities �> Performance Trace.
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Figure 179: SQL Trace: Initial Screen and Overview

Before you activate the SQL trace for a program or transaction, you should execute
that program or transaction once first, to avoid recording the refresh operations for the
R/3 table buffer, program buffer, and so on. You can activate the trace in a production
system as well, because it does not cause any errors or inconsistencies. You can
restrict the SQL performance trace to any user and any single object. You should make
sure, however, that the user being recorded is not working in an additional session
and that no other processing forms (batch processing, update tasks) are running in
parallel under the same user on the same application server. If there are, the SQL
performance trace will be unreadable.

Hint: Each application server only has one active trace file. As a result, the
trace can only be activated for one user on each application server. The
standard size of the trace file is 800K. We recommend increasing the size of
the trace file to 16 MB (parameter rstr/max_diskspace = 16 384 000).
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The SQL Trace List

Figure 180: SQL Trace: Trace List
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There are slight differences in the trace list between the different database systems.
Data operations that take longer than 100 ms are highlighted in red. Each section in
the trace list contains the user ID, transaction, SAP work process number, and client
as header information. The columns in the expanded trace list have the following
meanings:

� Duration

Duration of database operation in microseconds (partially dependent on system
load)

� Objectname (object name)

Name of the table/view from the SQL statement

� Oper (operation)

Database operation to perform

� Rec (records)

Number of records returned by the database operation

� RC (return code)

Return code from the database statement

� Statement

Text of the SQL statement

When an SQL read statement is executed, the following DBSS operations take place:

The PREPARE operation parses the text of the SQL statement and translates it to a
statement that the database can process. In particular, the access strategy is determined
here. Bind variables (placeholders) are used for the variable values in the database
statement. The OPEN/REOPEN operation replaces these bind variables in the
database statement with specific values and the cursor is opened in the database. The
actual transport of records from the database server to the application server takes
place during the FETCH operation. The number of records transported by each
FETCH operation is (partially) dependent on a profile parameter.

SQL write statements are processed similarly, with the exception that EXEC/REEXEC
operations are performed instead of the OPEN/REOPEN and FETCH operations.
DB cursors are buffered in the SAP cursor cache for each SAP work process, which
makes it possible to skip the PREPARE operation when an SQL statement with an
identical structure is executed.
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Analyzing SQL Statements Database-Specifically

Caution: Note that the EXPLAIN function described in the following slide
is database-specific. In Oracle databases, you simply click EXPLAIN to
go directly to the point where the utilized index is visible; onMicrosoft
SQL Server in contrast, you have to press the EXPLAIN button again to
navigate. The ARGUMENT column then contains a reference to the index
used (such as SBOOK~0; the costs might even be displayed, depending on
which release you use).

Emphasize the fact that this is not a database optimization course; if the
participants want to learn more, they will have to study the appropriate
database themselves and attend the special course.

Tip for motivating the participants: �Try to find out which index is used for
the database in the training system�.

The Explain SQL function lets you analyze individual SQL statements
database-specifically.

Figure 181: SQL Trace: EXPLAIN
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To reach the Explain SQL function, choose menu path SQL Trace→ Explain SQL or
press the Explain SQL button from within the trace list.

Explain SQL is performed for the SQL statement in the current cursor position in
the trace list.

Hint: Explain SQL is only possible for the following database operations:
PREPARE, OPEN, and REOPEN. If you positioned the cursor on a FETCH
operation, the Explain will not work.

Note that the use and functions of Explain SQL vary widely between databases!

Figure 182: The Explain Is Database-Specific

Some databases display the text of the SQL statement with placeholders (also called
bind variables) in addition to the access strategy of the SQL statement. These
variables serve as placeholders in case the same command is executed again with
different contents. The proper navigation (usually a double-click) will display the
content of the bind variables.

The most important function within the Explain is probably the display of the access
strategy that the optimizer uses � that is, the utilized index. The diagram shows
examples for three databases. When a suitable index is used, the search effort
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required to compile the result set for the SQL statement can be reduced significantly.
Therefore, developers can verify whether the resulting command was processed by the
database quickly.

Summarizing SQL Trace Lists
Options are available for summarizing the SQL trace list according to various criteria:

Summarizing by SQL Statement

Figure 183: SQL Trace: Sum of All Commands

From within the trace list, choose menu path Trace List→ Summarize Trace by
SQL Statement to display an overview of how many identically structured SQL
statements were performed for the various tables and/or views. �Identically
structured� statements use the same access strategy, possibly with different values
for the bind variables.

The list is sorted by total time required in microseconds.
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It contains the following information for each SQL statement:

� How often was the statement executed?
� How many records were transported (total and average)?
� How much time was required for the access (total and average)?
� Which percentage of the executions was completely identical to a previous

execution � that is, with identical values in the bind variables?

The share of identical accesses is particularly relevant for performance aspects,
because identical accesses usually return identical results. They can often be avoided
through data buffering.

Hint: Prior to SAP Web AS 6.10, select Goto �> Statement Summary to
reach this point.

Summarizing by Identical Access

Figure 184: SQL Trace: Identical SELECT Statements

A more detailed analysis of identical SQL statements is available under menu
path Trace List→ Display Identical Selects from within the trace list. �Identical�
statements use the same access strategy with the same values for the bind variables.
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Because identical SQL statements usually return identical result sets, they can often
be avoided by buffering the results, which can significantly improve the performance
of an application.

The optimization potential results from the identical executions of an SQL statement
(for example: of the 4 identical executions of an SQL statement involving a database
table, for example, 3 will be unnecessary if the results are buffered in an internal table;
the optimization potential for this SQL statement is therefore 60-75%).

Hint: Prior to SAP Web AS 6.10, select Goto �> Identical Selects to reach
this point.
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Facilitated Discussion
Optional

Discussion Questions
Use the following questions to engage the participants in the discussion. Feel free to
use your own additional questions.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Use the SQL trace to analyze database accesses from programs
� Estimate the performance of programs and then optimize it
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Lesson:
389

Indexes � Basics
Lesson Duration: 40 Minutes

Lesson Overview
By using indexes, you can serve search requests sent to the database much more
quickly, reducing the required search effort and lowering the database load.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Describe the purpose of using indexes
� Create indexes
� Verify index use by the optimizer

To demonstrate the use of indexes, you will develop a program that accesses a table �
without an index at first and then with index support. You will use the SQL trace to
show the effects.

Business Example
Mr. Jones, a software developer at a major corporation that uses SAP, is supposed to
develop a new business application to analyze mass data. He knows that the reading
of data is a runtime-critical operation. In particular, the database � by accessing the
selected set � has a critical effect on runtime behavior. Indexes can be used to reduce
the search effort in the database. By employing this knowledge, Mr. Jones can be sure
that he is minimizing the search effort on the database.

Database Indexes
When you create a database table in the ABAP Dictionary, you have to specify the
combination of fields that uniquely identifies an entry within the table. You place
these fields at the start of the table. They are called key fields (primary keys). When
you activate the table (in Oracle, Informix, and DB2) in the database, an index that is
formed from all the key fields is created in addition to the table itself. This index is
called the primary index. It is unique by definition. In addition to the primary index,
you can define one or more secondary indexes for a table in the ABAP Dictionary
and save them in the database. Secondary indexes can be either unique or non-unique.
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Create a transparent table in the Dictionary and a secondary index for it.

The Database Optimizer
The database optimizer is a database function that analyzes SQL statements and
defines an access strategy. It is the database optimizer that determines whether one of
the existing indexes will be used, and if so, which one.

Hint: Even if all the fields in an index are valuated, it is not certain that the
optimizer will select that index. There is always a chance, for example, that
the optimizer will select a sequential search of all the table blocks instead.

Figure 185: The Database Optimizer

We differentiate between two versions of the optimizer, each of which works
differently:

A rule-based optimizer analyzes the structure of an SQL statement (mainly the
SELECT and WHERE conditions without values), and the index of the table(s)
involved. It then uses a set of analysis rules to decide the most appropriate procedure
for executing the statement.
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A cost-based optimizer in addition analyzes some of the values in the WHERE
condition and the table statistics. The statistics contain low and high values for the
fields, or, in some cases, a histogram of the distribution of the data in the table.
Cost-based optimizers use more information about the table, and usually produce faster
access. One of the disadvantages is that the statistics must be periodically updated.
ORACLE databases up to and including Release 7.1 use a rule-based optimizer in SAP
systems with R/3 Release 3.1 and earlier. From Oracle release 7.2 (R/3 Release 4.0),
they use a cost-based optimizer. All other database systems use a cost-based optimizer.

Setting Up and Using Indexes
Both index records and table records are organized in data blocks. When an ABAP
program sends an SQL statement to the database, the requested data records are
searched either in the database table itself (full table scan) or with the assistance of an
index (index unique scan or index range scan). If all the requested fields are contained
in the index, the table itself does not have to be accessed.

Figure 186: The Index Tree

Data blocks can be index blocks or table blocks. They represent the granularity with
which data can be written to or read from the hard drive. Data blocks can contain
several data records; conversely, one record can also stretch over several data blocks.
The database organizes the index blocks as a multilevel B* index tree.
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The root level contains a single index block that contains pointers to the index blocks
at branch level. The branch blocks either contain part of the index fields and pointers
to the index blocks at leaf level, or all the index fields and a pointer to the table records
organized in the table blocks. The index blocks at leaf level contain all index fields
and pointers to the table records from the table blocks.

The index records are saved in the index tree sorted by index fields. This is what
makes index-based access faster in the first place. The table records in the table
blocks are not sorted.

The pointer, which identifies one or more table records, is called ROWID in Oracle
databases. The ROWID consists of the number of the database file, the number of the
table block, and the row number within the table block.

To prevent an index from requiring too much storage space, an index should not
consist of too many fields. Using only a few, carefully selected fields will promote
reusability and reduce the possibility that the database optimizer will select a
processing-intensive access path.

Figure 187: The Index Search String (1)

In this example, an index range scan (Oracle term) is performed on table SFLIGHT,
using three fields of the primary index (MANDT, CARRID, and CONNID). All
three fields are valuated in the WHERE condition (the client is set automatically by
the DBSS). The last field of the index, FLDATE; is not qualified. Therefore, the
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search string for the database is �802AA0017%�. Starting from the left, there are
no gaps in the search string, until the last field. As a result, the database has to
expend relatively little effort to search the index tree and can quickly return the result
set. The set of index blocks and table blocks that have to be read isn�t that big.
Therefore, this example program results in a low search effort in the database.

The index search string is formed from the WHERE condition. To do so, the desired
values of the fields contained in the index are concatenated. To minimize the number
of index blocks that have to be checked, the index search string should be specified
from the left without placeholders (�_� or �%�) wherever possible. Because the
index is saved sorted by the index fields, a contiguous range of index records can be
checked, and only a few index blocks have to be read.

Figure 188: The Index Search String (2)

In this example, the CARRID and CONNID fields are missing in the WHERE
condition. The corresponding positions for the two fields are set to �_� in the index
search string. Therefore, the fully specified area that is used to select the index blocks
only consists of the MANDT field. Because many index records fulfill the condition
MANDT = �802�, many index blocks are read and their index records are checked.
From the set of index records, all those that fulfill the condition FLDATE=�20051201�
are filtered out.
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Therefore, this example program results in a significant search effort in the
database.

Hint: If the SQL statement contained an additional WHERE condition for a
field that is not contained in the index, this would not be evaluated until after
the table records were read from the table blocks.

If all the fields of a unique index (primary index or unique secondary index) are
specified with �=� in the WHERE condition, the database optimizer will elect to use
an index unique scan (Oracle term) as the access strategy. Under the index unique
scan strategy, the database usually only has to read a maximum of four data blocks
(three index blocks and one table block) to access the table record. Therefore, this
access delivers excellent performance.

Hint: You should qualify (fill with values) as many index fields as possible,
from left to right, and not leave any gaps in the index search string. Ultimately,
however, the application logic will decide how the SELECT statement is
coded. Accordingly, the above example may be entirely justified.

Figure 189: Reducing the Search Effort
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The more index fields are qualified (or assigned values) from left to right, the less
search effort the database will have to determine the hit list. If you use the CARRID,
CONNID, and SEATSOCC fields in the WHERE condition to access table SFLIGHT,
this will most likely result in a primary index access in which the first three index
fields (including the client) are used. Because the SEATSOCC field is also specified,
these exact records will be read from the hit list and transferred to the application
server. The search delivers excellent performance in this example, transferring exactly
the records that the application really needs.

Problematic Statements
Some components of SQL statements can cause the optimizer to use a sub-optimal
index, or none at all. Of course, these specific cases are highly dependent on the
peculiarities of the individual optimizer, and thus the database used.

Negations in the WHERE Condition

Figure 190: Negations in the WHERE Condition

Negations in the WHERE condition (NOT operator) will usually prevent the optimizer
from considering the field in question when searching for a suitable index. If this
makes it impossible to find a suitable search range, determining the corresponding
hit-list can become very processing-intensive, resulting in long runtimes.

Therefore, you should avoid negations of potential index fields whenever possible.
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In contrast, negations involving fields that are not contained in the index do not pose a
problem. They are only used to reduce the number of hits anyway.

Hint: If it is not possible to avoid negations of index fields � for example,
because the required IN list would become too large � you should specify the
negation anyway, to reduce the amount of data that has to be transferred.

Intervals in the WHERE Condition

Figure 191: Quality of Operators in the WHERE Condition

If potential index fields are limited in the WHERE condition, the EQ or = are the
best operators for the optimizer. As mentioned above, conditions with negations
are the worst. The relative quality of several operators for the optimizer is listed in
the above diagram.

Hint: The diagram is not intended to be a suggestion to avoid certain
operators completely; it merely illustrates tendencies in the optimizer results
of the various databases. Developers should be aware of these tendencies.
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SELECT-OPTIONS and RANGES Tables
ABAP lets you work with RANGES tables. To declare RANGES tables, use
the ABAP statements SELECT-OPTIONS or RANGES. These two statements
implicitly declare an internal table with the following fields: SIGN, OPTION, LOW,
and HIGH (see ABAP documentation). This internal table structure is also very easy
to view in the ABAP Debugger.

Figure 192: SELECT-OPTIONS and RANGES

RANGES tables that are declared with SELECT-OPTIONS are usually filled
dynamically on screen by the enduser, while RANGES tables that are declared with
RANGES are filled by the program. The database interface translates the individual
rows in a RANGES table into a format that the DBMS can interpret and joins them
with OR. The created SQL statement is then passed on to the database. The RANGES
table can contain rows with complex expressions (BT = BETWEEN, CP = LIKE,
and so on). Accordingly, the SQL statement that results from a ranges table can be
extremely complex and difficult for the DBMS to process. If you have a program fill
the RANGES tables, you have to make sure that the number of items is limited. If the
RANGES table is too large, the analysis of the OR or IN list will result in a complex
database statement that will be extremely expensive for the database to process. In
the extreme case, a program termination can occur if the database-specific maximum
statement length (64K in the 34-bit Oracle version, for example) is exceeded. Details
regarding the behavior of specific databases are available in the SAP Notes library.
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Inner OR Conditions

Figure 193: OR, AND and IN Operators

You should replace �inner� OR conditions with IN conditions whenever possible.
In general, �outer� OR conditions � those outside the parenthesis of the WHERE
condition � are better than complex clauses with inner ORs.
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Access with the ORDER BY Addition

Figure 194: ORDER BY and SORT itab

If you want an SQL statement to return a sorted result, you can either use an ORDER
BY clause to do so in the database, or use the ABAP SORT statement for an internal
table. Because the database is a central, non-scaleable resource, you should use ABAP
to handle sort operations whenever possible. If you can use the same database index
to sort the data records as you do to select them (according to the WHERE clause),
you can also have the database perform the sort operation. In the example, the primary
index is used to select the data. Accordingly, the database can also handle the sorting,
using the primary index (ORDER BY PRIMARY KEY). If the primary index was not
used to select the data, ORDER BY PRIMARY KEY would be counterproductive.

Rules for Creating Secondary Indexes
When you create secondary indexes, we recommend following the rules illustrated
below:
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Figure 195: General Rules for Index Design
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401 Exercise 18: Creating and Using Indexes
Exercise Duration: 20 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Create indexes
� Verify index accesses
� Describe and apply general rules for index design

Business Example
Mr. Jones, a software developer at a major corporation that uses SAP, is supposed to
develop a new business application to analyze mass data. He knows that the reading
of data is a runtime-critical operation. In particular, the database � by accessing the
selected set � has a critical effect on runtime behavior. Indexes can be used to reduce
the search effort in the database. By employing this knowledge, Mr. Jones can be sure
that he is minimizing the search effort on the database.

Task:
Create a program whose SELECT statement accesses a table using an index.

1. Make a copy of table BC402_SBOOK and call it Z##SBOOK (as usual, ##
stands for your group number). Activate the target table.

2. Copy the data from table SBOOK to your own table, using program
SAPBC402_SQLD_COPY_SBOOK.

3. Write a new program, ZBC402_##_INDEX, that accesses the table you just
created.

This program should have a selection screen that lets the user enter a customer
number (CUSTOMID) (use the PARAMETERS statement).

Program the SELECT statement to access all the records in table SBOOK that
have this customer number as an attribute.

4. Perform an SQL trace for your program and analyze the database access. Write
down the times required for the database accesses (statement summary and so on
in the trace) and check which index the database uses.

5. If no suitable index exists for your table, create one now in the ABAP Dictionary.
The index should be selective. Verify that the index improves performance.
Compare the access times.
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Solution 18: Creating and Using Indexes
Task:
Create a program whose SELECT statement accesses a table using an index.

1. Make a copy of table BC402_SBOOK and call it Z##SBOOK (as usual, ##
stands for your group number). Activate the target table.

a) Copy the Repository object as you usually would.

2. Copy the data from table SBOOK to your own table, using program
SAPBC402_SQLD_COPY_SBOOK.

a) Open the specified program in the editor and run it directly.

b) Specify the name of the transparent table you created in the last step and
start the program.

3. Write a new program, ZBC402_##_INDEX, that accesses the table you just
created.

This program should have a selection screen that lets the user enter a customer
number (CUSTOMID) (use the PARAMETERS statement).

Program the SELECT statement to access all the records in table SBOOK that
have this customer number as an attribute.

a) See source text of the model solution

4. Perform an SQL trace for your program and analyze the database access. Write
down the times required for the database accesses (statement summary and so on
in the trace) and check which index the database uses.

a) As usual, use transaction ST05 to perform the trace. Choose Explain SQL
from within the trace list to display the access details for your table.

5. If no suitable index exists for your table, create one now in the ABAP Dictionary.
The index should be selective. Verify that the index improves performance.
Compare the access times.

a) Create a secondary index with the MANDT and CUSTOMID fields.

Don't forget the MANDT field, because the client is usually restricted to
the logon client in client-specific database tables.

Continued on next page
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b) You should detect a performance improvement in the SQL trace (transaction
ST05), because creating the selective index enables the database optimizer
to determine the hit list from the highly restricted search set.

Hint: After you copy the table and create the new indexes, the
statistics are not created automatically in all databases. With some
databases, you have to trigger this manually from within the
Explain function. The exact procedure depends on which database
is used. Please ask your instructor if you encounter any problems.

Result
Source text of the model solution:

*&---------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Report SAPBC402_SQLS_INDEX *

*&---------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Read data using secondary index ( if index exists ! ) *

*& Index should be creeated on : MANDT / CUSTOMID *

*&---------------------------------------------------------------*

REPORT SAPBC402_SQLS_INDEX.

* Data Declaration

DATA: wa TYPE sbook,

itab TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF bc402_sbook.

PARAMETERS: par TYPE bc402_sbook-customid default ’00000022’.

* Data selection

SELECT carrid connid fldate bookid customid

FROM bc402_sbook

INTO CORRESPONDING FIELDS OF TABLE itab

WHERE customid = par.

* Data Output

FORMAT COLOR COL_NORMAL.

LOOP AT itab INTO wa.

ULINE.

WRITE: wa-carrid, wa-connid, wa-fldate,

wa-bookid, wa-customid.

ENDLOOP.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Describe the purpose of using indexes
� Create indexes
� Verify index use by the optimizer
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Lesson:
405

ABAP Open SQL: Optimizing Statements
Lesson Duration: 40 Minutes

Lesson Overview
This lesson deals with the optimization of application logic in general and the correct
use of important, frequently used SQL statements in detail.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Use important SQL statements efficiently
� Optimize application logic to achieve the best possible performance

Make liberal use of demonstrations to loosen up the presentation. Give
the participants lots of chances to practice and verify what you are saying.
Encourage discussion!
Point out that there is no such thing as a 100% solution. There
are often practical uses for even the most improbable strategy.
When in doubt, always program and test different strategies!

Business Example
Mr. Jones, a software developer at a major corporation that uses SAP, is supposed to
develop a new business application to analyze mass data. He knows that the reading
of data is a runtime-critical operation. Therefore, Mr. Jones wants to take advantage
of the ABAP Open SQL functions to optimize the SQL statements in his application.
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SQL Statements: Basics

Figure 196: Optimizing the Application Logic

Correct use of the SELECT statement is critical to optimizing the performance of
application logic. In addition, other SQL statements � as well as the overall program
logic � have to be optimized.

Multiple reads of the same data, as well as using identical statements, is unnecessarily
processing-intensive, and should be avoided whenever possible. Instead, you could
buffer the data in internal tables, or buffer database tables in general.
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Figure 197: Identical and Identically Structured Statements

Using identical SELECT statements is sub-optimal, because the same data records
have to be read repeatedly. In such cases, you should use buffering strategies.
As the above example shows, using identically structured SELECT
statements � with different contents of string literals or variables � is also
unnecessarily performance-intensive. In the example, part of database
table SFLIGHT could be buffered in an internal table, and subsequent
accesses of the result set could be served from that internal table.
Global buffering of the data is also possible. ABAP Objects features a variety of
programming techniques for doing so, such as shared objects in Release 6.40 of the
SAP Web AS and later.
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Figure 198: Missing WHERE Condition

In the first example, an SQL statement is specified without a WHERE condition.
Statements like this can have dramatic effects on the overall performance of an R/3
System. In general, SQL statements involving master data and transaction data should
never be formulated without a selective WHERE condition. In the second example,
the CHECK statement is used to filter data records, but after they have been transferred
to the application server. Accordingly, many records were read from table SBOOK
� which would have to be transported over the network in a three-tier client/server
system architecture � and then discarded within the SELECT clause. This is very
processing-intensive � for the network, the database, and overall system performance.

To reduce the number of data records that have to be transferred, you should specify a
sufficiently selective WHERE clause in each SQL statement. A SELECT statement
without a WHERE condition is an indication of a design error in the program.
Especially when selecting from large, important transaction tables (such as BKPF,
BSEG, COBK, COEP, LIPK, MKPF, VBAK, and VBAP), you have to make sure that
the number of selected records does not become too large, or even remains constant
over time.

SELECT statements that return approximately the same amount of data over time are
called stable WHERE conditions. If the number of read data records grows quickly
over time, the statement is considered to be unstable. Accordingly, you should always
favor WHERE clauses � for example, a query of RESERVED or CANCELLED
in table SBOOK would be relatively stable compared to queries of CARRID or
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CONNID. Because this table contains bookings, you have to expect it to grow quickly
over time. In contrast, the number of cancelled or reserved records would not grow as
quickly. The RESERVED flag is deleted during a booking, for example, which means
the number of records read for an access with RESERVED = 'X' will remain relatively
constant, making RESERVED = 'X' a stable WHERE condition.

Figure 199: Favor the Use of Indexes

Favor the use of indexes. If index fields are filled with values from left to right, the
database can form the result set faster, because less search effort is required. Gaps
at the end of the index (that is, the fields further to the right) are less critical than
gaps at the beginning.

If the index is missing important fields, the system has to read a large number of
index/table blocks, which will worsen performance significantly. In some cases, the
database optimizer may even skip the index search, and read the entire database table
sequentially instead (FULL TABLE SCAN).
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Figure 200: SELECT Condition: Field List or *

When you use SELECT *, more data than is necessary is often transferred from
the database server to the application server. If you only need the contents of a few
columns, you should always specify the table fields individually in a field list. If it
helps reduce the number of fields to be selected, the field list is always useful. In the
first example, you read all the columns in the table and pass them on to the application
server, although only some of the columns are needed. Accordingly, the transfer effort
increases along with the amount of data transferred. The INTO CORRESPONDING
FIELDS OF addition in the second example copies the field contents to target fields
with the same names. This copy operation is more performance-intensive than
left-aligned copying into a suitable work area or internal table using INTO or INTO
TABLE . The same applies to APPENDING CORRESPONDING FIELDS OF and
APPENDING TABLE.
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Figure 201: Filling Internal Tables with Array Fetch

The same number of data records has to be transferred from the database server to
the application server for both a SELECT loop and an array fetch. Because the
transfer is always made in blocks of 32K each, the same transfer effort (number of
fetches) is required for both variants. Still, the array fetch is preferable to the SELECT
loop, because the records are transferred by record from the database interface to
the ABAP program in the SELECT loop, whereas the records are passed on to the
ABAP program in a block with array fetch.
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Figure 202: Using UP TO n ROWS

There are two ways to read a fixed number of records: You can transfer the records
to the application server and discard the ones you do not need in the SELECT loop.
The better method, however, is to use SELECT UP TO n ROWS and only transfer
the desired number of data records from the database to the application. In the first
version, system field SY-DBCNT is queried within the SELECT loop, which is
cancelled when a certain number of data records has been read. As a result, the last
transferred 32K block may unnecessarily be transferred completely. In the second
version, the UP TO n ROWS addition ensures that only the first ten entries are read
and transferred from the database to the database interface.
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Figure 203: Aggregation

You can use aggregation functions (COUNT, SUM, MAX, MIN, AVG) to perform
calculations in the database. This is only useful, however, if it significantly reduces
the number of data records to transfer.

In the first example, an ABAP LOOP statement runs over an internal table for
aggregation. To do this, however, every record that fulfills the WHERE condition has
to be read from the database first. The result is then calculated in the LOOP.

In the second example, the result is calculated directly in the database, and only the
results records are transferred.

Hint: Accordingly, either strategy can be used. You will have to decide which
one is better on a case-by-case basis.

Please also note that aggregation functions always bypass SAP table buffers (which
can be a disadvantage when buffered tables are involved).

When you use aggregation function AVG, you should use data type F (floating point
number) for the target field. When you use aggregation function SUM, you should
use a data type for the target field that is longer than the data type of the source field,
to deal with overflows.
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For further information about using aggregation functions, please refer to the
documentation.
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Accessing Multiple Tables
To read data that is distributed across multiple tables, you have to create a link
between the functionally dependent tables. The corresponding logical database
operator is called a JOIN.

You can use either VIEWS in the ABAP Dictionary or ABAP joins to implement
a JOIN.

In theory, you can also use nested SELECT statements to implement a join. If you
use nested SELECT statements, however, you must expect an adverse effect on
performance, especially if the outer table contains a large number of entries. As you
can see in the Explain SQL output, a record is read from the inner table for each record
in the outer table. Instead of nested SELECT statements, use one of the techniques
listed above to read from more than one database table. Database views and joins in
ABAP Open SQL are discussed below.

Figure 204: Nested SELECT Statements and Join Formation

To implement a join, you can use database views as views in the ABAP Dictionary or
ABAP joins, as illustrated above.
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We recommend using a triple-nested SELECT for tables SBOOK, SFLIGHT, and
SCUSTOM for the first part of the exercise.

Caution: Table SCUSTOM has single record buffering switched on in some
training systems. Therefore, deactivate the buffer to ensure that you are really
accessing all the tables.

The first form routine is provided in the template; you can demonstrate it and trace it
as an introduction.

Hint: If you do so, however, do not provide any analysis or comments, as
this is exactly what the participants are supposed to do! You should merely
lead the participants to the conclusion and let them work out the solution
for themselves.

You can discuss the options for buffering database tables in internal tables, as well as
database table buffering, at the end of the SQL lesson.

� You can use them in other programs.
� There are where-used lists and search functions (SE84 / SE81) to find existing

views quickly.
� Like database tables, you can buffer views (technical settings).
� Fields common to both tables (join fields) are only transferred from the database

to the application server once.
� The view is implemented in the ABAP Dictionary as an inner join. This

means no data is transferred if the inner table does not contain any entries that
correspond to the outer table.

� If you do not want to use an inner join to read from a text table, for example
(which cannot deal with situations in which the join results do not contain any
records, because no entry is available in a certain language), use an ABAP left
outer join (see Left Outer Join).
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Figure 205: Example: Inner/Outer Join

You can generally derive the logic of the INNER JOIN and OUTER JOIN from the
intended result set.

An INNER JOIN corresponds to the result set that only considers the records from
the outer table for which suitable data records exist in the inner table (on the left
in the above example).

A LEFT OUTER JOIN corresponds to the result set that contains all the
records from the outer table, regardless of whether or not suitable records
exist in the inner table. If no suitable records exist in the inner table, the
fields of the inner table are set to ZERO values in the result set. The tables
involved in a JOIN are called base tables. On the result of a join you can
then perform a projection (column selection) or a selection (line selection).
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Because not all of the databases supported by SAP support the standard syntax for
ON conditions, restricted syntax must be used to ensure that only JOINs that return
the same result set on all database systems are allowed:

� You can only have a table or a view to the right of the JOIN operator; you cannot
have another JOIN expression

� Only AND can be used as a logical operator in an ON condition
� Every comparison in the ON condition must contain a field from the table on

the right
� None of the fields in the table on the right can appear in the WHERE conditions

of the LEFT OUTER JOIN
� For further information about implementing JOIN functions, please refer to the

ABAP documentation.

Figure 206: Example: ABAP Inner Join

A disadvantage of using ABAP joins is that the statement is more complex than a
Dictionary view, where the syntax of the SELECT statement (specifically, the FROM
clause) corresponds to a regular table access.
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Also note that ABAP joins always bypass the table buffer, which of course is only a
disadvantage for joins involving buffered tables. Dictionary views can be buffered in
SAP R/3 Release 4.0 and later (depending on which tables are used in the view).

Hint: A disadvantage of both ABAP joins and Dictionary views is that
redundant data from the outer table appears in the result set if there is a
1:n relationship between the outer and inner tables. This can considerably
increase the amount of data transferred from the database. For this reason,
you should use a field list with a join to identify only those fields that you
really need. The runtime of a join formation is highly dependent on the
database optimizer, especially when the join involves more than two tables.
However, it is usually faster than using nested SELECT statements.
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We recommend performing the exercise with the joins in the next part. The
participants can choose whether they want to create a join or a view in the DDIC.
Because a triple join will probably overwhelm many of the participants, refer them to
the documentation, which contains perfect example coding.

The documentation contains an example of a triple join in the FROM clause of the
SELECT statement.

Hint: Do not provide any analysis or comments about the join, as this is
exactly what the participants are supposed to do! You should merely lead
the participants to the conclusion and let them work out the solution for
themselves.

The result of the JOIN in the SQL trace will amaze the group; when you
discuss the exercise, be sure to focus on the reduction in the number of data
packages that resulted from the JOIN!

It is also possible to build a Dictionary view instead of the join. In theory, the
view should offer the same performance.
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Figure 207: Subselects / Subquerys

A subquery is a query within a SELECT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement. It is
formulated in the WHERE or HAVING clause to check whether the data in various
database tables or views possess certain attributes.

The following restricted syntax applies compared to the independent SELECT
statement: SELECT … FROM dbtab [WHERE ...] [GROUP BY ...]
[HAVING ...].

If the subquery returns exactly one value, the usual comparison operators aside
from LIKE and BETWEEN can be used. If a subquery is used with a comparison
operator instead of with EXISTS, then the SELECT clause of the subquery can only
contain a single column, which can be a field in the database table or an aggregate
expression. In the second example above, the subquery is supposed to return several
lines, each with one value. If you want to compare all the returned values, you have
to use IN. Subqueries whose WHERE conditions contain fields from the main query
are called correlated subqueries. If subqueries are nested, each subquery can use
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all the fields from the higher-level subqueries in the hierarchy. You should also
formulate positive subqueries whenever possible. Negative formulations may result in
performance-intensive database analyses if no adequate index is available.

Hint: In many cases, you can also use a join to obtain the desired result of
a subquery; the join is usually easier to read. No blanket statements can be
made about the performance of subqueries. If you want to use subqueries,
be sure to test them comprehensively beforehand.

Of course, avoiding database accesses in the first place is the most effective way to
reduce database load. You can do this by taking table contents that have already
been read and saving them in an internal table (with type SORTED or HASHED, if
possible). In many cases, the application logic does not permit the use of joins. If
you still need to read data from multiple tables in such cases, you can use a separate
internal table to buffer the read data.

Figure 208: Read on Demand and Buffering

In the above example, the intention is to read the suitable data from SCUSTOM
(customer master data) within a SELECT loop over table SBOOK. You can
accomplish this with a SELECT SINGLE statement or a read routine. If you use
SELECT SINGLE in this constellation, you would execute identical SQL statements.
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You should therefore encapsulate the reading of SCUSTOM data records in a read
routine. In the above example, the table contents read from SCUSTOM are buffered
in an internal table. Before the database is accessed, the system checks whether the
corresponding table entry has already been read. The information that no appropriate
entry exists in the database is also buffered in the internal table (in the EXIST field).
If the information will be buffered within the program and does not have to be reused,
the read routine can be a subroutine. If you want to buffer in an internal session for
multiple programs (call sequence), you should use a function module. Accordingly,
buffering table contents can be a very effective tool.

We recommend performing the �read on demand� exercise in the next part. Discuss
the slide beforehand.

Review the exercise, and then discuss the various options for accessing multiple
tables (including the buffering options) with the group.

Hint: Different results may occur depending on the training system, data
volume, and data distribution. This is not a problem, however; in fact, it is
intended, because you will discuss and appraise the possible scenarios with
the group afterwards.
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Figure 209: SELECT ... FOR ALL ENTRIES

SELECT .. FOR ALL ENTRIES was created in OPEN SQL at a time when
it was not yet possible to perform database JOINs (this was not supported for all
SAP-approved DBMS). The connection between the inner and outer database tables is
created in ABAP. If you want to replace nested SELECT statements with FOR ALL
ENTRIES, this only eliminates the nesting and its disadvantages partially. In general,
you bundle the inner SELECT statements into packages, for example, of 5 statements
each. This reduces the transfer effort required and avoids identical SQL statements.
The access sequence is defined in the ABAP coding, like for nested SELECT
statements. As mentioned above, if you use FOR ALL ENTRIES, you have to make
sure that the driving table is not initial and does not contain any duplicate entries. As
in the case of nested SELECT statements, the decision of whether an INNER JOIN
or OUTER JOIN is performed is also made in the ABAP program for SELECT ..
FOR ALL ENTRIES. If you want to read large data volumes, you should only use
FOR ALL ENTRIES in exceptional cases.
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Figure 210: Logical Databases

A logical database is a reusable read routine that, once defined, can be used by
multiple developers in multiple applications.

The structure of a logical database defines the hierarchy, and thus the read sequence of
the nodes. The depth of data read depends upon a report program�s GET events. The
logical database reads down to the deepest GET event of all nodes that lie in the direct
access path. The GET events are processed several times in the program � that is, a
GET statement is really like loop processing. Therefore, you should not program a
SELECT statement within a GET event, as this ultimately corresponds to a nested
SELECT. Due to the predefined read sequence, you should avoid programming GET
events that refer to deeper hierarchy nodes but do not require the data from higher
nodes in the hierarchy. The LDB always reads the key fields of these nodes as well (the
SPFLI and SFLIGHT fields in the example). In this situation, it is better to program
the SELECT statements yourself than to use the logical database. When formulating
the GET statement, you should always use the FIELDS addition (at least with wider
tables) if you do not need all the fields in your program. The GET FIELDS f1 f2
statement corresponds to a SELECT f1 f2, and must be appraised accordingly.

We do not recommend using SELECT statments in the GET blocks, as it has the same
results as a nested SELECT (see the right-hand example above).

For further information on programming with logical databases, refer to the
documentation.
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Changing SQL Operations

Figure 211: SQL: Data Changes

You should always use mass data for INSERT operations in database tables. If you
want to prevent runtime errors that could be caused by inserting duplicate entries, you
can use the ACCEPTING DUPLICATE KEYS addition (existing data records are
not changed in this case; SY-SUBRC is set accordingly). In the above example, a
number of entries is to be inserted into a database table. This is done by record in the
first example and using mass data in the second example. You should also use mass
data whenever possible (UPDATE dbtab FROM TABLE itab, MODIFY dbtab
FROM TABLE itab, DELETE FROM TABLE itab) for change (UPDATE,
MODIFY) and delete (DELETE) operations. Please note, however, that there is
no performance advantage with MODIFY .. FROM TABLE itab (transfer by
record). The option DELETE FROM dbtab WHERE .. is also available to delete
multiple entries from database tables. However, you can only specify a WHERE
clause together with UPDATE dbtab SET and DELETE. With regard to the
asynchronous update, in particular, you should not execute CALL FUNCTION ...
IN UPDATE TASK within a loop. The records to change should be collected and
updated in an internal table. Otherwise, not only the application tables will require
additional effort; the update tables (insert and delete) will as well. (ABAP update
techniques are taught and discussed in a separate course.)
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During UPDATEs, you should only update the field contents that have actually
changed. These fields are specified in the UPDATE ... SET f1 = ...
statement. You can use the WHERE condition to restrict the table lines to change.

Therefore, you should also use mass processing statements for UPDATEs.
For further information, refer to the ABAP documentation.
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425 Exercise 19: Optimizing SQL Statements:
Accessing Multiple Tables
Exercise Duration: 40 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Name and appraise the different options for accessing multiple tables
� Describe the disadvantages of using nested SELECT statements
� Describe the advantages of using JOINs
� Avoid redundant database access by buffering data in internal tables

Business Example
Mr. Jones wants to access several tables, in order to display this data in his program.
He knows that joins and views are excellent ways of doing so.

Task 1:
Preparation

1. Copy program SAPBC402_SQLT_TEMPLATE_3JOIN to target program
ZBC402_##_3JOIN.

Continued on next page
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2. Familiarize yourself with the program. In particular, analyze the database
accesses in subroutine NESTED_SELECT_BAD with regard to performance.
Run the program and create an SQL trace during its execution.
How can you tell (in the SQL trace) that there is potential for improving the
program performance?

Task 2:
Improve the database access by reversing the sequence of tables SBOOK and
SFLIGHT.

1. Make sure that subroutine NESTED_SELECT_BETTER is executed in
addition to subroutine NESTED_SELECT_BAD.

2. Implement the subroutine such that the same data is read here as in subroutine
NESTED_SELECT_BAD, but optimize it by reversing the sequence of tables
SBOOK and SFLIGHT. To do so, program an outer SELECT loop of database
table SFLIGHT and read the corresponding data from SBOOK and SCUSTOM
within this loop.

Hint: Remember that a flight from table SFLIGHT will generally have
several bookings in table SBOOK. Therefore, to read the same data as in
subroutine NESTED_SELECT_BAD, you cannot program single record
accesses of SBOOK; you need an inner SELECT loop.

3. Execute the program and compare the runtime measured with the GET RUN
TIME FIELD ... statement.

Create an SQL trace for the program.

Continued on next page
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4. Which changes can you see in the SQL trace? How do these changes improve
the performance of the new subroutine?

Task 3:
Improve the database access with a triple JOIN of tables SBOOK, SFLIGHT, and
SCUSTOM.

1. Make sure that subroutine JOIN3 is executed in addition to subroutine
NESTED_SELECT_BETTER.

2. Implement the subroutine such that the same data is read as in the other
subroutines, But use a triple join of the three database tables here. Alternatively,
you can also create an appropriate database view in the Data Dictionary and
use it.

3. Execute the program and compare the runtimes measured with the GET RUN
TIME FIELD ... statement.

Create an SQL trace for the program.

4. Which changes can you see in the SQL trace? How do these changes improve
the performance of the new subroutine?

Task 4:
Implement a subroutine in which you read the data from database SCUSTOM on
demand and buffer it in an internal table.

1. Make sure that subroutine ITAB_ONDEMAND is executed in addition to
subroutine NESTED_SELECT_BETTER.

2. Implement the subroutine. Start by copying the source text of subroutine
NESTED_SELECT_BETTER.

Continued on next page
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3. Declare a local internal table in your subroutine, itab, where you can buffer the
data that is read from database table SCUSTOM. Which table type should you
use? Which fields should compose the table key?
(Remember that the internal table can become very large. Also consider the fact
that buffered records will be extracted individually later.)

4. Buffer each record from SCUSTOM in internal table itab as soon as it is read.

Immediately before database table SCUSTOM is accessed, implement a single
record access of internal table itab (READ TABLE), to check whether the data
for this customer has already been read and buffered.

If the internal table already contains the desired record, skip the database read
(and buffering of the found record).

5. Which changes can you see in the SQL trace? How do these changes improve
the performance of the new subroutine?
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Solution 19: Optimizing SQL Statements:
Accessing Multiple Tables
Task 1:
Preparation

1. Copy program SAPBC402_SQLT_TEMPLATE_3JOIN to target program
ZBC402_##_3JOIN.

a) Carry out this step as usual.

2. Familiarize yourself with the program. In particular, analyze the database
accesses in subroutine NESTED_SELECT_BAD with regard to performance.

Run the program and create an SQL trace during its execution.

How can you tell (in the SQL trace) that there is potential for improving the
program performance?

Answer:

� Many of the database accesses only return a single record (SELECT
SINGLE), which means a great deal of the data records are only filled
with very little data.

� When you summarize by SQL statement, you can see that accesses to
tables SFLIGHT and SCUSTOM are repeated frequently.

� When you summarize by identical SELECT statements, you see that often
the same data is read several times in sequence.

Task 2:
Improve the database access by reversing the sequence of tables SBOOK and
SFLIGHT.

1. Make sure that subroutine NESTED_SELECT_BETTER is executed in
addition to subroutine NESTED_SELECT_BAD.

a) Decomment the corresponding call in the main program.

Continued on next page
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2. Implement the subroutine such that the same data is read here as in subroutine
NESTED_SELECT_BAD, but optimize it by reversing the sequence of tables
SBOOK and SFLIGHT. To do so, program an outer SELECT loop of database
table SFLIGHT and read the corresponding data from SBOOK and SCUSTOM
within this loop.

Hint: Remember that a flight from table SFLIGHT will generally have
several bookings in table SBOOK. Therefore, to read the same data as in
subroutine NESTED_SELECT_BAD, you cannot program single record
accesses of SBOOK; you need an inner SELECT loop.

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution.

3. Execute the program and compare the runtime measured with the GET RUN
TIME FIELD ... statement.

Create an SQL trace for the program.

a) Carry out this step as usual.

4. Which changes can you see in the SQL trace? How do these changes improve
the performance of the new subroutine?

Answer:

� The identical SELECT statements for table SFLIGHT are gone. As a
result, much less data is read from the database.

� Although the number of accesses to SBOOK has increased, SFLIGHT is
now only accessed once. Because the accesses of SBOOK transport more
than one record on average, the total number of database accesses has been
reduced, which means the data is bundled better.

� No improvement was made in the accesses to SCUSTOM; the number if
identical SELECT statements is unchanged.

Task 3:
Improve the database access with a triple JOIN of tables SBOOK, SFLIGHT, and
SCUSTOM.

1. Make sure that subroutine JOIN3 is executed in addition to subroutine
NESTED_SELECT_BETTER.

a) Decomment the corresponding call in the main program.

Continued on next page
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2. Implement the subroutine such that the same data is read as in the other
subroutines, But use a triple join of the three database tables here. Alternatively,
you can also create an appropriate database view in the Data Dictionary and
use it.

a) See source text excerpt from the example solution.

3. Execute the program and compare the runtimes measured with the GET RUN
TIME FIELD ... statement.

Create an SQL trace for the program.

a) Carry out this step as usual.

4. Which changes can you see in the SQL trace? How do these changes improve
the performance of the new subroutine?

Answer:

� All the required data is now read in a single database access. The data is
bundled optimally and the packages that are transferred to the application
server have the optimum load.

� Identical SELECT statements no longer occur. Although redundant data
is still transferred (due to identical customer data, for example), there
is a huge gain in performance because the database only has to look for
this data once.

Task 4:
Implement a subroutine in which you read the data from database SCUSTOM on
demand and buffer it in an internal table.

1. Make sure that subroutine ITAB_ONDEMAND is executed in addition to
subroutine NESTED_SELECT_BETTER.

a) Decomment the corresponding call in the main program.

2. Implement the subroutine. Start by copying the source text of subroutine
NESTED_SELECT_BETTER.

a) See source text excerpt from the example solution.

Continued on next page
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3. Declare a local internal table in your subroutine, itab, where you can buffer the
data that is read from database table SCUSTOM. Which table type should you
use? Which fields should compose the table key?

(Remember that the internal table can become very large. Also consider the fact
that buffered records will be extracted individually later.)

Answer: Because of its expected size and frequent single record accesses, you
should definitely define the table as a hashed or sorted table (test to see which
version is faster). Because we use the ID field to access the SCUSTOM data,
the key should consist of this field.

4. Buffer each record from SCUSTOM in internal table itab as soon as it is read.

Immediately before database table SCUSTOM is accessed, implement a single
record access of internal table itab (READ TABLE), to check whether the data
for this customer has already been read and buffered.

If the internal table already contains the desired record, skip the database read
(and buffering of the found record).

a) See source text excerpt from the example solution.

Database table SCUSTOM should only be accessed if the access to the
internal table failed � that is, returned sy-subrc <> 0.

5. Which changes can you see in the SQL trace? How do these changes improve
the performance of the new subroutine?

Answer:

� The number of accesses of database table SCUSTOM has been greatly
reduced. The trace list still contains many accesses of SCUSTOM initially,
but the more the internal table is filled, the fewer records have to be read
from the database.

The more often a data record is found in the internal table, the greater
the performance gain.

� The identical SELECT statements for database table SCUSTOM have
now also disappeared, because the buffering mechanism ensures that no
record is read twice.

Performance is improved because no redundant data is read.

Result
Excerpt from short text: SAPBC402_SQLS_SOLUTION_3JOIN

Continued on next page
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REPORT sapbc402_sqls_solution_3join.

TYPES: BEGIN OF ty_rec_sflight,

carrid TYPE sflight-carrid,

connid TYPE sflight-connid,

fldate TYPE sflight-fldate,

seatsmax TYPE sflight-seatsmax,

seatsocc TYPE sflight-seatsocc,

bookid TYPE sbook-bookid,

customid TYPE scustom-id,

name TYPE scustom-name,

END OF ty_rec_sflight.

DATA: rec TYPE ty_rec_sflight.

DATA: t1 TYPE f, t2 TYPE f.

PARAMETERS: pacarrid TYPE s_carr_id DEFAULT ’LH’.

SELECT-OPTIONS: paconnid FOR rec-connid

DEFAULT ’0400’ TO ’0402’.

SELECT-OPTIONS: pafldate FOR rec-fldate

DEFAULT ’20050101’ TO ’20050201’.

START-OF-SELECTION.

************************************************************************

PERFORM nested_select_bad. "bad

PERFORM nested_select_better. "better?

PERFORM itab_ondemand. "even better?

PERFORM join3. "the best?

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

* FORM nested_select_bad

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

FORM nested_select_bad.

GET RUN TIME FIELD t1.

SELECT carrid connid fldate bookid customid FROM sbook

INTO (rec-carrid, rec-connid, rec-fldate, rec-bookid,

rec-customid)

WHERE carrid = pacarrid

AND connid IN paconnid

AND fldate IN pafldate

ORDER BY carrid connid fldate bookid.

Continued on next page
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SELECT SINGLE seatsmax seatsocc FROM sflight

INTO (rec-seatsmax, rec-seatsocc)

WHERE carrid = rec-carrid

AND connid = rec-connid

AND fldate = rec-fldate.

SELECT SINGLE name FROM scustom

INTO rec-name

WHERE id = rec-customid.

* WRITE: / rec-carrid, rec-connid, rec-fldate, rec-bookid,

* rec-seatsmax, rec-seatsocc, rec-customid, rec-name.

ENDSELECT.

* WRITE: / ’ counter = ’, counter.

GET RUN TIME FIELD t2.

t2 = t2 - t1.

ULINE. WRITE: / ’runtime (SBOOK/SFLIGHT)’, 30 ’=’, t2.

ENDFORM. "nested_select_bad

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Form nested_select_better

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

* Change order of the nested selects

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

FORM nested_select_better .

GET RUN TIME FIELD t1.

SELECT carrid connid fldate seatsmax seatsocc FROM sflight

INTO (rec-carrid, rec-connid, rec-fldate,

rec-seatsmax, rec-seatsocc)

WHERE carrid = pacarrid

AND connid IN paconnid

AND fldate IN pafldate

ORDER BY carrid connid fldate.

SELECT bookid customid FROM sbook

INTO (rec-bookid, rec-customid)

WHERE carrid = rec-carrid

AND connid = rec-connid

AND fldate = rec-fldate.

SELECT SINGLE name FROM scustom

INTO rec-name

WHERE id = rec-customid.

* WRITE: / rec-carrid, rec-connid, rec-fldate, rec-bookid,

* rec-seatsmax, rec-seatsocc, rec-customid, rec-name.

ENDSELECT.

ENDSELECT.

Continued on next page
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GET RUN TIME FIELD t2.

t2 = t2 - t1.

ULINE. WRITE: / ’runtime (SFLIGHT/SBOOK)’, 30 ’=’, t2.

ENDFORM. " nested_select_better

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Form join3

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

* Join for all three tables

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

FORM join3 .

GET RUN TIME FIELD t1.

SELECT sflight~carrid sflight~connid sflight~fldate

sflight~seatsmax sflight~seatsocc sbook~bookid

sbook~customid scustom~name

INTO rec

FROM sflight INNER JOIN sbook

ON sflight~carrid = sbook~carrid

AND sflight~connid = sbook~connid

AND sflight~fldate = sbook~fldate

INNER JOIN scustom

ON scustom~id = sbook~customid

WHERE sflight~carrid = pacarrid

AND sflight~connid IN paconnid

AND sflight~fldate IN pafldate.

* WRITE: / rec-carrid, rec-connid, rec-fldate, rec-bookid,

* rec-seatsmax, rec-seatsocc, rec-customid, rec-name.

ENDSELECT.

GET RUN TIME FIELD t2.

t2 = t2 - t1.

ULINE. WRITE: / ’runtime (Join)’, 30 ’=’, t2.

ENDFORM. " join3

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Form itab_ondemand

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

* select records from SCUSTOM when needed

* and buffer them in internal table

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

FORM itab_ondemand.

DATA: itab TYPE HASHED TABLE OF scustom WITH UNIQUE KEY id.

DATA: wa TYPE scustom.

GET RUN TIME FIELD t1.

SELECT carrid connid fldate seatsmax seatsocc FROM sflight

Continued on next page
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INTO (rec-carrid, rec-connid, rec-fldate,

rec-seatsmax, rec-seatsocc)

WHERE carrid = pacarrid

AND connid IN paconnid

AND fldate IN pafldate

ORDER BY carrid connid fldate.

SELECT bookid customid FROM sbook

INTO (rec-bookid, rec-customid)

WHERE carrid = rec-carrid

AND connid = rec-connid

AND fldate = rec-fldate.

READ TABLE itab INTO wa

WITH TABLE KEY id = rec-customid

TRANSPORTING name.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

SELECT SINGLE id name FROM scustom INTO

CORRESPONDING FIELDS OF wa

WHERE id = rec-customid.

INSERT wa INTO TABLE itab.

ENDIF.rec-name = wa-name.

* WRITE: / rec-carrid, rec-connid, rec-fldate, rec-bookid,

* rec-seatsmax, rec-seatsocc, rec-customid, rec-name.

ENDSELECT.

ENDSELECT.

GET RUN TIME FIELD t2.

t2 = t2 - t1.

ULINE. WRITE: /’runtime (buffer on demand)’, 30 ’=’, t2.

ENDFORM. " itab_ondemand
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Use important SQL statements efficiently
� Optimize application logic to achieve the best possible performance
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Lesson:
438

Table Buffering
Lesson Duration: 30 Minutes

Lesson Overview
In this lesson, we will examine how buffering tables can improve access times. We are
therefore dealing with buffering database tables on the SAP application servers.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Access buffered tables
� Describe which accesses bypass the table buffer

Prepare illustrative demonstrations, particularly using the SQL trace. Point out the
access times with and without buffering (show the yellow and blue lines in the trace).

For example, you can access T100 with a SELECT loop and then demonstrate
the correct access with SELECT SINGLE. The result in ST05 will be blue lines
exclusively, with an enormous gain in performance!

Business Example
Mr. Jones is supposed to develop high-performance table access methods to optimize
his application. He knows that reading data from the table buffer will result in much
better performance than causing physical I/Os in the database.

SAP Table Buffering
The aim of SAP table buffering is to buffer table contents on the application server
to reduce accesses of the database, thus conserving the database resources (CPU
load, main memory).

The differences between the different buffering types and how to use them will be
discussed in more detail later.
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The SAP Table Buffer

Figure 212: Table Buffering: Overview

Records that are buffered on the application server can be accessed up to 100 times
faster than data in the database. As a result, the work processes on the application
server encounter shorter wait times, which means table buffering reduces the load on
the entire SAP system.

Records in the table buffer are saved sorted by the primary index.

Caution: You cannot use secondary indexes to access the buffered tables.

Buffer Synchronization
As the following diagram illustrates, buffer synchronization takes place in three steps:
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Figure 213: The DDLOG Mechanism

1. In the first step of a database write operation to a buffered table, the
corresponding records in the database are changed, and also changed (work area
mode) or invalidated (set mode) in the table buffer of the local SAP instance
(here: application server A). The table buffers of all other SAP instances (here:
application server B) are not changed.

2. In the second step, the local database interface (here: application server A)
propagates the changes to the other application servers by writing an appropriate
entry to database table DDLOG. The database buffers of the other SAP instances
are still not current.

3. In the third step, the database interfaces of the SAP instances start buffer
synchronization (every 1-2 minutes => controlled by a profile parameter). To
do so, a SELECT statement is sent to table DDLOG. If the returned records in
table DDLOG indicate that change access has been made to buffered tables,
the data in the table buffers of the non-local SAP instances are invalidated in
accordance with the buffering type. As a result, SQL statements requesting
invalidated data are served by the database. The table buffers in the non-local
SAP instances are loaded again.
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Caution: Temporary data inconsistencies can occur during SAP table
buffering, but are eliminated again by buffer synchronization. This
synchronization is performed in fixed intervals, which you can configure in
the system profile. Therefore, you should only buffer data if the reading of
obsolete data (within this limit) can be tolerated.

Hint: The system parameter for the synchronization interval is
rdisp/bufreftime, which specifies the length of the interval in seconds. This
value must lie between 60 and 3600 (recommend setting: between 60 and
240).

Buffering Types

Figure 214: Buffering Types

We differentiate between the single record buffer (technically: TABLP), the
generic table buffer (technically: TABL) and the buffer for complete tables (full
table buffering). The single record buffer contains the records from the single
record-buffered tables. Physically, the generic table buffer contains the records of the
generically and fully buffered tables (this means that technically, both buffering types
use the same memory area on the application server).
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Full buffering
The first time the table is accessed, the entire table is loaded into the table buffer
(generic table buffer). All subsequent accesses of the table can be served from
the table buffer.

Generic buffering
If you want to buffer a table generically, you first have to define the generic area.
The generic area is defined by the first n key fields of the table. If an SQL
statement is executed for a generically buffered table, with a specific instantiation
of the generic area (such as SELECT * FROM TAB1 WHERE KEY1
= ‘002’ or SELECT * FROM TAB2 WHERE KEY1 = ‘002’ AND
KEY2 = ‘A’), the corresponding records are loaded into the table buffer.
All subsequent accesses with the same instantiation can be served from the
table buffer.

Single record buffering
Only single records are read from the database and loaded into the table buffer
(single record buffer).
Note that SELECT SINGLE has to be used, however; a SELECT loop would
bypass the buffer.

Each buffering type can be considered to be a variant of generic buffering with
n key fields:

� Full buffering: n = 0
� Generic buffering: 0 < n < number of key fields
� Single record buffering: n = number of key fields
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Invalidation Granularity

Figure 215: Invalidating Buffered Records

Of course, when database table contents are changed, the SAP buffer contents
have to be invalidated and refreshed. Again, the buffering type is relevant here:
Work area mode means the database is changed through single-record access, using the
ABAP statements UPDATE/INSERT/MODIFY/DELETE dbtab (FROM wa) or
INSERT dbtab VALUES wa. In contrast, you can also change a database table in
set mode (mass processing). Database update access as mass processing is formulated
in ABAP with the following statements: UPDATE/INSERT/MODIFY/DELETE
dbtab FROM itab, UPDATE dbtab SET <field> = <value> WHERE
<field> = <condition> or DELETE dbtab WHERE <field> =
<condition>.

Database update accesses generally invalidate all the records in fully buffered tables.

For generically buffered tables in work area mode, the records whose generic area
has the same expression as the work area fields in the SQL update statement are
invalidated. If a generically buffered table is accessed in set mode, all the records
are invalidated.
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If a single-record-buffered record is accessed in work area mode, only the changed
single record is invalidated. If an update access is performed in set mode, the entire
single-record-buffered table is invalidated.

Note: Therefore, the granularity of the invalidation corresponds to the
granularity used to fill the table buffers.

Using Table Buffering
Statements That Bypass the Table Buffer
Regardless of which access type is used, the system may ignore the data in the SAP
table buffer and read directly from the database instead. Such accesses are said to
bypass the table buffer.

Figure 216: Statements That Bypass the Table Buffer

In general, these include all Open SQL statements and additions that force an analysis
of the database: aggregation functions, sorted reading, join formation, and so on.

You can use the BYPASSING BUFFER statement to force a database read explicitly.

In addition, a database access will always bypass the table buffer if there is a
possibility that the resulting set is greater than the granularity of the buffering type. If
you use a SELECT loop to access a single-record-buffered table, for example, you
cannot guarantee that the records you need to read are available completely in the
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buffer. Likewise, the buffer will always be bypassed for generically buffered tables
if the WHERE condition does not specify unique values for (at least) all the fields
in the generic area.

Caution: For single-record-buffered tables, a SELECT loop will bypass the
buffer even if the WHERE condition is limited to a unique record; use the
SELECT SINGLE statement instead for such cases.

Figure 217: Buffering: Examples

Table T100 in the first example employs single record buffering. All key fields are
specified with �=� in the WHERE condition in both the left-hand and right-hand
SQL statements. Because SELECT is used to access T100 in the left-hand example
(compared to SELECT SINGLE in the right-hand example), the table contents are
returned directly from the database, and not from the table buffers.

The second example, on the lower left, illustrates generic buffering:
To access the generic buffer, you have to qualify at least the complete generic key.
If the generic key is not set completely, the table buffer is not used.
Note that there are release-specific differences in table buffering in this example:
The generic key consists of four fields in R/3 Release 4.6c, but only one field in
SAP Web AS 6.40.
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The example on the lower right shows a fully buffered table. Read accesses of this
table are handled by the table buffer.

Criteria for Table Buffering
The following diagram should help you decide whether to use table buffering or not.

Figure 218: Criteria for Table Buffering

The records of the buffered tables are held redundantly in the shared memory of
the participating application servers. As such, you should only buffer tables that
are relatively small. Tables that are larger than 10 MB should only be buffered in
exceptional cases. To keep the number of invalidations and subsequent buffer load
operations as small as possible, you should only buffer tables that are accessed
primarily for read access (change accesses < 1% of read accesses). Immediately after
a change access to a buffered table, the table buffers of the non-local SAP instances
are no longer current (see Buffer Synchronization). Inconsistent data may be read
during this period. This must be tolerable. The records of buffered tables are saved
sorted by the primary key. Accordingly, you should use key fields to access them.
Secondary indexes cannot be used.

Before you decide to buffer tables, you have to consult your system administrator to
make sure that sufficient space is available in shared memory (single record buffer;
approx. 40 MB; generic table buffer: approx. 80 MB). Otherwise the table buffers
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could displace each other, which would be counterproductive. Before you change the
buffer settings for standard SAP tables, you should search for appropriate Notes in the
SAP Notes system. You will need a modification key to perform the changes.

To conclude the SQL section, you can review what you have learned again under
the aspect of buffering options.

What options are available for accessing multiple tables?

When can buffering options be used, and which ones?

Note: If you have enough time, you can assign an additional exercise:

You want to read data from tables SFLIGHT, SBOOK, and SAPLANE.
There is a referential relationship between SFLIGHT and SAPLANE (field:
PLANETYPE).

What would be the best strategy here?

First discuss the problem theoretically. If you have enough time, verify the
theory by implementing the solution and running an SQL trace or runtime
analysis.

Solution: Table SAPLANE is very small. You could buffer it fully.
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449 Exercise 20: Table Buffering
Exercise Duration: 30 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Initiate access of buffered database tables
� Use the SQL trace to verify whether the table buffer was used to handle database

accesses

Business Example
Mr. Jones, the developer, wants to optimize his database accesses even more. He
knows that database tables can be buffered in certain cases.

Task 1: Accessing the Single Record Buffer
Using technical means, you want to verify that SELECT accesses of buffered database
tables really are handled using the table buffer.

1. Create a new program, ZBC402_##_SINGLEBUFFER.

2. Program a correct single-record access of table T100. This table is buffered
by single record.

Beforehand, go to the Data Browser and choose a record that you will access
later.

3. Verify that the access is served by the buffer when performed correctly.

Use the SQL trace tool to verify this.

Task 2: Optional: Accessing the Generic Table Buffer
Example of generic buffer access

1. Create a new program, ZBC402_##_GENERICBUFFER.

2. Program a correct access of table TCURR. This table is buffered generically.

Beforehand, go to the Data Browser and choose several records that you will
access later.

3. Verify that the access is served by the buffer when performed correctly.

Continued on next page
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Use the SQL trace tool to verify this.

Task 3: Optional: Accessing a Fully Buffered Table

1. Create a new program, ZBC402_##_COMPLETEBUFFER.

2. Program a correct access of table T005. This table is fully buffered.

Beforehand, go to the Data Browser and choose several records that you will
access later.

3. Verify that the access is served by the buffer when the table is accessed.

Use the SQL trace tool to verify this.
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Solution 20: Table Buffering
Task 1: Accessing the Single Record Buffer
Using technical means, you want to verify that SELECT accesses of buffered database
tables really are handled using the table buffer.

1. Create a new program, ZBC402_##_SINGLEBUFFER.

a) Create the program as usual.

2. Program a correct single-record access of table T100. This table is buffered
by single record.

Beforehand, go to the Data Browser and choose a record that you will access
later.

a) You start the Data Browser by entering transaction code SE16. Choose a
record from the table that you will access later using SELECT SINGLE.
Also note the corresponding slides in the course materials.

See model solution.

3. Verify that the access is served by the buffer when performed correctly.

Use the SQL trace tool to verify this.

a) To access the single record buffer, you have to use SELECT SINGLE and a
fully qualified key; otherwise the operation will bypass the buffer.

In transaction ST05, you have to set the BUFFER TRACE flag in order to
trace buffer accesses. When SELECT SINGLE is used, the second access
of the single record is served from the buffer. The first time the program is
executed, the record is read into the buffer from the database, which means
it can only be read from the buffer during the second access onwards.

The access time for this single record will probably increase by a factor
of 40-100.

Task 2: Optional: Accessing the Generic Table Buffer
Example of generic buffer access

1. Create a new program, ZBC402_##_GENERICBUFFER.

a) Create the program as usual.

2. Program a correct access of table TCURR. This table is buffered generically.

Continued on next page
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Beforehand, go to the Data Browser and choose several records that you will
access later.

a) To access the buffer, you at least have to qualify the generic key fully;
otherwise the buffer will be bypassed. This involved four key fields in
Release 4.6C and earlier; it only involves one key field (the client) in
SAP Web AS 6.10 and later.

Also note the corresponding slide in the course materials.

See model solution.

3. Verify that the access is served by the buffer when performed correctly.

Use the SQL trace tool to verify this.

a) In transaction ST05, you have to set the BUFFER TRACE flag in order to
trace buffer accesses.

When you use the SELECT statement with a fully qualified generic key,
the buffer is accessed during the second table access. The first time the
program is executed, the records are read into the buffer from the database,
which means they can only be read from the buffer during the second
access onwards.

Task 3: Optional: Accessing a Fully Buffered Table

1. Create a new program, ZBC402_##_COMPLETEBUFFER.

a) Create the program as usual.

2. Program a correct access of table T005. This table is fully buffered.

Beforehand, go to the Data Browser and choose several records that you will
access later.

a) You can access individual records in the table or the entire table; the
accesses are handled by the buffer (starting with the second access, of
course).

Also note the corresponding slide in the course materials.

See model solution.

3. Verify that the access is served by the buffer when the table is accessed.

Use the SQL trace tool to verify this.

Continued on next page
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a) In transaction ST05, you have to set the BUFFER TRACE flag in order to
trace buffer accesses.

When you use the SELECT statement, the buffer is accessed during the
second table access. The first time the program is executed, the records are
read into the buffer from the database, which means they can only be read
from the buffer during the second access onwards.

Result

REPORT SAPBC402_SQLS_BUFFERACCESS.

***

*** Example on accessing the singlerecord buffer

*** ...

DATA: wa type t100.

DATA: it_tcurr TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF tcurr.

DATA: it_t005 TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF t005.

START-OF-SELECTION.

********************************

*** access single record buffer

*** if record exists, this should access the buffer

SELECT SINGLE FROM T100 INTO wa

WHERE SPRSL = ’D’

AND ARBGB = ’00’

AND MSGNR = ’007’.

***

*** Example on accessing the generic buffer

*** ...

*** access generic buffer

*** the client is the genric key field

*** attention: this is release dependent

*** in 4.6c there are 4 generic key fields!

SELECT SINGLE * FROM TCURR INTO TABLE it_tcurr.

Continued on next page
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***

*** Example on accessing the complete tablebuffer

*** ...

*** access complete tablebuffer

SELECT * FROM T005

INTO TABLE it_t005

WHERE LAND1 = ’DE’. "or even without WHERE!
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Access buffered tables
� Describe which accesses bypass the table buffer
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Explain the importance of the SAP database interface
� Specify the relevant system components related to SAP Open SQL
� Explain the following terms: database interface, SAP buffer, database buffer,

and cursor cache
� Use the SQL trace to analyze database accesses from programs
� Estimate the performance of programs and then optimize it
� Describe the purpose of using indexes
� Create indexes
� Verify index use by the optimizer
� Use important SQL statements efficiently
� Optimize application logic to achieve the best possible performance
� Access buffered tables
� Describe which accesses bypass the table buffer
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457 Dynamic Programming

For more information, see the introductory instructor notes in the lesson.

Unit Overview
ABAP offers numerous options for designing programs dynamically. We now want to
take a look at the most widely-used options.

Unit Objectives
After completing this unit, you will be able to:

� Create objects dynamically
� Access class components and object components dynamically
� Define field symbols
� Define data references
� Dereference data references
� Generate data objects dynamically

Unit Contents
Lesson: Dynamic Programming with Field Symbols and References .. . . . . .506

Exercise 21: Type Casting for Structures ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .521
Exercise 22: Generating Data Objects at Runtime ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .527
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Lesson:
458

Dynamic Programming with Field Symbols and
References
Lesson Duration: 120 Minutes

Lesson Overview
The syntax supporting dynamic programming with ABAP has been expanded
continuously from release to release � starting with ABAP/4. Our intention here is not
to trace this development; we will systematically introduce the entire scope.

Nonetheless, knowing about the history may help you understand why similar
concepts are sometimes implemented using widely differing syntax structures.

Since SAP Web AS 6.10 at the latest, ABAP offers at least the same options that you
may know from other programming languages. In contrast to these other languages,
ABAP can also rely on support by the ABAP Workbench, even in the area of dynamic
programming.

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

� Create objects dynamically
� Access class components and object components dynamically
� Define field symbols
� Define data references
� Dereference data references
� Generate data objects dynamically

ABAP is a programming language that contains both procedural and object-oriented
components. The �procedural� parts have to be used within classes � that is, in the
object-oriented contexts.

In the opposite direction, certain concepts (such as Runtime Type Services,
Business Add-Ins, and the Control Framework) have been implemented exclusively
object-oriented. Still, they can be used in both procedural and object-oriented contexts.

Ultimately, separating ABAP into its procedural and object-oriented parts does not
make any sense, and should not be propagated �artificially�.

This lesson can help to reinforce this concept.
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It is intended to be a complete overview, which means not all concepts will be equally
relevant for all participants. Therefore, you should be sure to focus on dynamic
instantiations and calls, and especially the CREATE DATA statement. The RTTI
concept will conclude this section by resolving all the remaining issues.

Business Example
Mr. Jones is a software developer at a major corporation that develops proprietary
business applications in ABAP. He is asked to develop a flexible application. Mr.
Jones is looking for a programming technique in ABAP that is comparable to pointers
in other programming languages. Field symbols seem to be a similar feature, so Mr.
Jones uses them to develop his flexible application.

Field Symbols
ABAP has featured field symbols as dereferenced pointers for some time now. Field
symbols allow you �symbolic� access to an existing data object. All accesses that you
make to the field symbol are made to the data object assigned to it. Therefore, you
can access only the content of the data object to which the field symbol points. This
technique is referred to as the �value semantics of field symbols�.

Figure 219: Field Symbols

You declare field symbols using the FIELD-SYMBOLS statement.
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Caution: Note that the angle brackets (<>) in the field symbol name are
part of the syntax.

You use the ASSIGN statement to assign a data object to the field symbol. If the field
symbol is not typed (TYPE ANY), it adopts the type of the data object.

By specifying a type for the field symbol, you can ensure that only compatible objects
are assigned to it.

Example:

DATA: date TYPE d VALUE ’20040101’, time TYPE t.

FIELD-SYMBOLS: <fs_date> TYPE d, <fs_time> TYPE t.

ASSIGN: date TO <fs_date>, time TO <fs_time>.

* possible?

<fs_time> = <fs_date>.

The last statement represents a syntax error! Conversely, using the following
construction would trigger a runtime error:

FIELD-SYMBOLS: <fs_date> TYPE ANY, <fs_time> TYPE ANY.

You can use IS ASSIGNED to check whether a data object has been assigned to a
given field symbol. The UNASSIGN statement sets the field symbol to �point to
nothing�. Accordingly, the logical expression IS ASSIGNED is false after this
statement.

If the participants are less than enthusiastic about this topic, point out the tremendous
runtime savings that can result from using field symbols for nested internal tables.
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Figure 220: Type Casting for Field Symbols

If you use the CASTING addition when you assign a data object to a field symbol
that has a different type, you can remove the restrictions of having to use the data
object�s original type. The data object is then interpreted as though it had the data
type of the field symbol.

If you use the CASTING TYPE addition when you assign a data object to a field
symbol that has a different type, you can access the data object using the field symbol
as if the object had that explicitly specified type.

In the above example, note that the system field sy-datum is an elementary
character-type component of length 8.

You can also use type casting dynamically when you assign a data object to a field
symbol.

Example of Dynamic Type Casting:

PARAMETERS tabname TYPE dd02l-tabname.

DATA: line(65535) TYPE c.

FIELD-SYMBOLS <fs_wa> TYPE ANY.

ASSIGN line TO <fs_wa> CASTING TYPE (tabname).
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You can now use <fs_wa> to access line as if this elementary data object had the
same type as the line type of the transparent table passed using tabname.

Note: This simple example will only work in Unicode systems if tabname
defines a character-like structure.

Accessing Attributes with Field Symbols
Field symbols can be used to access both static attributes and instance attributes,
by assigning their contents to the field symbols. In the syntax you replace the data
object by access to the attribute.

Attribute Access with ASSIGN Statement

ASSIGN class=>static_attribute TO <fs>.

ASSIGN o_ref->instance_attribute TO <fs>.

If field symbol <fs> is typed generically, any missing type characteristics will be
copied from the attributes during assignment.

This access can also be performed dynamically:

Dynamic Attribute Access with ASSIGN
Statement

DATA:

classname TYPE seoclsname VALUE ’CLASS’,

attributname TYPE seocpdname VALUE ’ATTRIBUTE’.

ASSIGN (classname)=>(attributname) TO <fs>.

ASSIGN o_ref->(attributname) TO <fs>.

We recommend going through the first (optional) exercise at this point. It should help
give those participants who cannot appreciate the potential of using field symbols by
giving them a simple example.

Be sure to stress that this is an example, however. If we consider the task posed in the
exercise separately, two MOVE statements would also do the trick.
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Data References
Data references and object references were introduced alongside field symbols as
part of the enhancements in SAP R/3 4.6A. Since this point, ABAP features full
�reference semantics�.

Figure 221: Data References

Data reference variables contain data references, or pointers to data objects. You can
use the TYPE REF TO addition for the TYPES statement to define a reference type
for a data object. In this statement, you can either specify a data type specifically or
use TYPE REF TO data to choose the generic variant. In this case, your data
reference can point to any type of data object.

Note: Syntax item data represents a predefined identifier, comparable to
space and constructor.

The corresponding DATA statement defines the data reference variable itself.
Reference variables are data objects that can contain the address of any data object
(TYPE REF TO data) or a data object of the specified type.

Data references involve using reference semantics � that is, when a data reference
variable is accessed, the data reference itself is addressed, which means any changes
affect the addresses.
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Data reference variables are handled in ABAP like other data objects with an
elementary data type. This means a reference variable can be defined not only as a
single field, but also as the smallest indivisible unit of complex data objects such
as structures or internal tables.

After it is defined, a data reference variable is initial - that is, it contains a blank
pointer. For a data reference variable to contain a reference that points to a data
object, the GET REFERENCE OF statement has to be used to retrieve a reference to
an already defined data object.

A data reference variable can also be assigned an existing data reference from another
data reference variable, or a data object can be created dynamically with the reference.
(More about this later.)

Statically typed data references can be dereferenced directly using the dereferencing
operator ->*. This means they directly access the content of the data object to which
the reference points. To ensure compatibility, you have to dereference generically
typed data references (TYPE REF TO data) and assign them to a field symbol,
which you can then use to access the content. (This method will be demonstrated
again later.)

Therefore, the expression data_reference->* might be compared to the
expression <field_symbol>.

When data references are involved which are statically typed with a structure type,
you can address the components of the referenced data object directly, using the
component selector ->, and use them in any operand item.

Example:

DATA: wa TYPE sflight,

ref TYPE REF TO sflight.

GET REFERENCE OF wa INTO REF.

ref->fldate = ref->fldate + 5.

WRITE: / ref->seatsmax.

In this case, the component selector corresponds to the hyphen - in a regular
component access of structured data objects.

Validity of References – Logical Expression

... ref IS [NOT] BOUND ...
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The ref IS [NOT] BOUND statement queries whether reference variable ref
contains a valid reference. ref has to be a data reference variable or object reference
variable here.

When a data reference is involved, this logical expression is true if it can be
dereferenced; When an object reference is involved, it is true if it points to an object.
The logical expression is always false if ref contains the null reference.

In comparison, the logical expression ... ref IS [NOT] INITIAL ...
merely lets you determine whether or not ref contains the null reference.

In other programming languages, data references are used mainly in concatenated
lists. This is not the case in ABAP, because ABAP internal tables are extremely easy
to handle. Therefore, if the participants are not enthusiastic, point out the two main
areas of use within ABAP that now follow: dynamic method calls and instantiation of
data objects at runtime.

Dynamic Instantiation and Cast Assignments for Data
Objects
You can use data references and the CREATE DATA statement to generate data
objects at runtime analogous to class instances:

Instantiation of Data Objects at Runtime

DATA ref TYPE REF TO typename.

CREATE DATA ref.

After this, the ref data reference then points to the created data object. As an
alternative to the static variant, you can also determine the data type at runtime:

Generic Typing of Data Objects at Runtime

DATA ref TYPE REF TO data.

CREATE DATA ref TYPE typename.

To do so, the reference ref has to be typed generically with TYPE REF TO data.
In the following dynamic variant, the type name (typename) can also be specified
using a variable var_type:
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Dynamic Instantiation of Data Objects at
Runtime

DATA ref TYPE REF TO data.

DATA var_type TYPE ... .

var_type = ... .

CREATE DATA ref TYPE (var_type).

If any of the participants still fail to show the necessary enthusiasm for this topic, you
should now put special emphasis on the following options. If the participants are still
unsure of the advantages offered by dynamic instantiation, demonstrate the example
program below to solve a specific problem.

In order to access the content of a data object that a data reference points to, the
reference has to be dereferenced in the way described above. To ensure compatibility,
however, a field symbol is required for generically typed data references (TYPE
REF TO data):

Figure 222: Dereferencing Generically Typed Data References

The ASSIGN ref_itab->* TO <fs_itab> statement assigns the data object
which is referenced by reference variable ref_itab to field symbol <fs_itab>.
If the assignment is successful, sy-subrc is set to zero.
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If the field symbol is typed completely generically, it assumes the data type of the
data object. If the field symbol is typed partially or fully, the system checks the
compatibility of the data types. You can also cast the assigned data object.

If the data reference is initial or invalid, dereferencing is not possible. In this case, the
field symbol is not changed and sy-subrc is set to four.

We highly recommend demonstrating the following program in the system
(excerpt from executable program SAPBC402_DYND_DATADECL and
SAPBC402_DYND_DATADECL_RTTI); ideally, you will develop it together with
the participants.

Generating Data Objects at Runtime – Example
Application

REPORT ... .

DATA:

ref_itab TYPE REF TO data,

ref_wa TYPE REF TO data.

FIELD-SYMBOLS:

<fs_itab> TYPE ANY TABLE,

<fs_wa> TYPE ANY,

<fs_comp> TYPE ANY.

PARAMETERS pa_tab TYPE dd02l-tabname DEFAULT ’SPFLI’.

START-OF-SELECTION.

CREATE DATA ref_itab TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF (pa_tab)

WITH NON-UNIQUE DEFAULT KEY.

ASSIGN ref_itab->* TO <fs_itab>.

SELECT * FROM (pa_tab)

INTO TABLE <fs_itab>

UP TO 100 ROWS.

CREATE DATA ref_wa LIKE LINE OF <fs_itab>. "or: TYPE (pa_tab).

ASSIGN ref_wa->* TO <fs_wa>.

LOOP AT <fs_itab> INTO <fs_wa>.
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DO.

ASSIGN COMPONENT sy-index OF STRUCTURE <fs_wa> TO <fs_comp>.

IF sy-subrc NE 0.

NEW-LINE.

EXIT.

ENDIF.

WRITE <fs_comp>.

ENDDO.

ENDLOOP.

The example can display the content of any transparent table. You can make the
FROM clause of the SELECT statement dynamic.

For the INTO clause, you will need a data object that has a line type compatible with
that of the table being displayed. Since the name � and thus the line type � of the table
is not known until runtime, you should not create the data object until then. Unlike
conventional data objects, you can specify the type of a data object created at runtime
dynamically. The TYPE addition of the CREATE DATA statement contains the name
of the table, to ensure that the system always creates the �appropriate� structure.

The statement ASSIGN ref_wa->* TO <fs_wa> assigns the data object to
the field symbol. The data type of the table is inherited by the field symbol so type
casting is no longer necessary. You can now write each data record from the SELECT
statement into the compatibly-typed data object using the field symbol <fs_wa>.

If you knew the component names, you could display the fields directly using WRITE
<fs_wa>-.... In most cases, however, you will not normally know the names of
the components, nor how many of them there are. As a result, you have to use the
ASSIGN-COMPONENT variant for output: Each component in structure <fs_wa>
is assigned consecutively to field symbol <fs_comp> and then output. When the
loop runs out of components, the program requests the next data record.

We recommend going through the second exercise for this lesson at this point. In
addition, you might want to point out the capabilities of the SAP List Viewer (both the
old version and the new one in Release 6.40 and later) for dynamic programming.
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Figure 223: Cast Assignment of Data References

Analogous to object references, you can also use the CAST operator to copy data
references to reference variables whose static type is identical to the dynamic type of
the source reference. This is the case in the first example above, but not in the second.

Note: If the cast assignment operator ?= were not used, these assignments
would not even pass a syntax check, because the source and target types
are incompatible.

If necessary and/or requested, use program SAPBC402_DYND_DATACAST to
demonstrate.

If a data reference variable is typed statically, it passes on its type attributes when it is
assigned to a non-typed data reference. This can be very useful, especially where the
additional information of global data types is involved.
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Figure 224: Transfer of Global Type Information for References � Theory

During dereferencing, the type of the reference variable, and not the type of the data
object to which the reference �points�, is decisive. This is illustrated in the following
example:

Figure 225: Transfer of Global Type Information for References � Example
Syntax
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In the above example, reference variable REF_CITYTO is typed statically with a data
element. At runtime, it receives a reference to data object CITYFROM, which has a
different type. The reference is then dereferenced with the generically typed field
symbol <FS_GEN>, which assumes the type attributes of the reference. As a result, in
a list output, for example, the field documentation for the data element.

Hint: To achieve a consistent result, the REF_CITYTO reference would have
to be typed generically or in agreement with data object CITYFROM.

Caution: This example has been designed specifically to show that the type
of a statically typed reference variable really is decisive.

If necessary and/or requested, use program SAPBC402_DYND_REF_GLOB_TYPE
to demonstrate.
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471 Exercise 21: Type Casting for Structures
Exercise Duration: 30 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Use field symbols for type casting
� Develop a simple program to display table contents

Business Example
You are asked to develop a simple program to display table contents. The user should
be able to enter the name of a table in the selection screen. The program should read
the data from this table and output it in a conventional list.

System Data
System: Will be assigned
Client: Will be assigned
User ID: Will be assigned
Password: Will be assigned
Set up instructions: No special settings required in the standard SAP Web AS
6.40 training system

Task:
Develop a simple program that outputs the content of a given table in a list. Make it
possible for the user to enter the table name in a selection screen.

Generate a structured data object with the type of the entered name. You want to read
the data into this structure from the specified database table. Use field symbols.

Note that you will need another field symbol to output the data in the list according
to the ABAP type.

1. Create a program with name ZBC402_##_CREATE_DATA.

Alternatively, you can copy template program
SAPBC402_DYNT_CREATE_DATA.

2. Create a structured data object at runtime whose line type is compatible with the
table entered by the user (suggested name: GR_STRUC).

Continued on next page
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3. Assign a suitably typed field symbol to the generated data object, to enable you
to access its contents.

4. Program the data selection. Read the data from the specified transparent table
into the structure in a SELECT loop.

Within this SELECT loop, output the data in a conventional list. To do so, you
will need a second field symbol, which you consecutively assign the components
in the structure.

Hint: For simplicity's sake, use the UP TO ... ROWS addition to
keep the runtime requirements of your program within reasonable
limits. You will learn about a more elegant solution to restrict the data
quantity later.
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Solution 21: Type Casting for Structures
Task:
Develop a simple program that outputs the content of a given table in a list. Make it
possible for the user to enter the table name in a selection screen.

Generate a structured data object with the type of the entered name. You want to read
the data into this structure from the specified database table. Use field symbols.

Note that you will need another field symbol to output the data in the list according
to the ABAP type.

1. Create a program with name ZBC402_##_CREATE_DATA.

Alternatively, you can copy template program
SAPBC402_DYNT_CREATE_DATA.

a) Create the program in your package. Set the attributes such that the
program can be executed directly.

Model solution: SAPBC402_DYNS_CREATE_DATA

2. Create a structured data object at runtime whose line type is compatible with the
table entered by the user (suggested name: GR_STRUC).

a) See source text excerpt.

3. Assign a suitably typed field symbol to the generated data object, to enable you
to access its contents.

a) See source text excerpt.

4. Program the data selection. Read the data from the specified transparent table
into the structure in a SELECT loop.

Within this SELECT loop, output the data in a conventional list. To do so, you
will need a second field symbol, which you consecutively assign the components
in the structure.

Hint: For simplicity's sake, use the UP TO ... ROWS addition to
keep the runtime requirements of your program within reasonable
limits. You will learn about a more elegant solution to restrict the data
quantity later.

a) See source text excerpt.

Continued on next page
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Result

Source Text Excerpt:

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Report SAPBC402_DYNS_CREATE_DATA

*&

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& This program works similar to the Data Browser.

*& Features:

*& Selection-Screen for a table name

*& Selects Data from the table provided

*& Output as classical list

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

REPORT sapbc402_dyns_create_data.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

DATA:

ok_code LIKE sy-ucomm,

ref_struc TYPE REF TO data.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

FIELD-SYMBOLS:

<fs_struc> TYPE ANY,

<fs_comp> TYPE ANY.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

PARAMETERS:

pa_tab TYPE dd02l-tabname DEFAULT ’SPFLI’.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

START-OF-SELECTION.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

CREATE DATA ref_struc TYPE (pa_tab).

ASSIGN ref_struc->* TO <fs_struc>.

SELECT * FROM (pa_tab)

INTO <fs_struc>

UP TO 100 ROWS

Continued on next page
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.

DO.

ASSIGN COMPONENT sy-index OF STRUCTURE <fs_struc> to <fs_comp>.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

NEW-LINE.

EXIT.

ENDIF.

WRITE: <fs_comp>.

ENDDO.

ENDSELECT.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

MESSAGE e041(bc402).

ENDIF.
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477 Exercise 22: Generating Data Objects at
Runtime
Exercise Duration: 30 Minutes

Exercise Objectives
After completing this exercise, you will be able to:
� Instantiate data objects dynamically
� Program dynamic Open SQL statements

Business Example
You will now develop a program that can be used as an �ad hoc data browser�.

Hint: This program will help you familiarize yourself with the new
programming techniques and produce an executable example application.
The Data Browser is already implemented as a standard tool in the ABAP
Workbench.

The user should only be able to choose a table name here. You can delegate the
filtering of field content and other functions to the SAP List Viewer, which will be
used to output the data.

Note optimizing the runtime requirements is not the focus of this exercise.

System Data
System: Will be assigned
Client: Will be assigned
User ID: Will be assigned
Password: Will be assigned
Set up instructions: No special settings required in the standard training system
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Task 1:
Develop a program that outputs the content of a given table in an ALV list. Make it
possible for the user to enter the table name in a selection screen.

Generate a table-type data object whose line type corresponds to the specified table
name. You want to read the data from the specified database table into this internal
table.

Use the SAP List Viewer to output the data. You can choose between the ALV grid
control and the new ALV programming model as your output medium. (The model
solution uses the new ALV programming model.)

1. Copy your program from the last exercise, ZBC402_##_CREATE_DATA, and
call it ZBC402_##_CREATE_DATA_2.

Alternatively, you can copy template SAPBC402_DYNT_CREATE_DATA_2.

(## stands for your (two-digit) group number.)

2. Generate an internal table at runtime whose line type is compatible with the user's
selection. Read the data from the selected transparent table into the internal table.

Define a reference for the internal table to generate (suggested name: GR_ITAB).

3. At program runtime, generate a standard table with a non-unique standard key.
You already know which line type has to be used at this point.

4. Assign a suitably typed field symbol to the generated internal table, to enable
you to access its contents (suggested name: <FS_ITAB>).

5. Program an Open SQL statement that reads several records from the selected
database table into the internal table with an array fetch. You want the program
to terminate if an error occurs.

Hint: For simplicity's sake, use the UP TO ... ROWS addition to
keep the runtime requirements of your program within reasonable
limits. You will learn about a more elegant solution to restrict the data
quantity later.

6. Pass the internal table to method FACTORY of class CL_SALV_TABLE. This
factory method returns a reference to the generated ALV instance. Define an
appropriately typed reference variable to which the instance can be passed.

7. Implement the call of the DISPLAY method for the ALV instance (defined in
class CL_SALV_TABLE) to display the data.

Continued on next page
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Task 2: (Optional)
Alternatively, you can also use an instance of the conventional ALV grid control to
display the contents of the internal table. A copy template that already contains a
screen with flow logic and the appropriate GUI status is available in program

SAPBC402_DYNT_CREATE_DATA_SQL, which you can use as an alternative.
Apart from the output method, this exercise is identical to the previous exercise.

You can also implement the output with the ALV grid control, which is available in
SAP R/3 Release 4.6 and later, as described below:

1. Define a reference for the instance of the ALV grid control to be generated
(suggested name: GR_ALV).

Hint: The corresponding class is CL_GUI_ALV_GRID.

2. Within the existing PBO module, INIT_CONTROLS_0100, create an instance
of the ALV grid control.

3. Pass the filled internal table to the instance of the ALV grid control. You want
the program to terminate if an error occurs.

Hint: The corresponding method is
SET_TABLE_FOR_FIRST_DISPLAY. It is enough to
pass the line type to parameter I_STRUCTURE_NAME and the internal
table to parameter IT_OUTTAB.
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Solution 22: Generating Data Objects at
Runtime
Task 1:
Develop a program that outputs the content of a given table in an ALV list. Make it
possible for the user to enter the table name in a selection screen.

Generate a table-type data object whose line type corresponds to the specified table
name. You want to read the data from the specified database table into this internal
table.

Use the SAP List Viewer to output the data. You can choose between the ALV grid
control and the new ALV programming model as your output medium. (The model
solution uses the new ALV programming model.)

1. Copy your program from the last exercise, ZBC402_##_CREATE_DATA, and
call it ZBC402_##_CREATE_DATA_2.

Alternatively, you can copy template SAPBC402_DYNT_CREATE_DATA_2.

(## stands for your (two-digit) group number.)

a) Carry out this step as usual. Refer to the SAP Library for further
information.

Model solution: SAPBC402_DYNS_CREATE_DATA_2

2. Generate an internal table at runtime whose line type is compatible with the user's
selection. Read the data from the selected transparent table into the internal table.

Define a reference for the internal table to generate (suggested name: GR_ITAB).

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution.

3. At program runtime, generate a standard table with a non-unique standard key.
You already know which line type has to be used at this point.

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution.

4. Assign a suitably typed field symbol to the generated internal table, to enable
you to access its contents (suggested name: <FS_ITAB>).

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution.

Continued on next page
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5. Program an Open SQL statement that reads several records from the selected
database table into the internal table with an array fetch. You want the program
to terminate if an error occurs.

Hint: For simplicity's sake, use the UP TO ... ROWS addition to
keep the runtime requirements of your program within reasonable
limits. You will learn about a more elegant solution to restrict the data
quantity later.

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution.

6. Pass the internal table to method FACTORY of class CL_SALV_TABLE. This
factory method returns a reference to the generated ALV instance. Define an
appropriately typed reference variable to which the instance can be passed.

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution.

7. Implement the call of the DISPLAY method for the ALV instance (defined in
class CL_SALV_TABLE) to display the data.

a) See source text excerpt from the model solution.

Task 2: (Optional)
Alternatively, you can also use an instance of the conventional ALV grid control to
display the contents of the internal table. A copy template that already contains a
screen with flow logic and the appropriate GUI status is available in program

SAPBC402_DYNT_CREATE_DATA_SQL, which you can use as an alternative.
Apart from the output method, this exercise is identical to the previous exercise.

You can also implement the output with the ALV grid control, which is available in
SAP R/3 Release 4.6 and later, as described below:

1. Define a reference for the instance of the ALV grid control to be generated
(suggested name: GR_ALV).

Hint: The corresponding class is CL_GUI_ALV_GRID.

a) See source text excerpt from the optional model solution.

2. Within the existing PBO module, INIT_CONTROLS_0100, create an instance
of the ALV grid control.

a) See source text excerpt from the optional model solution.

Continued on next page
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3. Pass the filled internal table to the instance of the ALV grid control. You want
the program to terminate if an error occurs.

Hint: The corresponding method is
SET_TABLE_FOR_FIRST_DISPLAY. It is enough to
pass the line type to parameter I_STRUCTURE_NAME and the internal
table to parameter IT_OUTTAB.

a) See source text excerpt from the optional model solution.

Result

Source Text Excerpt

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Report SAPBC402_DYNS_CREATE_DATA_2

*&

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& This program works similar to the Data Browser.

*& Selection-Screen for a table name.

*& Dynamic SQL Statement to read the data from the table

*& Use ALV to display the data

*&

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

REPORT sapbc402_dyns_create_data_2.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

DATA:

ok_code LIKE sy-ucomm,

gr_alv TYPE REF TO cl_salv_table,

gr_itab TYPE REF TO data.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

FIELD-SYMBOLS:

<fs_itab> TYPE ANY TABLE.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

PARAMETERS pa_tab TYPE dd02l-tabname DEFAULT ’SPFLI’.

Continued on next page
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*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

START-OF-SELECTION.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

CREATE DATA gr_itab TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF (pa_tab)

WITH NON-UNIQUE DEFAULT KEY.

ASSIGN gr_itab->* TO <fs_itab>.

SELECT * FROM (pa_tab)

INTO TABLE <fs_itab>

UP TO 100 ROWS

.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

MESSAGE e041(bc402).

ENDIF.

*

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

TRY.

cl_salv_table=>factory(

* EXPORTING

* LIST_DISPLAY = IF_SALV_C_BOOL_SAP=>FALSE

* R_CONTAINER = R_CONTAINER

* CONTAINER_NAME = CONTAINER_NAME

IMPORTING

r_salv_table = gr_alv

CHANGING

t_table = <fs_itab>

).

* CATCH CX_SALV_MSG .

ENDTRY.

gr_alv->display( ).

Solution with Optional Output

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Report SAPBC402_DYNS_CREATE_DATA_SQL

*&

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

Continued on next page
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*&

*&

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

REPORT sapbc402_dyns_create_data_sql.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

DATA:

ok_code LIKE sy-ucomm,

popans,

gr_docking TYPE REF TO cl_gui_docking_container,

gr_alv TYPE REF TO cl_gui_alv_grid,

gr_itab TYPE REF TO data.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

FIELD-SYMBOLS:

<fs_itab> TYPE ANY TABLE.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

PARAMETERS:

pa_tab TYPE dd02l-tabname DEFAULT ’SPFLI’.

*======================================================================*

START-OF-SELECTION.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

CREATE DATA gr_itab TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF (pa_tab)

WITH NON-UNIQUE DEFAULT KEY.

ASSIGN gr_itab->* TO <fs_itab>.

SELECT * FROM (pa_tab)

INTO TABLE <fs_itab>

UP TO 100 ROWS

.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

MESSAGE e041(bc402).

ENDIF.

*--Optional-Output-----------------------------------------------------*

CALL SCREEN 100.

Continued on next page
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*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Module clear_ok_code OUTPUT

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

MODULE clear_ok_code OUTPUT.

CLEAR ok_code.

ENDMODULE. " clear_ok_code OUTPUT

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Module STATUS_0100 OUTPUT

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

MODULE status_0100 OUTPUT.

SET PF-STATUS ’ST100’.

SET TITLEBAR ’T100’.

ENDMODULE. " STATUS_0100 OUTPUT

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Module init_controls_0100 OUTPUT

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

MODULE init_controls_0100 OUTPUT.

IF gr_docking IS INITIAL.

CREATE OBJECT gr_docking

EXPORTING

* SIDE = DOCK_AT_LEFT

extension = 2000

EXCEPTIONS

OTHERS = 6

.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

MESSAGE a015(rfw).

ENDIF.

CREATE OBJECT gr_alv

EXPORTING

i_parent = gr_docking

EXCEPTIONS

OTHERS = 5

.

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

Continued on next page
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MESSAGE a015(rfw).

ENDIF.

ENDIF.

gr_alv->set_table_for_first_display(

EXPORTING

i_structure_name = pa_tab

CHANGING

it_outtab = <fs_itab>

EXCEPTIONS

OTHERS = 4

).

IF sy-subrc <> 0.

MESSAGE a020(rfw).

ENDIF.

ENDMODULE. " init_controls_0100 OUTPUT

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Module leave_programm INPUT

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

MODULE leave_program INPUT.

CLEAR popans.

CALL FUNCTION ’POPUP_TO_CONFIRM_STEP’

EXPORTING

textline1 = text-dml

textline2 = text-rcn

titel = text-cnc

cancel_display = ’ ’

IMPORTING

answer = popans.

CASE popans.

WHEN ’J’.

LEAVE PROGRAM.

WHEN ’N’.

CLEAR ok_code.

ENDCASE.

ENDMODULE. " leave_programm INPUT

*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*& Module USER_COMMAND_0100 INPUT

Continued on next page
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*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*

MODULE user_command_0100 INPUT.

CASE ok_code.

WHEN ’BACK’.

CLEAR popans.

CALL FUNCTION ’POPUP_TO_CONFIRM_STEP’

EXPORTING

textline1 = text-dml

textline2 = text-rbk

titel = text-bak

cancel_display = ’ ’

IMPORTING

answer = popans.

IF popans = ’J’.

LEAVE TO SCREEN 0.

ENDIF.

WHEN ’EXIT’.

CLEAR popans.

CALL FUNCTION ’POPUP_TO_CONFIRM_STEP’

EXPORTING

textline1 = text-dml

textline2 = text-rex

titel = text-ext

cancel_display = ’ ’

IMPORTING

answer = popans.

IF popans = ’J’.

LEAVE PROGRAM.

ENDIF.

WHEN OTHERS.

ENDCASE.

ENDMODULE. " USER_COMMAND_0100 INPUT

Flow Logic of Screen 100

PROCESS BEFORE OUTPUT.

MODULE clear_ok_code.

MODULE status_0100.

Continued on next page
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MODULE init_controls_0100.

PROCESS AFTER INPUT.

MODULE leave_programm AT EXIT-COMMAND.

MODULE user_command_0100.
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Lesson Summary

You should now be able to:
� Create objects dynamically
� Access class components and object components dynamically
� Define field symbols
� Define data references
� Dereference data references
� Generate data objects dynamically
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Unit Summary
You should now be able to:
� Create objects dynamically
� Access class components and object components dynamically
� Define field symbols
� Define data references
� Dereference data references
� Generate data objects dynamically
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491
Test Your Knowledge

1. Which of the following statements regarding dynamic programming is correct?
Choose the correct answer(s).
□ A Field symbols contain the addresses of data objects at runtime.
□ B When you change the content of a field symbol, this changes the

address of the assigned data object.
□ C When you change the content of a field symbol, this changes an

address. That is, the field symbol no longer points to the data object.
□ D You can use field symbols to access data objects as if they had a

different type than their static type.
□ E There are no data references in ABAP; there are only dereferenced

pointers in the form of field symbols.
□ F When you change the content of an assigned data reference, this

changes an address. That is, the reference no longer points to the
data object.

□ G In ABAP, you can define the type of an object when you define the
reference, or wait until it is generated at runtime.

□ H In ABAP, you can define the type of a data object when you define it,
or wait until it is generated at runtime.

□ I A globally typed data reference points to a data object that has already
been assigned a different global type. In addition, a generically typed
field symbol was used to dereference the data reference. If this field
reference is used to access the data object, the type attributes of the
data object will apply, and not those of the data reference.

□ J If a data reference variable is typed statically, it passes on its type
attributes when it is assigned to a non-typed data reference.

□ K You can use RTTI classes in ABAP to determine all of the type
properties of a (data) object at runtime.
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492
Answers

1. Which of the following statements regarding dynamic programming is correct?

Answer: A, D, F, G, H, J, K

Feedback
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Course Summary
You should now be able to:

� Describe the data structure of SAP systems
� Use the ABAP Workbench tools
� Create lists using classic reports
� Create and call function groups and function modules
� Work with the ABAP Dictionary
� Program in a performance-sensitive manner
� Describe the concepts behind object-oriented programming
� Create lists using ALV Grid Control
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Feedback
SAP AG has made every effort in the preparation of this course to ensure the accuracy
and completeness of the materials. If you have any corrections or suggestions for
improvement, please record them in the appropriate place in the course evaluation.
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